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BRIDGE BUILDING.

PRELIMmAEIES.

I. A bridge is a structure for sustainiug the weight

of carriages, animals, &c., during their transit over a

stream, gulf or valley.

Bridges are constructed of various plans and dimen-

sions, according to the circumstances and objects re-

quiring their erection ; and it is the purpose of this

work, after a few remarks upon the general nature and

principles of bridges, to attempt some analyses and

comparisons of the respective qualities and merits of

various general plans, with a view of deducing practi-

cal results, as to a judicious and economical choice and

application of materials in the construction of these

useful and important structures.

n. The force of gravity, on which the weight of

bodies depends, acts in vertical lines, and consequently,

a heavy body can only be prevented from falling to the

earth, by a force equal and opposite to that with which

gravity impels the body downward. This resisting

force must not only act vertically upward, but the line

of its action must pass through the centre of gravity of

the body it sustains. All the forces in the world, act-

ing parallel with, or perpendicular to, the vertical pass-

ing through its centre of gravity, could not prevent a

1



2 Bridge Building.

musket ball (concentrated to the point of its centre of

gravity) from falling to the centre of the earth, unless

it were a horizontal force capable of giving the ball a

projection, such that the centrifugal tendency should

equal or exceed gravity— a kind of force which could

never be made available toward preventing people from

falling into the water in crossing rivers ; consequently,

having no application in bridge building.

In fact, nothing but a continuous series of unyielding

material particles, extending from an elevated body

downward to the earth, can hold or sustain that body

above the earth, by vertical and horizontal action

alone, either separately, or in combination.

III. Suppose a body, no matter how great or small,

placed above the earth, with a deep void, or an inac-

cessible space beneath it. Attach as many cords to it

as you please, strain them much or little— only hori-

zontally— the body will fall, nevertheless. Thrust any

number of rods, with whatever force you may, hori-

zontally against it; still the body will fall. This is

obvious from the fact that horizontal forces, acting at

right angles with the direction of the force of gravity,

have no more tendency to prevent, than to promote

the fall of the body.

Moreover, the space beneath being inaccessible,

there is no foundation, or foot hold, upon which to

rest a post or stud that may directly resist the action

of gravity, while the lines of all other vertical forces or

resistances, pass by the body without touching it.

In the case here supposed, the body can only be pre-

vented from falling by ahlique forces ; that is, by forces

whose lines of action are neither exactly horizontal,

nor exactly perpendicular. Attach two cords to the
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body, draw upon them obliquely upward and outward,

in opposite directions, or from opposite sides of the

void, with a certain stress, and the body will be sus-

tained in its position. Apply two rods to it obliquely

upward, of a proper degree of stiffness, in the same

vertical plane, and on opposite sides of the perpendicu-

lar, a certain thrust exerted upon those rods, will pre-

vent the descent of the body.

IV. Here, then, we have the elementary idea— the

grand fundamental principle in bridge building. What-

ever be the form of structure adopted, the elementary

object to be accomplished is, to sustain a given weight

in a given position, by a system of oblique forces, whose

resultant shall pass through the centre of gravity of the

body in. a vertically upward direetion, in circumstances

where the weight can not be conveniently met by a sim-

ple force, in the same line with, and opposite to, that

of gravity.

For a more clear illustration of this elementary idea,

let us suppose a a', Fig. 1, to represent the banks of a

river, or the abutments of a bridge ; and gg', the line

of transit for carriages, &c. ; and, let us further suppose

a load of a certain weight, w, to have arrived at a point

centrally between a a\ The simplest method of sus-

taining the weight is, perhaps, either to erect two ob-

lique braces aw, . a'xo, or suspend two oblique chains

or ties 'pw^ 'p^w, from fixed supporting points a a', or p p'.

It is not necessary that the weight be at the angular

point w, of the braces or chains, but it may be sustained

by simple suspension at w' below, or simple support at

w" above, and such obliquity may be given to the braces

or chains as maybe most economical ; a consideration

which will be taken into account hereafter.
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Y. Thus we see how a weight may be sustained cen-

trally between the banks of a river, or the extremities

of a bridge. But the structure must not only provide

for the support of weight at this point, but also at every

other point between a a\ ov g g^ ; and it is obvious that

the same plan and arrangement will apply as well at

any other point as at the centre, with only the variation

of making the braces or chains of unequal length.

Fig. 1.

If!"

9 ^4/ ?'

/-K^ r

—i^Oy^ Vi* "^ TZ
\—r-^i^dT r-* 1 !

This, however, would require as many pairs of braces

or chains as there were points between g g\ a thing,

of course, impracticable, since the oblique members

would interfere with one another, and be confounded

into a solid mass. "We therefore resort to the transverse

strength and stiffness of beams, — phenomena with

which all have more or less acquaintance, and without

digressing in this place to investigate their principles

and causes, it will be assumed as a fact sustained by all

experience, that, for sustaining weight between two

supporting points upon nearly the same level, a simple

beam affords the most convenient and economical

means, until those points exceed a certain distance

asunder, which distance will vary with circumstances

;
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but in bridge building, will seldom be less than 10 to

14 feet, where timber beams are employed. Hence,
for bridges of a length of 12 to 14 feet, usually, nothing

.better can be employed than a structure supported by
longitudinal beams, with their ends resting upon abut-

ments or supports upon the sides of the stream.

Of course, no reference is here had to stone or brick

arches. For, though these are advantageously used

for short spans, and in deep valleys, where the ex-

pense of constructing high abutments for supporting a

lighter superstructure, would exceed or approximate to

that of constructing the arch, it is the purpose of this

work to speak only of those lighter structures, com-

posed mostly of wood and iron, and supported by abut-

ments and piers of stone, or by piles, or frames of wood.

Having then adopted the use of beams for supporting

weight upon short spaces, it is "bnly necessary upon

longer stretches, to provide support for a point once

in 10 or 14 feet, by braces, &c., from the extremities

;

and for intermediate points, to depend on beams or

joists extending from one to another of the principal

points provided for as above.*

yi. For a span of 20 or 30 feet, it would seem that

no better plan could be devised, than to support a

transverse beam midway between- abutments, by two

pairs of braces or suspension chains, proceeding from

points at or over the abutments, one pair upon each

side of the road-way ; this transverse beam affording

support for longitudinal beams or joists extending

* It is susceptible of easy demonstration that the power of beams to

sustain weight by lateral stiffness, forms no exception to the principle

that oblique forces alone can sustain heavy bodies over inaccessible

spaces. But this matter is deferred for the present.
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therefrom to the abutments. "When suspension chains

are used, it may properly be called a suspension bridge.

If braces be employed, it is usually termed a truss-bridge.

Horizontal Action or Oblique Members.

YII. Before advancing further, it will be proper to

refer to an important principle or fact which has not

yet been taken into account, though a fact by no means
of secondary interest.

The sustaining of weight by oblique forces, gives rise

to horizontal forces, for which it is necessary to provide

counteraction and support, as well as for the weight of

the structure and its load. The two equal and equally

^ inclined braces, ac and be, Fig.

2, in supporting the weight w
at c, act in the directions of

their respective lengths, each

with a certain force, which is

equivalent to the combined

action of a vertical and a hori-

zontal force, \_Elementary Mechanics—Statics,'] which

may be called the vertical and horizontal constituents

of the oblique force. These two constituent forces

bear certain determinate relations to one another,

and to the oblique force, depending upon the angle

at which the oblique is inclined.

!N'ow, we know that the vertical constituent alone

contributes to the sustaining of the weight, and conse-

quently, must be just equal to the weight sustained, in

this case equal to ^w. We know moreover, from the

principles of statics, that three forces in equilibrio,

must have their lines of action in the same plane, and
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meeting at one point ; and must be respectively pro-

portional to the sides of a triangle formed by lines

drawn parallel with the directions of the three forces;

and that each of the three forces is equal and opposite

to the resultant of the combined action of the other

two. We have, then, at c, the weight J w;, the oblique

force in the line ac, and a third force, equal and oppo-

site to the horizontal constituent of the oblique force

in the line ac. Then, letting fall the vertical dc, and

drawing the horizontal ad, the sides of the triangle acd,

are respectively parallel with the three forces in equili-

brio at the point c. Hence, representing the vertical

cd, by V, the horizontal ad, by h, and the oblique by o
;

and calling the horizontal force x, and the oblique

force, 2/, we have the following proportions :

(1). ^w : X : : V : h, whence, x = J?/^—

(2). ^w : y : : V : 0, whence, y ^ ^w^

But ^w equals the weight sustained by the oblique

ac. Therefore, from the two equations above deduced,

we may enunciate the following important rule :

The horizontal thrust of an oblique brace, equals the

weight sustained, multiplied by the horizontal and

divided by the vertical reach of the brace ; and the

direct thrust (in the direction of its length), equals the

weight sustained multiplied by the length, and divided

by the vertical reach of the brace.

VIII. Now, it is obvious that the brace exerts the

same action, both vertically and horizontally, at the

lower, as at the upper end, though in the opposite

directions ; the brace being simply a medium for trans-

mitting the action of weight from the upper to the
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lower end of the brace. Hence, the weight sustained

by the brace ac, exerts the same vertical pressure at

the point a, as it would do if resting at that point,

while the brace requires a horizontal resistance to pre-

vent its sliding to the left, as would be the case if its

foot simply rested upon a smooth level surface. This

horizontal resistance may be provided by abutments

of such form, weight, and anchorage in the earth, as to

enable them to resist horizontally as well as vertically,

or by a horizontal tie, in the line ah, connecting the

feet of opposite braces.

These two methods are both feasible to a certain ex-

tent, and in certain cases ; and, both involve expense.

Under particular circumstances, it may be a question

whether the former should not be resorted to, wholly

or partially. But for general practice, in the construc-

tion of bridges for heavy burthens, such as rail road

bridges, and especially iron truss bridges, where expan-

sion and contraction of materials produce considerable

changes, it is undoubtedly best to provide means for

withstanding the horizontal action of obliques, within

the superstructure itself; and this principle will be ad-

hered to in the discussions following.

The preceding remarks and illustrations as to the ac-

tion of braces, or thrust obliques, obviously apply in

like manner to obliques acting by tension, with only

the distinction, that in the latter case, the weight is

applied at the lower, and its action transmitted to the

upper end of the oblique, and the horizontal action (at

the remote end), is inward, and toward the vertical

through the weight, instead of outward ; and conse-

quently, must be counteracted by outward thrust, as

by a rigid body between the points jpjp', Fig. 1, or by

heavy towers, and anchorage capable of withstanding
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the inward tendency. Hence, in applying the rule be-

fore given, to tension obliques, and their vertical and
horizontal constituents, the word pull should be sub-

stituted for the word thrust, wherever the latter occurs

in said rule.

TWO PA]N[EL TRUSSES.

IX. There are three forms of truss adaptable to

bridges with a single central beam or cross bearer

(which may be called two
^
^^*

panel trusses), the general

J characteristics of which,

are respectively repre-

sented by Figures 3, 4 and

5. Fig. 3 represents a

pair of rafter braces, with

feet connected by a horizontal tie, and with a vertical

tie by which the beam is suspended at or near the

horizontal tie, or the chord, as usually designated.

For convenience of comparison, let M= v,= ],= ver-

tical reach of oblique members in each figure. Also,

let each chord equal 4?;, =4, and the half chord = 2 =
h= horizontal reach of obliques in Figs. 3 and 4. Then
ad, Fig. 3, equals s^h^+v^ = \/5, and if the truss be

loaded with a weight w, at the point h, hd will have a

tension equal to w, and ahc, [see rule at end of Sec.

VII], a tension equal to ^lo, (
= weight sustained by ad),

multiplied by the horizontal, and divided by the ver-

tical reach of ad ; that is, equal to J w\, = }^w f , = w;

while ad suffers compression from end to end, equal to

lio^. But ad^s/b, and v=^L Whence ^w- =
IWy/b,

2
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Now, as the crosB-section of a piece, or member, ex-

posed to tension (or to thrust, when pieces are similar

in figure), should be as the stress, it follows that the

weight of each such member should respectively, be as

the stress sustained, multiplied by the length, + an ad-

ditional amount taken up in forming connections; which

latter, for purposes of comparing the general economy

of diflerent plans, may be neglected.

X. Then, representing by M, the amount of material

required to sustain a stress equal to w, with a length

equal to hd, = 1, we have only to multiply the stress

of a member in terms of w, by the length in terms of

bd, or V, and change 2^ to m, to obtain the amount of

material required for the member in question, omitting

the extra amount in the connections. Hence, the

length of the vertical tie bd, being equal to 1, and hav-

ing a stress equal to w, requires an amount of material

equal to 1m.

For the horizontal tie, or chord, length = 4, and

stress (as seen above), = w, whence material = 4m.

This added to 1m, required for the vertical, makes a

tQtal of 6m, for material exposed to tension in truss 3.

The two thrust braces, as already seen, sustain com-

pression equal to Jw;>/5, which multiplied by length,

-v/5, andw changed to M, give material = | m, for each,

or 5 M, for the two.

XL In the case of truss Fig. 4, the obliques mani-

festly sustain a weight = ^w, by tension, giving stress =
^w \/5, which multiplied by length, == -v/S, gives |m =
material for each, and 5m, for the two. The compres-

sion of ki, equals ^wxh = ^wx2 =: w, while the length

=

4, whence, material = 4m; and, each end'post sustain-
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ing J23r?^ with length = 1, the two require material =m,
making the whole amount of thrust material = 5m.
Thus we see that the two plans require each the

same precise amount of material for sustaining both

tension and thrust, upon
the supposition that the

material is capable of sus-

taining the same stress to

the square inch of cross-

section, in the one plan as

in the other. This is true

as to tension material ; but with regard to thrust mate-

rial, the power of withstanding compression, varies with

the ratio of length to diameter of pieces, as well as with

the form of cross-section ; and it will hereafter be seen,

that in this respect, plan 3 has the advantage in having

the compression sustained mostly by shorter pieces,

unless Id be supported vertically and laterally by a stiff

connection with the bearh at/, which would increase

the amount of material.

XII. Plan Fig. 5 has three members {In, mp andmg')

exposed to tension, and the remaining three exposed, to

compression. With the

same length and depth

^ JP of truss, and the same

load = Wj at m, and with

obliques equally inclined

1 "m 71 (at 45°), it is manifest that

the vertical and horizon-

tal reaches, each for each, is equal to 1, and the length,

equal to v/2 ; while the weight sustained by each equals

^w. Hence, the action (of tension or compression),

equals J<i7v/2, and the material equals Jv'2Xv/2.m =»1m;
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making for the four pieces, 2m for tension, and 2m for

compression.

The tie or chord In, suffers tension equal to the hori-

zontal constituent of the thrust of ql, manifestly equal

to the weight sustained by ql^ or equal to J lo. There-

fore, the length being equal to 4, the material required

in its construction, equals 2m. The remaining mem-
ber jpq {— 2) sustains compression equal to the com-
bined horizontal constituents of the tension of mq, and
the compression of ^^, each of said constituents equal

to iw, making compression of ^g-, equal to w, and length

being 2, material = 2m
We have therefore, for this plan of truss, 4m, for

thrust material, and 4m for tension material, which is

i less than in case of Figs. 3 and 4. Consequently,

this plan is decidedly more economical than either of

the others, unless the compression material acts with

better advantage in the latter than the former ; that

Is, unless the thrust members in 3 and 4, have a greater

power of resistance to the square inch of cross-section,

than those in Fig. 5.

XIIT. As to this, both theory and experiment prove,

as will be shown in a subsequent part of this work,

that the long thrust members in bridge trusses, are

liable to be broken by deflection, rather than by a

crushing of the material ; that in pieces with similar

cross-sections, with the same ratio of length to diameter,

the power of resistance to the square inch is the same.

That, since the cross-section is as the square of the di-

ameter, and the diameters (in similar pieces), as the

lengths, the absolute powers of resistance (being as the

cross sections), are as the squares of the lengths.
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Hence, if the compressive forces acting upon two

pieces of different lengths, be to one another as the

squares of the lengths of pieces respectively, and the

diameters be as the lengths, the forces are as the cross-

sections, and proportional to the power of resistance in

each case, and the material in the two pieces, acts with

equal advantage, as far as regards cross-section, so that

the products of stress into length of pieces, are the true

exponents of amount of material required in the two

pieces respectively. It follows, that, if on dividing the

forces acting upon the pieces in question respectively,

by the squares of the lengths, the quotient be the same
in both cases, the two pieces have the same power of

resistance to the square inch, and in general, the greater

the value of such quotient, the greater the power per

inch, and the greater the economy, though not neces-

sarily in the same precise ratio, it

XIV. Applying this rule to thrust members in plan

Fig. 3, being the braces, the compressive force equals

^w^/5, and square of length = 5. Hence the quotient

j\w ^/5 = 0.2236^(;.

The piece Id Fig. 4, has length = 4 and compression—

w, whence, force divided by square of length gives j^^w

I = 0.0625?/;. This shows the material to be capable of

sustaining much more to the square inch in the former,

than in the latter case, though it does not give the

true ratio. On the other hand, ek and gi^ with length

= 1, and stress = \w^ give quotient = \w = 0.5i^.

Hence, with similar cross-sections, these parts have

greater power to the inch than either of the former, but

not enough to balance the inferiority of /a, as compared

with ad and dc^ in Fig. 3. - it-
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With regard to truss Fig. 5, ql and pn, suffer each

compression equal to Ji^v'2, with square of length = 2,

giving quotient = Jz^?n/2, = 0.37 Iw?, while pq, has com-

pression = ?(;, and square of length = 4, and quotient

= \w =^ 0.25z^J. Hence it appears that this plan not

only possesses a decided advantage in the less amount

of action^ upon materials, but also, a considerable ad-

vantage as to ability of compression, or thrust members,

to withstand the forces to which they are exposed.

XV. Still another modification for a truss to support

a single beam, is formed by reversing Fig. 3, thus con-

verting tension members into thrust members, and vice

versa; the oblique members falling below, instead of

rising above the grade, or road-way of the bridge. In

this case, the long horizontal thrust member ac, is di-

vided and supported in the centre, and its economy of

action becomes the same as that of pg, in Fig. 5; and

the truss gives the same exponents for both thrust and

tension material as when in the position of Fig. 3.

This arrangement affords no side protection, and is

not always admissible, on account of interference with

the necessary open space beneath.

Deductions.

XVI. We seem to learn from what precedes, that

:

(1). Since all heavy bodies not in motion toward, or

not approaching the centre of the earth (or receding

from it under the influence of previous impulse), exert

a pressure equal to their respective weights [viii],

* By the expression, amount of action, is meant, the sum of products
of stresses into lengths of parts, or members.
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either directly or indirectly upon the earth ; and, since,

a body crossing abridge, having (as bridges are always

supposed to have), avoid space underneath, preventing

a direct pressure, it follows, that every such body exerts

an wzdirect pressure at some point or points at greater

or less horizontal distance from the body.

(2). That the pressure of a body at a point or points

not directly below it, can only take place through one

or more intermediate bodies, or members, capable of

exerting (by tension or thrust), one or more oblique

forces upon the first named body, and it is the oflEice

of a bridge to furnish the medium of such horizontal

transfer of pressure [iv].

(3. That a single oblique force can not alone prevent

a heavy body from falling toward the earth (since two

forces can only be in equilibrio when acting oppositely

In the same line), and that each oblique force is equal

to the combined action of a vertical and a horizontal

constituent, of which the first alone is equal to the

weight sustained and transferred by the oblique

member, while the horizontal constituent, acting at

both extremities of the oblique medium, must "be coun-

teracted by means outside of the oblique and the weight

sustained by it ; which means are usually to be sup-

plied by other members of the structure [viii].

(4). The direct force exerted by an oblique member
(in the direction of its length), is equal to the weight

sustained, multiplied by the length, and divided by

the vertical reach of the oblique, while the horizonta,

constituent equals the weight sustained multiplied by

the horizontal, and divided by the vertical reach of

the oblique [vii].

(5). The amount of material required in a tension

member, is as the stress multiplied by the length ot
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the member [ix] (disregarding extras in connections)^

and the same is true of thrust members of similar

formed cross-sections, sustaining stress proportional to

the square of the length of pieces respectively.

(6). The respective stresses of two thrust members,

divided by the squares of respective lengths, give quo-

tients indicative of, though not proportional to. the re-

lative efficiency of material in the two members, ^-the

greater quotient showing the greater efficiency, or

greater power of resistance to the square inch of cross-

section [xiii].

With these rules or principles in view, we may pro-

ceed advantageously with general analyses and com-

parisons of different plans, or systems of bridge trussing,

adapted to different lengths of span.

THREE PAKEL TRUSSES.

XYII. In structures exceeding 25 or 30 feet in length,

the length of joists from the centre to the ends, would

require cross-sections so great, to give them the requi-

site stiffness, that their weight and cost would become

objectionable. It becomes expedient, then, in such

cases, to provide support for more than one principal

point, or transverse beam, or bearer. A superstruct-

ure from 30 to 40 feet long, may be constructed with

two cross beams, supported by two trusses with two

pairs of braces each, with the fee*- connected by a hori-

zontal tie or chord, as seen in Fig. 6.

The cross beams, may be at b h\ or suspended at c

and d, at equal horizontal distances from a a', and from

one another; which latter position they will be re-
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garded as occupying in this instance. Or, the figure

may be inverted, thus reversing the action of the several

thrust and tension members.

XVIII. Another, and a more common form of truss

for two beams, is shown in Fig. 7. These may be

called three panel trusses.

Tig. 6.

Fig. 7.

I
-yX^^v^

a c) a / a'

To compare these two trusses, suppose the two to

have the same length and depth, and to be loaded with

uniform weights, w, at the two points c and d in each.

Then, sincewe know from the principle ofthe lever, that

each weight produces upon each abutment, a pressure

inversely as its horizontal distance from them respec-

tively, and that the pressure upon the two abutments

is equal to the weight producing it, it follows that aby

Fig. 6, sustains %w, and compression = J ^w. Hence

making a6 = D,...bc= Vy and ac = A, ... |f^ ?/;, becomes

} -w;, and multiplying this stress by length.

3

D, and
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changing w; to M*,we have for material in a6,...I- m. But

d2=/,2 + ^;2^ whence f^M - f {^ +v) m = (|V |>.
Again, ab' sustains ^w, with length = \^iJf-flf^ and

by multiplying and changing as in case oi'ab, we obtain

material in ab', =(^ + -~) m, which added to amount

for ab, give8(^ + v) m for the two braces, and

{4i" + 2zj)M for the four.

The horizontal thrust of ab = -%w- while that of ab^

= I iv^A= ^w-. Hence the horizontal thrust of ab and

fl6'»« I ?^—= tension of aa\ and material for chord aa',

equals 3 X |- M =—M. Tension of be and b^d, each,

equals w, and material for the two==2 2;M, which

added to amount in aa', makes the whole tension

material equal to{—-h2v) m, being the same co-efficient

of M as was obtained for compression.

In truss Fig. 7, ...ab and a'b' (= D = x/h^ +v^), evi-

dently sustain each a weight equal to lo, and a stress =
V'/i^ 4- v'^ w, "Whence, material = (- + v) m for each,

and {^- + 2v) m for both, while 66', equal to h, sustains

compression equal to the horizontal thrust of a6, equal

io~Wj and requires material equal to-M, making, with

amount in braces ab o'b\ (— -f 2i')m.

Now we have just seen that the horizontal thrust of

a6, equal to the tension of chord aa\ equals—?/?, and the

* When V is used in tlie co-efficient of M, then M represents the pro-

duct of the stress, in terms of w, by length according to any assumed
unit, which may be equal to v or not.
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length being 3A, the material consequently equals

— M, to which add 2vu for verticals, and we have

(— +2?;)m == whole amount of tension material in

truss 7, which is less by ^' m, than in the case of truss

Fig. 6.

XIX. With regard to thrust material, it is clear that

while in truss 6, the weight on either pair of braces, is

transferred in due proportion to both abutments, inde-

pendently of the other braces, whether one or both pair

be loaded ; on the contrary, truss 7, when c only is

loaded, must transfer ^w to a', which can only be done

through a'6', the only oblique member acting at the point

a\ Moreover, the weight must be communicated to a^b%

at the point b', through the thrust of bd, and the tension

of ^6', assuming bd and cb' to be thrust members. Now,
as either c, or c?, is liable to be loaded with weight equal

to w, while the other is unloaded, it follows that both

bd and cb' are liable to sustain weight equal to ^w, and

require thrust material equal to j(- + v) u for each,

or if'* + ^)m for the two. The whole amount of

thrust material for truss 7, then, equals(— -f 2 v)uy

(the amount found above) + (^ + -^v)m, equal to

(?£' + 2 S ?;) M, against (^ + 2v)m for truss 6; the

difference being (i^ — fr) M. If this be a positive

quantity, the balance is in favor of truss 7, and if nega-

tive, in favor of tress 6, as regards amount of action

on thrust material ; while, if i^ — f ^ = zero, thel

amount of thrust action is the same in both trusses.
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Either of these suppositions may be true, according to

the relative values oih and v. If h = v>/2. theni^ —
fy = 0. If A, be greater than Vy/2 — - J— — %v is

positive, and if h be less than i;\/2, the value is nega-

tive. But the amount is trifling in any probable rela*

tion of h and v, and may be disregarded in this general

comparison.

Calling then, the amount of action upon thrust mate-

rial in the two plans equal, there is a probable advan-

tage in favor of truss 7, as to eflEiciency of thrust

material, while the latter truss, shows a positive advan-

tage over truss 6 in amount of tension material, equal

to {^ + 2v) — {^ + 2?;) M = ^' M. This is equal to

4m, when A = 2v = 2 ; which is in tolerable proportion

for the trusses under discussion, and, substituting these

values of h and v in the expressions of tension material

in the trusses respectively, we have (16 + 2)m for truss

6, and (12 -f- 2)m for truss 7, being about 28J per cent

more for 6 than for 7.

The same difference would appear with Fig. 6 in-

verted, the thrust and tension action being the same

in amount of each, only sustained by different mem-
bers, thrust members in one case becoming tension

members in the other.

FIVE PAl^EL TRUSSES.

XX. Truss Fig. 7, may be increased in length and

number of panels, by introducing additional panels

between the end triangular panels, and the rectangular

centre one either of an oblique form, as in Fig. 8, w:hich

represents an arch-truss, or of a rectangular form as in
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Fig. 10. The truss on the plan of Fig. 6, may be

lengthened by introducing additional pairs of inde-

pendent braces, as seen in Fig. 9.

Fia. 8.

hi

a f

For the analysis of these trusses, using the same no-

tation as before, as far as applicable, that is, making

D = verticals ck, in 8 and 10, and equal to nn', pm^, etc.,

in Fig. 9 ; A = ah== width of panel in each figure, = J

whole chord ; ?/?= uniform weights at the four bearing

points in each, and M = weight of material required to

sustain a stress equal to w, witb length equal to 1

;

then, making ^6 = f y in truss 8, it is obvious that the

two abutments at a and /together sustain 4w?, with the

common centre of gravity of all the weights midway

between abutments, whence each abutment sustains

2w, equal to weight sustained by al. The compression

of al therefore equals ^w. But al^'^W+Jif,

which substituted in last preceding expression, gives

I \/7F+^~i^z/^,=compression of aL Whence, multiply-

ing by length, VA^H- J y^, and changing w to M, we

have (—+lji;) m == material for aL

The horizontal thrust of al, [xvi (4)] equals

2w — =^ —w, = tension of chord af.

The oblique member Ik, sustains weight=w? (through

the vertical ck), and has a vertical reach = Jt?,
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whence it sufters compression equal to|^ w, =^—w, =

8 >/h^ + yV^ w, and requires material equal to (—

+

I^)m, while its horizontal thrust equals -^?(?, «=-^?/;,=.

compression of ki, by which it is contracted. The ma-

terial required for ki, therefore,=—m. Material lor ig

and gf, is the same as above found for al and Ik, and,

doubling those quantities, and adding amount just

found for ki, we obtain(— -f 3|v) m, ~ material in

the whole arch.

The tension of the chord af (Fig. 8), has been seen

to be equal to -w?, whence, multiplying by the length,

5A, and changing w to M, we have— m, = material for

chord.

The 4 verticals sustain each, weight = 2/?, and the

aggregate length being 3Jv,... material = S^vu. This,

added to amount in chord, gives (— + Siv)M, = ten-

sion material required to support a full uniform load,

as above assumed. But since any number of the points

0, c, d, e, are liable to be loaded while the others are

unloaded, it is obvious that in such case, the arch will

not be in equilibrio, the loaded points tending to be

depressed, while the unloaded, tend to be thrust up-

ward. Hence the arch requires the action of the ob-

liques, or diagonals, in the three quadrangular panels, to

counteract such tendency ; and, as will appear further

on, these members will require material equal to about

one-third of the amount required in the chord, thus in-

creasing the amount of tension material for the truss to

about(?55'+4iv)M.
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XXL Iq truss Fig. 9, each brace obviously sustains

a portion, x, of the weight w^ which is. to w^ as the

horizontal reach of its antagonist, as to horizontal

action, or its fellow and assistant vertically, is to the

whole length of chord ; that is, the weight x, bearing

at m, through mn\ is to w^ as ns to ms) or, a: : z^ : : 4 : 5.

Hence x == \w. This, multiplied by the horizontal

reach, equal to A, and divided by ?;, gives the horizontal

thrust of the brace, equal to ^w.

Fig. 9.

In like manner, mm' sustains a weight x\ which is to

W7, as2?s to ms^ i. e., a:' : zz? : : 3 : 5, whence x' — \w^ and

the horizontal thrust= f — i^ = %-\J0\ and in general,

the horizontal thrust of a brace in this kind of truss,

equals w^ multiplied by the product of the number of

sections of chord at the right and the left of the point of

application (of the weight), and divided by the whole

number of chord-sections, and, by the vertical reach (??)

of the brace.

But the horizontal thrust of mn' equals that of n's, =
that of m^ ,and the horizontal thrust ofmm\ equals that

of m's = that of mu, whence, horizontal thrust of the

4 braces bearing at m, equals twice that of mn' and

mm', together, = 2 (j i + f ^)«> = ^-^ic = 4^v. This
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being equal to the tension of the chord, multiplying

by length 5A, and changing w to M, gives material for

chord =~ M. Addinor to this, 4yM, for 4 verticals

with stress = w, and length = v, each, makes whole

amount of tension material equal to (— +4?;)m, being

very nearly the same as for truss, Fig. 8.

XXII. As for braces in truss 9, we have already

seen that each brace sustains weight equal to w, multi-

tiplied by the number of panels crossed by its fellow,

and divided by the number of panels in the whole

truss. Hence nm/ sustains fi^, with length equal to

y/K^-^v^, Therefore, stress = J >/A^+r^i^?, which mul-

tiplied by length, and w changed to m, gives material

for mn' = |(^'+ v)m, =• (i^ + -^)m. mm' sustains

I?/?
with length = s/4:h? + v'^, whence material =

I (i^+i;)M, =(^'+^)m. mu susttosfziJ with length

->/97?T^', and material equals(M^-^Jm, while mt,

sustains \w, with length = v^lOA^+i;^ requiring

material = (y^' + |-)m. Then, adding and doubling

these amounts, we obtain(— +4i;)m, against (—" -|-

3Jv)m, for truss 8 ; a difference of about 30.6 per cent

when h = v, and about 32.6 per cent when h — 2v,

Thus, truss Fig. 8 has over 30 per cent advantage

over truss Fig. 9, in the economy of amount of aciiun

upon thrust material, with the advantage as to efficieyicy

of action of this material, undoubtedly, also on the side

of truss 8. Tension material is nearly the same in

both.
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XXIII. If truss Fig. 9 be inverted, dropping the ob-

lique members below the road-way of the bridge, thus*

reversing the action of thrust and tension members, the

thrust material would act with nearly equal advantage

in both plans, and with about the same amount of

action. But the 30 per cent advantage as to amount

of action upon tension material, would still be in favor

truss 8. Besides, it is only in exceptional cases that

this arrangement can be adopted, on account ofinterfer-

ence with the necessary space below the bridge.

Fig. 10.

lb i

a d

XXiy. In truss Fig. 10, suppose the points 6, c, d, e,

to be loaded successively from left to right, with uni-

form weights equal to w each, and suppose the truss to

be without weight, as we have hitherto done. When b

alone is loaded, ^w must bear at /, [xviii] which may
be effected, either by tension of bl, thrust of Ic, tension

of c^, thrust of kd, &c., by tension vertical and thrust

diagonal alternately, till it reaches /; acting in its

course upon 4 verticals, and 4 obliques, with a weight

upon each, equal to ^iv. Or, the weight maybe trans-

ferred by tension of bk, ci and dg, and thrust of kc, id

and gf. These alternatives are subject to the control

of the builder, and he will form and connect the parts

accordingly. Let it be assumed that. the truss has ten-

sion diagonals, and thrust uprights at c and d, while lb
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and eg are necessarily tension members in all cases, in

practice.

Again a weight, w, at c, must cause pressure equal

to f w; at/, through tension of ci and dg^ and thrust of id

and gf. This, with the Jw?, from the weight at 6, makes
|i^, acting on ci. But the weight at c, causes pressure

equal to |w at <2, necessarily through tension of cl;

and since cl and 6A: are antagonistic, the action upon

one tending to produce relaxation of the other, it fol-

lows that only one can act at the same time, unless

unduly strained in the adjustment of the truss. Hence,

the^z^, which acts upon hk, when b alone is loaded, is

overbalanced by the f lo, tending to act upon cl, on

account of the load at c ; and the result is, that hk is

relaxed, the whole weight at 6, is necessarily sustained

by hi and la, and the fw;, which must by a statical

necessity, bear at/, in consequence of the loads at b

and c, is all made up from the weight at c, leaving only

%(jo of this weight to bear at a, through cL I^ow, since

it is obvious that all load at c, d, or e, must contribute

to the pressure at «, which can only occur through

action upon cl, it follows that bk can only sustain the

whole weight of \w, when the point b alone is loaded

;

and consequently, that ^w is the greatest weight that

bk can ever be subjected to.

Then, applying another weight, w, at d, it must add

\w to the pressure at/, through tension of dg and thrust

of ^/; which last amount, added to |m?, communicated

to dg through ci and id, makes ^w, as the weight sus-

tained by dg. But the weight at d, also causes pres-

sure at a, equal to ^w, which can only be done through

action, or tendency to action upon dk, and since dk and

ci are antagonists, only one can act at once, and that,

only with a force equal to the excess of tendency to
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action of the one, over that of the other. Now we
have seen that weights at b and c, tend to throw fw;

upon ci, while the weight at d, tends to throw pv upon

dk. Hence, in these circumstances, ci only sustains

Iw, which is transferred to dg through thrust of id,

while dk is relaxed, and the whole weight at d, is sus-

tained by dg; making, with the ^w from ci, just above

mentioned, ^w, equal to the pressure due upon the

abutment at/, on account of weights at b, c and d.

Lastly, a weight, w, at e, tends to give pressure equal

to Ji^ at/, through eg and^, and a pressure equal to J

w 2it a, through ei, dk, etc. This latter tendency has

the effect to diminish by \w, the tendency of previously

imposed weights, to throw |w? upon dg, reducing it to

|m;, and to neutralize the balance of -J-w; acting upon

cf, after the imposition of the weight at c?, leaving m
and dk both inactive, while eg sustains the whole weight

applied at e, equal to w.

Now, as we have seen, any weight at d or e, tends to

throw action upon dk, thereby diminishing action upon

ci, and since weight at b and c, both contribute to the

stress of ci, it follows that the maximum action upon

ci, occurs when b and c are loaded, and d and e, unloaded.

For similar reasons, the maximum action upon dg, oc-

curs when e alone is unloaded.

The maximum weight sustained by lb, and eg, is the

weight applied directly at each of the points b and e,

equal to w, and the maximum weights sustained by ei,

dk, and cl, are the same as those sustained by bk, ci and

dg, each respectively, as just above determined ; while

al and gf, both receiving action from weight on any

part of the truss, obviously sustain their maximum
weight, equal to 2w, under the full load of the truss.
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The section «6, of the lower chord, suffers a stress

equal to the horizontal thrust of al, which of course,

is greatest whena^ sustains the greatest weight. This

has just been seen to be equal to 2w, and occurs under

a full load of the truss. Hence the greatest stress upon

ab equals 2w — , and is communicated without change

to be, bk being inactive when the truss is fully loaded.

The section cd, suffers stress equal to the combined

horizontal action o^al and Ic, which must be greatest

when this combined action is greatest. That is also

under the full load of the truss. For, though Ic sus-

tains ^w more weight when b is unloaded, the same

cause relieves al of the amount of \w. Consequently,

the weight borne by the two, is fw; less in this case,

than when the truss is fully loaded. The greatest com-

bined weights, then sustained by al and Ic, being equal

to ^w, the greatest stress of cd equals ^w —. This is

also the greatest compression suffered by the upper

chord Ig, since the latter is also equal to the combined

horizontal thrust and pull of al and lc» The stress of

this chord is the same throughout, because the obliques

meeting at k and ^, are inactive when the truss is

loaded throughout.

The maximum compression upon ck and id, equals

the greatest weight sustained by ci and dk, already found

to be equal to \w,

XXY. Having thus ascertained the greatest weights

sustained by the several oblique members, and the

greatest stresses of the horizontals and verticals, we
may deduce the required amount of material, or, per-

haps more properly, the amount of action upon the ma-

terial required for the truss, as compared with like
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amount of action in trusses 8 and 9, thus : Max.

weight on end braces, 2w X lengthv'A^ + v'^ -- siress =
2wx/fi^ -f v\

Hence, action upon material for the , .,, .

two= i^+iv)u.

Max. weight on 2 verticals = |m; X

length of the two (=» 2v), gives Ijv M.

Max, stress of upper chord = 3m?—

X length ( = 3A), gives amount ^a

of action = v

Making total amount of action on , ^^^a ^
>

thrust material = I-IT "^ ^^^'^ ^

Aggregate max. weight on 6 tension

diagonals = %^w=iw. This by the

length ( = VA'^ + v^)^ gives stress

= 4 i(?\/ ^^' 4- v'
; whence amount

^ (^ J. Av)yL
of action on material, equals ^ v ' '

2 tension verticals sustain each, \w^

with length =« v, giving amount of

action for the two = 2y M.

Stress of middle section, lower chord

= %w\ X length ( = A), gives

action :". ^-^^•

4 remaining sections, with stress =
2i(J- X length ( = 4A), give 8-M.

Making whole amount of action on ~m ^i T

tension material = ^"^H
"^ ^^^^'
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Synoptical Statement in regard to Trusses (Figs.

8, 9 and 10.

Amount of Action upon Materials

8

9

10

XX

rxxi]
I XXII

I

Tension.

(Ml+4Jw) M

(ML + 4») M

(2k.+ 6v)M

Compression.

(j|l + 4v) M

Total.

{^ + 7|«) M

(4+iii'-)M

• Making A = i; « 1, the above table will be

follows

:

8

9

10

24JM
24m..

21m..

18jM

24m .

ISjM

,42fM

.48m

,39iM

XXYI. This shows very nearly the relative amount

of tension material required in the several plans;

while, as previously stated, the amount of compression

material is not so nearly indicated by the figures and

expressions giving the amoiinf of action (sum of stresses

into lengths of pieces), as in case of tension members.

The compression material in No, 8 (the arch truss), is

undoubtedly more efficient in action than in either of the

others, while that in lN"o. 9, is unquestionably the least

so. In fact, this truss will be hardly considered as

possessing advantages of any kind,.sufficient to induce
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its adoption ; and it will not be considered in the dis-

cussions and comparisons in regard to trusses of greater

span, to which we may now proceed.

TRUSSES WITH SEVEI^ PAI^ELS.

The Arch Truss.

XXVII. In Fig. 11, let md = i?, and A=: ah =-^. If

each of the points 6, c, d, etc., be loaded with a weight

equal to w, then, in order that the arch may be in equi-

librio under the effects of these weights, without any

action of the diagonals, it is necessary that each section

of the arch have the same horizontal thrust, since, if

one section have a greater horizontal thrust than the

one opposed to it at either end, the diagonals alone can

sustain the surplus. Apd, that the sections may have

the same horizontal thrust each must have a vertical

reach (the horizontal reach being the same for all),

proportional to[the weight (W) sustained by each. For

illustration, horizontal thrust being equal to W-, in

order that this expression may represent a constant

quantity, h remaining constant, v must be as W.
Now, ml being horizontal, can sustain none of the

weight acting at the point m, through the vertical md;

hence mn must sustain a weight equal to w. This is

transferred to no [viii], and in addition to the weight

at c, makes 2w sustained by no. The latter weight is

in turn transferred to oa, and, in addition to the weight

at 6, makes 3w?, to be sustained by ao. The vertical

reaches, therefore, beginning with ao, should be as 3,

2 and 1 ; whence, oh should equal Jy, and nc should

equal |y.
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The thrust of ao, then, equals Sw-^, = 6?^-??., •«

62^? \/^jH^ ; whence, amount of action
V

on material* = (^ + lii;)xM.

Thrust of on, = 2?^-|^, = 6w^, =i

6?zj v//i!±K, and material = , (^ + |i;)xM.

Thrust of nm =w;H?: = Qw^ =
6w y/^l±M., and material = (^4. Xv)xm.

Thrust of 772^ (= horizontal thrust

ofnm), =- W7A= 6z^i, and material = 6-Xm.

Adding these amounts, and repeating the first three,

we have (i|^ + 4§i?)xM, equal to amount of action

upon the arch when fully loaded.

Tt^

FlQ. 11.

ta 7

a t c d € / ^ i

The stress of the chord obviously equals the horizon-

tal thrust of ao, equal to 3m?-^, = 6w—; and is the same

throughout, when the truss is fully loaded throughout.

Hence, for the whole chord, we have, stress = 6vA

multiplied by length (= 7A), and w changed to m,

= 42—XM, representing the material required for the

chord.

The above are assumed, for the present, to be the

greatest stresses that any part of the chord or arch can

* By amount of action upon material, is meant the stress of a member
multiplied by its length.
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be subjected to, in any condition of the load ; w, being

the maximum weight for any one of the sustaining

points, 6, c, d^ &c. This is a point we shall be better

enabled to verify after considering the

Stresses of Verticals and Diagonals.

XXVIII. As the diagonals do not act under a full

load of the truss, the verticals must each sustain a ten-

sion equal to w, when the weights are applied at the

chord ; and, the diagonals acting by tension, serve,

when in action, to diminish the tension of verticals, or

to subject them to compression, but can never increase

their action of tension. Hence, the maximum tension

stress of each vertical equals w.

In order to bring the diagonals into action, the truss=

must obviously be unequally loaded ; and, to determine

the maxmi/m stresses of the several diagonals respec-

tively, we may begin by removing the weight at^
;
(see

Fig. 11 A), and, to facilitate the process, let lo^' represent

w divided by the number of panels in the truss (= 7 in

this case), i. e., w" = ^w. Then, the full load of the

truss bearing with a weight of ^w, =21w^^, at i, ... with

load removed frAn g, the bearing at i, equals 2lw'^—
6w'\ = 15w?'' ; and produces a thrust upon ij equal to

15^^"^^!±i!^^ Then, takingjg by any convenient scale,

on ij produced, to represent the thrust of ij (reduced to

If?'' with a numerical coejfficient, according to the pro-

portions of the truss), and drawing qr parallel with fj,

and meeting jk produced in r, it is obvious that the

three forces acting at J, namely, the thrust of ij audjky

and the tension of fj, will be represented respectively

by the sides of the triangle jqr^ parallel respectively

with the directions of those forces ; and may be mea-

5
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sured by scale and di-

viders, or calculated tri-

gonometrical ly.

Now, it will be seen

tbattbegreatertbe pres-

sure at ^, tbe greater

tbe tbrust of ?)', repre-

sented byj^, and conse-

quently, tbe greater tbe

line gr, representing tbe

tension oH fj. But tbe

pressure at ^, is mani-

festly tbe greatest pos-

sible in tbe case be re

supposed, except when

tbe weigbtat/7is wbolly

or partially restored, in

wbicb case tbe tension

of fj would be wbolly

or partially relieved.

Hence, it follows tbat

tbe maximum stress of

fj, occurs wben all tbe

supporting points ex-

cept g, bave tbeir full

load, and tbe point g is

witbout load.

Taking, tben, fs =
qr, and drawing si par-

allel witb^/, st will re-

present tbe borizontal,

and/^, tbevertical effect

(equal to Sw'') of tbe

action ofj5* ; tbe former
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effect being, in addition to the tension of //, resisted

by the tension of ef^ while the latter is counteracted

by the weight at /, and the tension of fk is thereby

diminished, but not exhausted*. But if the weights

were applied at the arch instead of the chord, then fk,

in this condition, would sutFer compression represented

XXIX. If the points g and/ be unloaded, the pres-

sure at i is reduced to lOi^'^, and the thrust of ij =» \()w"

>/AH:i^. Then, taking jq' by the scale, to represent

this quantity, and drawing gV parallel withjf)*, ^V,

compared with the same scale, will give the stress of

fj', from which, as in the preceding case, we obtain

fV ( = 2\o"-\)^ to represent the vertical effect of the ac-

tion ofj5* ; and, there being no weight at /, this force

* Since the vertical reach of jk is ^ that of ij, and their vertical ac-

tions (horizontal thrust, and horizontal reach being the same), as their

respective vertical reaches, ^'A; must react downward at J, with f of the
lifting force exerted by ij. Then, if a weight be suspended at g, by
the vertical jg, equal to \ of the weight bearing at i, the forces acting
at j, through ij, jk, and jg, are in equilibrio. But if the weight at g
be less than i of the pressure at i, the tendency of the pointy' is upward,
and exerts a lifting force upon fj,. But the action of fj, brings into

play horizontal reaction mjk, equal to that of fj, which gives 7A: a de-

pressing action at j, equal to f of the lift of
jO'.

This depressing power
oijk, depends on forces acting directly or indirectly at k, and which
go to make up part of the pressure at i. Hence, jk supports at the
upper end, at k, first, f of the weight bearing at i, in virtue of the
horizontal thrust received through ij, and second, f of the other \
(when there is no weight at g), in virtue of the horizontal thrust com-
municated through^'. Now, ^ being alone unloaded, the bearing at

i is 15?^*, of which, lOw" is received through ^7^:, in virtue of horizontal

thrust counteracted by ij. and | of the other bw" , in virtue of horizontal

tiirust counteracted by^*, in consequence of the latter sustaining fof
said 5m?'. Hence, ^' sustains y\ or \, while jk sustains |f, or | of all

the weight bearing at i, when g alone is unloaded ; and Zw" , therefore,

is the maximum weight sustained by^'.

f Since ^'(7 represents the action of ij, due to a pressure of \^to" at i,

and^<7', ^he action of i;, due to a pressure of IQw" , it follows X\\aXjq'

^=ljq' ; whence q'r' obviously equals f qr, and/«' =^-lfs. Consequently,

ft' = ?ft. But ft represents the lift of fj,= Zw" , whence ft' repre-

sents 'iw":
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is expended in causing compression npon fli ; and is

the measure of the greatest compression that member
can receive through jgi. But fk is also liable to com-

pression, or a tendency thereto, from the tension oifl

when/ and ^, are loaded, or g alone, and the other

parts w?iloaded. This, however, in the former case,

will never equal the weight at /, and in the latter, the

compression will not exceed that just found, resulting

from action of fj ; as will be better understood here-

after.

IN'ow, asjr' represents the thrust ofjk, if we take kv^

on jA: produced, equal tojr',— raise the vertical vx^
fV, and join kx, the line kx represents the resultant of

the forces kv and ft (representing thrust oi jk and /A;)

;

and xy^ drawn parallel with At, represents the tension

of ke ;* This is the maximum stress of the diagonal ke,

XXX. For, when the left half of the truss has more
load than the left hand abutment is required by the

statical law to sustain, it is clear that a part of the

weight on the left, is transferred from left to right past

the centre through dl; that being the only member
capable of effecting the transfer. It is also clear, that

such transferred weight, together with the weight at e,

if any, is sustained by Ik and ek^ and causes pressure

at f, equal to the weight sustained by Ik and eh Also,

that this pressure at i, causes a horizontal thrust in ij,

which is all transferred to Ik (except when kg is in ac-

tion), and gives a lifting power to Ik, equal to J of that

exerted by ij (the vertical reacb of the former being J
that of the latter), that is, equal to J of the weight

* The sides of the triangle Tcxy, being parallel with the directions

of the thrust of Ik, the tension of ek, and the resultant kx, of the
thrust ofjA: and fk, which 4 forces are in equilibrio at the point k.
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transferred by Ik and ek together. But the lifting

power oilk is further increased by J of the weight sus-

tained byjji, which increases the horizontal thrust of

Ik^ the same as a like amount sustained by ij ; also, by

J the weight sustained by ek ; this member having 5

times the vertical reach of Ik. Now, as each one of

these items results from the weight transferred through

Ik and ek, and is greater or less in proportion as the

last named weight is greater or less (/and g being un-

loaded), since all the conditions are the same, except

as to amount of weight, it must follow that the greatest

stress of eA:, is when/ and ^ are unloaded, and all the

other points 6, c, &c., are fully loaded— unless it be

when/ and ^, or one of them, be wholly or partially

loaded. But any weight at/, increases the thrust and

lifting power of Ik, through increased action of ?)* and

fj both, while it diminishes the amount sustained by

ek and Ik, whence the action of ek, is diminished, inas-

much as it transfers to k, a less proportion of a less

weight.

Again, weight applied at^, while/ is unloaded, re-

lieves the tension of/f, and diminishes its lifting power

represented hy ft' and vx, and if of sufficient amount,

relaxes//, and brings tension upon gk', so that, when

the weight at g equals w, or Iw", Ik has a lifting power

= J pressure at i, less what is due to the horizontal pull

of ^^, plus, amount due to horizontal pull of ek; while

the weight bearing at k, equals 9mj" (being weight at

e (= 7w") + 2w'' through dl). Now if ek lifts as much

as kg, Ik must have as great a horizontal thrust as ij,

and be capable of lifting J 16w" (= weight bearing at

t)^ =^lv" ; which taken from 9mj" bearing at k, leaves

S^w" sustained by ek. Then it remains to be seen
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whether gk sustains more than 3|w;'', so as to reduce

the horizontal thrust of Ik below that of ij.

With the truss fully loaded except at the point/, ij

sustains verticallj,16itj'',whencej^, having the same hori-

zontal thrust exerts a depressive force=f16?/?'',=10Jmj",
at J, leaving a balance of 5Jw;'', exerted by ij toward

lifting the Iw" at g. Hence, only Ifw;" remains as the

weight sustained by gk. Therefore, the horizontal pull

of eA;, is not less than that of ^A:, the horizontal thrust

of Ik, is not less than that of ij, and its lifting power,

not less than ^lw'\ and ek does not lift more than ^%w"y

nor as much as when/ and g are without load, as de-

termined by the process above explained.

XXXI. To determine the greatest stress to which

dl is liable, let the weights at e, / and g be removed.

Then the pressure at z, due to the weights at 6, c and

d, equals Qw", that is, Iw" for weight at 6, 2w" for that

at c, and Zw" for that at d. "We therefore take J^" on

ij produced, to represent the thrust of ij, produced by

Qw"—draw q"r" parallel with/i, and from q"r" find//"

(of course less than /{'), and having taken kv' on jk

produced, equal to Jr", raise the perpendicular ?;V =
ff', and draw x'g' parallel with ek. Then, x'y' repre-

sents the tension of ek, from which we find ea", repre-

senting the vertical thrust of el at its maximum. Also

kg' represents the thrust of kl; and, having taken Id^

on kl produced, equal to kg\ raise the vertical d'e', equal

to ea," from e\ draw e'f, parallel with dl, and meeting

Im (produced, if necessary), in/, and e'f represents the

tension of dL

We have a short way of verifying the correctness or

otherwise of the last result, since we know that, in the

state of the load here assumed, 6w", is transferred from
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the left to the right of the centre, necessarily through

the tension of de, the only member capable of perform-

ing that office. Hence the tension of dl in this case,

can be neither more nor less than what is due to a lift-

ing power equal to Qw'\ Then, taking dc' on dm, to

represent Quo", and drawing the horizontal c7/, we have

db' to represent the tension of dl, and, if e'f=db', the

result is probably correct. We know, moreover, that

Qw" is the greatest weight ever transferred past the

centre of the truss, the left hand side having the great-

est possible load, and the right hand side, the least

possible. Therefore, db' represents the maximum
stress for dl, which is equal to Qw"^''^ "^ '^^

XXXII. If the points b and c alone be loaded, we
know that i^w" is transferred through (//, and there

being no weight at d, this lifting force of dl, must be

sustained by the thrust of dm. Having then, found If
representing thrust of m^, by a process simihir to that

by which we obtained 1/ in the preceding case, that is,

commencing with jq"\ representing the thrust of v)*

under a weight equal to Sto", we take mg' = lf\* on Im-

produced, raise the vertical g'i' equal to a line repre-

senting Siv", and draw ^V parallel with cm, when we
have ff to represent the tension of cm,

XXXIII. Or, we may take ok' on ao produced, to re-

present the thrust of ao, due to the vertical pressure

(= llw") at a, resulting from the weights at b and c,—
draw the vertical k'l', representing 7w", = weight at 6,

and cutting on produced in m', and I'm' represents the

lifting force exerted by bn ; as is made obvious by

forming the parallelogram I'n', upon the diagonal am',

* g^ V and^''' shown in Diagram B. to AA^oid complication
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Take ho' = l'm\ and draw the horizontal o'p\ then hp'

represents the tension of 6n, and om', the thrust of on.

Take nrt^,= omf, on on produced, draw<2 6^ = bp\ paral-

lel with 6n, and, from 6^, let fall b/:^ representing the

weight ( =7 w") at c, and the part below nm, represents

the lift of cm, whence we derive the tension of cm.

The result should be the same as that obtained by the

former operation.

XXXrV". If the point h only, be loaded, we may
take ok" to represents the thrust of ao resulting from a

pressure of Qw" at a, let fall k"l" cutting on in m", to

represent the Iw" at 6, and m"l" represents the vertical

lift of bn. Make bo" = 7n"l", and draw the horizontal

o"p'\ and we have bp" representing the tension of bn.

This is the maximum stress of bn, since bn, can only

sustain the weight at 6, less the excess of lifting power

of ao over the depressing power of o^, both having the

same horizontal thrust; which excess is represented

by k'm' and k"m", and is least when the weight bearing

at a is least. But the bearing at a (and the lift of ao),

can never be less than f of the weight at b, and k"m"

etc., can never represent less than f weight at b, or J
of the lift of <2o; whence m"l" etc., can never represent

more than ^ weight at b ; consequently bn can never

sustain a weight greater than bw" which is the amount

represented by m"l" when b is fully loaded, and the re-

mainder of the truss without load.

XXXy. With regard to cm, no simple and conclu-

sive reason presents itself, why the result above ob-

tained for the stress of that member when b and c alone

are loaded, is the actual maximum. But, as the

assumed condition is precisely analogous, as far as the
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case permits, to the conditions under which all the

other diagonals have been shown to suffer their maxi-

mum stresses, it is reasonable to conclude from analogy,

and the general nature of the case, that we have ob-

tained the true maximum stress for cm. Should there

be doubt whether some supposable distribution of load

upon the truss, would not produce greater stress than

that above shown for the member in question, it is

presumed that such doubt would readily be set aside

by an analysis similar to what has already been gone

through with. ,

Uprights, or Vertical Members.

XXXYI. It has already been seen [xxviii], that the

maximum tension of verticals equal w^ throughout.

'We have also seen [xxxiv], tliat the lift of hn^ is always

less than tlie weight at b ; consequently ob is never ex-

posed to compression, unless the load be applied at the

arch, which will seldom be found advisable.

When cm exerts its maximum lift, the point c is

loaded, and the lifting force of cm is all expended upon

the weight at c. But when the point b alone is loaded,

cm exerts a lift, which is the measure of the maximum
compression of en, resulting from tension of cm, since

any weight at the right hand of c, would bring more
or less downward action at the point m, thereby reliev-

ing some of the tension of cm, and consequently,

diminishing its'compressive action upon bn. The com-

pression exerted upon en by the tension of cm, is found

to be about equal to 2m?'', and very nearly the same as

that exerted by jj, and represented on the diagram by

fV [xxix], 2w", then, may be regarded as the maximum
compression of en,

6
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The vertical dm, can never suffer compression to ex-

ceed 3 w", = greatest weight sustained by dl when d is

without load ; and if d be loaded, so as to add to the

lift oi dl, any weight at d, relieves dm of 4 pounds of

compression, to every three pounds added to the lift

of dl, so that Iw" at d, while it increases the lift of dl

from %w" to Qw", changes the action of dm, from com-

pression of Zw", to tension of Iw",

XXXVII. Having determined themaximum weights

sustained by the several diagonals and verticals, we
proceed to ascertain their respective stresses, and re-

quired amounts of material ; as depending upon the

length of each member, multiplied by its maximum
stress.

The greatest weight sustained byjf;, as measured on

the diagram, and verified by calculation, is equal to

3i6j", or ^w ; and the length being equal to x/^ipTp, the

stress equals | ^/^"+j^' w, and the required material
V

equals y—^^^^ v)m. The 4 diagonals gk, ek, hn and nd^

sustain, each, a maximum weight of 5</;", [xxxiv], with

length = v^7^2ipjp5. Hence, stress equals I>/F+Jgw;,

and, material for each, = (|-^+ sf i^)^*

The four remaining diagonals sustain each a maxi-

mum weight of Qw", = ^w, with length = VF+l^,
giving stress equal to f \/F+^?^, wbence material

equals (|^ + ^v) m. Then, multiplying the last two

coefficients of m by four, and the preceding one by two

for the number of pieces in each class ; adding the

products, and annexing the common factor M, we
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obtain for the ten diagonals, an amount of material

equal to (7.14|+5.626y)M.

The aggregate length of verticals, equals 4|y, and

their greatest tension stress equals w. Hence, 4.666i?,M

represents the amount of tension ^naterial they re-

quire.

The two longest verticals sustain a maximum com-
pression of Sio" [xxxvi], or ^w, with length =-* v.

Hence material = 0.857yM. The two next in length

sustain compression= fi(j, with aggregate length = Ifv,

and require compression material = 0.476yM, mak-
ing the whole amount of required material, as repre-

sented by the amount of action by compression on

verticals= 1.333m.

We have, then, material for the whole truss, as re-

presented by the amount of action, as follows

:

Under Compression,

Arch, [xxvii] (42^' + 4|i')M

Verticals, l^v)u

Total, (42^' + 6i;)M

Under Tension,

Chord, [xxvii] (42^' m)

Diagonals, (7.14^ + 5.626i;)m

Verticals, 4.666?;m

Total, 49.14i'+ 10.292z;^m

Making A = i? « 1, these amounts become :

Under Compression, 48m. Under Tension, 59.432m.*

* The difference between this result, and that given in the synopsis
on pajjfc 20 of my original work, arises from the fact that one was
based on a circular urcli, und the stresses tak^iu from the diagram, and
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XXXIII. The preceding results are based on the

assumption [xxvii] that the maximum tension of the

chord, and the maximum horizontal thrust of the arch

in all parts, are equal to the horizontal thrust of the

end sections of the arch when the truss is fully and

uniformly loaded. Although this may seem self-

evident, it may not be amiss to make particular men-

tion of some of the conditions affecting the case, which

may lead to a better understanding of the subject, if it

fails to amount to an absolute demonstration.

The arch and chord obviously act and react upon one

another horizontally from end to end, and, as weight

removed from any part of the length, diminishes the

amount of bearing at both ends, which bearing go-

verns the stress at the ends, it follows that the ends, at

least, of both arch and chord, have thei r greatest stresses

under a full load of the truss.

It is obvious, also, that no part of arch or chord can

have greater stress than the ends, unless it be commu-
nicated by the tension of diagonals. When the acting

diagonals all incline one way, their united horizontal

action only equals the difference between the horizon-

tal thrust of the two end sections of the arch, and the

action of chord and arch can no where be greater than

at the end from which the acting diagonals incline.

When acting diagonals incline inward from the ends,

the intermediate portions of chord and arch are under

less stress than the end portions, and consequently,

less than they sustain under a full load of the truss.

But when acting diagonals incline outward, toward the

the other, on a parabolic arch, and stresses mostly calculated numeri-
cally ; and, from the further fact that in one case, the weight was as-

sumed to be applied at the arch, and in the other, at the chord ; the
former producing more compression, and the latter, more tension upon
the uprights.
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ends of the truss, the intermediate portions of arch and

chord are under horizontal stress greater than that of

the end portions, by an amount equal to the aggregate

horizontal action of all the acting diagonals inclining

toward the respective ends.

l!Tow, as no more than two diagonals inclining toward

the end bearing the greatest weight, can be in action

at the same time, in a seven panel truss, the question re-

solves itself into— whether two diagonals acting in one

direction, can ever exert force enough to over balance

the loss of action of the end section, resulting from di-

minished bearing at the abutment, consequent upon

the removal of load, on which removal, the action of

diagonals depends ?

As to that question, the removal of weight from the

central portion of the truss, must bring into action in-

wardly inclined diagonals, while removing weight from

one end only, can bring into action no diagonals in-

clined toward the full loaded end, whence the weight

bearing at that end indicates the greatest stress of any

part of chord and arch which, of course, is less than

under the full load of the truss.

There remains then, only the case of removal of load

from both ends of the truss, which can produce any

considerable action upon diagonals inclined outward,

.so as to give greater stress to the middle, than the end
portions of the arch and chord. If the weights at b

and g be removed, the pressure at each abutment is

diminished by J of the maximum, or, by Iw'' \ andjgi,

sustaining only Zw" at the maximum, and having the

same inclination as ?;, its horizontal action could only

balance the effect of Zw" removed from ij ; while ek,

even if it sustained its greatest weight of bw", as it

evidently does not, in this case, would only exert the
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same * horizontal action as ij would do under 3m?".

Hence these two diagonals, under their maximum
stresses, which neither suffers, in the present case,

would only compensate f of the loss on stress of arch

and chord, due to removal of weight from the truss.

It may, therefore, be regarded as a matter of extreme

probability, if not a rigidly demonstrated fact, that the

arch and chord of an arch truss, undergo their maxi-

mum stress in all parts, under the full uniform load of

the truss.

It is hoped and believed that the foregoing illustra

tions of the manner of determining the strains of the

several parts and members of an arch truss of seven

panels, will be sufficient to enable the same to be done

in the case of trusses of any desired number of panels.

THE TRAPEZOIDAL TRUSS.

So designated/rom the figure of its outline.

XXXIX. This truss may be constructed with dia-

gonals and verticals, as in Fig. 12, or without verticals,

except at h and ^, as seen in Fig. 13. To explain the

operation ofthese trusses, and determine the maximum,
stresses of their various parts, we may use the same no-

tation, generally, as heretofore ; that is, let h represent

the horizontal, and v, the vertical reach of the diagonal

or oblique members, and d, the length of diagonals.

Also, let w represent the greatest movable load for a

panel length, supposed to be concentrated at the nodes

6, c, d etc., of the lower chord ; and, let w'^ be equal

to w^ divided by the number of panels in the truss (7,

in this case), ^>., let w = lw'\

Then, supposing the diagonals (Fig. 12), not includ-

ing the king braces, ao and ij at the ends ; the verticals
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ob and jg, and the lower chord, to act by tension ; and

the upper chord, or boom, the king braces, and the

four intermediate verticals, to act by thrust, or com-

pression — if a weight (w) be applied at 6, it will ob-

viously cause a downward action equal to w'^ at ^, and

one equal to 6m?'' at a.

Fig. 12.

1 3 3 4 5 6
1 3 6 10 15 21

n m I k 1

/XXXXX\
a h c d e f g i

E^ow, from what has already been seen, in the discus-

sion in relation to Fig. 10, the weight acting at 2, can

only do so by acting successively, or simultaneously,

upon bn^ and each diagonal parallel with bn on the right,

by tension, and upon each compression upright and

the king brace j;, by thrust; causing upon each of

these 10 members, a stress equal to w'' upon verticals,

and equal to w"— upon obliques ; D representing the

length of obliques, or diagonals.

A weight {w) at c, in like manner, causes a pressure

of 2m;" at I, through cm, and other diagonals inclining

to the right, on the right hand of c. Also, a pressure

of 5mj" at a. But co being the only member that can

transfer weight from c to the left, and, co and bn be-

ing antagonistic — stress upon the one tending to relax

the other, the result must be, that both can not act at

the same time, from the effects of weight at b and ^,

and only that one can act, to which the greater weight

is applied ; and that, only with the excess of weight

acting upon it, over what is acting, or tending to act

upon the other. Now, as the load at c, tends to throw
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a weight of Sw" upon co^ while the load at h tends to

throw Iw" on hn^ the former tendency must prepon-

derate — CO must sustain 4?/;'', while bn is relaxed, and

the whole weight at h, is sustained by the tension of 06.

In reality then, cm sustains f of the weight at c, and

none of that at 6.

Still, the result is the same, as to pressure at a and

^, the former point supporting 7w/' ,= the whole of the

load at b, plus 4:w" of that at c, making llw'\ = pres-

sure due at «, from the weights at b and c, while the

point i supports Zu)", all out of the weight at c. Thus,

cw, dl etc., sustain the same proportion of the aggre-

gate weights at b and c, as if each weight acted sepa-

rately, and independently of the other.

Again, applying a weight (w?), at 0?, ^w'' tends to bear

at z, and 4:w" at a, through dn and co. But as we have

^v)" tending to act on cm, as already seen, this is' neu-

tralized by the tendency to action upon dn, and only a

surplus of Iw", really acts upon dn in this case, while

the Qw'\ = pressure due at /, from the weights at b, c

and d, is all made up out of the single weight at d,

and the whole of the weights at b and c, together with

liv^' from that at d, comes to bear at a, giving a pressure

of 15?^'', at that point ; still the same as if each weight

acted independently of the others. And, in general,

each diagonal, at all times, sustains the preponderance

of weight tending to act upon it, over that which tends

to act at the same time upon its antagonist. Hence
the greatest weight sustained by any diagonal, is when
all the weight tending to act upon it, is upon the truss,

and none of the weight tending to produce action upon
its antagonist, or counter.

Thus, when b alone is loaded, lz^''is sustained by bn,

but when any point on the right of 6 is loaded, there is
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tendency to action by co, and the action of bn is de-

stroyed or diminished. Therefore Iw'^ is the maximum
weight sustained by bn. When b and c alone are

loaded with the weight [w) at each, cm sustains Sw'\

as already seen, with no tendency to action in dn.

But if d^ or any point on the right of c, be loaded, there

is tendency to action in dn, which must diminish or

destroy the action of cm. Hence, cm sustains its max-

imum weight (= 3mj''), when the points b and c alone

are under their full load. And, it must be obvious

that the maximum weight is sustained by each diagonal

inclining to the right, when the point at its lower end,

and all the nodes at the left are fully loaded, and all

those at the right are without load. Hence we esta-

blish the following easy and expeditious practical method

of determining the maximum weights and stresses

upon this class of members, in trusses with any number
of panels.

XL. Having made a rough diagram of the truss, aa

Fig. 12, for instance, place over the nodes o, n, m, &c.,

the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., high enough to admit of a sec-

ond series under the first, formed by repeating the 1

under itself, adding the 1 and 2 together and placing the

Bura (3), under the 2 in the upper series.. Then add 1,

2 and 3, and place the sum (6) under 3, and so on, plac-

ing under each figure of the upper series^ the sum of

that figure, and all those at the left, in said upper series.

Then, it will be seen that each figure in the upper

line, prefixed to w^', shows the pressure caused at the

•right hand abutment, by the weight {m) directly under

the figure, e. g., the upper figure 3 over d, indicates

that 3?^" is the bearing at ^, produced hy the weight

(w) at d, and so of the other figures in the upper line.

7
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In the mean time, the figures in the lower line, show
the accumulation of the effects of the different weights

upon successive diagonals from left to right. Thus,

the figure 6 over the point c?, shows that dl sustains

Qw", = pressure due at ^, from weights [w) at 6, e and

d, when those points only are loaded ; in which case,

di sustains its maximum w^eight, as before seen.

In like manner, the figures 10 & 15 over e and /, indi-

cate that lOw?" and l^w^', are respectively the maxi-

mum weights sustained by ek and fg, w^hile 2\w'^ (
=

3i(?), equals the maximum weight sustained by y, (by

compression, of course), when the whole truss is loaded.

XLI. Having thus ascertained the greatest weights the

several oblique members are liable to sustain (those

inclining to the left being obviously exposed to the

same stresses as those inclining to the right), we find

their maximum stresses by rule 4, [xvi]; i. e., multiply

the weight by the length, and divide by the vertical

reach of the member. Thus, the maximum compres-

sion of?)*, equals 3m?-, = 3^; ^^^"+ c\ and the repre-

sentative of required material, is (— + 3?;) m.

The maximum stress of ek equals 10m;"- =

1| w "^liLitll and its representative for material is
V

(l 3^ + If i5)m. Or, the lengths and inclinations being

the same, we may take the aggregate maximum weights

sustained by tension diagonals, reduced to terms of lo,

multiply by the square of the common length, divide

by V, and change w to m. The ten tension diagonals

sustain maximum weights equal to w'^ multiplied by

twice the sum of all the figures in the lower line over
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the diagram, except the last, making 70w",==10w^ and

require material = (lO- + lOv) m.

The tension verticals 06 and j^, sustain the weights {w)

acting at b erndg when the truss is fully loaded, which is

their maximum stress, and they require material for

the two, =» 2i;m.

The thrust uprights el and fk, receive and sustain

the maximum sustained by dl and ek respectively,

which are the measures of their respective stresses of

compression, being 6w^' for el, and lOw'^ for fk, and

the same for dm and en, making an aggregate weight

of 4|k?, whence, their representative for material is

XLII. With regard to stress of the lower chord, the

tension of ac equals the horizontal thrust of ao, and of

course is greatest when ao sustains the greatest weight

;

which is manifestly under the full load of the truss. The
tension of cd equals the horizontal thrust of ao (through

ac), and the horizontal pull of oc ; and must be greatest

when the combined action ofao and oc is greatest. ]S"ow,

although the weight borne by oc is greater by w^' when
the point b is unloaded, than under the full load, on

the other hand, the weight on ao is less by 6wj", so that

the 'combined action of the two members, must be

greatest when the truss is fully loaded; since no other

change can increase the action of either.

Again, de sustains the horizontal action of ao, oc and

nd, when the truss is under a full load ; dl and em being

inactive in that case, since the tendency to action is the

same in each, whence neither can act. Therefore nd

sustains simply the weight (w) at d; oc sustains the

two weights at c and d, = 2w, while ao sustains the

same, with the addition of the weight at 6, making 6w
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Bustained by the three members contributing to the

tension of de. iTow while the maximum weights sus-

tained by oc and nd, exceed by only 4w'/' what they

sustain under a full load, neither can be brought under

its maximum stress, without removal of load from h

in one case, and from both h and c in the other, thereby

dimiuishing the weight on ao, by Qw" in one case, and

by l\w" in the other. Hence the stress of de is greatest

under a full load of the truss, and as already seen,

equals the horizontal action of weii^ht equal to Qw upon

oblique members of vertical reach equal to v, and hori-

zontal reach equal to A. The maximum stress of de^

then, equals 6wj-, and that of cd equals the same, less

the horizontal pull of dn^ due to the weight {lo) at d,

and is therefore equal to ^w-.

We have for the lower chord, then, one section, de

(with length equal to h), exposed to stress = 6m;—

Two sections, cd and ef, with stress = 5?^-

Four do., ac and^, = 3i(7-;

whence, adding, multiplying by h^ and changing lo to

M, we have to represent required material, 28- m.

XLIII. It is scarcely necessary to state that the ob-

lique members ao, and oc, exert at o in the direction

from to n, the same force that they exert in the oppo-

site direction upon cd. In fact, the thrust of on, and

the tension of cd, simply act and react upon one ano-

ther through the media of ao, oc and ac, whence the

compression of on, must be just equal to the tension of

cd', and furthermore, the thrust of nm is the indirect

counteraction of the tension of de; and, as the two

forces are in opposite and parallel directions, they must

be equal, being in equilibrio. Also, mlk must sustain
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the same compression as nm, throughout, since the

diagonals meeting the chord at m and I, are inactive

under the full load of the truss. Of course, kj is liable

to the same maximum action as on.

From what precedes, it cannot fail to be obvious

that the maximum action of all parts of the upper chord

occurs at the same time with that of the lower chord,

namely, under the full load of the truss. We have

then, two sections liable to a compression of 6w-,, and

three, liable to 6iO-; whence the representative of

required material, is 28—m. "We may now sum up

the material for the truss, required to support the as-

sumed movable load through all the changes liable to

take place, as follows :

Material under Compression.

Chord, (28- XM

King Braces, [xli] {6-+6v)m.

Posts, [xli] 44v)m

Total, (34^' + 104i;)M

Under Tension.

Chord,[xLii]. (28- x m

Diagonals, [xli] (10-+ 10y)M

Verticals, [xli] 2yM

Total, (38^1+ 12i;)M

Making A =» ?; « 1, we have

:

Compression material, = 444m
Tension material, = 50m

For Arch Truss, Oomp. Mat., [xxvii] = 48m
" " Tension do., = 59m
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XLIV. A trapezoidal truss without verticals (ex-

cept at one panel width from the ends), is represented

in Fig. 13. The members oh and oc, as alsoj^ atidjO',

are supposed to be so formed and connected as to act

by tension only, and the other diagonals, so as to be

capable of acting either by thrust or tension.

Fig. 13.

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 4 6 9 12
12 9 6 4 2 1

n m / k
.;

/xxxxx\
/ 9

If a weight {lo), be applied at h, it will cause a bear-

ing of Iw" at I, and Qw" at «, the same as in the case

of Fig. 12. Now, this weight at h, might (if ^yi were

removed, and oc were capable of withstanding com-

pression), be suspended entirely by o6, and supported

by ao and oc, in proportion to the bearing produced

by it at a and i respectively. But as hn is able to act

by tension, and oc unable to act by thrust, the Qw"

bearing at «, acts through ho and oa, while the Iv/'

bearing at i, must first act by tension upon bn ; secondly,

by thrust upon nd, since that is the only member meet-

ing hn at n, capable of sustaining weight. Hence, the

action of the weight is transferred to d, and through

dl to I, thence to/, and so on through
jf)",

andji, to the

abutment at ^; acting alternately by tension and

thrust, upon six oblique members, producing the

same amount of action (= w"—\ upon each.
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Another weight (w) at c, must cause pressure at z,

equal to 2w'\ and at a, equal to 5w?''. The action there-

fore, must be divided between cm and oc, in the pro-

portion of 2 to 5, producing alternately tension and

thrust, through the points m, e, k, g,j to i ; on the right,

and through co and oa, to <2, on the left.

Thus far, the weights have acted upon independent

systems of oblique members (except as to king braces),

neither weight acting upon any member acted on by

the other. But when a weight [w) is imposed at d, it

must act upon the same members acted on by the

weight at b. The Sw^^ to be transferred to z, must act

by tension upon dl, in concert with the lu/^ of the

weight at 6. But the pressure at «, must be increased

by 4w^\ which can be transferred from d, only through

tension of dn, and dri being previously occupied in

carrying Iw'^ from b, by compression, it follows, since

the same member can not be under compression and

extension at the same time, that the greater force must

preponderate, dn being brought under tension due to

the difference of 4w'' tending to act by tension, and

lw'\ tending to act by thrust, the action of of/?, being

changed from thrust under lw'\ to tension under Sw'\

All the weight at 6, then, is sustained by bo, together

with Bw'^ from weight at d, making lOw;", which, with

bw" from weight at c, makes 15k;'' == pressure due at a,

from weights at 6, c and d.

In the mean time, the weight at d, having obstructed

the passage of Iw;" from b to the right hand abutment,

has been obliged to make compensation, by sending

4mj" of its own gravitating force, nstead of Sw'' owed

by it to the bearing at i,*

Similar changes of action take place when another

weight (lo) is applied at e ; which tends to throw 3w;"
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by tension upon em, while the weight ate tends to throw

2w" upon it by thrust, as seen above. The resalt is,

that em sustains Iw" by tension, and cm, \w" by thrust,

while CO sustains the whole weight at c, in addition to

Iw" from e.

Again, a weight {w) at /, tends to throw 2w" upon

//, to act by tension ; but as/^ is already occupied by

^w" acting by thrust, / is obliged to depend entirely

upon/j ; at the same time turning back 2w", and re-

ducing the weight previously on {/", by that amount, or,

to 2w'\

In like manner, a weight applied at g, linds gk sus-

taining Qw" hy thrust, whereby it is prevented from

pending lio'^ (due from it at a), to the left, through

tension oigk. Hence, the whole weight at ^is sustained

byj^, and the weight acting on kg is reduced to 5wj''.

XLV. Thus we see that each diagonal (except oc and

jf)',
exchided by hypothesis), is liable to compression

from weights at certain points, and tension from

weights at other points ; and, it is manifest that the

greater stress of either kind, on each diagonal, is when

all the weights are on the truss, which tend to produce

upon it one kind of stress, and none of those which

tend to produce the opposite stress.

Hence, if we place the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., over the

diagram, as in case of Fig. 12. [xxxix], it is clear that

only alternate weights act upon the same system of

diagonals; that only weights under the odd numbers

1, 3 and 5 act upon diagonals meeting the lower chord

at points under those numbers; and so of the weights

under the even numbers 2, 4 and 6. We therefore

form a second series offigures under the first, by placing

under each odd number, the sum of that number and
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all the preceding odd numbers, and under each even

number, the sum of that and all preceding even num-
bers. Then, the number in the second line, is the co-

efficient oiw", to express the maximum weight acting

by tension upon the diagonal inclining to the right,

from the point under that number, and by thrust, upon

the diagonal meeting the former at the upper chord.

For instance, the figure 4 in the second line, over </,

shows that dl and (/", sustains 4m;'', the former by ten-

sion, and the latter by thrust. This is the weight

which must bear at z, in consequence of the weights

at b and c/, the only weights that can produce those

specific actions upon those members. On the contrary,

this action upon dl and If, is only liable to diminution

from weight at /, which tends to throw 2w" upon the

left abutment through tension of fl and thrust of dly

and consequently diminishes the action upon those

members, due to weiglits at b and d. Therefore, 4m?"

is the greatest weight sustained by dl and If, and "Iw^',

the weight sustained by them when the points b, c?, and

/are loaded, whether the other nodes are loaded or

not. There is, however, an alternative in this case,

which will be noticed hereafter. ^

The figure 1 over b, indicates that bn sustains Iw'*

by tension, and nd the same by thrust, which action is

reversed by weights at d and /, which tend to throw

6z(j" upon these members, namely, ^w", from d, and

2w" from /. Hence, byi is liable to Iwj" by tension, and

^w" by thrust, the latter, when c? and / are loaded,

and b unloaded ; and to ^w^' (acting by thrust), when
all the three points are loaded.

Then, if we form a third series of numbers under

the second, by reversing the order of the second, the

one series shows the tension, and the oth^r the thrust

8
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to which a member is liable. But as thrust action is

not received by any diagonal directly from the weight

producing it, but from a tension diagonal meeting it at

the upper chord, we do not learn the thrust of a dia-

gonal from the figure over it, at either end, but from

the figure over the foot of the diagonal by which the

compression is communicated.

Having arranged the diagram as above explained,

we form from it a table of greatest weights sustained by

the several diagonals, and stresses produced thereby,

both of tension and thrust, remembering that tension

weights are shown by one series of figures and thrust

weights, by the reversed series.

Diagonals. Compression.

Weights. Stresses.

Tension.

Weights. Stresses.

Under full load.

Weights.

Thr. Ten.

bn and kg. w Iw''
V

5w''

cm and If,
4"

V
2 " 2w"

dl and me, 2"
V

4 "
V

2w"

ek and dn, 1" Iw"^
V

6 " 5 "

fj and CO,
^

13

9 "

22

9m;"5 9 "

Adding and doubling the several weights, we deduce

the representatives of material.

Under Compression, (3f- + 3f^")M

Under Tension,
(6f-''' + ^v)u

The 2 verticals sustain each 12m;", giving 3|i?M

The king braces ao and ij, sustain ^w each,

requiring material for the two = (6— + BvjM

XLVL The stress of chords is, as in case of Fig. 12,

due to action of obliques, and may be fairly assumed
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to be greatest under a fall uniform load of the truss.

The brace ao has a horizontal thrust = 21w''—, = ten-

Bion of ab. The thrust of bn (under the full load), adds

6w"- at 6, making 26?/;' - = tension of be. This is in-

creased bj 9m?''—for tension of oc, and by 2w?''3 for

thrust of cm, making 87wj'— for tension ofcd; and, add-

ing 5w;' — for tension of dn, and subtracting 2m;"— for

tension ofdl in the opposite direction, we have 40i^''-

= tension of de.

We have then, 1 section sustaining 40m;''-=40i(;''-

2 " " 37 "^
74

""^

2 " " 26 " 52 "

2 " " 21 " 42 "

Making a total stress=208M;'—==29|M;-actingupon sec-

tions of a common lefigth equal to A, and therefore,

requiring material represented by 29|-m.

Upon the upper chord, we have the horizontal action

ij andjgi', producing compression equal to 30m;"- upon

jk. Add for horizontal action of ek and kg, lOw^'

making 40m;"- =stress of kl. Again, add 4w'' for

horizontal action of If and Id, and we have 44m;"- =
thrust of Im,

Thus, we have for the whole upper chord, 184?/;"

= aggregate stress upon sections of the common length

equal to A. Hence, representative for material =
26f--M.
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Aggregate for whole Truss,

Material under Compression.

Chord, (26f^XM

Diagonals, ... (3f

—

\-^v)M

End braces,... (6--+6v)m

Total, {m'^^+^v)u

Under Tension.

Chord, (29f^XM

Diagonals,... (6f| + 6f?;)M

Verticals, Sfi'M

Total, (36~ + 9|My)

Making A = r = 1, Comp. 45.714m. Ten. =* 45.714m.

Grand total, 91.428m.

We hate here a little over 3 per cent less action upon

material, than in case of truss Fig. 12, with verticals.

The difference is a little less than was shown in my
original analysis, that being based on trusses loaded

at the upper, and this, at the lower chord ; the former

giving a trifle more action for the truss with verticals,

and a trifle less for the other.

Moreover, the difference was made to show greater

still, by assuming that deductions might be made on

account of certain diagonals being liable to two kinds

of action. For instance, it was supposed that a mem-
ber formed to sustain a considerable tension stress,

might also sustain a small compressive force without

additional material (not at the same time, of course),

which is undoubtedly the case, on certain occasions
;

especially in the use of wooden trusses. This would

give still greater apparent advantage to truss 13, with

regard to economy of material.

XLVII. There is, however, another view as to the

action of load upon truss Fig. 13, which may modify

the results above shown to a small extent.
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If we strike out the diagonals cm and me, and also

dl and If, all the determinate forces necessary to sustain

uniform weights at the nodes of the lower chord,

would be exerted by remaining members, although we
have assigned to those members, each, the sustaining

of weight equal to 2z/j" under the full load, and twice

that weight under certain conditions of partial load

;

and it is quite certain that they are necessary to the

stability of the truss when partially loaded. But with

both halves loaded uniformly, the weight .upon each

half could be transferred to the nearest abutment, pro-

ducing equal thrust in both directions upon the central

portion of the upper, and equal tension in opposite di-

rections upon the lower chord ; whereas, with one-half

loaded, there is no means by which the pressure due

at the farther abutment could be transferred past the

centre, without oblique members in the centre panel.

Still, which mode of action takes place under the uni-

form load, when the diagonals are in place, is a matter

involved in a degree of uncertainty. If the centre dia-

gonals do not act, under the uniform load, then ek and

fj must s,ustain each 1w'\ instead of 6w" for the former,

and 9w'^ for the latter, as above estimated. Also, kg

would sustain , 7w'' by thrust, and different results

would be produced as to stresses of various parts of

upper and lower chords.

The maximum stress for e^ and dn, and for nb kg, would

be 7w^'^ instead of 6z<;"-, as found above, and would

occur under the full, instead of the partial load. The
tension of ^* and ob, also, would be increased to 14m?".

The weight sustained by fj, would be only Iw^' under

the full load, though liable to the same maximum
weight of 9w'\ under a partial load.
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For the lower chord, we should have the same co-

efficient, (21) of?(;"- to express the tension of ah and ig^

28 for be, 35 (a decrease), for cd, and 42 for de.

For upper chord, the co-efficients of i^"- would be

28 for on and kj, and 42 for the three middle sections;

no action being imparted by diagonals at m and L

XLYIII. This uncertainty of action has no place in

trusses of an even number of panels, as in such cases,

no transfer of the action of weight can be supposed to

take place past the centre, under a uniform load, with-

out involving the absurdity of supposing the same
member to carry weight by tension and compression

at the same time; except, however, that in case of

diagonals crossing two panels, or having a horizontal

reach equal to twice the space between nodes of the

chords, there will be diagonals filling the same condi-

tion of crossing in the centre of the truss, both vertically

and longitudinally, as in Fig. 13.

We may obviate mostly, any mischief liable to result

in cases of the kind under consideration, by estimating

the stresses upon the several parts under both hypo-

theses, and taking for each member the highest estimate,

which will mostly meet all contingencies. Estimating

action upon truss 13 in this manner, we obtain the

following representative expressions for material

:

Tension,

Chord,.,. 30 ^'x m

Diagonals,... (6^ +64?;)m

Verticals, 4i;m

Compression.

Chord, 26^-^XM

Diagonals, (4-- -f 4vm

End braces,.... 6-+ 6i?)m

Total, (36^- + 10y)M Total, (37^ 10;Ji;)M
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Making h = v=^l. These expressions give, Compres-

sion material = 46.855m + Tension do, 47.71 4m = total

94,57lM.

This shows an aggregate amount of compression and

tension action, identical with that of truss Fig. 12,

[XLIII.]

Decussation and ]N"on-decussation.

XLIX. The elasticity of materials affords a means

of answering the question as to decussation of forces

through diagonals crossing in the centre of the truss,

vertically and longitudinally (as in Fig. 13), in specific

cases. JBut the results will vary in trusses of different

numbers of panels, and different inclinations of diago-

nals.

Suppose the truss Fig. 13 to be so proportioned that

the maximum stresses Of the several parts and members,

will produce change of length equal to E, multiplied

by the lengths of parts respectively ; the vertical ob,

= V, being the unit of length. Then, the truss being

uniformly and fully loaded, and the chords being under

their maximum stress, the upper chord is contracted,

and the lower one extended at a uniform degree ; and,

if the diagonals be unchanged in length, their vertical

and horizontal reaches have not been changed by the

change in length of chords. Hence, the distance be-

tween chords is not altered by change in their length.

But the diagonals being under stress, by T^^hich some

are extended and others contracted, according to the

stress they are under, as compared with their maximum
stresses respectively, the nodes of the chords are al-

lowed to settle to positions below what they are brought

to by the mere change in lengths of chords.
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Hence, the panels are (generally) thrown into more

or less obliquity of form, in consequence of inequality

in length of diagonals in the same panel. But the

centre panel can not assume obliquity, because any

tendency of forces to change the length of one dia-

gonal, is attended by a like tendency of equal forces to

produce exactly the same change in the other ; so that

the vertical reaches of both must sufter the same change,

if any, and both must be under tension or compression,

according as the acting forces tend to bring the chords

at the centre, nigher together or farther apart.

Now, the forces produced by the load being all con-

centrated at the points o and J (Fig. 13), the point d is

depressed with respect to o, by the extension of ob and

nd, and by the compression of bn. Hence, assuming

decussation to have place, giving tension to the diagonals

dl and me, equal to what is due to a weight of 2iv'\ ob is

under maximum tension and gives depression equal to E,

to the point 6,— bn and 7td are under | maximum stress,

and give depression, each equal to |E xd^* =
(1.666/^2 -I- 1.666) E, for the two (d representing length

of diagonals, =v/A^ + l). Then, adding IE for effect

ofob, we obtain (1.666^^ + 2.666) E, = depression of

point d.

The point m is depressed by extension of oc under a

maximum stress, giving an amount equal to d^E =
(A^ + 1) E. Also, by compression of cm under one-half

maximum stress, to the extent of (JA^ + J)E. Hence,

depression of point m = (IJA^ + IJ) E.

This shows the point d to be dfepresseo more than

w,by(1.666A2 + 2.666) E— (1.5A2 + 1.5)E =(0.166A2 +

*Let the diagonals bd and Bd, of two rectangular panels ac and Ac,

Fig. 14 (c and d, being fixed points), be exposed to tension in propor-

tion to tlieir respective cross-sections, receiving eacb thereby, extension
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1.166) E, and the spaces md and le to be increased to

that extent; of course producing tension upon dlixwdi me.

Kow, by hypothesis, these diagonals are under tlie

weight of 2w'\ giving halfmaximum stress, and requir-

ing an increase of vertical reach, equal to (^h? + J) E.

If then, we give such a value to A, as will make the

last co-efficient of e equal to the one above, it will

show that the chords have receded just enough to give

the assumed tension to dl and me, and the decussation

is a demonstrated fact. To find the value of A, pro-

ducing this result, make,.5A2 -{- .5 = .leGA^ + 1,166, and

we deduce .333^' « MQ ; whence h = v/2.

But this requires too great an inclination of diagonals,

and a less value of A, gives a space from d to m too

great for the supposed tension of dl and me. Making
A = 1 = 1^, we have increase of distance from <i to m =«

1.833E, requiring a weight of 2.666i^", to stretch dl

down to the point d. But as no weight or stress can

be added to the 2w" assigned to dl and me^ without af-

Fm. 14.

equal to b^e and B^E, respectively. This will cause the points b and
B to drop to b'' and B', in ab and AB produced. Join b e and BE.

Then, the infinitesimal triangles bb'e and
BB^'E, right-angled at e and E, are essentially

similar, respectively to the triangles db a ana
dB A. Hence, the following relations

:

(1). h\V : b^e : : bd : ab, and
(2). BB' : B^E : : Bd : ab.

whence, bb^ X ab= b^e X bd, and
BB'Xab= B^EX Bd,

^

From these two equations we derive—

.

(3). bb' X ab : BB^ X ab : : b^e XM

:

B^E X Bd.
But, by the law of elasticity

(4). b^e : W^ : : bd : Bd ; whence,

(5). b'e X bd : B'E X Bd : : bd=» : Bd\
Hence dividing the first ratio of proportion (3) by ab, and substitu-

ting for the last ratio of (3), its equivalent found in (5), we have,
(d), bb^ : BB^ : : bd'^ : Bd^

Hence the depression due to the extension of a diagonal retaining-
the same vertical reach, is as the stress (per square inch), sustained,,
multiplied by the square of the length of diagonal.

9
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fecting all the 5 members contributing to the depression

of the points d and m, and in all cases, so as to dimin-

ish the elongation of distance between f/.and m^ it is

reasonable to conclude that by assigning some
-J,

or

thereabouts, of the extra weight of .QQW required on

dl alone, it would, by affecting the \vhole 5 members,

be sufficient to correct the error. Let us, then, assume

that dl and me sustain 2.152^", instead of 2w" as by pre-

vious supposition. This change requires reduction of

weight upon (/n, nb and 6o, from bw" to 4.85?/;'' for the

two former, and from \2w" to 11.85?/;" for bo. Also

an increase of weight on mc and co, to 2.15?r" on mc^

and to 9.15?(;'' on co. Then bo sustains -r^of the
1/0

maximum, and gives depression =»—^E = .9875E

bn and nd, sustaining —- of the maximum, give de-

pression for the two, equal to 3.233E, making 4.2205E

= whole depression of point d.

With regard to the point ?n, we have the maximum
. 2 15

stress on oc, giving depression equal to 2E, and -- of

the maximum on mc^ giving depression = 1.075E,

making a total of 3.075E for the point m. Hence, the

elongation of the space dm, equals (4.2205— 3.075) E,

= 1.145E, whereas 2.15?/;" upon dl, increases its vertical

reach by only 1.075E. This shows that fl(^ sustains still

a little more than 2.15?/;''. On the other hand if we

assume a weight of 2.2w" on dl, we obtain the opposite

result, showing that dl sustains less than %2w", and

hence the actual amount must be between 2.\bw" and

2.2?/;".

We conclude then, that dl and me are not inactive

under the full load of the truss, but on the contrary,

they sustain, in this case, even more than the decussa-

tion theory assigns to them. We learn, moreover, that
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the question is affected by the horizontal reach of the

diagonal, or the value of h. And, since in this case,

the point 6? being depressed by action upon 3 members,

and the point m by action upon only 2, we have an elon-

gation of space between d and/r? requiring more than the

theoretical stress upon centre diagonals, it is natural to

conclude, that, in case of a greater number of panels,

nine, for instance, where 4 members contribute to the

depression of the upper, and only three to that ofthe lower

chord at the centre, the increase of distance between

chords, would be less than that required to give the theo-

retical stress upon diagonals in the centre panel ; and,

Buch is found to be the case. In a nine panel truss on the

plan ofFig. 13, the increase of distance between chords,

due to the stresses assigned by the decussation theory, is

only about one-third of what would be required to

give the centre diagonals the stress assigned them.

Hence in this case there is less decussation than the

theory requires ; and, one or two trials, by assigning

different weights as sustained by centre diagonals, in

the manner pointed out above, would enable a near

approxination to the actual amount of decussation to

be arrived at, in the case of the nine panel truss, or

any other.

Let us take one more view of this matter, by assum-

ing no action by centre diagonals, under the full load.

Then cm (Fig. 13), is also out of action, and oc alone,

under J maximum stress, contributes to the depression

of point m, giving depression equal to 2x|E, = 1.55E,

(assuming h = v).

The point d is depressed by the maximum change of

two obliques, and one vertical, giving depression = 5E.

Therefore the distance md^ is increased by (5 — 1.55) E,

=a 3.45 E. Hence ^^ and me must be elongated by 1.725
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times the amount due to the maximum stress, in order

to escape action. Suppose the member to be of wrought

iron, proportioned to a maximum stress of 10,000ft) to

the square inch. Then, the extension due to 17250ft)

to the inch, is about seVVVoVo >< length « .00069 X

length, and if length -« 15 feet, the extension is equal

to .00069x15, = .01035 ft. or, say J inch.

Hence, in a 7 panel truss, as represented in Fig. 13,

with h = v, if the diagonals in the, middle panel be

slack, by i inch in 15 feet of length, no decussation

will take place, and the centre diagonals will be inactive,

under the full load of the truss. If those members have

less than that degree of slackness, they will be in action

in such circumstances.

It would be a very badly adjusted piece of work in

which such a degree of slackness should occur, and we
may fairly conclude, that the centre diagonals, in this

class of trasses, are never entirely inactive. -

But the quantity E, is so very small, with any kind

of material, and with any co-efficient that may affect

it, in practice, that a slight inaccuracy of adjust-

ment, may so change the practical f/jm the theoretical

results deduced by calculation, as to decussation, as to

render the latter of no great practical reliability.

Hence, after all, perhaps the most unexceptionable

course, in this regard is, to follow the rule given before

[xLViii], of estimating stresses on both hypotheses,

and taking the highest estimate for each part.

, Now, perhaps, this subject has been discussed at

greater length than its practical importance demanded,

considering the small percentage of error liable to oc-

cur in any case ; but with regard to this, as well as to

other matters, it is well to know, what may be known
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without inconvenient or unreasonable effort at investi-

gation.

The Warren Girder.

L. There is another form of truss operating upon

the same principle as truss Fig. 13, in which one set

of oblique members is left out, so that only one diago-

nal remains to each panel. The diagonals meet and

connect with one another and with the chords, forming

alternate nodes at the upper and lower chords. This,

truss, represented in Fig. 15, requires an even number

of panels that the two half-trusses may be symmetrical.

This is an extension of truss Fig. 5, with tension

verticals for suspending floor beams from the upper

nodes, when the travel-way is along the lower chord,

and thrust verticals ascending from the lower nodes,

in the case of what are technically called deck-bridges.*

We compute the stresses of the members of this

truss, by placing the figures 1, 2, 3, etc., over the

diagram as in preceding cases, and from a second line

or series of figures, by adding all those in the first

series, as in case of truss Fig. 12, because each weight

tends to act upon every diagonal. Each figure in the

second line, is the co-efficient of w" in the expression

of the greatest weight transferred to the right hand

abutment^ through the diagonal crossing the panel

next on the right hand of the figure ; and the action is

tension or thrust, according as the diagonal ascends or

descends toward the right. Thus, the Fig. 6 over o,

indicates that Gz/?" is the greatest weight acting by thrust

upon oe, while 10 over the points, indicates 10^^;" as the

maximum weight acting by tension upon em. These

* The author built several small bridges upon thi=« plan, to carry a
rail road track over common highways, in 1849 or 1850, believed to

have been the first application of this form of truss.
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figures only indicate weight transferred from left to

right, and it is evident that the same weights in a re-

versed order, are transferred from right to left, through

the same diagonals. Hence, a third series of figures

under the second, composed of the same figures in a

reversed order, shows the weights carried by the seve-

ral diagonals from right to left. The figures in the

third line, show the weights acting on diagonals next

on the left of respective figures. It will be seen also,

that the figures under odd numbers of the upper line,

Fig. 15.

1

1

28

2
3
31

3
6

15

4
10
10

5
15
6

6
21

3

7
28
1

9 V n m I k

f 9 i J

indicate weights acting by thrust, and those under even

numbers, by tension. The figures 6 and 15 over o, in-

dicate Qw'' acting on oe, and 15?/?", on oc, both by

thrust. Again 3 and 21 under 2, indicate 3w" acting

on CO, and 21m;" upon eg, both by tension. The figure

28 at the right and left, under 1 and 7, indicate 28w;"

acting by thrust upon aq and jk,

;N'ow if we add all the figures in the second and third

lines standing under odd numbers of the upper line,

we obtain the co-efficient of?/;" for the aggregate maxi-

mum weights acting by thrust upon oblique members,

while the sum of all the figures in like manner, under

even numbers, forms the co-efficient of w;" for the ag-

gregate maximum weights acting by tension upon ob-

liques. The former gives 100?/;", =12.5?/; for compres-

sion, and the latter, 68i<;",=8.5?/?, for tension. Hence,
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making A=i;=l, we have as expressions for amount of

thrust and tension action upon material in oblique mem-

bers, 25m for thrust and 17m for tension.

One half of the lower chord obviously sustains a

stress of 28w'', equal to horizontal thrust of the end

braces, and the other half, 60w^\= horizontal action of

mj, qc and co (under full uniform load), at one end, and

of corresponding diagonals at the other end, giving re-

quired material for chord equal to 41m.

The compression of the upper chord, equals the hori-

zontal thrust and pull of aq and qc,= 48w'\ for -| of its

length, with the addition of 12w" for horizontal thrust

of CO, and 4w?'' for pull of oe, making 64w" for the two

middle panels. Hence expression for material is 40m.

The verticals obviously require tension material equal

to 4m, and the aggregate for the truss, is,

For Compression. For Tension.

Chord, 40m Chord, 44m

Obliques, 25m Diagonals, 17m

Verticals, 4m

Total, 65m Total, 65m

A corresponding truss with 2 diagonals in each

panel, on the plan of Fig. 13, shows the same expres-

sions for materials, or amount of action of both kinds,

item for item, and any advantage possessed by either

plan, must depend essentially upon the more advan-

tageous action of compression material.

Truss Fig. 15, has fewer intermediate thrust diagonals,

and greater concentration of weight upon them ; which

is favorable; while in the other, the diagonals crossing

one another, are enabled to afford mutual support

laterally, in certain modes of construction.
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The upper chord iu Fig. 15, acts at a decided disad-

vantage, iu having no vertical support for a length of

2 panel widths, unless it be 'especially provided at ad-

ditional expense. As a deck bridge, with struts, or

posts at j9, n, I, and lateral tying and bracing, the truss

may answer an excellent purpose. But even in that

case, it can scarcely be considered as preferable to the

truss wnth a double system of diagonals.

The Ohio river bridge at Louisville, Ky., has its long

spans (about 400 ft.), constructed upon the plan of Fig.

15, and no plan which we have considered, shows a

less amount of action upon material. These are believed

to be the longest spans of Truss Bridging in the country.

An eight-panel truss upon the plan of Fig. 12, gives

the following expressions for amount of material.

Compression. Tension.

Chord, 43m Chord, 41m
Ends, .14m Diagonals, 28m

Verticals, 7m Verticals, 2m

64m
*

71m

This indicates a difference of nearly 4 per cent, as

to amount of action upon material, in favor of the truss

without vertical members, generally speaking ; i. e. in

which there is no regular transfer of action from one to

another, between diagonal and vertical members, as in

truss Fig. 12.

This advantage is made still larger in certain modes

of ,construction, by the circumstance that the same

members, in trusses 13 and 15, may sometimes act by
tension and thrust, on different occasions, without any

more material than would be required to act in one

direction only.
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LI. It may be proper in this place, to refer to still

another form of trussing, which has enjoyed a degree

of popular favor, and whrch differs somewhat from

any we have hitherto considered. The plan is seen in

outline, in Fig. 16. Each weight is sustained primarily

by a pair of equally inclined tension members, and

thereby transferred either to the king posts standing

upon the abutments, or, to posts sustained by other

pairs of equally inclined suspension rods of greater

horizontal reach ; which in turn, transfer a part to

king posts, and another part to a post sustained by

obliques of still greater reach, until finally, the whole

remaining weight is brought to bear upon the abut-

ments by a single pair of obliques, reaching from the

centre to each abutment.

Fig. 16.

The Finck Truss.

In Fig. 16, are represented three different lengths of

obliques, in number, inversely as the respective hori-

zontal reaches. The first set contains 8 pieces reaching

horizontally across one panel, and sustaining each ^lo.

The next longer set, of four pieces, reach across two
panels, and sustain eachlw;; one-half applied directly,

and the other, through posts and short diagonals. The
third and longest set, contains but two pieces, reach

across four panels, and sustain together 4w; of which Iw
is applied directly, Iw through two short diagonals,

and 2w through two intermediates.

Now, as each set sustains the same aggregate

weight, namely iWy the material in each set, will

10
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be represented by this weight multiplied by the

square of the lengths respectively, and divided by v :

and, making k = v = l, -the squares of respective

lengths are 2, 5 and 17, which added together and mul-

tiplied by 4i(;,and w changed to m, gives 96M=amount

of material in tension obliques, the only tension mem-
bers ill the truss.

The upper chord sustains compression equal to the

horizontal pull of one oblique member of each class,

obviously equal to lOJ?/?, with length = 8. Hence, re-

quired material equals 84m. End posts sustain to-

gether, Iw, centre post 3w?, and the two at the quarters,

one w each, in all 12ir, and the representative for mate-

rial is 12m ; whence the total for thrust material is 96m,

making a grand total of thrust and tension material

=

192m.

The 8 panels trapezoid with verticals, requires,... 135m

Do " " without verticals, 130m

This comparison exhibits an amount of action in

case of the first (Fig. 16), which, considering that it

possesses no apparent advantage as to the efficient

working of compression material, would seem to ex-

clude it, practically, from the list of available plans of

construction.

Distinctive Characteristics of the Arch.

. LIT. We have seen that all heavy bodies near the

earth's surface (except when falling by gravity or

ascending by previous impulse), exert a pressure upon

the earth equal to their respective weights. We have

also seen that the object of a bridge, in general, is, to

sustain bodies over void spaces, by transferring the

pressure exerted by them upon the earth, from the
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points immediately beneath them, to points at greater

or less horizontal distances therefrom.

We have, moreover, seen that this horizontal trans-

fer of pressure can only be effected by oblique forces

(neither exactly horizontal nor exactly vertical), and
have discussed and compared, in a general way, various

combinations of members, capable of effecting this

horizontal transfer of pressure.

But, without going into unnecessary recapitulation,

we find two or three styles of trussing, possessing more
or less distinctive features, which promise decidedly

more economical and satisfactory results than any

others ; and, to make the properties and principles of

action of the best and most promising plans as tho-

roughly understood as may be within the proposed limits

of this work, will form a prominent object in the discus-

sions of succeeding pages.

The distinctive feature of the arch, as a sustaining

structure, consists in the fact that all the oblique action

required to sustain a uniformly distributed load, is ex-

erted by a single member of constantly varying ob-

liquity from centre to ends ; each section sustaining

all the weight between itself and the centre, or crown

of the arch, and none of the weight from the section

to the end ; so that the weight sustained at aiiy point,

is as the horizontal distance of that point from the

centre. Consequently (the arch being supposed in

equilibrio under a uniform horizontal load), the hori-

zontal thrust at all points must be the same, and the

inclination of the tangent at any point should be such

that the square of the sine, divided by the cosine of in-

clination (from the vertical), may give a constant quo-

tient. For, regarding each indefinitely short section

of the arch as a brace coinciding with the tangent at
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the point of contact, its horizontal thrust equals the

freight sustained, multiplied by the horizontal, and di-

vided by the vertical reach of the brace. But the

horizontal and vertical reaches are respectively as the

sine and cosine of the angle made by the tangent with

the vertical ; that is, as ab and bd, Fig. 17, while the

weight is also as the sine ab.

Fig. 17. of the angle adb. Hence, the

weight by the horizontal

^ reach, is as ab^^ or as the square

of the sine of adb ; and the

constant horizontal thrust of^ \ the arch at all points, is as

ab' ab''

I^ow this condition is answered by the parabola, in

which bc'=cd = ^bd, and?- = i-^-^constant C, whence
-^ ^ bd "^ CO '

iab^=:=cb X constant 2(7, which is the equation of the

parabola.

This quality of the arch truss, allowing nearly all of

the compressive action to be concentrated upon almost

the least possible length, and consequently, enabling

the thrust material to work at better advantage than

in plans where this action is more distributed, and acts

upon a greater number and length of thrust members,

enables it to maintain a more successful competition

with other plans than we might be led to expect, in

view of the greater amount of action upon materials

in the arch truss, than what is shown in trusses with

parallel chords. Hence, we should not too hastily

come to a conclusion unfavorable to the arch truss, on

account of the apparent disadvantage it labors under,

as to amount of action upon material. These apparent

disadvantages are frequently overbalanced by advan-
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tages of a practical character, which can not readily be

reduced to measurement and calculation.

The preceding general comparisons are to be regarded

only as approximations, and should not be taken as

conclusive evidence of the superiority or otherwise, of

any plan, except in case of very considerable difference

in amount of action, with little or no probable advan-

tage in regard to efficient action of material.

EFFECTS OF WEIGHT OF STRUCTURE.

LIII. In preceding analyses, and estimates of

stresses upon the various members in bridge trusses,

regard has only been had to the effects of movable load,

which may be placed upon, or removed from the struct-

ure, producing more or less varying strains upon its

several parts.

But the materials composing the structure, evidently

act in a similar manner with the movable load, in pro-

ducing stress upon its members ; the only difference

being, that the weight of structure is constant, always

exerting or tending to exert the same influence upon

the members, instead of a- varying action, such as that

produced by the movable load. In order, therefore, to

know the absolute stress to which any member is liable,

and thereby to be able to give it the required strength

and proportions, we have to add the stresses due to

constant and occasional loads together.

The weight of structure evidently acts upon the

truss in the same manner as if it were concentrated at

the nodes along the upper and lower chords, and of

the arch, in case of the arch truss. And, since much
the larger proportion of it acts at the points where the
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movable load is applied, if we regard the whole as

acting at those points, the results obtained as to stresses

produced by it, will be sufficiently accurate for ordi-

nary practice. Still, more closely approximating results

may be obtained by assigning to both upper and lower

nodes, their appropriate shares cf weight sustained, as

may easily be done when deemed expedient.

If we divide the whole weight of superstructure sup-

ported by a single truss, by the number of panels, the

quotient, which we may represent hyio', will show the

weight to be assumed for each supporting point, on

account of structure ; and the stresses produced by such

weights, added to the maximum stresses of the several

members, due to the movable load, will represent the

true absolute stresses the respective members are liable

to bear.

I^ow, as far as relates to parts suffering their maxi-

mum stresses under the full load, such as chords,

arches, king braces, and verticals in the arch truss, as

to their tension strain, we have only to substitute W,
(^=w-\-w'), in place of iv, in expressions obtained for

stresses due to movable load. In other cases, w and

lo' will have each its peculiar and appropriate co-effi-

cient.

The diagonals of the arch truss, are obviously not

affected by weight of structure, as they are not so

under full and uniform movable load. Moreover, the

weight of structure acts in constant opposition to the

compressive action of movable load upon verticals.

Hence, in truss Fig. 11, where we find the varying

movable load gives a maximum compression upon the

longest, equal to Sw'\ and upon the next shorter, equal

to 2w'', the weight of structure diminishes those quan-

tities to Sw"—w\ and 2w^'—w' respectively. Or, if we
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would be more ei^act, we may add in both cases, the

weight of a segment of the arch, which has no tendency

to produce tension upon the verticals ; or we may sub-

tract only f or f of if' ; thus, Sw''—^w% and 2w''— w
may be taken to represent the compressive action upon

11.the verticals in Fig

JAY. In the case of truss Fig. 12, the only diagonals

acting under uniform load, are oc^fj, nd and ek; the

two latter sustaining, of weight of structure, Iw', and

the two former, 2w\ And, the maximum movable

weight borne by those members, being [xl] lOio^' and

l^w", the absolute maximum will be 10w''-\-w' for nd

and ek, and \M'+2w' for oc and jgi".

IN'ow, if we place the figure 1 under t? and e, (Fig. 12

A), and the figure 2 under c and/, and so on, in case of

a greater number ofpan els, to the foot of the last diagonal

each way, inclining outward from the lower nodes, these

figures are obviously, the co-efficients of w' to express

the weights contributed by the material of the stru -

ture, to the stresses of diagonals extending upward and
outward from the points to which the figures respect-

ively refer.

Fig. 12 a.

1 2 3 4 5
1 3 6 10 15
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Again, we have seen [xl], that a certain condition

of the movable load, tends to throw Iw" upon hn, and

another condition of such load, tends to throw 3u;" upon
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cm. Bat, since, as we now see, the weight of structure

tends to throw a constant weight of 2w' upon oc, which

is antagonistic to bn, the actual maximum weight upon

hn, is lw"—'2iW', which will always be a negative quan-

tity, in practice ; whence bn mus't always be inactive,

and may be dispensed with.

The maximum weight upon cm, as modified by

weight of structure, is in like manner reduced to ^w"

—M?', which will in practice, be either negative, or of

quite small amount. Hence, we have the following

rule : For the absolute maximum stresses of diagonals

(in case of parallel-chord trusses with verticals), we
add the effects of weight of structure to the maximum
effects due to variable load, where both fall upon the

same, and subtract the former, in cases where the two

forces fall upon counter, or antagonistic diagonals.

In case of parallel-chord trusses without verticals, we
add the effects of constant and variable load upon each

diagonal, when alike, i. e., when both tensile or both

compressive, and subtract the former when the effects

are alike.

DOUBLE CA]S"CELATED TRUSSES.

hY. The use of chords in a trues being to sustain

the horizontal action (whether of thrust or tension) of

the oblique members, it follows that the aggregate

stress of chords, is equal to the aggregate horizontal

action of all the diagonals acting in either direction^

And, the horizontal action being obviously as the

number and horizontal reach directly, and as the ver-

tical reach inversely ; also, the length of truss being as
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the number and horizontal reach of diagonals, while

the vertical reach is as the depth of truss, it follows

that the stress of chords is directly as the length and

inversely as the depth of truss, other conditions being

the same.

Hence, if the depth of truss be so reduced as to make
the ratio of length to depth indefinitely large, the stress

and required material of chords, become indefinitely

large. On the contrary, if the depth be indefinitely

great, although the stress of chords be ever so small

the length and required material for diagonals and ver-

ticals must be indefinitely large. It is manifest, then,

that between these two extremes there is a practical

optimum,— a certain mtio of length to depth of truss,

which, though it may vary somewhat with circum-

stances, will give the best possible results as to economy

of material in the truss. This matter will be taken

into consideration hereafter, and is referred to here,

to show the expediency of generally increasing the

depth, with increase of lengths in the truss.

I^ow, in trusses of considerable length, and, conse-

quently, depth, it becomes expedient, in order to avoid

too great a width of panel (horizontally), or an inclina-

tion of diagonals too steep for economy of material in

those members, to extend them horizontally across two

or more panels, or spaces between consecutive nodes

of the chords. In such cases, the truss may be called

double or treble cancelated, according as the diagonals

cross two or three panels.

LVI. To estimate the stresses of the members of

double cancelated trusses with vertical members, a

slight modification of the process already described,

[xL, &c.], is required, as follows

:

11

/

{
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Having placed the numbers 1, 2, 3^, &c., over the

nodes of the upper chord, as seen in Fig. 18, pUice

under each odd number, the sum of all the odd num-

bers in the first series, up to and including the one

under which the sum is placed ; and the same with

respect to the even numbers. Then, the second series

of figures may be used in precisely the same manner

as that explained with reference to Fig. 12, to deter-

mine the weight sustained by, and the maximum stress

produced upon, each diagonal and vertical, by equal

weights upon all or any of the nodes of either chord.

For example; supposing the truss to have tension

diagonals and thrust verticals; take the diagonal hav-

its lower end under 5 (upper series), and its upper end

under 7. This diagonal may be represented by 6/7,
while 5\7 may indicate its antagonist, and so of other

diagonals. Then, as we see 9 (the sum of 1+34-5), in

the second series, over the lovver end of 5/7, and, as the

diagram represents a truss of 16 panels, we knov7 that

the diagonal in question is liable to a maximum
weiccht of j%w^ = 9w'\ This amount is to be dimin-

ished, of course, by the weight due from weight of

structure to the counter diagonal.

Again, the diagonal 9/11 sustains as amaximum from

variable load, 25i^"; which will require to be increased

on account of weight of structure, since the latter, in

this case, acts upon the main, and not upon the counter

diagonal, as in case of 5/7.

Now, to obtain the effects of weight of structure and

uniform load, the truss having even panels, we place J
under the centre node of the lower chord, because

half of the weight lo', which is supposed to be concen-

trated at that point, tends to act on each of the dia-

gonals rising from that point.
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At the next node from the

centre, each way, the figure 1

is set, because, of the weights

(it;'),concentrated at those pouits,

each bears upon its nearest abut-

ment (the truss being uniformly

loaded), through the diagonals

running upward and outward

from those points. If this be

not so, each must transmit a part

of its amount past the centre,

through the antagonistic dia-

gonals 7/ 9 and 7\9, which is

contrary to statical law.

Then we put IJ, 2J, 3J, etc.,

under alternate nodes from the

centre, and 1, 2, 8, etc., under

alternates beginning at the first

on each side of the centre ; as

shown in diagram Fig. 18.

These figures form the co-

efficients of w', to indicate the

weights acting, or tending to

act, upon the diagonals running

upward and outward from these

numbers respectively, arising

from weight of structure, and

also, the c'o-efficients for {w-\-w'),

to express the load tending to

act on diagonals, arising from

both superstructure and mova-

ble weight, when the truss is

fully loaded. For illustration ;
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the diagonal 5/7 we have seen to be liable to a

maximum stress of 9m;'' from variable load, and, as we
have the figure 1 at the foot of 5\7, it shows that

tlie weight due to the latter on account of structure

is Iw', which must be subtracted from 9w'' to obtain

the actual maximum to which 5/7 is liable ; which

is 9w''—w\

If w' be equal to or greater than dw", then 5/7 is

subject to no action, and may be dispensed with. As
to the advantage of introducing counter diagonals,

merely for the purpose of 5^i^emn^ the truss, the results

of my investigations will be given in a subsequent part

of this work.

The maximum weight sustained by any thrust up-

right, is manifestly equal to the greatest weight borne

by either diagonal connected with it at the upper end,

since any weight borne by 3/5, for instance, being

transferred to the antagonist of 5\7, thereby dimin-

ishes by a like amount, the maximum action of the

latter. Whence the upright at 5, can receive no more

load from the two diagonals, than the maximum load of

one, and this relation holds in general.

The reason of adding alternate figures to form the

second series over the diagram, will be obvious, when
it is observed that there are two independent systems

of uprights and diagonals ; one of which includes the

uprights under even numbers in the upper series, and

the diagonals connecting therewith, and the other, the

remaining uprights and diagonals. l!^ow weight applied

at the nodes of either of these systems, can only act upon
members of that same system ; that is, weight applied

at nodes indicated by even numbers in the upper series

can only act upon the first above named system of up-

rights and diagonals, and vice versa.
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The main end braces are acted upon by both sys-

tems ; so that to obtain the weight sustained by them,

we must add the numbers 56 and 64 (and correspond-

ing numbers in other cases), making in this case 120w;"

equal to 7^20.

The uprights under 1 and 15, sustain each a tension

equal to iv, for variable load, and to w-hw\ for weight

of variable load and superstructure together ; which

obviously gives their greatest strain.

Having thus determined the greatest weights to which

the several verticals and diagonal members are liable,

we proceed as in former cases, to multiply those

weights by lengths of diagonals, and divide the pro-

ducts by lengths of verticals, to obtain the stresses of

diagonals ; remembering to take into account the dif-

ference in length between those having a horizontal

reach of only one panel, at and near the ends of the

truss, and those that reach across two panels.

The mode of estimating the stresses upon the differ-

ent portions of the chords, depending upon the hori-

zontal action of diagonals, has been sufficiently ex-

plained. It is only necessary to observe that the end

braces produce compression upon the upper, and ten-

sion upon the lower chord, through their whole lengths,

equal to J {w+w'), multiplied by the number of nodes

of the lower chord, and that product multiplied by -

.

and that each pair of intermediate diagonals analo-

gously situated with respect to the ends of the truss,

whether acting by thrust or tension, produce tension

and thrust in like manner, upon the portions of the

lower and upper chords, between their points of con-

nection with the chords. Thus is generated a progres-

sive and determinate increase ©faction upon succeeding
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portions of the chords from the ends to the centre of

the truss.

In the case of a deck bridge, the weights sustained

by thrust uprights, are respectively indicated by the

figures over the diagram on the right hand half of the

truss, prefixed to w'\ for movable load, and the figures

under the diagram prefixed to w'^ for weight of struc-

ture, being the same weight which gives the maximum
stress to the diagonal running upward and outward

from the foot of the upright. Tension verticals at the

ends sustain no weight.

TRUSSES WITHOUT VERTICALS.

It will be seen upon a general view of the action of

the different parts of a truss with parallel chords, that

the diagonals (and verticals when used), form media

through which weight acting upon the truss, is reflected

back and forth between the upper and lower chords,

until it comes finally to bear upon the abutment.

A weight applied at one of the nodes of the lower

chord, of course, cannot be sustained by the tension

of that chord, which acts only in horizontal directions;

but is suspended by a tension piece, whether oblique

or vertical, from a node in the upper chord. But the

upper chord acting also horizontally, cannot sustain the

weight. Consequently, a thrust member, either oblique

or vertical, must meet the force at that point, to prevent

the weight from pulling down the upper chord, and

destroying the structure.

Hence, we see, that in all the cases we have consid-

ered, of trusses with parallel chords, the weight, whe-

ther applied at the upper or lower chord, acts alter-
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natelj upon thrust and tension pieces, extending

directly or obliquely from chord to chord.

With reference to Fig. 18, we have regarded the

weight as transferred from tension diagonals to thrust

verticals, and the contrary. But if we conceive the

verticals to be removed, except the 'endmost, we have

only to insert a thrust hrace from the abutment to the

second node (or the first from the angle), of the upper

chofd, and to so form and connect the other diagonals

as to enable them to act by either tension of thrust,

and we have a truss capable of sustaining weights applied

at all, or any of the nodes of the upper and lower

chords, in the same manner as the truss with verticals,

represented in Fig. 18. In this condition, the truss

will act upon the principles discussed with reference to

Fig. 18. For this modification of the truss, see Fig. 19.

To estimate the strains upon the several parts.of

such a truss, due to weights w^ w, etc., at the nodes of

the lower chord ; we may place the figures 1, 2, 3, etc.,

over the nodes of the upper 5shord, as was done in the

case of Fig. 18. But, instead of adding alternate fig-

ures to form the second series, to be used as co-efli-

cients of w'\ for expressing the weights sustained by

diagonals, we add every fourth figure; because it is

only the weights at every fourth node, that act upon

the same set of diagonals.

For instance ; the weights at 1, 5, 9 and 13, act upon

their peculiar set of 8 pieces (excluding the end braces,

but including the tension vertical at 1), and none of the

weights at the other nodes have any action upon those

pieces ; as is made obvious by an inspection of Fig. 19.

Again, the weight at 2, 6, 10 and 14, have their pe-

culiar and independent set; and so of those at 3, 7, 11

and 15, and those at 4, 8 and 12. Therefore, in form-
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iog our second series of num-
bers, we place under each figure

of the first series, the sum of

that figure, added to every 4th

figure preceding; that is, under

12, place the sum of 12, 8 and 4
••= 24. Under 5, the sum of 5+
1 =6. The four first figures,

having no 4th preceding figures,

are simply transferred, without

addition or alteration.

These numbers in the second

series, are the co-efiicients of w"
(=w divided -by the number of

panels in the truss, being 16 in

this case), to express the greatest

weights acting by tension on

each diagonal having its lower

end under the number used, and

the upper end under a higher

number. Also the weight act-

ing by thrust upon the diagonal

meeting the former at the upper

chord. The last, or highest

number, determines the weight

sustained by the tension vertical

urjder the number, the vertical

being a member of one of the

four sets ot alternate thrust and

tension pieces connecting the

two chords.

A third series of figure-?,

formed by reversing the order

of the second—placing the low-
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est number of the third under the highest of the se-

cond series, and vice* versa, prefixed as before to w'\

will show the weights sustained by thrust and tension

of diagonals in the reversed order ; i. e., whereas one

series shows the amount of tension a particular diago-

nal is liable to, the reversed series shows the thrust

the same piece must exert in a different condition of

the load.

Thus we ascertain, as in the case of truss Fig. 13

[xLv], that nearly all ofthe diagonals are exposed to two

kinds of action, thrust and tension ; and it is only the

preponderance of the larger over the smaller of these

forces, which has place when the truss is fully loaded,

and it is only this preponderance which is to be used

asco-efiicieiit to (i(;+it7') in estimating the stresses upon

the diiferent portions of the chords, and as co-efficient

to iv'j in modifying the effects of the variable load upon
diagonals, as affected by weight of structure. But it is

to be remembered that the numbers over the diagram

are to be divided by the number of panels, before being

ttsed before w and w\ in the expression of stresses of

members. Thus, we have, as the effect of variable

load upon the diagonal 2/4 ..., 2w'' {=.^,iv), as the

18
greatest weight acting by tension, and ~-^w, the great-

est acting by thrust. Hence the weight upon this

piece, due to weight of structure, is (—-^--)io\=iv\a.udit

produces thrust or compression, because the thrust

tendency is the greater. This weight {w'), added to
18
j^w, the greatest effect of variable load shows the maxi-

mum weight which can act by thrust upon that diago-
18

nal, to be ^7,w+w'. We have, also, for the greatest

weight acting by tension as modified by weight of struc-

12
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ture, --W—w', which is a negative quantity when w is

less than 8w% as will usually be the case in practice

;

consequently that diagonal can seldom or never be ex-

posed to the force of tension.

Again -tJw-\-w^)~, (h and v representing horizontal

and vertical reaches of the diagonal, as in previous

discussions), is the amount contributed toward the

maximum tension of the lower chord by the diagonal

in question, not aftectiijg, of course, that portion of

the chord outside of the connection therewith, or a

like portion at the opposite end.

LYIII. It is to be remembered that the tension or

thrust of a diagonal, is always equal to the weight sus-

tained, multiplied by the length, and divided by the

vertical reach of the diagonal.

The method here under discussion for estimating

stresses, seems to need no further illustration. But
the question as to decussation, affects the case of Fig,

19, as well as that of Fig. 13. The two sets of dia-

gonals which meet the upper and lower chords in the

centre, have symmetrical halves on each side of the

centre, and no action can pass the centre upon either,

when they are uniformly loaded ; whereas, the two sets

to which 7/9 and 7\9 belong, have the half of one

on either side of the centre, a counter part to the half

of the other set on the opposite side ; and the diagonals

7/9 and 7\9, will act or not, according as their op-

posite points of connection with upper and lower chords,

are carried farther apart, or the contrary. ITow, as

the points 9 and 7, upper chord, are depressed by the

change in one vertical and 3 diagonals, while the op-

posite points at the lower chord are depressed by the
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change in 3 diagonals only, we might nafurally expect

to find greater depiession in the upper than the lower

points ; though this does not follow as a matter of ne-

cessity, since the less number of members, by being

more nearly under a maximum stress, might give

greater depression than the greater number, under less

stress, as compared with their maximum. Now, the

vertical at 1, being under maximum weight, gives de-

pression = E
;
(adopting the notation used with refer-

ence to Fig. 13 [xLix,]). The two diagonals 1/3 and

3\5 being under |J maximum, give depression equal

to§? x4E(making^=?;=l)^, = 3.81E; while the diagonal

5/7, under j\ maximum, gives depression = 0.4x2E,

= 0.8E, making a total depression of point 7, upper

chord, = 5.61E. Again, the diagonal 1\3, under maxi-

mum stress, gives depression = 2E, while 3/5 and

5\7, under }f maxm u m stress, give depression = J X
4E, = 3.2E, making a total for the point 7, lower chord,

equal to 5.2E, which is less by 0.41E, than the depression

of the opposite point in the uppey chord, whereas it

should be greater by 0.8E, in order to give to 7\9 and

7/9, the tension assigned to them by the decussation

theory.

But we must not conclude from this fact, that there

is no decussation in this case. For, if we assume that

7\9 is inactive under the full load, it follows that 5/7
is also inactive, and that l/3-f-3\5 sustain only Jf
maximum stress, producing I fE, = 3.05 E, which added

to IE for the vertical at 1, makes 4.05 E, = depression at

point 7, upper chord ; while the 3 diagonals contribut-

ing to depression of the opposite point in lower chord,

are under maximum stress, producing depression = 6 E.

Hence, we see, that upon this hypothesis, the distance

between these two points, measuring the vertical reach
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of the diagonal, is increased by (6— 4.05) E = 1.95 E.

This can not be, without producing tension upon dia-

gonals 7\9 and 7/9. Since then these members can

not be entirely without action, and as previously shown,

they can not have as much action as the decussation

theorj' assigns to them, it follows, in this case, that they

must act^ but with less intensity than the theory as-

signs them.

In this case, as well as in that of Fig. 13, the result

would be changed somewhat, by taking into the cal-

culation the weight of structure, which would change

to a small extent, the relation between the maximum
stresses of diagonals, and the stresses they sustain un-

der a full load. For the stress due to weight of struct-

ure, is constant, and that due to variable load, is greater,

upon most of the diagonals, under certain conditions

of a partial, than under a full load. Hence, while

5\7 sustains (under full load), only j§ maximum upon

that part of the material provided for variable load, it

sustains a full maximum upon the part provided to

sustain weight of structure. It is easy enough to take

these things all into account, in estimating the amount

of decussation in special cases. Still, it is doubtful

whether any better practical rule can be adopted, than

the one previously given, [xlviii] ; namely, to estimate

stresses upon both hypotheses, and tak§ the highest

estimate for each part.

Decussation in Trusses with Verticals.

LIX. In trusses of this class with odd panels, and

diagonals crossing two panels, as in Fig. 20, it will be

seen, on subjecting them to analysis, such as was ex-

plained with reference to Fig. 18 [xvi], that, while in

trusses of even panels, the figures in the second line
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over the diagram, indicate the maximum stresses of

diagonals, and those under the diagram, the stresses

under uniform load (which are generally less than the

maximum under partial loads), in case of the truss with

odd panels, the bottom figures show, for certain dia-

gonals, greater stresses for the full, than the upper

figures give as the maximum for partial loads. Thus,

in Fig. 20, the number 16 over m, indicates 16m;''

(=1^6^^^^ as the maximum weight for z7, while the fig-

ure 2 under the point i, indicates that il sustains 2w (
=

I'^w"), under the full load. It should be remarked here,

that the figure 1 under the first two nodes on either side

of the centre, and the figure 2 under the next, are thus

Fig. 20.

1 2 2 4 5 6 7

1 3 4 6 9 12 16

8 T q V n w
20

I

placed upon the assumption that all the weight on

either side of the centre, is made to act on its nearest

abutment. This would necessarily be so, if en and/g*

were removed or relaxed. But, with those members
in place, and properly adjusted, there may be a decus-

sation of forces through them, whereby a portion of

the weights at e and/, may be made to bear upon the

more remote abutments. ITow, as the maximum on

en is Qw" and that of its antagonist only 4?/?'', the latter

is not sufiicient to neutralize the former entirely, but

leaves a balance of 2w" which may be transmitted

through en to gl^ as an offset for a like amount trans-
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mitted through fq to ds. If this be so, then fm and er

do not sustain the full weight of Iw, but only 7wj'',

which, being transmitted to il, makes, with the weight

w (=9w''), applied directly at ^, 16^5'', as indicated by
the figures over the diagram, instead of 2w (= 18w''),

as the figure 2 under the point i would indicate.

ISTow, whether the two diagonals en and/g, being ap-

parently, in a state of partial antagonism, do in whole

or in part neutralize the tendency of each other to

transmit weight past the centre each way under a uni-

form load of the truss, is not quite obvious, and it may
be proper to estimate stresses under both hypotheses,

and take the highest estimate for each part of the

truss.

It will be seen that U and cs are the only diagonals

in Fig. 20, which show greater stress with a full than

a partial load, upon the non-decussation hypothesis.

But all the diagonals undergo different stresses, with

the uniform load, as viewed under the different theo-

ries, and consequently, their effects upon the chords

are different. The end brace as, sustains 4 (w+w^) =
4W substituting W for w-rw'), under either theory,

and the tension of ac equals 4:W (making h = ab, and

V = bs). cs sustains 2W, or \^W, whence cd sustains

either 6W* or 5JW . Again, ds sustains "W, or IfW,

the former without, and the latter with decussation.

This diagonal having a horizontal reach of 2h, adds

2W- or 2|W- to tension of chord, making 8W , or

8f "W , as the tension of de. For er, we have W with-

out decussation, making a tension of lOW- for ef;

while with decussation, er sustains JW, from which we
subtract |W, for opposite action of en, leaving |W
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giving horizontal pull =1|W- to be added to 8gW-

making 9|W- = tension of ef.

Upon the non-decussation hypothesis, s r and m I, of

the upper chord sustain thrust equal to 8W^, and the

remainder of the chord, 10W-. By the other hypothe-

sis, sr and ml sustain 8f W -, rq and nm sustain 9J

W -, and the other 3 sections, lOf W-

L3il We may derive some more light upon this sub-

ject, by considering the conditions resulting from the

elasticity of materials. Supposing the upper and lower

chords to be so proportioned as to be uniformly con-

tracted or extended under a uniform load of the truss,

this does not require or imply any appreciable differ-

ence in lengths of diagonals. But the stress upon

chords being produced by the action of diagonals, the

latter, when, as here supposed, acting by tension, neces-

sarily undergo extension, by which means, the panels

(except the centre one), are changed from their original

form of rectangles, to that of oblique trapezoids. For

instance, the figure gjln becomes longer diagonally

from g to I, than from n to J, whence the point g falls

lower than it would do, if the diagonal suffered no

change.

Suppose then the truss to be fully loaded, and the

diagonals z7, gl and/m, to be each exposed to the same

stress to the square inch of cross-section. In that case,

il and gl suffer extension proportionally to their respec-

tive lengths, thereby causing depression of the points

i and g respectively as the squares of those lengths.

[See note in section xlix.] Hence, the pointy is de-
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pressed more than the point J, by the extension of dia-

gonals, by as much as the square of gl exceeds the

square of il, or as 8 to 5 ; assuming diagonals to incline

at 45°. The panel gm, must therefore be oblique, and

the distance ^m, greater than nL Again, the point/

suffering the same depression from the extension of/m,

as the point g suffers from that of ^^, and a still further

depression from the compression of mi, and the exten-

sion of it, it follows that the panel fn must also be ob-

lique, and the distance /?2, greater than the distance og,

Now, the obliquity of both of the panels gm and//i,

manifestly contributes to the excess of distance /m,

over oL On the contrary, the centre panel eo has no

obliquity due to extension of diagonals, or compression

of uprights ; since there is no cause for obliquity in

one direction, more than the other. It seems to follow

that en, crossing one oblique panel, must undergo ex-

tension; but not so much as//7i,which crosses two.

Now, fm and en being equal in length, the weight

sustained by each, is manifestly as the cross-section

and extension combined ; and as the former,///?., should

be the larger in the ratio of 9 to 6, or as their maxi-

mum stresses ; if we allow their extensions to be as

2 to 1, the greater for /m, the relative weights sustained

would be as 18 to 6, or as 6 to 2. Our decussation

theory gave their relative stresses as 7w'' to 2w'', This

is not a wide discrepancy, seeing that the above com-

putation is based in part upon a mere approximate

data.

We may conclude then, that in cases like the one

under consideration, decussation does actually take

place. Still it obviously depends upon conditions which

are not of the most determinate character. For, if en

and/3', b® relaxed or removed, under a full load of the
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truss, decussation can not take place, for the same ob-

liquity of the two panels next to the centre one, which

produces the tendency toward tension of en and fq, on

the contrary, tends to relax do and gp^ through which

latter alone decussation could take place, in the absence

of the former.

On the other hand, if en and fq be sufficiently strong,

they may be strained to such a pitch as to bear all the

weights ate and/, and leave /m and er entirely inactive.

Hence, there is an uncertainty as to the action of these

diagonals, which may be best obviated by estimating

stresses upon both theories, and taking the highest es-

timates ; as recommended with reference to trusses

without verticals, and as previously suggested with

reference to the case in hand.

In view of preceding facts and principles, it may be

advisable to avoid the odd panel in trusses with verti-

cals, when practicable without incurring more import-

ant disadvantages in other respects.

DECK BRIDGES.

LXI. Are those having the movable load applied at

the nodes of the upper, instead of the lower chord, as

generally assumed in preceding analyses.

It will readily be seen, on a brief contemplation of

Figures 12 and 13, for instance, that weights applied

at the upper chord, act directly upon compression

members, either erect or oblique, as the case may be

;

and are thence transferred to tension members at the

lower chord ; according to the general principle, that

weight applied at the upper end of a member, always

acts by compression, and that which is applied at the

lower end, by tension.

13
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Ill the case of truss Fig. 12, the action of tension di-

agonals is precisely the same, whether the weight be

applied at the upper or lower chord. But the compres-

sion verticals, in the deck bridge, sustain as their maxi-

mum, the weights indicated by the figures immediately

above them respectively, from the centre toward the

right hand ; and these weights, of course, are equal to

those acting upon the diagonals respectively meeting

the verticals at the lower chord ; and consequently,

greater than when the weight is applied at the lower

chord. For illustration, in Fig. 12, as the truss of a

deck bridge, the vertical fk sustains 1M\ the same as

fj^ whereas, in the case of a " Through bridge" (with

load applied at the low^er chord),//; sustains only IW
communicated to it through ek.

In the deck bridge also, the tension verticals ho and

jg are essentially inactive, merely sustaining a small

portioh of the lower chord. The chords suffers the

same stress in both through, and deck bridges.

LXII. Load applied at the upper chord of truss Fig.

13, acts by thrust directly upon the diagonals meeting

at the upper chord, and the maximum weiglit (from

movable load), sustained by diagonals meeting at one

of the upper nodes, are indicated by the two figures

immediately over the node ; the larger figure referring

to the diagonal running toward the nearer abutment

;

e. g., the numbers 4 and 6 over the point m, signify

Qw" = greatest weight borne by mc, and ^w^' = the

greatest borne by me.

It is obvious also, that the maximum thrust of any

diagonal, equals the maximum tension of the diagonal

meeting the former at the lower chord ; that is, maxi-

mum thrust of mc, is equal to Qw"—^ = maximum ten-
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Bion of CO, The maximum thrust of bn being equal to

9w''—, the maximum tension of bo, equals 9m?" . This is an

extra weight thrown upon the point o, in consequence of

the vertical 60, being turned out of its regular direction

of a diagonal in the position of 6/?,* in order to throw

its load upon oa, whereby op and pa are rendered un-

necessary. The weight borne by oa, therefore, instead

of being 12w", as indicated by the figure 12 at 0, is

The figure 1 over 0, denotes the tendency of Iw^' to

act upon oc, by thrust, by which tendency the tension

of oc, under a full load of the truss, is reduced

to 5w;''-.

' LXIII. If Fig. 12 be assumed to represent a truss

with tension verticals and thrust diagonals, the figures

over the upper nodes, prefixed to w^^ indicate the

weights tending to act by compression upon the dia-

gonals descending toward the right from the nodes

respectively ; which weight is transferred to the verti-

cal meeting the diagonal at the lower chord. This

constitutes the maximum load of the vertical, in case

of a deck bridge. Otherwise, the maximum stress of

verticals is shown by the figures immediately over

Fig. 13A.

V n m I k j

d e * f
* The point p, not seen in Figf. 13, is assumed to be at the intersec

tion of a vertical line through the point a, with the upper chord-
produced. The arrangement above alluded to, gives the truss a reclan-

gular, instead of a trapezoidal form of outline, which involves no more
action upon material, 'though it increases the number of members in

the truss. [See Fig. 13A.]
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them, prefixed to w'', provided, that in this case, the

maximum stress of a vertical can never be less than w,

= the weight applied immediately at its lower end.

Eatio of Length to Depth of Truss.

LXiy. Having explained and illustrated, it is hoped
intelligibly, methods by which may be computed the

stresses of the various parts composing most of the

combinations of members capable of being used in

bridge trusses, with a view to giving to each part its

due proportions, it may be proper to give attention to

the general proportions of trusses, and such other con-

siderations as may affect the efficient, and economical

application of materials in bridge construction.

The ratio of length to depth of truss is susceptible

very great range, and it is obvious that some certain

medium, in this respect, will generally give more ad-

vantageous results, than any considerable deviation

toward either extreme. For, it will be observed, that

in the expressions we have derived for the amount of

action open chords, - appears as a factor ; v represent-

ing the depth of truss, between centres of chords.

Hence, the smaller the value of v, the greater the

stresses of chords, so that when ?;=0, these stresses

become infinite, and the chords require an infinite

amount of material ; in other words, the cas^ is im-

possible. On the other hand, ifv be infinitely great,

though the stress of chords be reduced to nothing, the

verticals and diagon#.ls being infinitely long, and sus-

taining a definite weight, also require an infinite

amount of material.

ISTow, between these two impracticable extremes

where shall we look for the most advantageous ratio i

\
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It can not be the arithmetical mean, for there is no

such mean between y == 0, and v =• infinity. Un-
doubtedly, we shall be unable to do more than answer

this question approximately ; and that, only with refer-

ence to specific cases; for the ratio suitable for one

leugth of span, and in one set of circumstances, will

often be found quite unsuitable under difl'erent circum-

stances.

We have seen that the material required in chords

is in general, inversely as the depth of truss, or as -.

Also, that the material for verticals and diagonals, in-

creases with increase in the value of v ; though not ii

a determinate ratio. But assuming the latter classes

ofmembers, including the main end braces ofthe Trape-

zoidal truss, to increase in the ratio at which v in-

creases, while the chords diminish at the same rate,

we might reasonably assume, that the minimum amount

of action upon materials would occur when the amount

of action upon chords were just equal to that upon all

other parts of the truss.

By recurrence to the analysis of truss Fig. 12,

[xLiii], we find amount of action upon chords, re-

presented by 66—M, and that upon all other parts, by

( 16-+ 22.57v) M. Here, h is equal to 4 part of the

length of truss, while v is variable ; and, by making

these two co-efficients of M equal, and deducing thence

the value of y, we have the depth of a 7 panel truss in

which the amount of action upon chords, equals that

of all other parts. Thus, putting 56-- = 16- + 22.67i',

Bubstracting 16-, and multiplying by v, we have 40A^ =

22.5715^ ; whence v = x/(^ ), =1.34/i nearly. This

gives length to depth of truss, as 5.2 to 1.
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Again, referring to analysis of truss Fig. 10, we find

action upon chords represented by 20—m, and action

upon other parts, by ( 8— + 11.2i;) m. To make

these quantities equal, requires that?; = 1.03A, and that

the length of truss be equal to -^ times its depth, or

nearly 5 to 1.

From this last case, we may infer as a prohahility,

that a ratio of length to depth as 5 to 1, is the most

economical for a truss of 5 panels, other things the

same. We know, moreover, that by making v = JA, in

the same truss, we double the amount of action upon

chords— making it equal to the aggregate upon all

parts with the ratio of 5 to 1, while the action, and
consequently, the material of the other parts is probably

reduced one-half. Hence, a ratio of length to depth

as 10 to 1, probably increases the aggregate amount of

action by some 25 per cent, over what takes place with

a ratio of 5 to 1. We may therefore unhesitatingly

conclude, that whether the ratio of 5 to 1 be too small

or not, the ratio of 10 \o 1 is much too large.

lleferring again to the 7 panel truss, it appears above,

that a ratio of 5.2 to 1 indicates the same amount of

action upon chords, as on all other parts. But we can

not with certainty infer that theato^w^e amount of action

upon the truss, is less with v^l.Mh, than with v=^h

;

in which case length is to depth as 7 to 1. In fact, if

we estimate the absolute amount of action, assuming

these two values of v successively, we shall find no es-

sential difference in the results. Hence, if other con-

ditions were the same in both cases, it would follow

that the ratios of 5.2 to 1 and 7 to 1 were equally

favorable to economy, and that there is a better ratio

still, between the two
; probably, about 6 to 1.
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But the conditions are not the same in the two eases,

aside from the difterent values of v. For, while with

v=h, the diagonals incline at 45°, in the other case,

their inclination from the vertical is considerably less,

being only about 37°. This, we shall see hereafter, is

a less favorable inclination for diagonals acting by ten-

sion, than 45°; and, since the ratio of 5.2 to 1 shows

an equality as to economy, with the ratio of T to 1,

with the more favorable conditions on the side of the

hitter, it would seem at least, highly probable that the

ratio of 5.2 to 1 is the more near approximation to the

desired optimum,

l^ovv, after much thought and investigation, with

some considerable experience in planning and con-

structing truss bridges, I can give no bettei- pra( tical

rufe as to the proper depth of a truss of a given length,

than to adopt that ratio between 7 to 1 and 5 to 1,

which will best accommodate the desired leni>:th of

panel (or value of h), and afford the best, and most

economical inclination of diagonals; matters to which

attention will shortly be directed.

It is not supposed, however, that these limits of

ratio will not frequently be exceeded, particularly in

the adoption of a greater ratio than 7 to 1. In case

of the very long spans dared and achieved in this age

of rail roads and locomotion, engineers may recoil from

the towering altitudes of 50 or 60 feet depth of truss

which some of the long spans now occasionally con-

structed would require, perhaps more in deference to

European precedent, and from an instinct of conserva-

tism, than from regard to economy, and a true appre-

ciation of the real merits of the question. But for

important bridges for heavy burthens, a ratio greatei
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than 8 to 1 can not be regarded as commendable, ex-

cept in rare ^nd peculiar circumstances.

Inclination of Diagonals.

LXY. We have seen the absolute importance of ob-

lique members in bridge trusses, and we Jaave also

seen the excellence, in point of theoretical economy,

of the trapezoidal truss, with parallel chords con-

nected by diagonal members, with or without verticals,

^ow, since there is an endless variety in the positions

which a diagonal member may assume, it becomes an

important question, what degree of inclination these

members should have, to give the most economical and
satisfactory results.

The inclination may be increased till it reaches a

horizontal position, or diminished till it becomes a ver-

tical ; when, in either case, the member ceases to be a

diagonal, and becomes incapable of performing the

office of effecting a horizontal transfer of vertical pres-

sure.

The greatest efficiency of material used in diagonals,

is manifestly, when the weight sustained by a given

quantity of material, multiplied by the horizontal

reach, gives the largest product ; and, when the mem-
ber acts by tension, the weight capable* of being sus-

tained by a given amount of material, is as the cross-

section directly, and as the rate of strain inversely.

But the rate of strain, or stress produced by a given

weight, is as the weight multiplied by the length of

diagonal (d),* and divided by the vertical (y), or as -'

while the cross-section is inversely as d, or as —

Hence, the weis^ht is as - -;—,= ».
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Kow, representing the horizontal reach by A, the

efficiency of the material must be as -^ equal to

Then, making v, constant, and dividing by v,

the expression becomes, -2—y^, still being promotional

to the efficiency of material. Consequently, that value

of h, which gives the largest value to the expression

-3—^2, will indicate the inclination at which the diago-

nal will act with the greatest efficiency.

This value of A, is found by diffijrentiating the func-

tion -rrrp^ (^ being the variable), and putting the dif-

ferential equal to : by which process we obtain

:

^ (4^^) =
^^^+^"^''=0. whence canceling the

denominator, v^dh + h^dh = 2AM/?,, and lAVi = v^dh^

Then, dividing by dA, and extracting the square root,

we have h=v ; thus showing that an inclination of

45° is the most advantageous for tension diagonals as

far as relates to those members alone.

Thrust Diagonals.

LXYI. The efficiency of material in a thrust brace,

is directly as the useful effect produced by the member,
and inversely as the amount of material required in it.

JSTow, the useful effect, as in the previous case, is

as the weight sustained and the horizontal reach, while

the amount of material, depends not only upon the

stress and length, but also upon the ratio of length to

diameter, which affects the power of resistance.

Theoretically, the power of resistance is as the cube

of the diameter (c/), divided by the square of the length

(=t"^xA^), a rule which is not sustained by experience,

* d(Roman), before a variable, or the function of a variable, denotes
the differential of sucli variable or function.

14
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except in case of long slim pieces which break by

lateral deflection, under a comparatively small com-

pressive force. We will, however, use the rule for the

present^occasion.

Th"efficieucy of the material then, will be as the

power of resistance and the horizontal reach directly,

and as the stress produced by a given weight, in-

versely ; which stress is a.s^^l±^. Whence we have
V

_«_^^/?±5 (=_«_) proportional to the efficiency

of material in a thrust brace. Making cPiJ=l, the last ex-

pression becomes ^
^

, ^ , and the value of h which gives

the greatest value to this function, will indicate the

inclination at which a thrust brace will act with the

greatest efficiency, as it regards the brace alone.

Differentiating, and putting the result equal to 0, we
have

:

multiplying by the denominator (v^+h^f, we obtain

dh (v'+A')! = ih {v^ + A2)i X 2AdA, and, dividing by

^/(?;2+ A2)d/i, we have v^+h!" = |Ax2/i = SA^whence, v^ =

^h^—h^ = 2/^2, and by evolution, v = A\/2, and A =-^
= 0.7072y.

If we deduce the value of the expression
|^

(which is equal to the horizontal reach divided by the

cube of the length of brace), putting h=v and /i=Jv

successively, we find the degree of efficiency less than

the maximum, as above determined, by about 9 per

cent in the former, and 8 per cent in the latter case
;

showing that considerable deviations may be made in

the inclinations of thrust braces without much detri-

ment to efficiency of material in braces, when required
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b}^ other considerations ; which will often be the case,

as will be seen hereafter.

Effects of Inclination of Diagonals upon Stress of
Chords and Verticals.

LXVII. The comparative effects of different posi-

sitions of diagonals upon the chords, may be illustrated

with reference to Fig. 21. It is manifest that a given

weight w on the centre of this truss, will produce a

vertical pressure equal to ^w at each of the points

a and 6, and that each oblique member between a and w^

will sustain a w^eight equal to ^w ; and will exert each

a horizontal action upon the upper and lower chords,

equal to ^w . Hence, the stress of chords in the centre,

will equal \w xn, in which n represents the number

of oblique members between a and w^ or between

a and c. But n equals ^- whence ^w n = ^w- x?«

kW—,

The term h having been eliminated from the last ex-

pression, it shows that the inclination of diagonals has

no effect upon the stress of chords in the centre, pro-

duced by weight in the centre of the truss ; and by

similar reasoning it is shown that the same is true in re-

lation to other parts of the chords, or to weight at any

other points in the length of the truss; the only differ-

ence being that the shorter the panels, or the smaller
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the value of A, the shorter the intervals at which the

increments in the stress of chords are added, and the

less the magnitude of such increments, in the same

proportion. Hence, in general, there is no difference

in the stresses of chords, whether the diagonals have

one inclination or another.

With regard to the effect upon verticals, that part

of their stress which they receive through diagonals,

is equal to the weight sustained by those diagonals,

and is the same for a given weight, whatever be their

inclination. On the vertical wc, the pressure is re-

ceived directly from the weight. But on the next ad-

jacent vertical, on either side, one-half of the same

pressure is received through to the intervening diago-

nal, and transmitted to the next, and so on to the end.

Consequently the aggregate action of verticals, pro-

duced by the weight i/;, is equal to w + ^ivn, taking n

for the number of verticals receiving their stress

through the medium of diagonals, and which is equal

to the whole number less 3, when the number is odd,

and the verticals act by thrust, as assumed in the case

of Fig. 21. If the weight be applied at the lower

chord, the whole action of verticals is communicated

through diagonals, the latter acting by tension.

Hence the aggregate action of verticals increases and

diminishes with their number, and economy as regards

those members, would require the diagonals to incline

at a greater angle with the vertical than that which

is most favorable as to the diagonals themselves.

We have seen, however [lxvi] that by placing the

diagonals at 45° when they act by thrust, we lose about

9 per cent in economy of those members, and we now
learn that such an arrangement increases the economy

in verticals to a considerable extent by diminishing
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their number ; the actual amount depending somewhat

upon the number, and not deducible by a general rule.

We shall not, however, err greatly in assuming, that

with ail inclination of 45°, for thrust diagonals in con-

junction with tension verticals, the loss upon the

former is quite made up by saving in the latter, and

that a less inclination in this case, should be regarded

as very questionable practice.

In case of tension diagonals and vertical struts, a

saving in material may undoubtedly be made by mak-

ing the horizontal greater than the vertical reach of

the diagonal, whenever such a course is found consist-

ent with a proper regard to just proportions of the

truss in other respects ; such as width of panel, depth

of truss, etc.

The Width of Panel.

LXVIIL Which we have represented in our formu-

lae by h, has only been hitherto considered as to its

relations to i?, representing the depth of truss.

With regard to the best absolute value of A, the Ques-

tion is affected by the relative expense of floor joists,

and the extra amount of material and labor in forming

connections at the nodes of 4he chords ; as well as, in

some cases, the lengths of sections in the upper chord.

The latter requires support laterally and vertically at

intervals of moderate length, dependteg upon the ab-

solute stress, which, other things the same, governs the

cross-section.

The upper chord usually, of whatever material, has

a cross-section so large as to exclude all danger of

breaking by lateral deflection, in sections of 10 to 14

feet ; and, as there will seldom be occasion for exceed-

ing these lengths in cancelated trusses, the increased
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expense of joists for wide panels, and the expense of

extra connections in narrow ones, are the principal

considerations affecting the absolute value of A, as an

element of economy.

The transverse beams, supposed to be located at the

nodes between adjacent panels, may, of course, bepro-

, portioned to the width of panel, so as to require essen-

tially the same material in all cases. But the joists, or

track stringers of rail road bridges, the depth being

proportional to the length between supports, have a

supporting power as their cross sections; and since the

load, at a given weight to the lineal foot, is directly as

the length, it follows, that to support the same load per

foot, as bridge joists are required to do, the cross-sec-

tion should be as the length. The expense of joists

and stringers, therefore, is directly as the width of

panel.*

On the contrary, the expense of connections

. will be as the number of panels, nearly, and conse-

quently, inversely as their width, or inversely as the

*The thickness of joist most economical for a short reach would be
liabieto buckle with greater length and depth. Hence joists require
increase of thickness with increase of length and depth. The thick-

ness should be as the depth, and the cross-section, as the square of the
depth (c?).

Upon this basis, the required material for joists, increases at a greater
ratio than the increase in width of panels. The supporting power of a
joist or beam of a given form of section, or a given ratio of depth to

thickness, is as the cube of the depth directly, and the length (1) in-

versely ; or, as -y . Wthere be two j oists of depths respectively as d and x,

and lengths as I and 7il, their supporting powers P, P'', for load simi-
d^ /jj8

larly applied, will be as— to -7. But the power should be as the load
;

in other words, as the length of joists. Hence we have the proportion,

-J-
: —'. : I : nl, whence, ikP —— and x= dn^. Now n is as the length

of joists, and the depth, therefore, is as the f power of the length, and
the cross-section, and consequently the required material, as the ^
power of the length. Hence, if m represent the material for joists

with panels of a given width, the material for panels twice as wide,

will be represented by m X >^^=ni>^ 16 = m2.53. But this is rather
anticipating the subject of lateral, or transverse strength of beams.
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length of joists. Hence, if we could find the point

where the cost of connections (consisting of extra

material in the lappings of parts, connecting pins,

screws and nuts, and enlarged sections at the ends of

members, together with the extra labor in forming the

connections), becomes equal to the whole cost of ma-

terial in joists or stringers ; that would seem to indi-

'cate the proper width of panel, or value of A, as far as

depends upon these elements.

But aside from the fact that our data upon this

question are so few and so imperfect, that it would be

mere charlatanism to attempt to reduce the matter to

a mathematical formula, the occasions would be so

rare which would admit of the application of such

formula, without incurring disadvantages in other re-

spects, such as improper inclination of diagonals, un-

suitable ratio of length to depth of truss, &c., that no

attempt will be here made to give any thing more
definite upon this point, than to refer to the best pre-

cedents and practice of the times; which seem to con-

fine the range of width of panel mostly within the

limits of 8 and 15 feet.

Within these limits, and seldom reaching either ex-

treme, plans may be adapted to any of the ordinary

lengths of span, by adopting the single or double can-

celated trusses, Figs. 12 and 13, or 18 and 19, or the

arch truss Fig. 11, (which unquestionably contain the

essential principles and combinations of the best trusses

m use), according to length of span, the purposes of

the bridges respectively, or the taste and judgment of

engineers and builders.
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ARCH BRIDGES.

LXIX. An arch bridge may be distinguished from

an Arch Truss Bridge, by the fact that in the former, the

bridge and its load are sustained by one or more arches

without chords ; and, consequently, requiring external

means to withstand the horizontal thrust or action of

the arches at either end ; whitjh means are afforded by

heavy abutments and piers, in case of erect arches, and

by towers and anchorage in the earth, in case of in-

verted, or suspension arches.

It is not the purpose of this work to treat elaborately

of either of these forms of bridging, as the author's

experience and investigations have been mostly con-

fined to truss bridge construction. But as some of the

largest bridge enterprises and achievements of the age

are designed upon the principles here referred to, a

brief notice of the subject, and some of the conditions

affecting the use Of these classes of bridges, may be

regarded as desirable in a work of this kind.

Suspension, or inverted arch bridges of very great

spans, have long been in use, both in this and foreign

countries ; and the capabilities of that system have been

pretty thoroughly tested experimentally and practically.

But bridges supported by erect metallic arches, have

hitherto been confined to structures of moderate span.

Within a few years, however, the magnificent enter-

prise of spanning the Mississippi at St. Louis by three

noble stretches of about 500 feet each, supported each

by four arched ribs of cast steel, has been undertaken

and is understood to be in rapid process of execution.

The interest naturally felt in the progress and final

result of this grand enterprise, by students and practi-
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tioners in the engineering profession, will perhaps aid

in rendering the following brief, and somewhat super-

ficial discussion acceptable.

LXX. An erect arch subjected to the action of

weight, or vertical pressure, is in a condition of unsta-

ble equilibrium ; and can only stand while the weight

is so distributed that all the forces acting at each point

of its length, are in equilibrio. To illustrate this, we
may assume the arch to' be composed of short straight

segments meeting and forming certain angles with

one another, and the weights applied at the angular

points.

A weight at c, Fig. 22, for instance, acts vertically,

and, if dc be produced till it meet the vertical drawn

Fig. 22.

h through h in m, then the triangle hem has its sides

respectively parallel with the directions of three forces

acting at the point c; namely, the weight at the point

c, the thrust of the segment 6c, and that of dc, Henee,

if these three forces be to one another as the sides of

said triangle,—that is, if the weight {w) : thrust of be :

thrust of dc: : bm: be: cm, then they are in equilibrio.

If w be greater than is indicated by this proportion,

the point c will be depressed, b(M approaching nearer

and nearer to a straight line, and becoming less and

15
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less able to support the weight, and a collapse must

result.

If w be less than the above proportion indicates, it

will be unable to withstand the upward tendency of

the point c, due to the thrust of be and dc (or, to the

preponderance of the vertical thrust of bc^ over that of

dc)^ the point c will rise, the upward tendency becom-

ing greater and greater, and the result will be a col-

lapse, as before. The same reasoning, and the same

inference, apply to any other angular point, as at c.

It is, therefore, only in theory that such a thing as an

equilibrated erect arch, can exist. The arch is here

considered as a geometrical line without breadth or

thickness.

It is this property of instability, in the Erect Arch,

that the diagonals in the Arch Truss, [Figs. 5 and 11]

are designed to obviate, and to enable the arch to re-

tain its form and stability under a variable load.

LXXI. Still, in theory, an arch may be in equilibrio

with any given distribution of load, whenever the points

a, 6, c, etc., are so situated that the sides of the trian-

gle bcrriy for instance, formed by a vertical with lines

respectively coinciding or parallel with the two seg-

ments meeting at c, are proportional to the 3 forces

acting at c, as above stated, and so at the other angu-

lar points of the figure.

To construct an equilibrated arch adapted to a given

distribution of load, consisting of determinate weights

at given horizontal intervals between the extremities

of the arch, we may proceed as follows :

Draw a horizontal line representing the chord ak,

and upon the vertical fJft, erected from its centre, take

Cf equal to the required versed sine, or depth of the
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arch at the centre. Also, take /i(= QT, and erect verti-

cals upon the chord, at all the points at which the load

is applied, and join a and L

Then, if the load be uniformly distributed (horizon-

tally) upon the arch, we have seen, [lii], the arch

should be a parabola, to which of course, at is tangent

at the extremity, a. But, regarding ah as tangent to

the curve at r, half way between a and h (horizontally),

we seek the abscissa /-§, which is to Cf:: rs^ : aC\

Then, taking the distance of/w^/5, au is tangent to the

curve at r, and coincides with the first segment {ab) of

the arch. (These segments are supposed to be so

short, that the tangent and curve may be regarded as

essentially coinciding, forthe length ofa single segment)

.

I^ow, the thrust of ab, is to the whole weight bear-

ing at a, as ru to us ; and, erecting the vertical al^ such

that al: ab: : weight at b : thrust of ab, and drawing

the straight line Ibc, cutting the second vertical in c, we
have be for the second segment of the arch, being in

the line of ^6, which represents the resultant of the two

forces acting at b ; namely the weight at 6, and the

thrust of a6.

In like manner, take bm, representing the weight at

c, and the straight line 7ncd, meeting the third vertical

in d, gives cd as the third segment of the arch.

Repeat the same operation for each of the succeed-

ing segments de, ef, &c., till the arch is completed, and

it is obvious that the forces acting at each of the several

angular points b, c, d, &c., are in equilibrio ; and that

the arch throughout is, theoretically, in a state of

equilibrium.

We may vary this process so as to secure greater

accuracy ot construction, in the following manner :
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Producing Ihc till it meets Ct in v, we see that abl and

uhv are similar triangles, and al : uv : : horizontal dis-

tance of I : horizontal distance of v, from the point

b. Hence, we may take the point v instead of the point

I, by which to establish the position of the line be, and

thereby secure greater relative accuracy of measure-

ment.

So may we also take yy', or W instead of bm, to de-

termine the line cd. By this means we multiply the

small spaces al, bm, &c., and diminish the amount of

error in measurement, and if the angular points, or

nodes be at uniform horizontal distanced, the process is

very simple.

LXXII. We have assumed, in describing the arch

a, b, c, d, &c., a uniform distribution of load, horizon-

tally. But the general process is obviously the same

for an unequal distribution, after locating the first seg-

ment ab ; which we may do by first ascertaining the

amount of bearing at a, due to the load of the arch.

This will be to the whole load, as the distance of the

centre of gravity of load from k, horizontally, to the

whole chord ak. For instance, if the centre of gravity

be half w^ay between (7 and k, one quarter of the load

bears at a. The weight bearing at a, whatever it be,

may be represented by A; and supposing it to exert

the same horizontal thrust at a as half the load (W),

would do when uniformly distributed, we take u' in

ft, so that J W : A::uC:u'C^ Then au' gives the

direction of «6', and we proceed in the same manner

* We may assume any amount of horizontal thrust, and the greater

the assumed thrust, with a given load, the less will be the depth of

the arch, and vice versa. It is proposed here to construct an equili-

brated arch a', b'e', d,'&c., of about the same rise at the crown, as the
normal curve, a, b c, d, &c., has.
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as before using the weights given for the several nodes

of the arch, to determine the points c', dl ^ &c. These

being connected by straight lines, we have an equili-

brated arch adapted to the given distribution of load.

LXXIII. But of course, this arch will not stand

under any other disposition of the load. To obviate

this difficulty, and to construct an arch which will

stand under a variable load, without the chord and

counter-bracing of the arch truss, the device has been

adopted, of constructing the arch of such vertical width

that all the equilibrated arches or curves, required by

all possible distributions of load; may be embraced

within the width of the arched rib. Then, if there be

sufficient material to oppose and withstand the forces

liable to act in the lines of said several equilibrated

curves, complete vertical stability must result.

The proper width, or depth of the arched rib, will

depend upon the length and versed sine of the arch,

as well as the amount and distribution of load ; and

the material will act most efficiently, when mostly dis-

posed in the outer and inner edges, or members of the

rib, and connected, either by a full, or an open web, to

distribute the action between the outer and inner mem-
bers, according as the resultant line of action approaches

the one or the other of those members.

The normal form of the arch should be such as to

bQ in equilibrio under a uniform load,* and hence it

will be parabolic, as to the movable load, and the

weight of road-way, and catenarian, as to the weight

* The method above explained, for describing an equilibrated arch,

is applicable to all cases where the load, both constant and variable
acting on the several parts of the arch, is known, whether it be the
normal curve, adapted to a full load, or a distorted curve, suited to an
irregular distribution of load.
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of arches (as far as they are uniform in section), and

should approach the one or the other form, according

to the weight of arches, as compared with the other

weight to be supported thereby.

The distance between outer and inner members, or

the width of web, reckoned from centre to centre of

those members, should be such that no condition of

unequal and partial load, could throw greater action

at any point of either member, than the extreme uni-

form load would throw upon both.

Let us suppose that the curve a, 6, c, d, etc., be cen-

trally between the two members and that dd% and AA'

be the greatest vertical departures, inward and outward,

of any equilibrated curve, from the normal curve a, 6,

c, etc.

Let us further suppose that the thrust of the arch

at the points d and A, be } as great under the load act-

ing in the curve of greatest departure from the normal

as the extreme.uniform load produces at those points.

Then, if the outer and inner members of the rib, be

placed at a distance of six times the greatest departure

of the distorted from the primary, or central curve,

one member will be twic6 as far from the line of action

(at the point of greatest departure), as the other, and

the latter will sustain two-thirds of the action, equal

to one-half the action of the full load, and the same as

in the latter case.

If the width of web be less than six times the great-

est aberration of the distorted curve, the action, under

the suppositions above, will be greater upon one mem-
ber than that due to a full uniform load ; a condition

altogether to be avoided.

A few trials at constructing curves adapted to as-

sumed possible distributions of load, may determine
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satisfactorily what condition gives the curve of great-

est distortion and the greatest departure from the nor-

mal ; and the amount of action under that condition,

can be readily calculated with sufficient nearness,

whence the proper width of web may be deduced.

LXXiy. The points of the equilibrated curve may
be located by calculation, and perhaps with as much
ease, and greater accuracy than by construction.

Suppose Fig. 22 to have a vertical depth, Cf, equal

to one of ten equal sections of the chord ak. Having

found the length offa, in the manner ah-eady explained

[lxxi], it is known that for a uniform load at each

angle, the vertical reaches of the several segments,

begining at the centre, are as the odd numbers, 1, 3, 5,

7 and 9 ; and, if we conceive Cf to be divided into 25

equal parts (25 being the sum of these numbers), each

of these parts will be equal to 0.04 CJT, or .04v; and this

factor, multiplied by the numbers 1, 3, 5, &c., give the

vertical reaches of the respective straight segments,

which vertical reaches being substracted successively

from V, and successive remainders, show the several

verticals to be as follows : At the centre,/, vertical ==

Cf=^v. At e, vertical = y— .04^; = .96i?. At d, verti-

cal = (.96—.12)y = .84?;; at c, vertical = (.84—.2)?; =
.64y, and at 6, vertical = (.64—.28)^, = .36v. This es-

tablishes the norm:al curve for uniform load.

Now, supposing the weight of structure to be equal

io\w ^t each of the angles of the arch, and also, that

a movable load of a like weight, w, be acting at each

of the five points/, g, A, i,j ; the permanent weight of

structure gives a bearing of 4.5w; at a, and the movable

weights at /, ^, h, &c., give respectively .5w?, Aw, .3t^,
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,2w, and .Iw, together, equal to l,6w ; making the

whole bearing at a, equal to 6w, which is ^th less than

if the same weight were distributed uniformly.

Then taking Ca^ = ^Cu, and drawing the line au\

(not shown in the diagram), we have the inclination of

ab\ the first segment of the required curve, which gives

the same horizontal thrust at a, as the normal curve

would exert under the same load uniformly distributed.

We Snd fa (=/5), by the proportion.

Cfifs:: CV (= 6?) : sr^ (= TbiF : : 25v^ : 20.25-?;2 : : v

: .81^;; and, reducing l.Slv {=Cu)y by one-seventh, we
obtain 6V = 1.5514y. This length is to a (7 :: A (=6i^),

: horizontal thrust of ah' ; that is (making r=l), 1.5514

: 5 : : 6z(7 : -^^ = 19.33w;, = horizontal thrust ah.
1.0514 '

Now, if this thrust be represented by ^gdCy = 2;=!,

then 10 will be represented by a space equal to zr^, —

.05173, which is equal to the vertical departure (D), of

h'c' from ab'u'. Knowing the value of this departure

which, of course, is directly as v, and inversely as a (7),

we can locate the poiuts c', d\ e' and/', by their verti-

cal distances from au\ as follows : The vertical at 6', is

evidently equal to Jxl.5514, = .31026; consequently,

the vertical ate' = 2x.31026— .05173 = .56879. Ver-

tical at d! = 3X.31026— 3X.05173 = .77559. Vertical

e' = 4x.31026—6X.05173 = .93068, and the vertical at

f, equals 5x.31026—10x.05173= 1.034, showing that

the new curve crosses the normal, between e and /, and
/' is. above/, but not shown.

Then, if each of the segments 6V, c'd\ &c., be pro-

duced to meet the indefinite vertical drawn through a,

they will evidently cut that line at intervals of D, 2D,

31) and 4D together, equal to 10 D, = .5173. Then,
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the weight at/ being equal to 2io, it follows that /'^'.

makes twice the deflection from ey that the latter

makes from d'e\ that is, equal to 2D in the horizontal

distance of Iv, or 1, or lOD (= .5173), in the distance

aC, or 5. Hence,/y produced, cuts the vertical at «,

twice as high as e'/' cuts it, or, at a point 1.0346 above

a; being just as high as the point/'; except a small

difference resulting probably from omitted fractions.

This shows that /y is horizontal, and tangent to the

curve at its vertex.

It follows that all the weight at/, and at the left of

that point, is brought to bear at a, aud all that at g%
and on the right thereof, bears at k. This affords a

check upon our work thus far, as we already knew
that the bearing at a was equal to 6w, and we now see

that this is made up of Iw at each of the four points

6', c', d\ e', and 2iv at /'. If// were not horizontal

the arch could not be in equilibrio under the assumed

condition of load.

IN'ow, as we manifestly have for the 4 remaining

segments, a vertical reach for each, as the weights

they respectively sustain; i. e., equal respectively to

2D,4D,6D,and8D; making 20D (=(/); altogether, we
have only to subtract these quantities successively from

Of' (=1.0346), to obtain the lengths of verticals at A',

i\ j'
; as follows :

1.0346 — 2 X .05173 = .93114 = vert, at h'

.93114— 4 X.05173 = .72422= " " f

.72422— 6 X.05173 = .41384= " "/

.41384— 8 X.05173 = " « k

The differences between these lengths of verticals,

and those of the normal curve at the same points, show

10
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the aberrations vertically, ofthe distorted, from the nor-

mal curve, as below.

Nor. Dist. Below. Above.

66'=.36—.31026-.04974 "

cc'=:.64—.56879=.07121 .

"

(/c/'=.84—.77559=:.06441 "

ee!= .96—.93068=.02952 "

Dist. Nor.

jgr =1.034 —1.00= .034

^/=1.034 — .96= .07446

M'= .93114-^.84= .09114

ii' == .72422—.64= .08422

j;''= .41384—.36= .05384

LXXY. From this exhibit, we perceive that the great-

est vertical aberration externally for the condition of load

here assumed, is at A/i', and equals .091y, and the great-

est internally, at cc' (or a little to the right of these

points in both cases), equal to .071v, traversing a zone

equal* in width to .162y. nearly \ of the versed sine of

the normal curve.

I^ow, we have seen that the horizontal thrust of the

arch for a gross load of 14m;, equals 19.23if;, with the

assumed proportion of versed sine to span, as 1 to 10,

'whether upon the normal or the distorted curve ; and,

the thrust being evidently as the gross load, other

things the same, it follows that, with the full gross

load of 18m7, or 1w at each angle, the thrust would be

to 19.33m; as 9 to 7. Hence the load, as above assumed,

produces J, or 77 y''^ per cent of the maximum thrust

under the full uniform load.

The uniform load being supposed to act equally upon

the outer and inner members of the rib, the action of

50 per cent is due to each ; and, in order that neither
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member, at the nearest approach to the equilibrated

curve, may be subjected to greater stress than under

the greatest uniform load, the web should be so wide

that (assuming the outward and inward aberrations to

be each equal to the mean of .081y, and putting x=
width of web), x: ^x-^Mlv : : 77.7 : 50. Whence 50a;

=38.88a;+77.7x.081y; and x=.557v.

But this value of x being equal to the distance verti-

cally across the web between c and d^ or between h and

i, is greater than the distance square across, about in the

ratio of distance from a to/, to the line aC, in this case

as\^26 : 5. The actual width of web, therefore, is only

.545y, still considerably more than half the versed sine

Cf.

The condition of load here supposed, may or may
not be the one requiring the greatest distortion of the

equilibrated curve. The case has been assumed to

illustrate this discussion, as it seemed likely to be near

the condition requiring the greatest width of web

;

and I leave this part of the subject, without attempt-

ing a more general and determinate solution of the

question.

LXXYL The movable load has been taken as only

equal to the weight of superstructure, upon the suppo-

sition that this style of bridging would seldom be

adopted, except for very considerable lengths of span,

where the weight of superstructure is relatively greater

than in case of short spans.

This double arch, as here under consideration, con-

sisting of an outer and an inner curved member, con-

nected by a web, in order to act most efficiently should

be so adjusted- that the outer and inner members may
be subjected to equal action under a full maximum,
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uniform load. Hence, the normal and equilibrated

curves, representing the line of the resultant of forecs

acting upon the arch, have been assumed as terminat-

ing at each end, at points centrally between the ex-

tremities of the outer and inner curved members.

It might seem possible that the distorted «urve

adapted to the above assumed condition of load, might

so fall as to recross the normal between the points of

greatest departure and the ends, and thus diminish the

extent of aberration, and the necessary width of web.

If the curve «, 6', c', etc., be turned upon its centre, by

raising the end at a, by ^rds of the greatest departure,

that is, by Jx.081z^,=.054?;, the aberration half way

between a and/, where it is at or near its maximum
point, would be reduced by .021v, and become .054y

just the same as at the end. The other end would drop

to the same extent, and would reduce the outward

aberration in the same degree. This, of course, would

be the least possible extent of aberration ; and if we
could rely upon the resultant stress following this curve

in such a position, it would enable us to diminish the

width of web to .SMv,

But there seems to be no obvious reason why we
should assume the equilibrated curve to take the posi-

tion just described, rather than one with the left end

below <2, and the other above k, thus increasing instead

of diminishing the aberration. Hence, in the case of

an arch ribbed bridge, liable to a movable load equal to

the weight of structure, foot for foot, upon the whole or

any part of its length, if the web of the ribs be less

than 36-lOOth, of the versed sine {C/Tig 22), certainly^

and if less than 54-100th8 probably, the material in the

principal members is liable to greater strain in some

parts, under a partial, than under the extreme load
;
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which would be decidedly an unfavorable condition,

with regard to economy.

LXXYII. The operation of the web'in distributing

the action upon the outer and inner curved members
of the rib, and transferring it from one to the other,

may be understood by the diagram Fig. 23, exhibiting

saM curved members, connected by a web consisting

of a simple system of diagonals, capable of acting by
thrust or tension as may be required.

The normal curve is represented parallel with, and
midway between the curved members ; and the equili-

FiG. 23

brated curve is represented as crossing the normal

near/, meeting it again at a and A:, at the ends; and

having its greatest aberrations at c and A. It is mani-

fest that the action of the outer member at z, is to that

of the inner one at J, asj/i to ih (inversely as their dis-

tances from the distorted curve), and that the action

upon the outer diminishes, while that of the inner one

increases each way from i and J, until the action upon

the two becomes equal at the meeting of the curves at

A;, and at the crossing point near/. Hence the dia-

gonals leaning toward the point i must act by thrust,

while those leaning fromj, act by tension. On the

contrary at c?, where the greatest compression is upon

the inner member, and diminishes each way, the dia-

gonals leaning from e, act by thrust, while those lean-
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mg toward c, act by tension. The tension diagonals

are represented by single, and the thrust diagonals, by

double lines.

But the action changes more or less with every

change in the position of the load, and if the load were

reversed upon the two halves of the arch, each dia-

gonal here represented as acting by thrust, would then

act by tension, and vice versa.

Kow, assuming that dc = Jce, and that the action

upon the inner member at this point equals twice that

of the outer one, it follows, since the action should be-

come equal upon the two at a, that | of the whole

thrust of the rib must be transferred from the inner to

the outer member between c and a, by the thrust and

pull of diagonals, exerted in the direction of the normal

curve ; the action accumulating and increasing upon

successive diagonals each way from c, and in like

manner from h.

The action of diagonals is still further affected by the

transfer of the action of load, from the outer to the inner

member ; the load being first applied directly to the outer

curved member. Hence it becomes a somewhat co^i-

plicated problem to determine the maximum action

of diagonals ; especially as the complication becomes

increased by taking into account the

Effects of Temperature.

LXXVIIT. The expansion and contraction of metallic

arches without chords, the ends remaining fixed as to

position and distance asunder, must obviously cause

the intermediate portions to rise and fall with the

increase and decrease of temperature.

The outer and inner members, if parallel, being

similar concentric arcs, will rise and fall, by the same
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changes of temperature, proportionally to their respec-

tive radii ;* the outer one undergoing the greater ver-

tical change, whence, it must follow that in warm
weather the outer, and in cold weather the inner

memher sustains the greater relative compression , a

result for which there appears to be no obvious remedy,

except by balancing the end bearings upon pivots at a

and k ; which would allow the two curved members to

adjust themselves to an equal action upon the two.

Or, if the curves be formed upon the same radius, and

of equal length, they would rise and fall alike, and the

distance across the web vertically, would be the same

at all parts of the arch.

In this case, as in all others, of the arched rib, the

depression of the arch, whether from reduction of tem-

perature, or the action of load, would be attended by

increased thrust action, or diminished tension action

upon diagonals less inclined from the vertical position,

and the reverse of action, upon those more inclined.

The absolute rise or fall of an arch, resulting from

a given change of temperature, may, without essential

error, be regarded as proportional to the change in the

length of a circular arch of the same span and depth

(from chord to vertex), within the limits of change

produced by temperature ; and, may be found by the

following process :

Divide the square of the half chord by the depth of

arch (f), add the divisor to the quotient, and half the

sum equals the radius. Divide the half-chord by the

radius, to get the natural sine of half the arc ; find

in the table of natural sines, the angle corresponding

*The curves not being supposed to be circular arcs, it is not strictly

correct to speak of their radii, but the meaning will be comprehended.
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with the sine thus found, and double that angle, for

the number of degrees in the arc. Multiply the num-
ber of degrees (reducing minutes and seconds to the

decimal of a degree), by .01745329 (= length of a de-

gree, radius being equal to 1), for the length of the arc.

Then, in the same manner, find the length of an arc

upon the same chord, and with a depth (v') one or two

per cent greater or less than v ; and, the difference in

length of arcs thus found, is to the difference between

V and v', as the change in length of arch due to the

given change of temperature, to the rise or fall of the

arch, resulting from such change.

By applying this rule to a specific case, we can the

better appreciate the importance of the effects of change

of temperature upon this species of arched ribs. If we
assume an arch of 500 feet chord and 50 feet depth, =i\

we find the length of arc to be 513.25 ft The length of

an arc of the same span, and a depth (v') == 51 /if., is

513.715//., the difference being 0.465 //. The expan-

sion of steel for a change of 110° Fahrenheit, is

.0007271 X length (513.25), = .37318. We hav.e, there-

fore, .465 : Ift. : : .37318 : .8025/^5. = rise or fall of the

arch in the centre, resulting from a change of 110°.

Regarding this rise in the centre as the abscissa of

a parabola, and the half chord as the corresponding

ordinate, the rise at any other point of the curve is

equal to the difference between .8025, and the abscissa

answering to the ordinate of the given point.

Suppose the point be 10 feet from the end, and the

ordinate, of course, 240/if., we have, 250" : 240^ : : .8025

: .7395 = abscissa for the given point ; whence, the

rise at that point, equals .8025~.7395 = Mdft.
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Let Fig. 24 represent the end portion of the arch, abe

the upper, and gc the lower member, ag and be the

width of web,=12'. ab, with a

Fia. 24. horizontal reach of 10', equals

10.75'. Then, bg being re.-

garded as a rectangle, the

diagonal ac— 16.1ft and the

temperature being raisedllO^,

the points b and c rise to 6' and

c', 66' being equal to the ver-

tical rise multiplit:! by the

cosine of the angle abd, i. e.,

equal to .062 x cosine abd.

This angle is a little over 22°, and its cosine about .93

whence 66'=. 058ft, =c?c'. Joining a with c', and draw-

ing c'/ at right angles with ac, and ac' (as these lines

are essentially parallel), we have cfj=cc'x sin. acb^^cc^

X --=.038ft,= the contraction required to take place

in the length of the diagonal ac, to accommodate a

change of 110° in temperature.

In the mean time the point e rises to c', the distance

ee' being equal to .1147, so that c'c' is extended about

the same as ac' is contracted; a change equal to what

would be produced by a force of 70,000 fibs to the square-

inch of cross section.

If the normal length of the diagonals be adjusted far

a medium temperature, the change would be half the

above amount each way, or equal to that produced by
35,000 Sbs to the inch.

j

Succeeding diagonals toward the centre would be

affected in a similar manner, though in a less degree
;

and the consequence must be an accumulation of thrust

or compression upon the inner member toward the

centre, and the outer one toward the ends, upon a rise

17
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of temperature, and the reverse on a fall below the

normal point.

The Width of Web.

LXXXIX. For an arch of 500 ft. chord, and 50 foot

depth. We have seen that, with a l^ad as assumed

[lxxiv], with reference to Fig. 22, the aggregate aber-

ration outward and inward, traverses a zone of .162?;,

equal in this case, to .162 X 50 = 8.1 ft. If the web,

therefore, be 8.1 feet wide between centres of curved

members, the equilibrated curve will reach the centre

of said members at tlje points ot greatest aberration,

both ways, and the whole thrust at these points, will fall

upon a single member, producing as we have already

seen, 77 j\ per cent of the amount of thrust due to a

maximum uniform load ; being over 55 per cent more

stress under a partial than under a full load.

Again, suppose the web to be 12 feet wide. The

distorted curve would approach within twQ feet of the

outer and inner curved members, throwing upon one

member at one point, and upon the opposite member
at another point, almost 30 per cent more action than

what is produced by the full maximum load. It was

shown moreover [lxxv] that nothing short of .545i*=

.545x50=27.25 feet width of web, could be relied on to

give as small a stress upon the curved members in this

particular case of a partial, as that produced by a full

maximum load.

This would be an inconvenient, and an expensive

width of web, and probably a less width would be pre-

ferable, even with a greater occasional stress upon the

curved members which might be enlarged in section

in parts liable to the greater stress. But I shall not

undertake at this time, to determine the exact optimum.
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Finally, considering the difficulty of securing the

most efficient thrust action of the curved members of

the arch, the serious disturbances as to the action of

the diagonals composing the web system, occasioned

by changes of the temperature, together with the extra

weight and strength of piers and abutments to with-

stand the horizontal thrust of the arches, it seems rea-

sonable to conclude that the erect metallic arch bridge

will only be adopted under rare and peculiar circum-

stances ; and that in such cases, the plans should be

subjected to especial examination and investigation.

Truss bridges possess the advantage of having all

the forces in operation, except the vertical action of

weight, and the opposite resistance of the end supports

resisted by means of members contained within the

structures themselves, and composed of materials of so

nearly uniform expansibility by heat, that no important

disturbance in the relations of the different members,

can be produced by changes of temperature. Plans,

also, may be so arranged as to secure a near approxi-

mation to uniform maximum stress upon all the parts

;

at least, to a much greater degree than seems practica-

ble in the case of the arch without chords.
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BRIDGE MATERIALS.

LXXX. Having discussed the general principles

and relative characters and merits of different plans

and forms of bridge trusses, and their proper propor-

tions, particular and general, the question as to the

best materials for the purposes of bridge construction

may properly be considered.

"We have seen that the materials of a bridge truss

are principally subjected to two kinds of action, that

of tension, and that of compression. Lateral, or trans-

Terse action should be avoided in the principal parts

and members of the truss.

It is obvious then, that those materials best calcu-

lated to resist these kinds of force respectively, should,

when practicable without sacrifice of economy, be em-

ployed in the situations where those forces are respect-

ively exerted. For instance, when the diagonals act

by tension, the upper chord (or the arch, in case of

the arch truss), and the verticals, should be composed

of the material best adapted to the sustaining of a com-

pressive force, while the lower chord and the diagonals,

should be of the.best material for sustaining tension.

Wood and iron are the only materials that have been

employed in the construction of bridge superstructures

to an extent worthy of notice ; and it seems reasonable to

conclude that on these we must place our dependence.

Cast iron resists a greater compressive force than

any other substance whose cost will admit of its being

used as a building material. Steel has a greater power

of resistance, but its cost precludes its employment as
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a material for building purposes.* Wrought iron re-

sists compression nearly equally with cast iron. But

its cost is twice as great, which gives the cast iron a

decided advantage.

On the other hand, wrought iron resists a tensile force

nearly four times as well as cast iron, and 12 or 15

times as well as wood, bulk for bulk.

]N"ot only are these the strongest materials, but they

are also the most durable. In fact, with proper pre-

cautions, they may be regarded as almost imperishable.

It would seem then, that wrought iron for tension,

and cast iron for compression, were the best materials

that could be employed in building bridges. Bat

wood, though greatly inferior in strength and dura-

bility, is much cheaper and lighter, so that, making up

with quantity for want of strength, and by frequent re-

newals, its want of durability, it has hitherto been

almost universally used in this country for bridge

building ; and, in the scarcity of means, and the un-

settled state of things in anew country, where improve-

ments are necessarily, to a great extent, of a temporary

character, this is undoubtedly the most economical

material for the purpose.

But it is believed that the state of things has now
assumed that degree of settled permanency in many
parts of this country, and available means have accu-

mulated to that extent which renders it consistent with

true economy to give a character of greater permanence

to our improvements ; and, in the erection of import-

ant works, to have more reference to durability, even

at the cost of a greater present outlay. In this view

* This remark, made originally some twenty-five years ago, may re-

quire some modification at the present time, when steel is being em-
ployed extensively for rail way track, and in some important arch and
suspension bridges ; but not in truss bridges, to the writer's knowledge.
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of the subject, it seems highly probable that one of the

channels in which this tendency of things will develop

itself, will be in the extensive employment of iron in

the construction of important bridges. With this im-

pression, I proceed to some general comparisons as to

the relative cost and economy of wood and iron as

materials for bridges.

LXXXI. The power of cast iron to resist compres-

sion, equals some twenty times that of wood ; conse-

quently, it will only require one twentieth as much of

the former to withstand a given force, provided it can

be put into a form in which its liability to flexure, and

yielding laterally, is not greater than that of wood.

This may be accomplished in p^rt, by giving the iron

a hollow form, so as to make the diameter of the pieces

approximate to an equality with twenty times the same

amount of wood, which must generally be used in a

simple rectangular, or cylindrical form of section.

Assuming, then, that a cubic foot of cast iron will

do the same work as 15 cubic feet of wood (after mak-

ing allowance for the necessarily smaller diameter of

the iron), we can institute a comparison which would

seem, upon the surface, to show the relative economy

of the two materials.

A cubic foot of cast iron, manufactured for the work
will cost about $13.00. 15 cubic feet of wood in a bridge

will cost, say $6.00. Whence it appears that the cast

iron is more than twice as expensive, in the first outlay,

for sustaining a compressive force, as wood.

Again a cubic foot of wrought iron in the work, say

450 ft) at TJcts. =$34.00.

Wood is about ^\ as strong as iron. But about one-

half of its fibres must be separated in order that the
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other half may be so connected in the structure, as to

be available to their full itrength, acting by tension.

Hence, it will take some 30 feet to equal one of iron

;

for which it will cost, say $12 ; showing a difference of

a little less than three to one ; making the average for

both kinds of iron, reckoning equal quantities of each,

about 2.6 to 1.

To offset against this, we have the superior durability

of the iron, which, as before observed, may be regarded

as imperishable ; whereas, wood requires frequent re-

newals, at a cost each time, equal to the first outlay.

Now, the first cost of the iron is sufficient to provide

for the first cost of the wood, and nearly two renewals.

Besides this, money, though an inanimiite substance,

is, nevertheless, in these usurious times, made to be

exceedingly prolific ;* insomuch, that with good man-

agement, it is found to double itself once in ten or

twelve years, according to the hardness offace in the

lender, or offortune in the borrower.

Assuming 5 per cent per annum as the net income

of money invested, the term of time in which the 1/^^
dollars saved. in the wooden structure, will require to

produce one dollar for renewal, wdll show the time that

wood ought to last, to be equal with iron in economy,

One dollar and sixty cents at compound interest will

yield, at 5 per cent, one dollar in a little less than ten

years. Therefore, if an imperishable iron structure

cost 2.6 times as much as one of wood, and the latter

last but ten years, and money will net 5 per cent, com-

pound interest, the two materials are nearly upon a par

as to economy.

Experience has shown that wooden bridges, unpro-

tected by roofing and siding, seldom last with safety

over eight years, or thereabouts ; and, the more there
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be expended to increase the durability, the less surplus

capital will be left to be inve'sted toward renewals.

LXXXII. But the above comparison is too super-

ficial and general to be entitled to a great deal of con-

fidence, except, perhaps, as it regards the sustaining

of a given weight by a simple post, or suspending it by

a bar or rod of iron or wood. In the complicated as-

semblage of pieces forming the superstructure of a

bridge, there are numerous other facts and considera-

tions which materially vary the results. First, there

is a difficulty in connecting pieces of timber in such a

manner that every part may be proportioned to the

strength required of it, to the same extent as can be

done with iron. Second, it is frequently necessary to

use considerable quantities ofiron in bolts and fastenings

for putting together a structure of wood requiring great

stability. Third, wood soon loses a portion of its

strength by partial decay, and consequently, requires

additional strength in the beginning, that it may be

safe for a time after decay has commenced.

Hence, but little can be predicated upon the simple

general comparison of wood and iron as to strength

and cost, relative to the comparative economy of the

two materials for bridge building.

It is only by comparing the results of actual experi-

ence, or, where this has not been had, by comparing

the results of detailed estimates, upon well matured
plans, founded on well established principles, that a

satisfactory conclusion can be arrived at.

With regard to wooden bridges, much experience has

been had, and the reasonable presumption is, that a good

degree of economy has been attained in their construc-

tion. But the idea of building iron bridges in thift
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country, is of recent date, and but little has been experi-

mentally proved in relation, to their cost and qualities.

LXXXIII. This much, however, my own experience

has demonstrated. Having received Letters Patent for

an " Iron Truss Bridge," upon the arch truss plan, and

constructed two bridges thereon, over the Enlarged

Erie Canal (of 72 and 80 feet spans), one of which has

been in use for six years, it may be regarded as a de-

monstrated fact, that bridges may be sustained by

iron trusses. It has also been shown that the cost of

the above class of bridges, is only about 25 per cent

more than the same class of bridges of wood, as hereto-

fore built, under the most favorable circumstances, upon

the Erie Canal. That the iron portion, constituting

some three-fourths of the whole, as regards expense,

in the iron bridge, gives fair promise of enduring for

ages, while the wooden structure can only be relied on

to last eight or ten years.

Upon these facts, experimentally established, I found

the following comparison :

A common road bridge of 72/^. span (the usual

length for the enlarged Erie Canal), will cost, with

iron trusses :

For 7,000 ft)s. ofcast iron at Sets., $210.
** 6,000 '' " wrought iron, manufactured

for the work, at 7cts., 420.
" Timber, labor and painting, 230.
" Superintendence and profit, 80.

Whole first cost, ^ $940.
$175 will renew the perishable part once in

9 years, to produce which, at 5 per cent
compound interest will require capital of, 320.

Total for a perpetual maintenance, $1,260.

18
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With wooden trusses, fastened with iron

for timber, labor, paint and profit, $550,
" 2,000 Sbs. of iron fastenings, 150.

Whole first cost, $700.
(Some have cost $1000, or $12,000, and taken

3 to 4 thousand pounds of iron)

To renew $550 worth of perishable material

once in 9 years, will require, at 5 per
cent, compound interest, $1,000.

Total for perpetual maintenance, $1,700.

The reason of the apparent difference between thia

result, and that arrived at from the general comparison

of the cost, &c., of wood and iron, is, that the bridges

here referred to, have been constructed with a very

large amount of iron fastenings, and with large quanti-

ties of casing and painting for protection and appear-

ance. Were the comparison confined strictly to the

expense of timber work, in the sustaining parts of the

trusses, the result would be found not to differ so es-

sentially from that of the general comparison.

The above estimate of $700, for the first cost of a

72 foot wooden bridge, though considerably below the

average cost of canal bridges of that description, is

nevertheless believed to be greatly above the minimum
for which bridges may be built, dispensing with the

parts which are not essential to strength.

It is probable that bridges may be built for $500, as'

aboutthe minimum, of equal strength and convenience,

and nearly the same durability, as those hitherto built

upon the Erie Canal Enlargement at a cost of from

800 to 1,000 dollars. Upon this supposition, which

may be regarded as an extreme case in favor of wood,

the comparison will stand thus :
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First cost of wooden structure, §500
Capital invested at 5 per cent to produce |500
once in 9 years for renewal, 909

Total for perpetual maintenance, $1409

The same for iron structure, as above, 1260

Balance in favor of the iron bridge, $149

Finally, since theoretical calculation and general

comparison show a 'probable advantage, for a long term

of time, and experience, as far as it has gone, shows a

decided advantage in favor of iron, it would seem very

unwise to discard the latter, without at least a fair

trial of its merits. If in the first essays at iron bridge

building, the iron bridge has competed so successfully

with wooden bridges, improved by the experience of

ages, may not the most satisfactory results be antici-

pated from an equal degree of experience in the con-

struction and use of iron bridges ?

LXXXIY. Presuming the affirmative to be the

only rational answer to the above question, I hav§ ar-

ranged the details of plans for carrying into practice

the preceding principles and suggestions in the con-

struction of rail road bridges of iron.

I have also made careful detailed estimates of the

expense of bridges of different dimensions and in dif-

ferent circumstances, some of the more general results

of which I will here state.

In proportioning the parts of a rail road bridge, I

have assumed that it may be exposed to a load of 2,000ib3.

per foot run, for the whole, or any part of its length, in

addition to its own weight; and in case of tension, have

allowed one square inch cross section of wrought iron

for every 10,000 Bbs. of the maximum strain produced
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upon every part by such weights, acting by dead pres-

sure. In case of thrust, or crushing force, I have al-

lowed one square inch cross section of cast iron, for

every 12,000ibs. acting on pieces (mostly in the form oi

hollow cylinders), of a length equal to 18 diameters,

and a greater amount of material, where the ratio of

length to diameter is greater; always having regard

to practicability, as well as theoretical proportions, in

adjusting the dimensions of the part.

My estimates, made upon these bases, have fully sa-

tisfied me that a bridge of 100 feet span, with track

upon the top (with wooden cross-beams), will cost about

$2,000, or $20 per foot, assuming the present prices

of iron (1846), in ordinary circumstances. If the track

pass near the bottom of the trusses, the expense will be

increased by two or three dollars a foot. •

For a span of 140 feet, by a liberal detailed estimate

I make, in round numbers, a cost of |4,000. For 70

feet, I estimate a cost of 9 to 10 hundred dollars, ac-

cording to circumstances.

Thus it will be seen that actual estimate makes the

cost of a single stretch of any length, very nearly as

the square of the length, as should be expected from

the nature of the case. Hence, knowing the cost of a

span of any given length, we readily deduce that of a

span of any other length, in similar circumstances, with

reliable certainty.

E'ow, although my investigations have forced the

conviction upon me, that where strong and durable

bridges are required, iron should be preferred in their

construction, still there is a multitude of cases where

wooden structures should be preferred ; especially in

sections of country comparatively new, where timber is
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plenty and capital scarce ; and where improvements

must necessarily be of a more temporary character.

With this view of the subject, I have given consi-

derable attention to the details of wooden bridges ; and,

with a good deal of investigation and experiment, have

arranged plans which are confidently believed to pos-

sess important advantages over the plans generally in

use.

The preceding few pages have been transcribed from

the author's original and first essay upon bridge build-

ing; and are introduced here, not on account of any

practical value they may possess in the present state of

progress in the science of bridge construction. But

they may possess some little interest as marking about

the starting point of the construction and use of Iron

Truss Bridges.

If the estimates above exhibited, of the cost of iron

bridges, appear small and inadequate, under the lights

furnished by the experience of a quarter of a century,

much allowance may be claimed on account of the

change of times and circumstances within the period in

question. And, when it is borne in mind that the

author actually contracted for, and built iron railroad

bridges of 40 and 50 feet span, for $10, and of 146 feet

for $30 per foot, the estimates above given may not

seem entirely preposterous, although mu«h higher

prices are obtained for bridges of like dimensions at

the present day.

PRACTICAL DETAILS.

LXXXV. In preceding pages I have endeavored to

give a short and comprehensive general view of the
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subject, and to ascertain and point out the best general

plans and proportions, for the main longitudinal trusses,

or side frames of bridges, and the relative stresses of

their several parts.

The side trusses may be regarded as vastly the most

important parts of the structure, and the strength and

sufficiency of these being secured, there is much less

difficulty in arranging the remaining parts, the forces

to which they are exposed being much less than those

acting upon the trusses. I propose now to enter more
into details, and give such practical explanations and

specilications as to the strength of materials, the

methods of connecting the several parts or pieces, both

in the main trusses, and other parts of the structure,

illustrated by the necessary plans and diagrams, as, it

is hoped, will enable the young engineer and practi-

cal builder to proceed with judgment and confidence

in this important branch of the profession.

lEOl^r BKIDGES.

Strength of Iron.

LXXXVI. Iron has the power of resisting mechani-

cal force#in several different ways. It may resist forces

that tend to stretch it asunder, or forces which tend to

compress and crush it; the former producing what is

sometimes called a positive, and the latter, a negative

strain. It may also be exposed to, and resist forces

tending to produce rupture by extending 'one side of

the piece, and compressing the opposite side ; as where

a bar of iron supported at the ends, is made to sustain

a weight in the middle, which tends to stretch the
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lower, and compress the upper part. This is called a

lateral, or transverse strain.

Iron may likewise be acted upon by forces tending

to force it asunder laterally, in the manner of the ac-

tion of a pair of shears. This is called a shear strain
;

and though less important than either of the preced-

ing cases, it will frequently have place in bridge work,

partially at least, in the action of rivets, and connect-

ing pins.

With regard to the simple positive and negative

strength of iron it is only necessary for me to state in

this place, as the result of a multitude of experiments,

that a bar of good wrought iron one inch square, will

sustain a positive strain of about 60,000ft)s. on the

average ; and a negative strain, in pieces not exceeding

about twice the least diameter, of 70 or 80 thousand

pounds. But in both cases, the metal yields perma-

nently with much less stress than the amounts here

indicated ; and hence, as well as for other considera-

tions, it can never be safely exposed in practice, to

more than a small proportion of these stresses, say

from I to J.

Cast iron resists a positive strain of 15,000 to 30,0001]bs.

to the square inch, but usually, not over 18,000. But
it is seldom relied on to sustain this kind of action es-

pecially in bridge work, wrought iron being much bet-

ter adapted to the purpose. On rare occasions, it may
perhaps safely be exposed to a strain of 3,000 to4,000ft)S.

to the square inch, but should not be used under ten-

sion strain, when wrought iron can be conveniently

substituted,

Cast iron, however, is capable of resisting a much
greater negative strain than wrought iron ; its power

of resistance in this respect, being from 80,000 to
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146,000ibs. ; seldom less than 100.000 to the square

inch, in pieces not exceeding in length, twice the least

diameter.

But in pieces of such dimensions as must frequently

be employed in bridge work, fracture would take place

by lateral deflection, under a much smaller force than

what would crush the material. It is therefore neces-

sary to take into account the length and diameter, as

well as the cross-section, in order to determine the

amount of compression which a piece of cast iron, or

any other material may be relied on to sustain,

LXXXVII. The cause of lateral deflection resulting

from forces applied at the ends, and tending to crush

a long piece in the direction of its length, is supposed

to be a want of uniformity in the material, and a want

of such an adjust of the forces that the line joining the

centres of pressure at the two ends, may pass through

the centre of resistance in all parts of the piece.

These elements are liable to considerable variation,

and can not be very closely estimated in any case.

Therefore the absolute power of resistance for a piece

of considerable length, can not be deduced by calcula-

tion from the simple positive and negative strength of

the material, but resort must be had to direct experi-

ment upon the subject ; and, even wide discrepancies

should naturally be expected in the results of experi-

ment, unless the lengths of pieces experimented upon,

be very considerable.

In respect to pieces, however, having their lengths

equal to twenty or more times their diameters, a some-

what remarkable degree of uniformity is found in their

powers of negative resistance, and the following for-

mula, deduced theoretically, though not fully sustained
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bj experiment, may be useful in determining approxi-

mately the relative powers for pieces of similar cross-

Bectious, but different dimensions. The power of

resistance (R), is as the cube of the diameter (<i), directly

and as the square of the length (Q, inversely, that is,

K IS as -^.

The reason of this formula may be illustrated with

reference to Fig. 25, in which adh represents a post

loaded at a, so as to bend it into a curve, of the half

of which c(ii^t\iQ versed sine. It is obvious that in

this condition, the convex side of the post is exposed

to tension (or at least, to less compression p^Q^ 25.

than the other side), and the concave side

to compression ; also, that the effect of the

load at <2, toward breaking the post at d^

is as the versed sine cd^ which is as the

square of ab. But the power of the post

to resist rupture transversely, is manifestly ^
as the cross-section of the post (i. e., as the

square of the diameter), multiplied by the

diameter. Hence, the power is as the \

cube of the diameter. Now, the ability of \

the post to sustain the load at a, is directly

as the power to resist rupture, just determined, and
inversely as the mechanical advantage with which the

load acts, above seen to be as the square of the length

of the post Hence, the formula.

We shall see as we progress, the relation which this

formula seems to bear to the results of experiment.

The following list of experiments made by the author

some 25 years ago, though few in number, and upon

a somewbat diminutive scale, nevertheless, may afford

some light as to the law governing the resisting power

of cast iron in pieces of different lengths, as compared

19

I
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with their diameters. It may at least enable us the

Letter to appreciate the better lights since shed upon

the subject.

LXXXYIIT. Experiments upon the Negative
Strength of Oast Iron, in Long Pieces.

Ends, fiat cones or pyramids.

OB

Form

of

section.

Inches.
1 i

be
c

pq3

Remarks.

1

2
8

4

5

6
«

7

8

9

Cylinder

Square

Cylinder

«

«(

Square

9.

7.1

«

4.5

4.5

4.5

016

0.15

«

0.120

«

990
978
80y

914

1417

1377

2580

3218

2813

1002
990
854

938

1437

1397

2580

3218

2838

Broke xV^^- *^<^™ centre.

Broke |- in. from centre.

Deflected cornerwiso, and flew

out without breakintr.

Broke in half a minute not
cornerwise, ^ inch from centre.

Broke in 3 seconds, ^^ ii^- Irom
centre.

Broke || in. from centre.

Piece flattened by flask not
shutting true, and had been
straiorhtened with the hammer
where it broke.

Broke in 1 minute into 4 pieces

of nearly equal lengths.

Piece ofsame as last exptriment.
Broke in \ minute into 3 pieces

in centre, and 1 in. from centre.

Broke in ^ minute, j\ in. from
centre, deflected parallel with
sides.

From experiments 7 and 8, in the above table, it

appears that cast iron will sustain at the extreme, in

cylindrical pieces whose lengths equal about 14J dia-

meters, a negative strain of 41,000 to 51,000ft)s to the

square inch, say an average of 46,000. Square bars,

according to experiment 9, length equal to *18 diame-

ters (or widths of side), will sustain about 45,000ibs to

the square inch.
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Now, a liollow cylinder of a thickness not exceeding

about y^5 of the diameter, according to calculation, has

a stiffness transversely, about 50 per cent greater to the

square inch than a solid square bar whose side equals

in width the diameter of the cylinder. Hence, a hollow

cylinder of a length equal to 18 times its diameter,

should sustain a negative strain of 67,500 Sbs. to the

square inch. But it should be observed, however, that

direct experiments upon the transverse strength of the

pieces used in the experiments leading to the results

and conclusions above stated, as to negative strength,

showed themto possess uncommon strength transversely,

ev*en to from 30 to 50 per cent greater than the fair

average transverse strength of cast iron ; as will be seen

hereafter. It is therefore not considered proper to es-

timate the strength of hollow cylinders of the propor-

tions above stated at more than 45,000 or 46,000ibs. to

the square inch, v

The hollow cylinder is undoubtedly the form best

adapted to the sustaining of a negative strain, having

equal stiffness in all directions. It is therefore highly

desirable that the power of that form of pieces to resist

compression, with different lengths, should be ascer-

tained by a careful and extensive series of experiments.

But until that shall have been done, and the results

made known, I shall assume the above egtimate upon

the subject, as probably not very far from the truth

;

subject, however, to correction, whenever the facts and

evidences shall be obtained, upon which the correction

can be founded.*

In the mean time, since we know not the exact ratio

between the greatest safe practical stress, and the ab-

* Since the orijo^inal writing of this paragraph (25 years aijo), exten-

tensive experiments and investigations have been made, in the direction
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solute strength of iron, and therefore should in practice

keep considerably within the limits of probable safety,

it becomes a matter of less importance to know the

exact absolute strength ; though this, of course, is de-

sirable.

LXXXIX. Having decided upon a measure of

strength for pieces of a given length, we may properly

endeavor to ascertain the rate of variation for different

lengths as compared with the diameters.

It is seen in the table, [lxxxviii] that two. cylindri-

cal pieces of 9 inches in length, bore the one 990, and

the other 978ibs., giving a mean of 984 pounds.

!N"ow, by the formula -^, the same cylinders reduced

to 4.5 inches, should sustain four times as much, or

3936Ibs. But, by experiments 7 and 8, we find that

they bore only 2,580, and 3,218, a mean of 2,899

pounds. Whence it appears that, the diameter being

the same, the strength diminishes faster than the length

increases, but not so fast as the square of the length

increases ; being about half way between the two. In

fact, if we examine the results of these experiments

throughout, we find that the weights borne by pieces

of like cross-sections, whether round or square, were

very nearly the arithmetical mean between the results

obtained by considering them to be inversely as the

simple length, and as the square of the length, succes-

sively.

For illustration ; take experiments 1 and 5. If the

piece 9 inches long bore 990 ibs., taking the strength

here indicated, and ingenious and convenient formulae deduced upon
the subject involved, which might perhaps, be profitably substituted

for the writer's own crude deductions in this behalf. But, as previously

remarked on other occasions, the latter may possess interest as affording

a monument upon the line of the march of progress.
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to be inversely as the length, we have this proportion

^ : i^ : : 990 : 1,255. Then, taking the strength to be

inversely as the square of the length, we have : 1 : -^
: : 990 : 1,591. Taking the mean of these results, we
find (1,255 + 1,591), -r- 2 = 1423. This is the weight

which, according to the rule, the piece in experiment

5 should have borne, and it varies only Gibs, (less than

J- of one per cent), from what it actually did bear.

Again, take experiments 1 and 8 ; in which the

lengths were as 2 to 1. Supposing the weights to be

inversely as the lengths, and as the squares of the

lengths successively, and taking the mean of the re-

sult8,wehave (1,980+3,960) -^2=2,970, which is 248R)s.

less than the weight borne in experiment 8. But it is

also 3901]bs. greater than that borne in experiment 7, by

a piece of similar form and dimensions, but an inferior

specimen. It does not seem, therefore, that the rule

is widely at fault.

The same rule applied to experiments 4 and 9,

lengths being also as 2 to 1, gives 2,784 Sbs. as the bear-

ing weight, and 2,814 as breaking weight for IS'o. 9 ; the

former varying 7 libs, and the latter 24ibs. from the

weights shown in the table.
^
!N'ow, if we observe that

the one broke in a quarter of a minute, and the other

endured half a minute, it is no extravagance to assume

that if ^tsTo. 9 had been loaded with 24ibs. less, it w^ould

have stood J of a minute longer, giving a result in pre-

cise accordance with the rule.

From what precedes, it is believed that the following

may be adopted as a safe practical rule for deter-

mining the power of resistance to compression, for

pieces of similar cross-sections, after knowing from

experiment, the power of a piece of given dimensions,

and similar cross section.
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Eule : Make the 'power ofresistance as -^, and as ~ suc-

cessively^ and take the mean of the results thus obtained, as

the true result ; D represePxting the diameter (or width of

side, in square pieces), and L, the length of the piece.

This rule will be probably apply without material'

error, to pieces of lengths from 15 to 40 times as great

as their diameters, and perhaps for greater lengths

;

although, in bridge building, greater lengths will sel-

dom be employed.* But, as the length is reduced to

8 or 10 diameters, or less, it is manifest that the power
of resistance increases at a less rate than that given in

the rule. For, we see by the table of experiments,

that a square piece of a length equal to 18 diameters

(experiment 9), bore at the rate of 45,000ft)s, to the

square inch, which is nearly one-half of the average

crushing weight of cast iron, and one-third that of the

strongest iron. But according to the rule, a piece of

half that length, or equal to 9 diameters, should sustain

135,0001]b3. which is about the maximum for cast iron

;

whereas, experiment shows that the power of resist-

ance increases with reduction of length, down to about

2 diameters. It may, therefore, be recommended to

apply the rule above given, to hollow cylindrical, and

square pieces above 15, and to solid cylinders, above

12 diameters. From those lengths down to 2 diame-

ters, it cannot lead to material error to estimate an

increase of power proportionate to diminution of

length, according to the diffe renees between the weights,

or resisting powers determined as above, for square

pieces and hollow cylinders of 15, and solid cylinders

of 12 diameters in length, and the absolute crushing

* It is probable that for greater lengths than 40 diameters, the for-

mula -J alone, would be more nearly sustained than in case of smaller

lengths.
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weight of tlie iron ; that is, if a square piece whose

length equals 15 diameters bear m pounds, and the

crushing weight for pieces of 2 diameters be n pounds

to obtain the resistance (R), of a piece of (15—a), dia-

meters in length, take wi + t^ {n—?n)=R.

XC. It has already been remarked that in practice,

materials should be exposed to much less strain than

their absolute strength is capable of sustaining for a

short time. This fact is universally recognized, and

the reasons for it, are perhaps, sufficiently obvious

;

still it may be proper to mention a few of them in this

place.

First, there is a great want of uniformity in the

quality and strength of materials of the same kind,

and no degr-ee of precaution can always guard against

the employment of those containing defective portions

possessing less than the average strength.

Again, when materials are exposed to a strain, al-

though it be but a small partofwhat they can ultimately

bear, a change is produced in the arrangement of their

particles, from which they are frequently unable fully

to recover ; 'and whence they generally become weak-

ened, especially if they be repeatedly exposed to such

process. Hence, it often happens that a piece is broken

with a smaller strain, than jt has previously borne

without apparent injury.

Xow, there is no means of estimating exactly the

allowance necessary to be made on account either of

these facts, as well as, probably, many others. Con-

sequently, we can not determine with certainty, how
much of a given material may be relied on to sustain

with safety a given force. "We should therefore, incline

toward the side of safety, the more strongly, in pro-
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portion as the consequences of a failure would be the

more disastrous. The breaking of a bridge is liable,

in most cases, to be a serious affair, involving hazard

to life and limb, as well as destruction of property.

Hence, they should be constructed of such strength

as to render failure quite out of the range ofprobability,

if not absolutely impossible.

XCI. Good wrought iron bars, will not undergo

permanent change of form under a tensile strain of less

than from 20,000 to 30,000 pounds to the square inch
;

and though they will not actually be torn asunder with

a stress below 50 or 60 thousand, and often more, to

the inch, any elongation would certainly be deleterious

to the work containing them, even if not dangerous

from liability to fracture. Hence, it is certainly not

advisable to expose the material to a stress beyond the

lowest limit of complete elasticity.

In the original predecessor of this work, the tra-

ditional allowance of 15,000K)3. to the square inch, was

adopted as the tensile stress to which wrought iron

might safely be exposed, and beyond which it was

deemed improper to rely upon it. 'No evidences or

arguments since that time, have induced a change of

opinion in this respect. But in the case of a bridge,

there is variety and uncertainty as to the exact amount

of load, as well as in relation to the limit of safe strain

for the material ; and while it seemed probable that the

load of a single track rail road bridge would never ex-

ceed 2,000ibs. to the lineal foot upon any part of its

length, still, seeing that rail roads were comparatively

a new institution, and iron bridges for rail roads almost

unheard of, especially in this country, it was deemed

wise, in recommending their introduction, to so adjust
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their proportions as to meet almost any possible con-

tingencies.

This could be accomplished either by assuming a

greater possible load for the bridge, or a lower limit

to the stress of materials with the smaller load, with

the same ultimate result. And, perhaps the former

would have been the more consistent course, as avoid-

ing the seeming absurdity of the assumption that iron

could safely stand a strain of 15,000ib3. in a common
bridge, but only 10,000fb in a rail road bridge ; and the

no less seeming absurdity of assuming that the same

material could stand 50 per cent more strain in a bridge

composed partly of wood, than in one entirely con-

structed of iron. Kow, instances in great numbers

could be pointed out, of rail road bridges of wood and

iron, where 2,000ft)s. to the lineal foot would produce

a stress considerably exceeding 15,000 to the inch upon

certain bolts of wrought iron.*

* The author had occasion several years apfo to refer to the following

instances in corroboration of the statement above made, in this wise
" The best evidence that exists as to the capacity of a material to bear

a strain with safety, is derived from experience as to the strain it has
been exposed to in works, and conditions similar to those in which it

is proposed to employ it, and where it has by long usage, proved itsell

adequate to the labor required of it. If wrought iron, for example,
has been used in railroad bridges for a great numl)er of years, in

numerous and repeated instances, where a given load, in addition to

the weight of structure, would produce upon it a tension of 15,0001bs.

to the square inch, and has withstood such usage without cases of fail-

ure not caused by manifest defects in the quality of material, or by
casualties which such structures are not expected to be proof against

;

it may be fairly assumed to be reasonably safe and reliable in other
railroad bridges where a similar gross load can not proj^uce a greater
stress ; and much more so, where a like load can only produce a stress

one-half, or two-thirds as great.

Now, it is provided in the plan herewith presented, that a load of
2,0001 bs. to the lineal foot upon each pair of rails, on the whole, or
any jjart of the length of the bridge, can not produce upon any part of
the wrought iron wdrk in the trusses, a tension exceeding 10,0001b8.

to the square inch ; and, to show that such provision is eminently safe

and liberal, I proceed to give some examples of what the same mate-
rial is liable to with the same load in other structures, where long ard
severe usa^e has fully proved its sufficiency.

16
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And yet, it was deemed expedient by the author of

this work, in the outset of the introduction of iron rail

road bridges, to provide that 2,000ibs. to the foot upon
each pair of tracks, should not give a stress exceeding

10,000ft> to the square inch upon any part ofthe wrought

iron work, not from a conviction that the material was

unsafe under a stress of 15,000ibs. but to provide against

the possible contingency of its being sometimes exposed

to greater stress than that produced by a dead weight

of 2,000ft). to the lineal foot.

XCII. The use of cast iron to sustain a tensile

strain, should undoubtedly be avoided, as a general

To begin witli an instance near at hand ; the bridge from the island
to the main shore on the Hudson River rail road at East Albany, has,
in one of its stretches, trusses 48 feet long, in 8 panels. It is a double
track bridge with three trusses, of which the middle one sustains one-

half of the two pairs of tracks, and of the loaas passing over them.
The truss is composed of top and bottom chords, and thrust braces

of timber, and vertical suspension bolts of wrought iron, in pairs ; and
it is at once obvious that | of the weight of the tracks and their loads
(or, of the half bearing upon the centre truss), is concentrated on the
two pairs of suspension rods located 6 feet from each end, [See diagram.]
The weight of middle truss, and other parts of the structure sus-

tained by it, probably exceeds 16,000 lbs., of which |, or 14,000 lbs. bear

FlQ. 25A.

////\\\\
upon the endmost suspension bolts. Add 3,000 lbs, per foot for | of one
pair of tracks, or rails, and it makes 56,0001bs. upon the suspension bolts

in question, with only one track loaded. These bolts are 4 in number,
and If in diameter ; and, allowing y\'' to be cut away by screw
thread, the aggregate net, available cross section of the four, is equal
to 4.43 square inches ; whence the tension, with only one track loaded,

is 12,641 lbs. to the square inch, and 22,120 lbs. to the inch with both
tracks loaded.

2. The bridge leading into the freight house of the Boston rail road,

at East Albany, is a " Howe bridge," and acts jipon the same princi-

ple as the one just spoken of. It is a double track bridge with two
trusses, having 8 panels of 10' 8^', and is a heavy covered bridge. Al-

lowing 64 tons for weight of superstructure, or 56,000 lbs. for the por-

tion sustained by the endmost bolts of each truss, and 2,000 lbs per
foot upon one track, of which, f at least, bears on'one truss, giving
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rule; and, if on certain occasions it should be liable to

that kind of action to a small extent, the stress should

probably not be allowed to exceed 3,000 to 4,000 pounds

to the square inch.

When exposed to compression, in pieces of such

length as to break by lateral deflection, it is believed

it may be safely loaded to one-third of its absolute ca-

pacity. If a long piece exposed to a negative strain

have a defective part, it does not diminish its power

of resistance to the same extent as when it acts by ten-

sion. The power of negative resistance being, in a

measure, inversely as the deflection produced by a

100,000 lbs. on the end bolts, we have 156,0001b8. sustained by 6 bolts

of ly diameter, containing 8.1 square inches, besides screw thread.

This is a strain of 19,359 lbs, to the square inch with one track, and
25,432 lbs with both tracks loaded with 2,000 lbs. to the lineal foot.

3. The East bridge over the creek in the sonth part of Troy, is a
doable track covered bridge with three trusses, having 8 panels of
12^8^' each, or 88.66 ft sustained by the endmost suspension bolts.

Sav, of weight of structure bearing on end bolts of middle truss,

85,000 lbs. and of load upon one track 88,666, making 123,666 lbs. on 4
bolts of ly^ diameter and two of 1|^' diameter, having a net cross-sec-

tion of about 7.65 square inches. Hence the stress must be 16,156 lbs,

to the inch, with one track loaded, and 27,750 lbs., with 2,000 lbs. to the
foot upon each track.

4. The West bridge over the same stream, a few rods below the last

mentioned, has three trusses containing 9 panels of 10^ ft. each in

length. It is a high truss bridge with roof and siding.

For weight of superstructure on endmost bolts of middle truss, say
28,000 lbs. and for load on one track, 84,000, making 112,000 lbs. on
4 bolts of IV^ containing a net section of 5.41 square inches, giving a
tension of 20,702 lbs. to the inch for one track, and 36,229 lbs. for both
tracks loaded with 2,000 lbs. to the lineal foot.

5. The bridge across the Erie canal near Canastota, on the N Y. C.

R. R., is a double tack bridge with 2 trusses, which have 9 panels of

10 feet. If the superstructure be estimated to weigh 40 tons, it gives

a little over 35,000 lbs. on the end bolts of each truss. Add f of 80
tons for 2,000 lbs. per lineal foot upon one track, and it gives 141,666 lbs,

on 4 bolts of lY^ diameter, and 5.41 square inches of net cross-section ;

equal to 26,173 lbs. to the inch, with one track, and 36,044 lbs. with both
tracks loaded."

All these cases are stated from personal examination by the author,

except the last, which was reported to him from authority considered

reliable. The cases were not selected, but taken as the moat accessible,

and conveniemt for the author's observation. And still, he can not

help regarding them as remarkable, and somewhat exceptional cases
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given weight, and the deflection depending on the stiff-

ness of the piece throughout its whole length, the

power is manifestly only diminished as the amount of

defect, multiplied by the ratio of length of the defective

part, to the whole length ; that is, if the piece be de-

fective so as to lose one-fourth of its stiffness, for that

part of its length to which is due one-tenth part of the

deflection, the deflection will only be increased by

JXy^^ = Jq-, and the power of resistance is diminished

in the same ratio ; whereas the power of positive re-

sistance would be diminished by J.

The effect of negative strain, moreover, is believed

not to be so deleterious to the strength of iron, as that

of positive, or tension strain ; though I can refer to no

particular facts or evidences in coroboration of the

opinion.

Upon the whole, I am inclined to estimate the power

of cast iron to resist compression (as against the tension

of wrought iron at 15,000ft)s. to the inch), in pieces of

lengths equal to 18 diameters, for hollow cylinders, at

15,000ft)s. for solid cylinders, at 8,000, and solid square

pieces, at 10,000ibs. to the square inch of cross-section

.

There are other forms of section for cast iron mem-
bers of bridges, which it will frequently be convenient

and economical to employ where lateral stiffness, as

well as longitudinal resistance is required, among which
may be named, the cruciform +, the T, and the H form.

The former of these, with equal leaves, probably

possesses about the same resistance to the square inch,

as a solid square which will just contain the figure.

For, though it is not so stiff to resist a simple lateral

force diagonally of the including square, as parallel with

its sides, and would be broken by tearing asunder the

flange, or leaf upon the convex side, still when under
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longitudinal compression, the tension upon that leaf

would be somewhat relieved.

The T and H section will usually be employed where

greater stiffness is required in particular directions, and

ifproportioned withjudgment, will usually possess about

the same power to the inch, as the including solid square,

or parallelopiped.

XCIII. Having determined (approximately, at least)
^

the safe strain for pieces of a certain length, and the

ratio of variation in power, depending upon change of

length, we readily deduce the safe strain for pieces

of similar action, with any given dimensions.

The following table, exhibiting the negative power

of resistance to the square inch of cross-section, for

hollow and solid cast iron cylinders, and solid square

pieces (under which class may be included the + T and

H formed sections, under proper conditions), calculated

for length of from 2 to 60 diameters, is intended to

show the safe practical rate of strain for the material,

being about one-third of its absolute strength, in col-

umns headed J, and one-fourth of the absolute, in those

headed J ; the former to be used against wrought iron

at 15,000, and the latter, where wrought iron is esti-

mated to sustain 10,000Ibs. to the square inch.

This is the author's original table, slightly modified^

with the addition oftwo columns showing corresponding

weights at J and J of the absolute strength, as calculated

by "Gordon's formula," deduced from Hodgkinson's,

experiments upon cast iron hollow pillars ;. which "is

regarded as the best authority upon the subject at the

present day. Also, two corresponding columns for

wrought iron hollow pillars, according to the same au-

thority.
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The Gordon formulae are :

for cast iron, S = 80,000ft). -5- (1 + .0025^,),

for wrought iron, S = 36,000R)s. -r- (1 + .OOOSS^).

S representing absolute strength per square inch

of section, ?, the length, and d^ the diameter of column,

both referring to the same unit of length. Or making

t/ = 1, we have — = l^.

The table of negative resistances, presents a scale of

numbers so adjusted as to touch at certain points esta-

blished by experiment, and running in consistent gra-

dations from one to another of such points.

The columns for cast iron hollow cylinders, are the

only ones referring to the same class of pieces, and ex-

hibiting the diiference in results, arising frojn differ-

ence in the mode of calculation. The Gordon formula

is supposed to give results agreeing with those of ex-

periment, for lengths included within the range em
braced by the experiments from which the formula

was deduced. Within that range, those results may
be presumed to be more reliable (being founded on

trials of the same kind of pieces as those to which they

refer), than those in the author's original table, based

upon trials of solid cylinders and parallelopipeds.

Taking the 4th and 6th columns, it will be seen that

the numbers agree at some point between the lengths

of 18 and 20 diameters ; the numbers above that point,

being the larger in column 6, while, below that point,

they are larger in column 4, down to about 50 diame-

ters, where they come together and cross again, and

those in 6, are thenceforward the larger. But the

differences are small, for the range of lengths princi-

pally employed in bridge work.
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One obvious reason of the more rapid increase of

numbers in the 6th column, for lengths under 15 or

16 diameters, is, that in the latter, the crushing weight

for the iron is assumed at 100,000ibs. to the square

inch, whereas, by the^ Gordon formula it is limited at

80,000ibs, and that formula can give no result greater

than that limit, even when ?=0. ^ow, if 80,000ib8.

was less than the actual crushing load for the kind of

iron used in Hodgkinson's experiments (from which

the Gordon formula is understood to have been de-

rived), it must follow that Gordon's formula gives

results smaller than the true ones, for short pieces.

This is probably the case, and, although Mr. Gordon's

formula is very simple and ingenious, sliding smoothly

and plausibly from one extreme in length to the other,

it unquestionably gives closer approximations to

correct results for the ordinary range of lengths, than

when applied to the very short pieces.

The numbers in the table are deduced upon the sup-

position that the thrust members in a bridge, will not

act with less advantage than when bearing upon a pivot

at each end of the axis of the pieces respectively ; and

it is not deemed proper to assume that, in consequence

of having flat end bearings, the piece in any case can

sustain a greater stress than is indicated by the num-

bers in the table.

It will be observed that, in order to obtain the ab-

solute strength of a piece, we should multiply its cor-

responding number in the table, by the denominator

of the fraction (J or J) at the head of the column.
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Fig. 26.

:^

a

Lateral, or Transverse Strength.

XCIY. The transverse strength of bars or beams,

vrould seem to be deducible from the positive strength

of the material, in the following manner:

Let ab, Fig. 26, represent a portion of a rectangular

beam or bar, projecting from a wall in which it is

firmly fixed. If a weight be

applied at w, the upper part

of the beam will be extended,

and the lower, compressed
;

and, where these portions

meet, is what is called the

neutral plane. Experiment

shows that this plane, in

rectangular beams, is central between the upper and

lower surfaces ; or at least, very nearly so, for all

elastic substances, until they approach rupture.

The tendency of the weight at w, then, is to produce

rotation about the point c (or, the line of intersection

of neutral plane and face of wall) and the cohesion of

the upper portion cd, and the repulsion of the lower

part, cb, tend to resist rotation. Now, to determine

the amount of this resistance, which is the measure of

transverse strength, we will first consider the upper

portion ; and it is obvious that, at every part of the

cross-section, the resistance to rotation is as the

resistance tf) extension, multipled by the distance of

the part above the neutral plane. But the resistance

to extension, by the law of elasticity, is as the degree,

or amount of extension, which is determined by the

distance from the neutral plane
;
parts at 2 inches from

this plane, or the centre of motion, being extended

21
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twice as much as those at one inch, and resisting twice

as much.

Then, denoting the distance from this plane by the

variable quantity x, the resistance to extension by any

part, equals x multiplied by a certain constant (s), and

may be denoted by sx^ while the resistance to rotation

about c, equals st?.

Again, representing the horizontal breadth or thick-

ness of the beam by ^, we have tAx to represent the

differential of the section (in its state of increase from

c toward d)^ and 5j.a;'^dx, the differential of resistance.

Then, integrating, aud making x — cd = h, we have the

whole resistance to rotation, of the part above the neu-

tral plane, equal to ^ s.i.h^ ==' ^Lhxhxs.h. But s.h

becomes equal to the positive strength of the material

when x=cd — h, and t.h = the area of section above

the neutral plane. Therefore the power of this part to

resist rotation, is equal to J of the area, multiplied by

half the depth of the beam, and by the positive strength

of the material; in case the negative strength exceed

the positive.

Now, it is obvious that the part below the neutral

plane exerts exactly the same amount of resistance to

rotation, as the part above. Therefore the whole power

of resistance to rotation about c, in other words, the

resistance to rupture, is equal to J of the whole cross-

section, multiplied by ^ the depth of beam, and by the

positive, or cohesive strength of the material ; that is

equal to J C.t.Dx\D, — | C^t.D^ ; in which expression,

D represents the depth {db\ and (7, the cohesive power

of the material.*

* Another mode of illustratincr this case, is the followino: : It bein^ ob-

vious that the resistance to rotation about c, by each lamina from tlie neu-
tral plane outward, is as the extension it undern^oes, and the leverafre

upon which it acts, such resistance must increase outward in a duplicate
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If we wish to determine the greatest weight (W),
which the beam is capable of bearing when applied at

any horizontal distance (L) from c or d^ we institute

the equation, W.L == | C.t.D^ ; whence we have :

6l

This formula applies to all projecting rectangular

beams, when the force (W), acts parallel with the

sides, and L represents the nearest, or perpendicular

distance of the fulcrum c, from the line in which the

force has its action ; provided, that if the material

have greater power to resist tension than compression,

Cis to be taken as representing the repulsive, instead

of the cohesive power.

XCV. This formula is deduced on the supposition

that the material is perfectly elastic, so as to suffer no

permanent change of form until the strain produces

actual rupture. There are few substances if any, and

certainly wood and iron are not such, that fulfill this

condition so nearly but that considerable discrepan-

cies are found between the deductions of theory, and

the results of experiment. Indeed in the case of cast

ratio to the increase of distance from that plane, and decrease in a like

ratio, inward. Hence, if we represent the resistance of the outer lamia
by the base of a pyramid having its apex at the neutral plane, and its

base coinciding with said outer lamina, the resistance of any other
lamina will be represented by the section of the pryamid niade by
ench lamina, or a lamina of the pryamid at the point of intersection,

of the same (indefinitely small) thickness as the lamina of the beam
in question ; and the sum of resistances of all the laminae of the beam,
will be represented by the sum of laminae of the pyramid ; and will
bear the same ratio to what the resistance of all those laminae of the
beam would be, if all were acting at the distance of the outermost
lamina, as the solidity of the pyramid bears to a prism of like base
aud attitude ; that is, in the ratio of 1 to 3. But the resistance of the
outer lamina, equals the absolute strength of material (C), multiplied by
half the depth of beam. Hence, the resistance of the half beam equals

Cxi cross-section X depth of the half \>e^va ; being the same result

as above obtained by integration.
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iron, experiment shows the transverse strength to be

fully twice as great as it is made to appear by the above

formula.

Ifin the expression ^^, we make L=D, it may be

reduced to ^ C.t.D; showing that the power of a pro-

jecting rectangular beam to sustain weight at a dis-

tance from the fulcrum equal to the depth of the beam,

is only one-sixth as great as the positive (or negative,

in case that be the smaller), strength of the material.

This is a convenient way of expressing transverse

strength, viz : as equal to a force of so many pounds

to the square inch of cross-section, the force being un-

derstood as acting upon a leverage equal to the breadth

of the beam in the direction of the acting force.

If we call 18,000Ibs. to the square inch, the positive

strength of cast iron, we may call the transverse

strength (according to the above deduction), J 18,000

=3,000Ibs. ; meaning that a bar one inch square will

sustain upon its projecting end, 3,000ibs. at 1 inch

from the fulcrum, and proportionally less, as the dis-

tance is greater.

ITow, experiment shows that it will sustain twice this

amount, and frequently more, so that we may in reality,

reckon the transverse strength of cast iron at about

6,0001bs. to the square inch.

I know of nothing to which to attribute this great

discrepancy between theory and experiment, except a

want of complete elasticity in the material, and per-

haps, also to the assumption of too low an estimate

(18,000) Bbs. for the co-hesive power of cast iron.

Cast iron, when exposed to a transverse strain, suf-

fers extension on one side, and compression on the

other; and the power of resistance to both these effects,

increases very nearly as the amount of extension or
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compression, until a certain point or maximum is

reached, and after passing this point, the power dim-

inishes. Now, it is reasonable to suppose, in fact we
can hardly suppose the contrary, that for a certain in-

terval on each side of the maximum point, the power

of resistance remains nearly stationary. But this sta-

tionary interval is reached on the positive, much sooner

than on the negative side, and the inevitable conse-

quence must be, that the neutral plane is transferred

further from the positive side, so as to preserve the

equilibrium between the resistance to extension and

the resistance to compression. Hence, the amount of

resistance on the positive side is increased, both by the

increased area of section exposed to tension, and in-

creased leverage, or distance from the neutral plane.

Moreover, a greater portion of the fibres (so to speak),

of extension, act with their full power; since, while

the outside portion is passing through what we have

called the stationary interval, successive portions toward

the neutral plane, are reaching and approaching that

interval. Hence, some considerable proportion of all

the fibres of extension, may act with their maximum
power ; whereas, if the material were perfectly elastic

up to the point of actual rupture, only the outside fibres

farthest from the neutral plane, could act with abso-

lute power, and all other parts, only in the ratio of

their respective distances from said plane. To illus-

trate, suppose the extreme positive side, when ex-

tended one inch, reach the stationary interval, which

is one inch more. It follows that when the outside

has passed to the other limit of that interval, one-half

of the positive portion of the bar, will be within the

the range of that interval, and act with its maximum
power, producing one third more resistance to exten-
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sion than the same fibres could aiford if the body were

perfectly elastic, up to tlie point of rupture. I know
of no more plausible manner of explaining the observed

discrepancy between experiment and calculation upon

the subject.

But, having well authenticated direct experimental

evidence as to the transverse strength of cast iron, we
may safely be guided thereby ; and, though it would

be a satisfaction to find a complete agreement between

the results of direct experiments, and the deductions

from those that are indirect, still, where such agree-

ment is not found, the direct evidence should have the

preference. We may, therefore, regard the transverse

strength of cast iron in pieces with rectangular sec-

tions, as equal to 6,0001]bs. to the square inch, upon a

leverage equal to the width of the piece in the direction

of the force.

"Wrought iron has something over three times the

positive strength of cast iron, on the average; and if

we consider its transverse strength to be in the same

ratio to that of cast iron, its transverse strength would

be about 20,000 pounds. That is, the projecting end

of a bar of wrought iron one inch square, should sus-

tain, at one inch from the fulcrum, a weight of 20,000Sb3

But it becomes permanently bent with about one-third

of that weight, and therefore, in practice it should not

be exposed to more than 4,000 to 5,0003]bs. as we should

manifestly keep within the elastic limit, as well in case

of a transverse, as a direct tensile strain. It may,

therefore, be recommended to estimate the transverse

strength of wrought iron at 5,000ibs. as against a ten-

sile strain of 15,0001]bs. to the inch, upon the same ma-

terial, and 3,500 to 4,000 transverse, against 10,000,

tensile strain.
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Cast iron having an average absolute transverse

strength of 6,000ib3. should not in practice, be exposed

to over from 1,000 to 1,500K)S. to the square inch, ac-

cording to the circumstances in which it is used.

XCYI. Representing bj A the area by D the depth

and by L the length (from fulcrum to weight) of a pro-

jecting rectangular beam, the safe load, according to

the above assumptions, equals 5,000 — for wrought,

and 1,500 —for cast iron.

If the beam be supported at the ends and loaded in

the middle, using the same symbols, the safe load is

four times as much ; that is, 20,000 — for wrought,

' and 6,000 — for cast iron. This follows from the fact

that the lifting force at each end, equals only one-half

of the load, and acts upon a leverage equal to JL, hence

• it takes 4 times the weight to produce the same stress

on the beam.

If the load be equally distributed over the length of

the beam, the safe load is twice as much as when it is

concentrated at the end of the projecting beam, and in

the middle of the beam supported at the ends. For,

in the former case, each part of the weight produces

stress at the fulcrum in proportion to its distance there-

from, and the average distance of the whole load,

being only half as great, the stress is only half as much
as when the whole load is at the end.

In the latter case, the beam being regarded as fixed

in the centre, the lifting force at the end, tends to pro-

duce a strain in the centre, measured by the force mul-

tiplied by its distance from the centre, in other words,

by the moment of the force with respect to the centre.

On the contrary, the load tends to produce a strain in
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the opposite direction, according to the distance of

each part of the load from the centre. This, as just

seen in the case o.f the projecting beam, is equal to

half of that produced by the lifting force at the end.

Hence the effect of the weight neutralizes one-half-

of tendency of the lifting force at the end, to produce

stress in the centre of the beam.

Upon the same principle is based the following rule

for determining the stress at any given point in the length

of a beam, however the load may be distributed.

Take the moment with respect to the given point, of

all the forces on either side of said point, tending to

deflect the beam in one direction, at the given point,

and all the forces on the same side, tending to deflect

it in the opposite direction, and the diflference in the

sums of those opposite moments, is the measure of the

stress at the point in question.

As an illustration, if the cross-beam of a rail road

bridge support tracks 5' apart, the beam being 15' be-

tween supports, and a weight W bear equally upon

the two tracks, each end support lifts JW, and the

moment with respect to the nearest track, is JWx5 =
2.5W. There being no force acting in the opposite

direction between the end and the weight upon the

rail, 2.5W (upon a leverage of 1 foot), is the measure

of stress of the beam at the rail.

If we seek the stress in the middle of the beam 7J'

from the end, and 2J' from the rail, the upward force

at the end is JW, the same as before, and the moment

JWx7J = 3.75W ; while the moment of the weight

on the rail, is jWx2J, = 1.25W. Hence, the stress

in the centre = (3.75—1.25)W = 2.5W, the same as at

the rail.
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Taking the moment of the end lift with respect to

the off rail, we have JW xlO, = 5W, while the moment
of weight on the near track, with respect to the off

track, is JWx5, == 2JW', acting in the opposite direc-

tion. Hence, stress at the off track, is equal to (5—2. 5)W"
= 2iW.
Again, assuming a point at '2! from the end, the mo-

ment of the lift at the farther end, is i W X 13' =6.5W.
The sum of moments of weights upon the two rails is,

jWxS+JWxS =5.5W in opposition to the effects

of the end lift. The stress of the beam, therefore, at

the given point, is {^.b—5.5)W, ==» W ; being the same
result as if we had taken the moment at the near end,

= JW X 2, = W, with no opposite force on the same
side of the given point.

Hence, w^e see that the stress is the same at all points

between the rails, while it obviously diminishes from

the rail to the end, in proportion as the distance of

successive points from the end diminishes. Therefore,

the beam hav^ing a uniform depth, in order that the

strain be uniform on all parts, the thickness should

taper uniformly from the rail, to an edge at the sup-

porting points. If the thickness be uniform (the cross-

section being rectangular), the depth may diminish as

the square root of distance from the support diminishes

;

that is, may have a parabolic form, This follows from

the fact that the stress at difierent points in the length

is as the distance from the support, and the power of

resistance, as the area multiplied by the depth, in other

words, as the square of the depth, the area being simply

as the depth.

XCVn. Iron beams of a rectangular section will

seldom be used in bridge work, the material acting

22
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more effectually iii a web and flange form, as in the I

beam, with about half the material in the flanges. lu

this kind of beam, the web may be estimated as a rect-

angular beam— say at 5,000ibs to the inch (on a lever-

age equal to the depth of the beam), while the flanges

may be estimated at 15,000ft)3 upon a leverage of half

the depth of beam, less half the thickness of flange,

thus: for a beam 12" deep, web J" thick, flanges 2"

wide and f in average thickness on each side of the

web, we have 6 square inches of web section at 5,000 =
30,000ibs. plus, 6 inches of flange section at 15,000 X
leverage of 5,625'', equal to 42,187ft)s. on a leverage of

the depth ofbeam, making a total of 72,187ft). =6,015ft)S.

to the inch upon the whole section.

Hence, it is deemed safe to estimate the working

strength per square inch of wrought iron I beams, in

the above proportions of web and flanges, at 6,000

-ft)s. for projecting ends, and 24,000 -for beams sup-

ported at the ends, and loaded in the middle ; and

double those amounts ofdistributed load. For instance
;

a 12" I beam of 12 square inches in section, and 16'

long, between bearings, is good for 24,000 x J§
=

18,000ibs. in the middle, 36,000 distributed uniformly,

and 26,180ibs. upon two rails 5 feet apart, or 5.5 feet

from end supports.

XCVIII. One of the cases in which wrought iron

is frequently exposed to transverse strain, is in the use

of cylindrical pins for connecting the other parts of

bridge work. In such cases, the forces will act with a

certain leverage which pan be nearly determined. The
power of a round pin to sustain a transverse force act-

ing on a leverage equal to the diameter, may be as-

sumed at about j\ less to the square inch, than that of
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a square bar upon a leverage equal to its width of side.

Hence, a representing the area of section, d, the diame-

ter, and L, the length, the safe stress = 4,500 ~ acting

on a projecting end, and 18,000— acting in the middle

between two outside bearings ; that is, a 1" pin with

centres of outside bearings 6" apart, will bear in the

middle, 18,000 X "^ = 2,355ibs. If the pin connect an

eye 1" thick, between one of J'' thick on each side, the

length (l) between centres of outside pieces, will be

If; whence, a V pin will bear 4 times as much as in

the preceding case; or 2,355 X 4 = 9,420ft)s. The

tensile strength of a V round rod, being ll,775ib3.

being equal to the cross-section (0.785), X 15,000ft)s. it

shows that the strength of the rod is greater than that

of the pin, in the condition here assumed, in the pro-

portion of 11,775 to 9,420. Therefore, the stiffness of

the pin being as the cube of the diameter, in order to

find tlie diameter (x), of a pin for connecting V bars

by eyes and connecting straps, we have this proportion

9,420 : 11,775 : : 1^ :x\ whence x = 1.071 = to about
^L larger than the diameter ofthe rods to be connected,

and in this proportion for any size of round rods con-

nected by straps and pins or bolts.

But if the eyes and straps be drilled, so as to fit the

pin through the whole thickness, the action approaches

the shear strain, and the pin should have about | the

area of section of the bars to be connected. The author

would recommend, however, for general practice, that

connecting pins be considered as acting by transverse

stiffness, upon the lever principle, as above discussed.
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ARCH TRUSS BRIDGES.

XCIX. The general form in outline of the Arch
Truss, may be seen in Figs. 8 and 11.

The forms of the different members, and the modes
of connecting them to form the complete structure, are

many, and a minute description of each possible variety,

in this respect, even if such a thing can be regarded as

practicable, will not be undertaken on this occasion.

The arch may be of cast or wrought iron in various

forms of section. The following form of cast iron arch

has been extensively used in the state of ISTew York,

with uniform success and satisfaction. The arch is

composed of cast iron sections, equal in number to

the number of panels in the truss ; an odd number
being deemed preferable. In Pig. 27, a on m presents

a top view of the arch, and D, a top view of the chord,

from end to centre; and A and B, enlarged cross-sec-

tions at p and g, adjacent to the cross-bars to be de-

scribed below, and which also appear in the figure.

Each piece consists of two side portions of an ~~] formed

section, connected at the ends, and at 2 or 3 intermedi-

ate points, by cross-bars of a J formed section for the

intermediates, and at the ends, with sections as seen at

C, where a view of the arch connection is shown, as it

would appear if cut vertically and longitudinally

through the centre, and the near half removed.

The width of the side plates of arch castings (from

the top), should be about ^-^ of the length of pieces,

with an average thickness of from r^ to J of the width.

The top plate, about the same thickness (or a trifle less,

to prevent a tendency in the piece to become hollow
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backed in cooling), and a width, a little over one-half

that of the side plate.

The resisting power may be estimated as in the table

of negative resistances under the head of square, &c.,

pieces, calling the width of side plates the diameter,

and using the column under J, for trusses supporting

12 feet or more width of flooring, and the column

headed J, in case of trusses supporting a width of 10

feet or less, to each truss.

The intermediate cross bars should have about the

same thickness of plate as the side portions, a depth,

about f that of side plates, and top plate not less than

f as wide as the top plate of side portions.

End cross-bars should have a top width of about |

the width of side plates, and cross-section sufficient to

sustain a whole gross panel load for the truss, by trans-

verse resistance. If it have a depth equal to J of its

length, and a form of section as strong as a rectangular

bar, it will safely sustain 1,000 to l,2001]bs. to the inch
;

and it is recommended to allow one inch of section in

each end cross-bar to every l,000ibs, sustained at the

joint. Then, there being two cross bars together, the

point will be doubly secure.

Semicircular notches in the ends of contiguous arch

pieces, form a vertical circular hole at the joint, for the

passage of the vertical member.

When the side plates are thin, the thickness should

be increased for a few inches from the end, to afford a

^ suitable bearing surface at the joint

;

and the ends of arch pieces should

be fitted (usually by planing), to a

proper bevel to form a fair joint.

The joints, however, are sometimes

formed by cutting taper key seats (as seen in Fig. 28j,
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in one of the contiguous ends, to admit wrought iron

wedges about an inch wide, and in sufficient number
to give a bearing upon wedges, equal to at least one-

half the section of iron in the chord. This method has

answered well in a large number of bridges, and is

convenient for adjusting the arch in line ; but the

planed ends form much the more workmanlike joint.

The centre arch piece has usually a full top plate

over the whole width of the piece.

. Tlie endmost section, or foot piece of the arch, con-

nects with the chord bj means of horizontal holes in

the feet to receive the ends

of an open end ;ink of the

chord, which is secured by
screws and nuts as shown
in Fig. 29, representing an

inside view of the foot of

one branch of the arch.

C. The chord is composed of two long links of round
or square iron to each panel, connected by cast ir^n

connecting blocks at

points vertically under

the arch joints. The
form of these blocks is

represented in Fig. 30.

They diminish in length

from the endmost to the

centremost, the former

being long enough to re-

ceive the links running parallel from the connection

with the arch, and the next block, being shorter by

twice the diameter of the link iron ; the ends of links

toward the centre of the truss, going next the end, of
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connecting blocks, and outside of the ends pointing

toward abutments ; and, the members of each pair of
links being parallel with one another. [D, Fig. 27.]

The connecting block has an oblong section where
it receives the links, being rounded on the sides to tit

^ „„ .
the semicircular ends of links.

Fig. 30a. n^^ 1. IJ 1.ihere should be an accurate

fit between these parts, to

efi'ect which, perhaps, the best

plan is to ream the ends of

links, and turn the bearings of

blocks to a uniform size. For

this purpose, the block is cast with extra metal to be

turned off at the bearings, and with the portion be-

tween bearings a little thinner vertically, than the

turned portions, as shown in Fig. 30A, in which a is

a section and bb are the bearing surfaces.

The vertical thickness of the block where it receives

the links, should be at least IJ times the diameter of

the link iron, and the cross-section multiplied by the

width of block, and divided by diameter of link iron,

should give a quotient about 13 times as great as the

cross-section of both sides of the link.

The middle portion of the block is cast with the

proper size and form for the upright and diagonal

members to pass through in the required directions,

and is provided with suitable facets for the bearings of

nuts. The least cross-section through all or any of the

holes, should be at least one-quarter greater than the

section at the link bearings. In Fig. 30, a, b and c re-

spectively represent a side, end and top view of the

cast iron connecting block.

The oblong section of the connecting block was

adopted to obtain greater transverse strength in the
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direction of the strain. But it has recently occurred

to the author, that perhaps, after all, a circular section

of block would have the advantage, inasmuch as it

would not require so short a bend at the ends of

links ; whence they could the better adapt thems Ives

to the block, and would not require so great a disturb-

ance in the condition of fibres or particles of the iron

in forming the bends. With a diameter of block equal

to 3 times that of the link iron (in case of round iron),

it is believed that good iron would suffer the bend

without material deterioration, or greater liability to

break the ends, than in other parts of the link, espe-

cially if welded in the straight part.

The enlarged central portion of the connecting block

has upon its upper side, a flat surface rising a little

above the links, to afford a beam seat for' the cross-

beams of the bridge to rest upon ; which, in case of

wooden beams, should present a bearing surface of 30

to 40 square inches.

CI. The upright is made of round wrought iron. If
to 2 inches in diameter, for bridges from 60 to 100 feet

in length, when designed for common road purposes.

The upper end is furnished with a screw nut, and a

ring or collar welded on at a sufficient distance below

the nut to allow the arch castings, and eyes of dia-

gonals to come between nut and collar.

The lower end is turned or swaged down to a dia-

meter i" or I " less than the body of the rod, for a

length sufficient to reach through the connecting block,

and receive a nut on the end. This is to form a

shoulder at the upper side of the block, to act in case

of a thrust action of the upright.

28
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The two longest uprights have usually been made

double and divergent from the collar downward, the

branches being of iron from J" to f
'' smaller in dia-

meter than 'the single uprights, and passing through

the connecting block near the links, either inside or

outside, as deemed most appropriate, with a thin nut

above, and a common nut below the block ; also a cast

iron washer above the upper nuts, for the beam to rest

on, instead of resting upon the central part of the

block. The object is to give lateral steadiness to the

arch, and diminish its vibration.

A better eftect in the same direction is produced by

connecting the upper ends of those uprights across

from truss to truss, in case of long bridges. For this

purpose, the upright may extend a little above the

arch, when necessary to give head-way (or, perhaps

better still, the arch itself might rise higher above the

chord, thus diminishing the action upon both arch and

chord), and a light cast or wrought iron strut intro-

duced, to counteract the tendency to vibration of the

arches, arising from the spring of the beams. As the

the two trusses naturally tend to vibrate in opposition

to each other, it is suggested whether simple ties of

f iron, would not so break the regularities of the

vibrations as to prevent their increase to an objection-

able extent. The rigid strut, however, would be more

effective, being capable of acting in both directions

;

and, if thrown into the form of a graceful arch, it

would be ornamental withal.

CII. The diagonals are round rods, with an eye at

the upper, and a screw and nut at the lower end of

each ; the screw portion being about J" larger in dia-

meter than the plain part of the rod. Two eyes of
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diagonals go upon each upright (except the endraost)

;

that of the rod running downward toward the centre

going above the other, the better to prevent interfer-

ence with the cross-bars of arch pieces, as will be un-

derstood by reference to C, Fig. 27.

The eyes lie in horizontal positions, the rod in each

case being bent to the required pitch to meet the con-

necting block. The bend should be as near as may be

to the eye, without preventing a fair bearing of the eye

upon the collar, or the subjacent eye. Care should be

taken to have fullness and strength in the neck of the

eye, that it may withstand the indirect strain at that

point.

The proper sizes for diagonals and chords should be

such, in common road and street bridges, as to afford

at least one square inch of cross-section for each

15,0(X)ft)3. of stress produced by the greatest load to

which such bridges are liable, which in the author's

opinion, should be estimated at about lOOibs. to each

square foot of bridge flooring, exclusive of weight of

structure ; a rule which he originally adopted, and has

adhered to in practice with most satisfactory results.

Many bridges have been constructed with lighter pro-

portions than this rule would require, some of which

have endured, while others have failed.

It is true that ordinary road bridges are seldom ex-

posed to lOOfibs. to the foot of floor surface, but it is

nevertheless, deemed expedient to provide for such

a contingency.

The modes of estimating stresses of different parts

of the truss, have been fully discussed in preceding

pages, [xxvii &c.], and it seems unnecessary in this

place, to specify more particularly the dimensions of

the several members of the truss.
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CIIL Another devise for the connections ofdiagonals

at the arch, is to replace the bent eye of the diagonal

Fig. sob. ^J ^ straight end with screw

and nut, and to have oblique

holes cast in the ends of arch

pieces for diagonals to pass

through, on each side of the

upright. [See Fig. 30B].

The diagonals may be single,

or in pairs. The latter plan

I is preferable, as giving a

better balanced action ; es-

pecially in case of rail road bridges, which are subject

to greater action upon diagonals. This plan obviates

a degree of lateral strain upon uprights, resulting frora

the eye connection. In this case, the upright should

have a shoulder bearing on the under side of arch

castings, to sustain the thrust action.

CIV. It will be seen that these trusses, having a

width of base equal to about one-fourth of the height,

will support themselves laterally, without any assist-

ance from one another, or from other parts of the

structure, wherefore the flooring, including cross

beams, may be entirely of wood, and may be renewed

at pleasure, without any disturbance of the iron work

;

a property peculiar to this kind of truss.

The original design, therefore, was to use wooden
cross-beams, formed in two pieces, as by slitting an or-

dinary beam vertically, bolting the parts together, and

boring at the ends for the uprights, so that they may be

conveniently put in and removed whenever they re-

quire renewal. Diagonal braces of wood, or what is

much better, tie rods of iron with an eye at each end,
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and a swivel or turn buckle adjustment near one end,

a pair between each two consecutive beams, to which

thej are bolted near the uprights, are required to pre-

vent a lateral swinging or swaying of the bridge

;

whence these members are usually called sway braces,

or sway rods. In the end panels the sway rods are

attached to the feet of the arch.

Upon the cross-beams, longitudinal joists are placed

to support the floor plank, a thing so simple, and so

generally understood as to require no further descrip-

tion or illustration in this place. More or less casings

and finishings of wood work outside of the road way,

are usually added, according to circumstances, or the

taste of the builder.

CV, The rise of the arch above the chord, will admit

5f a considerable degree of variation. A pitch of 24

to 26 degrees for the end arch pieces, it will seldom be

advisable to exceed in either direction. That pitch

divided by the whole number of joints in the arch (6,

for a seven panel truss), gives the angle of deflection

at the joint, equal, of course, to twice the angle of bevel

for ends of arch pieces.

This, however, does not produce an arch in equili-

brio under a uniform load, which, as we have seen,

[xxvii and Lii] requires a parabolic curve, while equal

deflections produce a curve between the parabola and

the circular arc; not departing from the former, how-

ever, widely enough to be of material moment for or-

dinary spans. The efi*ect is only the throwing of A

trifle more action upon certain diagonals ; for which

the convenience of uniform bevels, is, perhaps, an ade-

quate offset.
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Cylindrical Arches.

CYI. Arch Truss bridges have been constructed

with cylindrical arch castings, in connection with up-

rights, dividing and diverging downward from the

arch to the beams, thus serving to give lateral support

to the arch, and preserve it in line.

This form of arch castings was supposed at one time,

to possess sufficient advantage over that already before

described, and which is commonly known as the In-

dependent Arch, to warrant its adoption, inasmuch as

it is the stronger form to withstand compressive strain.

But it is also more expensive in the manufacture, to

an extent perhaps sufficient to balance any practicable

saving in weight of metal. Hence, the Independent

Arch has acquired decidedly the greater popularity, to

which its just title can scarcely be questioned. Further

detail, therefore, as to the mode of constructing the

cylindrical arch bridge will not be here recited.

Iron Beams for Bridges.

CYII. It is now over thirty years since the writer's

attention was first directed to the subject of Iron Truss

Bridges ; a period which may be said to comprise the

history of the use of iron as the sole or principal mate-

rial in the main supporting members of those useful

structures.

At that time, there was one Iron Truss Bridge in use

in the state of !N'ew York, and only one, to the writer's

knowledge, either in this state, or in the world, though

the fact may be otherwise.

That bridge, though possessing merit as the result

of a first efibrt, did not prove a complete success, hav-
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ing failed, and, being rebuilt, failed a second time,

many years ago ; so that, at the present time, a certain

Iron Truss Bridge built by the author of this work in

1841 and 42, upon the Arch Truss plan, essentially as

described in the last few preceding pages, is believed to

be the oldest Iron Truss bridge in use in this country,

if not in the world.

At that time, it was not thought advisable to attempt

more than the construction of Iron Trusses, to be used

in connection with wooden beams, joist, &c. ; which

latter portions could be renewed as required, with

comparatively little trouble, and at much less cost,

than the interest upon the extra expense of iron beams

would amount to within the lifetime of wooden beams.

But as the public mind seems now to have become

convinced, not only of the safety and expediency of

the use of iron for the trusses, but also for the beams

of bridges, it becomes a question of interest to deter-

mine the best manner of constructing and inserting

such beams.

CVIII. Four general plans of iron beams have been

used successfully; namely, the cast iron web and

flange beam, the wrought iron skeleton, the composite

(wrought and cast iron), and the solid wrougth iron

rolled web and flange, or I beam. These may all be

used with good results, in particular cases, and under

modifications adapted to respective circumstances.

For general use, however, I regard the solid rolled

I beam as entitled to a decided preference ; and, with-

out discussing relative merits in this place, I propose

simply, at this time, to suggest plans for adapting the

last named beam to the Whipple Arch Truss, thus

making the plan about all that can be hoped to be at-
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tained, as a cheap, substantial and durable iron bridge

for general use, for spans varying from 40 to,— perhaps

125 feet.

For bridges 16 to 18 feet wide in the clear, and

panels ten or eleven feet long, a 9 inch beam, weighing

SOibs. to the foot, is in good proportion ; and when

side walk^ are not required, the beams may be cut

with square ends, just long enough to go between the

uprights of opposite trusses, and provided with a fixture

at each end, formed of a plate of iron about f thick,

7" wide, and about 2' long, bent in the form of a jews-

harp bow. The loop, or bow (u, Fig. 31), is to encir-

Fia. 31.

cle the upright, and the straight sides, to receive the

vertical web of the beam between them, and to be

fastened thereto, by two bolts and nuts. One of these

should be IJ" in diameter, and long enough to receive

the eye of a lateral diagonal tie, or sway rod (to prevent

swaying or swinging), under both head and nut, and

placed about 5J'' from end of beam, and 2^' above

lower edge of plate. The other bolt may be IJ'' or

IJ", and placed with its centre 1|" from end of beam,

and from upper edge of plate. The thread of the screw
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should not run into the plate, even if a washer be re-

quired in order to fetch the work together.

A convenient modification of this fixture is to have

it made in two pieces with two f bolts outside of

the upright, as seen at c, Fig. 32. This affords a con-

FiG. 32.

venient means of attaching a light bracket (6), to sus-

tain face plank and coping {a\ over the chords, such

as are commonlv used in this kind of bridsce. It also

enables iron beams to be inserted in bridges originally

built with wooden beams.

The connecting block in this case, should have an

elevated ring around the upright, for the eye of the

fixture to bear upon, to keep the beam from bearing

altogether upon the inside of the upright, and produc-

ing unequal strain.

CIX. Another suggestion is, to form a stirrup in the

upright just above the connecting block for the beam

to pass through and rest in : as seen at 6, Fig. 31. This

will admit of projecting beams to support side walks.

The stirrup may be formed of iron 1" by 2'' or 2i",

according: to the character of bridi^e. The iron should

2i
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be upset, so as to give sufficient width and strength at

the bottom of the stirrup to allow a IJ" stem to be

screwed in, to pass through and support the connecting

block. This stem may extend above the bottom of the

stirrup, about f , a hole being made in the under side

of the beam to receive that projection. The thread of

the projecting part of the screw, which enters the beam,

should be turned or chipped otf. This plan may be

used in bridges either with or without side walks.

Again, the upright may terminate in a flange at the

top of the beam, and bolts screwed or cast in the top

of the block, or running through the block with head

or nut below, one on each side of the beam, and con-

necting with the flange of the upright, as shown at B,

Fig. 32.

In the case of double uprights, the beam being cut

to go between the inner branches, .the fixture plates

should lap about 20" upon the beam, and extend so as

to clasp both branches of the upright,

ex. To introduce the solid wrought beam in bridges

with sidewalks originally constructed for wooden beams,
the following plan is suggested.

Let the beam be cut, say V shorter than the space

between opposite uprights. Then, take for each end

Fig. 33.

of the beam, two plates J" thick and TJ" wide, or,

wide enough to fill the space between the flanges of
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the beam at 1" from the centre, so that one being

placed on each side, they will be kept far enough

apart to admit the upright between them. The plates

should be long enough to lap 20'' upon the beam, 'and

extend to outside of side walk. They may be bolted

with two V bolts near the end of the lap, and one near

the end of the beam by the upright ; as seen under the

letter u in Fig. 33. A 1J'' bolt in the centre of depth,

and 7 or 8 inches from the upright, will serve both to

aid in holding the plates in place, and to connect the

sway rods I. These plates should not be cut by bolt

or rivet holes in the upper part, except at considerable

distance from the upright w.

Small bolts or rivets, r r, etc., should be inserted at

intervals of 9 or 10 inches, near the lower edge, with

thimbles to stay the extension plates apart,
^^'

' leaving a space equal to the diameter of the

upright. In Fig. 33, s-w is a part of the

extension for supporting side walk ; 5, a

cast iron saddle weighing about 4ibs. for

joist bearings, and c, a cross-section through

the splice.

To afford a proper bearing upon the con-

necting block, it is proposed to use a

wrought iron ring (K Fig. 84), high

enough to throw the whole weight upon

the extension plates ee, and f'' to V in

width, except on the side next the beam proper, where

it is to be clipped or drawn down to y\ This, how-

ever, is not an essential point. In case of bridges

already erected, the ring will have to be left open as

at E,', and when used, heated and closed around the

upright.

Kg
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CXI. The Link Chord, composed of a set of links

to each panel, connected by pins or connecting blocks

(the latter affording also points of attachment for ver-

ticals, diagonals, &c.), both for Arch and Trapezoidal

trusses, was originally adopted by the author, as the

readiest means of putting the requisite amount ofchord

material in a manageable form, both as it regards manu-

facturing the parts, and erecting the structure. This

form renders the whole section available for sustaining

tension, avoiding any loss in rivet or bolt holes for

forming connections.

The experience of more than a quarter of a century,

during which time many hundreds of bridges with link

chords have been constructed, and used in almost all

conceivable conditions, (in many cases, undoubtedly,

the links having been but imperfectly manufactured

and fitted to the connecting blocks), with a degree of

success and satisfaction seldom exceeded, may reasona-

bly be regarded as fairly establishing the efficiency and

safety of this mode of construction, when proper care

is used in the performance of the work.

Continued and successful usage in a multitude of

instances, is regarded as a better criterion as to the

reliability of a plan of construction, than a small num-

ber of isolated tests, however severe ; and such usage

the link chord has been subjected to.

CXII. The theoretical questions to be considered in

this case, would seem to be, as to the possible deteriora-

tion of the cohesive strength of the iron, produced in

forming the bends at the ends of links— the indirect,

or lateral strain in those parts, resulting from imper-

fection of the fitting to the connecting block or pin,

and, the imperfection of the weldings, both as it re-
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gards complete cohesioti, and the tendency to crystalli-

zation under the welding heat, not being fully destroyed

by subsequent hammering and working.

The whole process ofthe manufacture and refinement

of iron, is based upon the principle that disconnected

pieces of iron brought in contact under intense heat,

but without complete fusion, and subjected to violent

compression, as by hammering or rolling, will unite,

and become a single piece or mass.

Every bar of refined iron found in the iron market,

is composed of half a dozen or more parts, which were

once separate and disconnected. Those having been
" fagoted," or placed in juxtaposition, and submitted

to a welding heat, and passed repeatedly between

ponderous rollers, or subjected to the blows of heavy

hammers, are united and drawn into bars of required

sizes and forms for use.

These masses, taken from the furnace and suffered

to cool without hammering or rolling, would be found

more or less crystaline and brittle. But the latter

operations prevent such a result, and the iron becomes

more or less soft and flexible, even in a cold state.

Iron which has undergone the uniform process of

rolling, is generally of uniform quality and strength

throughout the whole piece ; and, as far as it can be

used in that state, without re-heating and re-working,

it may be regarded as somewhat more reliable than

when it has been forged and welded into dififerent and

more complex forms.

The high temperature required in welding, demands

experience and judgment in determining the proper

time to *' strike," that is, when the metal is hot enough

to adhere firmly, but not overheated to burning.

Moreover, though the hammering required to bring
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the parts together and reduce them to proper form and
size, may prevent crystalization immediately at the

welded point, still on either side are portions which
may have been heated so as to change the arrange-

ment of particles, and not subjected to sufficient ham-
mering to counteract the deteriorating tendency.

Hence, a break is more liable to take place a little on
one side, than immediately through the welded part.

To obviate this liability, the parts to be welded should

be enlarged by upsetting several inches from the end,

so as to admit of re-drawing under the hammer a little

beyond where the intense heat has reached.

But theory aside for the moment, although the

avoidance of welding in work to be exposed to great
*

stress is desirable, it is nevertheless a fact established

by large experience, that welded parts will bear as

great a strain as takes place in well proportioned

bridge work, with as much certainty as ever has been

realized in any department of the means of locomotion.

Danger lurks everywhere at all times. In railroad

travel, boilers burst, rails break, wheels and axles -

break, etc., etc., but the failure of a weld in bridge

work is rare indeed, and very few authenticated cases

can be referred to.

I would, however, prefer a weld in the straight part

rather than in the end of a link, unless made with an
excess of section around the bend. Whether a bend
around a pin of \\ or 2 times the diameter of the link

iron is more liable to break than the straight sides of

the link, I can refer to no reliable authority to deter-

mine. The longitudinal strain is no greater in the

bended, than in the straight parts, if well fitted to the

pin. But of course, it can not be expected to have a

fit so close as to ensure a firm pressure quite round the
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semi-circle. Hence the bearing is mainly on tlie back

side of the pin, until by a yielding to compression, and

by a slight bending of the link end, a pressure is pro-

duced all around.

This slight bending, good iron will undergo without

having its strength impaired, when in its normal con-

dition. But this condition is disturbed in the process

of bending, the outside portion being extended, and

the inside compressed, whereby the stiffness of the part

is increased. In the outside portion the power of re-

sisting extension is increased, while that of the inside

portion is possibly diminished ; and, whether the

aggregate resistance to extension is increased or dimin-

ished, experiment alone can determine ; and, undoubt-

edly, the more soft and flexible the iron, the better can

it adapt itself to a bearing upon the pin. Hence, it

should be allowed to cool gradually from a full red

heat, after the shaping is finished.

Hence, also, the necessity of extra section in welded

ends, which, being less flexible, must obtain bearing

surface by compression and yielding of contiguous

parts, rather than by bending, and consequently, must

undergo greater transverse strain in the end of the link.

CXni. A link formed ofwire y in diameter, formed

to a pin ^^" in diameter at one end, and brazed with

a long lap at the other, suffered a permanent stretch

in the straight part, of one per 0. of its length, with no

apparent injury at the ends. Other analogous experi-

ments have shown similar results, namely, that the

straight portions will yield before the bended portions.

Now the same degree of disturbance in the mfetal

takes place in a small, as in a large rod, bent to a

curve whose radius has the same ratio to the diameter
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of the rod. Hence, it is difficult to avoid the conclu-

sion that rods of soft and flexible iron, such as ought

to be used for tension members in bridge work, bent

to a proper fit upon connecting pins of diameter about

twice that of the rods, and formed into links by weld-

ing in the straight parts, are quite safe under any stress

within the limits adopted in bridge work.

But it seems to be more convenient to form the weld

at one end of the link, if not both, and such has been

the usual practice; and, as before remarked, if a sur-

plus of metal section quite around the bend be secured,

and the work well performed, this plan can scarcely be

regarded as faulty, especially, in view of the long,

varied, and successful usage of such vast numbers of

links made in this manner.

Now, although the link chord is very simple, effi-

cient, and convenient to make and manage, there are

available alternative devices, some of which will be

here described.

The Eye-bar Chord.

CXIY. This is composed of two or more single rods,

of oblong, square, or round section to each panel

;

connected by cylindrical pins passing through strong

eyes at each end of the chord bars.

This plan until recently, has involved quite as much
welding as the link chord; the eyes having been

formed in separate pieces, and welded to the body of

the rod. But within a few years a process has been

devised by the Phoenix Iron Co., of Pennsylvania, for

upsetting and forming eyes upon rolled bars. A mold
or die gives the desired form and size to the head, and
aside from the fact that a violent disturbance of the

normal condition of the iron is produced in the vicinity
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of the head, there can be no question as to the excel-

lence of the work produced ; and it is undoubtedly,

perfectly reliable, under any stress to which it is ad-

missible to expose the material in bridge work.

Figure SOB represents the joint of an eye-plate chord

at e, adapted to the arch truss. Upright and diagonals

have each an eye to receive the connecting pin at the

lower end. The upright has a washer above the eye

to form a beam seat above the eyes of the chord plates.

Perhaps the washer should be in the form of a saddle

or stool, with downward projections bearing upon the

pin outside of the diagonals ; or, perhaps inside, in

case the diagonals be in pairs, as before suggested.

fciii.]

Size of CoNNECTiNa Pin.

CXV. Considering the average bearing upon the

pin, to be at the centre of thickness of the eye, or link

end, as the case may be, the thickness of the eye indi-

cates the leverage upon which opposite links act, when
side by side upon either end of the pin. Estimating

the strength of the pin, then, at 4,500ft)s. to the square

inch of section, with a leverage equal to the diameter

of the pin [see xcviii,] we obtain the proper diameter

of the pin as follows :

Let a=area of section in link or chord bar.

^==thickness of eye=leverage of action.

a:=«=diameter of pin, in inches.

Then, .7854x2=area of pin section; and this multi-

plied by 4,500 1,= ?52i^x3, equal to the resisting power

of the pin ; while 15,000a=the power of the link ; and

putting these two expressions equal to one another,

and deducing the value of x, we have the required

diameter of the pin, -^4.244a.^ inches, =a:.

25
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CXVI. If «=4 square inches, and 1=^1.5 inches,

then a.t == 6, and x = ^6x4.244 = 2.94 inches.

This diameter of pin is required to withstand the action

of the chord alone, which is the only stress upon the

pin when ihe chord is at maximum tension. But
when the diagonals running in the same direction

horizontally, with the inside links, are brought into

action, they act in conjunction with the links in pro-

ducing stress on the pin.

Now, the greatest stress upon bn, Fig. 11 [see xxxiv]

occurs when the point 6 alone is loaded, and the links

ab sustain f of their maximum stress from movable

load, and bn sustains bw'\ giving a horizontal pull ofabout

6 6w'^, the amount varying with depth of truss. Again,

besides the 6io" bearing at the point a, in virtue of

the movable weight (w), at 6, we have Bw' due to weight

of structure, also bearing at a ; and assuming Sw' to

be equal to 1?^;, or 7w^' the whole pressure at a, equals

lSw'\ when the horizontal pull of bn equals 6.5?^".

The tension of ab, in the usual proportion of arch

trusses, equals about 2^ times the bearing at «, whence

the stress of ab with the point b alone under load,

equals 13wj''x2.25, = 29.25?/;". Deducting from this,

Qbw^^ for horizontal pull of bn, it leaves 22.75?^'' =
stress of be. Then, assuming the diagonal to act in

the centre of the pin, and the length of pin between

centres of bearing of outside links to be 27", we lind

the stress at\he centre of the pin, by taking the mo-

ments with respect to the centre, of the action of the

two links at either end of the pin. The difference of

these moments, the forces being opposite, is the mo-

ment of the force producing stress at the centre of the

pin ; in other words, it is the force acting transversely
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upon the pin, at a leverage of 1 inch, the inch being

our unit of length.

We found the pull of ah = 29.25z(J^ or 14.625z^'' at

each end of the pin, which multiplied by distance from

centre (13.5'') gives a moment = 197.4375w/', while for

he, the moment is Jx22.75xl2" = 136. 50w;'' ; and the

difference = Q^.^Zlbw" = stress in centre of pin, upon

a leverage of V\ •

Assigning such a value to w'^ as will give the as-

sumed stress of 15,000ibs. to the inch upon ab with the

truss fully loaded, with a bearing at a, of 21m)" for mova-

ble, and 7w^^ (= Sw'), of weight of structure, we find a

stress of 28 X 2J (= 63)w;"= 8 x 15,0000ft)s. = 120,000ib8

;

whence w^' = l,905ft)s. which, being substituted in the

above amount of 60.9875i^j'' gives the stress in pounds

at the centre of the pin, on a leverage of V% equal to

116,086*8.

We have seen [xcviii] that the resisting power of

a projecting pin equals4,500— , which in this case, equals

4,500ad (L being = 1), equal to 4,500 X.7854x3. Then,

making this expression »= 116,088ibs. we have x = 3.2"
;

being 0.26'' larger than is required to withstand the

action of chord alone, at its maximum stress, as already

shown [cxvi.].

By similar process we find very nearly the same re-

sults with respect to the shorter pins toward the centre

of the truss. For, although the maximum action of

diagonals takes place under greater stress upon chords,

the difference is balanced by diminution in length of

pins toward the centre of the truss.

Should this mode of connection be adopted, the pre-

ceding illustrations and examples, it is hoped, will

enable the proper proportions of connecting pins to be

determined for trusses of whatever dimensions.
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A KivETED Plate-chord.

CXVII. May be formed of flat plates as long as may
be conveniently managed, connected by splicing plates

of a little more than half the thickness of the chord

plates, one upon each side, riveted or bolted with such

a distribution of rivets, &c., as may not weaken the

plates by more than theVidth of one rivet hole.

The area of rivet section should be at least f to } as

great as the net section of the chord plate, on each side

of the joint; and, go^ Fig. 34J denoting the splicing

plate, the distance cd^ from the joiut to the centre of

the first rivet hole, should be at least twice the diame-

ter of the. rivet (depending somewhat upon the size of

rivet and thickness of plate, as well as the soundness

of grain in the iron). The succeeding rivets, a, e,/,

&c., should be placed alternately on opposite sides of

the centre, so that the oblique distance ac (= 0), may
equal the transverse distance (= T), + the diameter

of whole (= H ). Then, representing the longitu-

dinal distance he, by L, w^e have T+H = 0, and

(T+H)2 = 0\ == T2+L2 = T2+2TH+IP; whence L

If the plates be &' wide, and T = ^" (which is re-

garded as in good proportion, the above formula gives

Ij s 2\" very nearly, for a f hole. Then, 5" being

allowed for the space ce, and 2" each for cd and eg, the

splice plates would have a length of 20J", and ^ of the

whole section of chord plates would be available for

tension; since an oblique section through two holes,

would quite equal a direct transverse section through

one hole.

The amount of rivet section above given is estimated

upon the assumption that each rivet must be sheared
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off in two places ; and that it will resist, those shear-

ings, each, with about f of the force required to pull

the rivet asunder by direct longitudinal strain.

It is obvious that the two rivets e and/, Fig. 34J, sus-

taining a portion of the stress of the chord plate, relieve

in the same degree the stress upon the portion between

those rivets and the joint, or end of the plate ; whence

it is not necessary to preserve the same section in the

portion thus relieved, as in other portions of the plate.

Therefore the rivets a and c, nearer to the joint, may
be larger than e and /, when the section of plates re-

quires more rivet section
;
provided always, that the

least net section of splice plates, have as great an area

as the chord plate has through only one" of the smallest

rivets. For instance, four f rivets are sufficient for

plates 6'' X l'\ But plates 6'' x|" require more

rivet section— say f for e and /, and |" for a and c
;

while, the same for the former and 1" rivets for the lat-

ter, give about the required section for plates 6" X |".

This leaves in each case, the same proportion of net

available section of plates.

Moreover, if rivets a and c be placed opposite to each

other, and /be removed to a, the rivets being f and
1" respectively. Then, the smaller rivets sustaining

over J of the stress, while the others sustain less than

f, the latter may cut off J of the net section (which is,

in this case f less than the whole width of plate), and

still leave enough to sustain more than their own
legitimate share of the stress.

This may be done by one rivet or two, placed op-

posite c ; and thus the length of splice plates may be

shortened to 15J inches, instead of 20J, as represented

in the diagram. But, as in this case, the long plate

has a net width of 6J" and the splice plates, only 4"
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the latter require 31^ per C. more thickness than the

former, so as to nearly or quite balance the saving in

length.

As to the proportions of parts, in this kind of work,

I would suggest that the thickness of plates be from Jth

to I'jth of their width, and the diameter of rivets, from

1 to 1J times the thickness of plates. If plates be very

wide and thin, they may be liable to be strained un-

evenly, and if very narrow, an unnecessary proportion

of section is lost in rivet holes.

Fm. 34i

CXVIII. The end connections of plate chords of this

kind, may be effected by riveting on side plates at the

ends, as seen at E, Fig. 34J, so as to give a thickness

that will allow about J of the width of plate to be cut

away by a hole for the connecting pin P, either round

or oblong with square ends for adjusting keys or

wedges.

Or, the side plates may be omitted, and two key-

boles made in the middle of the plate, one for a key

having a thickness equal to the diameter of the smaller

rivets, and far enough from the end to admit of another

hole nigher to the end, with about 2" between the holes.

This may, if n eccssary, have twice the width of the other

hole, and should leave at least twice the width of hole,

between hole and end.

The width of the wider hole,+twice that of the other,

should equal about half the width of the plate ; and

the keys should be driven to an equal bearing before

the work be subjected to use.
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The connecting blocks used with this chord, sus-

taining only the horizontal action of diagonals, may be

considerably lighter than those used with the links,

especially in arch trusses. In order to transfer the

horizontal action of diagonals to the chords, mortises

may be made in the plates, as seen at m Fig. 34^, not

wider than the smallest rivets used in splicing, to re-

ceive tenons of wrought iron cast in the block.

As to the merits of the riveted plate, as compared

with the link chord, it may be assumed that two splices

are sufficient for any truss not exceeding 100' long, and

that the weight of splicing plates and rivets will equal

4 or 5 feet extra length of plates, say 6 per cent upon

a chord 80' long. To this we have to add about 14

per cent for extra section to compensate for rivet holes,

making 20 per cent of iron lost in forming connections.

Links require about half as much extra material, to

be taken up in bends, lappings, and enlargement of

section at the ends; showing about 10 per cent less

iron for the link, than for the plate chord. This would

amount to about 400ft)s. for two trusses of 80', with

links of IJ" round iron. But this may be nearly or

quite balanced by 500 or 600ibs. of castings, which

may be saved in weight of connecting blocks.

The economy of material being so nearly equal in

the two chords, their relative merits, must depend

mostly upon the comparative cost of manufacture, and

the relative efficiency of the chords in use. It is deemed

far from improbable that the riveted plate chord might

be found, on fair and thorough trial, to be worthy of

extensive use in arch trusses, in place of the link chord.

The fact that in the plate chord, the iron is used in its

original condition, as it comes from the rollers, is cer-

tainly favorable.
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BRIDGES WITH PARALLEL CHORDS.

CXIX. These may be constructed with or without

vertical members, and inform, either rectangular, with

vertical end posts, or trapezoidal, having inclined

end members, or king braces, as exhibited in Figs.

12, 13, 18 and 19.

Trapezoidal Truss Bridge, with Tension Diagonals
AND Compression Verticals.

For short spans, less than 70 or 80 feet long, the

simple cancel, as in Fig. 12, will generally be used,

with trusses too low to admit of connection between

upper chords, except in case of deck bridges.

The same plan of lower chords composed of links

and cast iron connecting blocks, may be used, as

already described for the arch truss. The connecting

blocks are shorter, and may be cast in connection with

the upright, or the latter may be in a separate piece.

In the latter case, the block should have a suitable seat

to receive the upright, and keep it in place.

As the upper chord depends upon the stiffness of the

beam and upright for lateral support to keep it in line,

the upright should be firmly attached to the beam, and

at right angles therewith.

There is no means of estimating exactly the trans-

verse force which the chord may exert upon the up-

right. But if the ends of chord segments be properly

squared and fitted, the lateral tendency will be quite

small. It is recommended, that each upright have a

transverse strength sufficient to withstand a force of

l,0001bs. acting at the upper chord ; that it have a web
and flange form of section, with a width of web at the
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coriDection with the beam, not less than J^ of the dis-

tance of upper chord from the beam.

Fig. 35 will serve to illustrate the modes of connec-

FiG. 35.

tion for most of the members of a bridge of the kind

under consideration. That

part of the upright between a and

6, is contracted in length. Other-

wise, the parts are represented

in nearly correct proportions.

At c, is represented the connec-

tion of the upright with the end

of the beam, by means of a

double eye and bolt, as shown at

h. This receives the web of the

beam, to which it is secured by
the transverse bolt, which should

be long enough to receive the

eye of a sway rod under both head and nut. The stem

of this fixture extends through the upright at its widest

part (whence it may taper in both directions), and is

secured by a nut upon a screw of about 1^' in diame-

ter. The beam should rest with its lower flange upon

a small projection cast upon the upright, and not hang

upon .the connecting fixture.

If so preferred, the sway rods may be connected by
a screw and nut cast in the end of the connecting

block, as seen at d. This plan has been used, but the

connection by the bolt at c is deemed preferable.

The outer and inner flanges of the upright at the

top, being increased to nearly an inch in thickness, ac-

cording to size of bridge, and extending 3 or 4 inches

above the web, terminate in semicircular concaves to

receive the pin connecting the diagonals with the

upper chord. A full view of the flange at the top of

2G
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the upright, with the pin resting in the concave, is

shown at e.

A heavy cross-bar from flange to flange at a, and

light cross-bars at intervals of 16 to 18 inches from a

to 6, serve to support the flanges, and stifien the piece.

The diagonals are formed with eyes to receive the

connecting pin at the upper end, and screws and nuts

to connect with the block at the lower chord, in the

same manner as in the arch truss.

The main diagonals, those inclining outward from

the centre of the truss, should be in pairs, and in size,

proportioned to the stress they are liable to, as deter-

mined by the process fully described in sections

XXXIX, &c.

The links acting in conjunction, horizontally, with

the main diagonals, should go on next the end of the

connecting block, as that arrangement obviously pro-

duces less stress upon the block.

The upper chord, usually formed of hollow cylinders,

has openings in the underside at the joints, for uprights

and diagonals to enter, where they connect by means

of the transverse pin already mentioned. The cylin-

ders should have an extra thickness for 3 or 4 inches

from the ends, and a strong collar around the opening,

to restore the loss of strength occasioned by the open-

ing; and the ends should be squared in a lathe, to

secure a perfect joint and a straight chord.

If it be required. to give a cambre to the truss, the

ends of cylinders should be slighly beveled at the ends,

making the under side a trifle shorter. This is easily

effected by throwing the end opposite the one being

turned, out of centre more or less, according to the

cambre required. An 8 panel truss requires an ex-

ceutricity equal to Jg of the require drise in the centre
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of the truss. For any even number of panels, make a

series 6f odd numbers, 1, 3, 5, &c., to a number of terms

equal to half the number of panels; add the terms of

the series, and divide the required cambre by the sum,

and the quotient equals the required excentrioity to

give the proper bevel. *

For an odd number of panels, take as many even

numbers 2, 4, 6, &c., as equal half the greatest even

number of panels ; add the terms and divide as before

for the excentricity. For ilhistration, for 8 panels, the

four odd numbers 1+3+5+7 = 16, whence the excen-

tricity should be y^g of the cambre, as above stated.

For a 7 panel truss the three even numbers 2+4+6 = 12.

Hence the excentricity should be \ of the cambre.

The reason for this rule will be obvious without more

particular demonstration.

At the obtuse angles of the truss, a hollow elbow is

inserted {g, Fig. 35), reaching about 10 inches each

way from the angular point, at the centre of the con-

necting pin, wdth an opening in the under side for up-

right and diagonals to enter, where they are fastened

by a pin or bolt, as at the intermediate joints ; the

cylinders meeting the elbow, being shortened by as

much as the elbow extends from the angle, either way.

The vertical member connecting with the elbow, is

exposed to tension only, sustaining a weight equal to

the gross panel load of the truss. It may be composed

of two wrought iron suspension rods, united in a single

eye at the top, and diverging downward to a connection

with the beam and connecting block; or, it may be of

cast iron, like the intermediates, with wrought iron eye

plates, in place of the cast iron flanges with concaves

as seen at e. These should be fastened by efficient

means to the cast iron part of the upright; which lat-
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ter should have a cross-section nowhere less than

one square inch to each 2,000Ibs. of the gross panel

load. A complete wrought iron connection from beam
to elbow, however, is to be preferred.

The thickness of web and flanges of the uprights,

should J)e from f to J inch, and the cross-section of

upper chord cylinders should be about 20 per C. greater

than that of the portion of bottom chord forming the

opposite side of the oblique parallelogram included be-

tween consecutive main diagonals and included sections

of chords ; Sis dekl, Fig. 12.

The upright should be so formed as to bring the cen-

tres of upper and lower chords in the same vertical

plane.

Sway rods in this class of bridges, should be about

I" in diameter, with a turn buckle near one end for ad-

justment, and an eye at each end, for connection with

the bolt at e. The screw working in the turn buckle

is cut upon the short piece, which should be J" larger

in diameter than the long piece which has no screw

upon it.

The lower chords, king braces, and sway rods of the

endmost panels, connect with cast iron foot pieces

upon the abutments, as represented

in Fig. 36. The portion of lower

chord in the end panels, usually

consists of single rods, instead of

links, with an oblong eye at one

end to receive the connecting block, and a screw and

nut for connection witti the foot piece (Fig. 36), at the

other end.

This plan of construction will generally yield pre-

cedence to the Arch Truss plan, for short spans, except

for deck bridges upon rail roads, in which case the
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structure will be secured laterally, by x ties, or sway

rods between beams, and between king braces at the

ends; no X bracing being required between lower

chords.

Low trusses constructed in the manner above de-

scribed, have been used satisfactorily for supporting

the outside of wide side walks ; answering the pur-

poses of a protection railing at the same time. For

this purpose, the uprights are only 5 or 6 feet long, so
.

as to bring the upper chord about 4 feet above the

flooring. The first instance of this kind was in the

case of the canal bridge on Genesee street in Utica,

built 18 or 20 years ago, and repeatedly copied since.

CXX. Bridges from 80 to 100 feet for common roads

may be constructed with single canceled trusses, 13 to 14

feet high ; in which case the panels will require to be

wide (horizontally) in order to avoid an inclination of

diagonals too steep for good economy.

But for railroad purposes, the trusses require a depth

of about 20 feet to aiFord sufficient head room under

the top connections, unless the beams be suspended

below the bottom chords. Hence, the

Double Cancehted Truss

Bhould be adopted for "through bridges" of spans

exceeding 70 or 80 feet.

Figures 18 and 20 exhibit in outline, the general

character of the double cancelated trapezoidal truss

bridge ; and, it is only necessary in this place, to de.

scribe feasible modes of forming and connecting the

various members ; which may be done essentially as

described in the preceding section, with such modifi-

cations as follow.
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Fig. 37.

Cast Iron Uprights

are composed of two or more pieces. When of two
pieces, they may be connected by flanges and bolts at

the centre, where they should have a diameter of about

j^ of the length, and a cross-section determined by
the maximum stress, and the power of resistance of

the material, as indicated in the table [xciii.]

The upright may taper from the centre to either end

to a diameter of 5 to 6 inches, internally. The lower

end is to stand upon

a properly formed

seat [h Fig. 37),

upon the connect-

ing block of the

lower chord, and

may have an open-

ing at the bottom,

upon the inner side,

where the beam
may enter and rest

upon a seat (e), inside of the upright, upon the con-

necting block. The strength destroyed by this cutting

the post should be restored by additional metal in a

band or collar (c, Fig. 37), around the opening, and,

if necessary, by the wing flanges dd, extending 6 or 8

inches above the opening. To avoid too much cutting

of the post, the flanges of the beams may be reduced

to 3 or 3J inches in width. The post and beam seat

upon the connecting block may be elevated 3 or 4

inches above the links, as may be required, so as to

allow sway rods to pass through with simple screws

and nuts for adjustment; thus dispensing with turn-

buckles.
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Holes should be cast in the central part of the post,

for duigonals to pass obliquely through. Or, what is

perhaps better, the connecting bolts may be length-

ened so as to permit the insertion of an open box, or

frame, between the flanges, as seen at «, Fig. 37.

This intermediate piece should be so constructed as

to close the ends of the hollow pieces meeting it, and
prevent the water from getting inside.

The top end of the upright is forked, with concaves

for the connecting pin to rest in, as described in the

last section, and as seen at a. Fig. 38. The cap piece

of the post may be cast separate, or in connection with

the upper half of the column. Both plans have been

satisfactorily used. All joints, when practicable,

should be accurately fitted by turning or planing.

This plan of a cast iron upright, composed of two
principal parts, with or without* the centre piece, is

perhaps as good as any for general use ; the principal

disadvantage being the difficulty of giving a sufficient

diameter in the middle for stiffness, without two much
reducing the thickness of metal, or increasing the

amount of cross-section beyond the proper theoretical

proportions.

To obviate this difficulty, the device adopted in the

original model of the Trapezoidal bridge, was that of

using truss-rods, or stiffening rods, to secure the post

against lateral deflection, after the mannner shown in

Fig. 38.

In the case of using stiffening rods for the uprights,

it may be recommended to form each half of the column

in two pieces, somewhat in the manner above described

for the whole one, without stiffeners; making the

piece forming the end portion about Jth shorter
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than the other, with a strong flange at the larger end,

to afford attachments for the stiffeninsr rods.

Fig. 38.

In Fig. S8, a c d exhibits the upper half of the up-

right ; h, the stretcher at d ;
/.-, the flange at c (enlarged),

and i,j, enlarged sections of the two ends forming the

joint at c. The piece running toward the centre has no

flange at c, but has aif increase of thickness for a short

distance from the joint, as shown at J, and a diameter

about J" larger than the abutting piece, which latter

has a small burr entering the former
-J''

or J'' to keep

the ends in place. At d, each of the pieces meeting

at that point, has a bi-furcation, so as to form an open-

ing for diagonals to pass through, at the same time

passing through the stretcher h.

The lower half of the upright is the same as the

upper, except the end, which is squared to fit a flat

bearing upon the connecting block. An enlarged ver-

tical section of the lower end is shown at I, Fig. 38.

See also Fig. 37, where is shown the arrangement for

the beam to enter the opening in the lower part of the

upright, as described a few pages back.

Floor beams of wood or iron may be suspended be-

low the chords by bolts passing down through the

connecting blocks, or, wooden beams may be in two
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parts, resting upon flanges cast upon the upright a^^out

3'' above the lower end ; the beam timbers being hol-

lowed out upon the insides, so as to embrace the up-

right, in part, leaving a space of 2 or 3 inches between,

and secured in place by bolts and separating blocks.

The mode of inserting iron beams by means of open-

ings in the uprights, has already been explained.

Lateral x ties, or sway-rods may be inserted by bolting

to the beams (Figs. 31 and 33), attaching to the inner

end of connecting blocks, as at d, Fig. 35, or by passing

through the block between the links and the post and

beam seat, in the manner referred to two pages back.

Diagonal ties of wrought iron, and transverse struts

of wrought or cast iron, are also required between the

upper chords, to keep them in line. Cast iron cross-

struts may have the web and flange form of section,

with shallow sockets at the ends, to admit the connect-

ing bolts at the upper chord to enter, after passing

through eyes upon the upper sway-rods and nuts to

hold them in place. These sway-rods require turn-

buckles for adjustment, when they extend across one

panel only. But if the bridge be wide between trusses,

the rod may extend only from the end of one cross-

strut to the centre of the next, where it may pass

through the strut, and receive a nut on the end. Thus,

four rods meeting at the centre of the strut, each

having its appropriate hole to pass through, all as near

to one another as practicable, with sufficient space for

nuts to turn (see a and e, Fig. 39), it forms a conven-

ient arrangement for adjusting the rods to a proper

tension, at the same time affording lateral steadiness to

the cross -strut.

The end-most struts, however, should have no rods

connecting with them in the centre, as they can have
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Tio antagonist rods on the opposite sides to prevent the

springing of the struts. The end panels should have

two full diagonals with turn-buckles, and two half

diagonals connecting with the centre of next strut.

Fig. 39.

In Fig. 39, a shows the middle of the cross-strut,

with the upper flange removed; c, a joint of the upper

chord, where the connecting bolt passes transversely,

receiving eyes of sway-rods, and nut, and entering the

end of the strut at d ; the upper part of the strut being

removed, down to the socket. The bolt bears upon a

slight swell in the bottom of the socket, to ensure a

central thrust : (see also, 6, Fig. 38). At e is presented

a side view of the centre of the strut, showing the ar-

rangement of the holes.

A similar device has been used with good eifect for

giving lateral support to posts or thrust uprights, of

the web and flange form, so proportioned as to have

greater stiflTness transversely than lengthwise of the

truss.

It has been demonstrated that the weight sustained

by these posts, increases toward the ends of the truss,

while the tension of counter diagonals runs out to

nothing, a little way from the centre of the truss. For

instance, 4/6 Fig. 18, sustains ^w"—\\w'^ which is a

negative quantity whenever w is less than 4w?', that is,
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when the greatest movable load is less than four times

the weight of structure, as is usually the case. But
instead of dispensing with that member, and other

counters on the left, they may be made in two pieces

each, off" or f" iron, connecting with the upright at

the crossing by screws and nuts, in the manner above

described ; thus preventing the uprights from deflect-

ing lengthwise of the truss, where the greatest weights

act upon them, and where otherwise, they would re-

quire to be heavier.

General Transverse Support.

CXXI. The system of cross-struts and diagonal ties

serves to preserve the upper chords in line, but does

not prevent the whole structure from swaying bodily

to the right or left ; a result which would be fatal to

the structure.

In the arch truss Fig. 27, the width of base at the

bearings upon abutments, resulting from the peculiar

form of the arch, affords the required stability in this

respect.

In case of the trapezoidal truss, when high, various

devices have been resorted to for producing the

same results. For deck bridges, cross tying between

king braces at the ends, is an easy and efficient means

of accomplishing the object. For through bridges,

guys from the connecting bolt at the elbow of the ob-

tuse angle, anchored in the abutment, may be em-

ployed. But this requires extra length of abutments

and piers, and the effects of change of temperature,

are, to tighten and slacken the guys, so as to impair

their efficiency.

To obviate the latter objection, double acting guys

(acting by thrust and tension), applied at one side only
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of the bridge, have been employed : the effect of

temperature being only to very slightly sway the

bridge laterally, but not so as to be detrimental to sta-

bility. This also, requires 5 or 6 feet more length of

pier, than what is necessary to bear the vertical pres-

sure.

Again, the king braces have been made with two

branches diverging from the elbow to a base of 2 or 3

feet in width, according to height of truss. This plan

has been used in a large number of bridges, with sa-

tisfactory results. But it contracts to a small degree,

the available width of bridge ; not, however, so as to

produce material inconvenience.

Another device is, the introduction of two or more
long beams, extending 5 or 6 feet outside of the trusses,

say at the first thrust uprights from the ends (as over

Figs. 3J, 3J, Fig. 18), with guys extending from the

connecting bolt at the upper chord, to the ends of said

long beams (see g Fig. 38).

Arches may also be introduced at the ends of the

bridge, attached to the king braces, say a quarter of

the way down from the top, and with the connecting bolt

at the elbow. These may be made with a full, or an

open-work web, and flanges of 2J or 2J inch angle

iron upon both sides of the web, at the top, and around

the arch, and either angle iron or plain flat bars, along

the sides next the king braces.

A w^eb of ^^" plates placed edge to edge, and bat-

tened upon both sides with plates of the same about
4'^ wide, riveted alternately on each side of the seam,

with angle iron, etc., as above, riveted once in 6'', forms

a stift^and substantial arch for the purpose under con-

sideration, such as have been used effectively in a

bridge of 160ft. span.
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Moreover, simple arch braces extending from the
king brace to a stiff and substantial cross beam from

elbow to elbow

K .^ CA. 31 ' (see Fig. 40), will

effect nearly the

same result as the

arch. In both

cases, a considera-

ble degree of lateral

stress is liable to

be thrown upon the

king braces, which

accordingly should

be strong, or sup-

ported by truss

rods, and struts

opposite the feet of the arch or braces.

Whether the truss rods be used or not, it is advisa-

ble that the connection with the king brace be made
by means of a bolt running through the whole dia-

meter of the king brace, with nut or shoulder bearing

externally and internally upon both sides, to counteract

any tendency to collapse.

Fig. 40 presents an end view of a bridge, showing

arch braces, with truss rods to sustain the thrust of

arch braces against king braces. The internal figure

gives an enlarged view of the connection at the elbow.

A strap a (about f'^xS''), bent twice at right angles,

is riveted or bolted to the flanges of an I beam
(about 9'' deep), leaving a space of about 4 inches from

the end of the I beam, for eyes of two sway rods and a

nut upon the large connecting bolt. This bolt in large

bridges being from 3 to 4 inches in diameter through

the elbow, is reduced to 2 or 2J inches in the part pro-
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jecting through the strap above mentioned, and the

eyes of sway rods.

The truss rods may not be necessary (with substan-

tial king braces), for spans not exceeding 150 feet.

But they will add to the security, in all cases of rail-

road bridges having cast iron king braces. These
members being over twice the length of the cylinders

in the upper chord, are usually cast in two pieces, and

connected by bolts and flanges in the middle, where

they have a diameter of about ^^ of the length of

brace, and taper to the size of the upper chord at the

ends.

CXXII. Wrought Iron Thrust Members.

The trapezoidal bridge, as described in detail in the

preceding section, and as originally intended, is a

wrought and cast iron bridge. But it will readily be

seen that with slight modification of detail, it is easily

adapted to the use of wrought iron upper chord, verti-

cal posts, and main end braces ; which latter, for con-

venience, have been designated in this work, as king

braces.

All of these members may be in the form of the

patent wrought iron column of the Phoenix Iron Co.

of Pennsylvania, formed of flanged segments, united

by riveting ; or of rectangular w^rought iron trunks, as

well as various other forms of section.

For the Phoenix column, a cast iron connecting

piece may be inserted at the joints of the upper chord,

with ends formed to enter the squared ends of the

chord cylinders, and receive them against a shoulder

of the connecting piece. This piece may have an

opening in the under side to receive the diagonals

and uprights, where they are secured by a transverse
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connecting bolt, in the same manner as at the joint of

the cast iron chord cylinders, as before described. In

this case the upright may have a cast iron top piece,

formed as seen in Figs. 35 and 38 upon the top of cast

iron uprights. A separate top piece has sometimes

been used with cast iron verticals.

Fig. 41.

The connecting piece may also be formed as indi-

cated in Fig. 41, with a downward branch like pro-

cess to meet and receive the squared end of the vertical

in the same manner as the horizontal part connects

with chord cylinders. In this case the connecting

piece must have openings as at 6 6 Fig. 41, for the eyes

diagonals to enter.

Fig. 41, shows an inside view of the joint piece, as

it would appear if cut vertically and longitudinally,

and the near half removed. The horizontal part con-

sists of a cylindrical shell a little thicker than the

wrought iron chord cylinder, with ribs upon the out-

side corresponding with those of the wrought cylinders,

and as shown in end view c. Upon the inside, the

ring and flanges a a, project inward, leaving usually a

space of about 5 inches (according to dimensions of
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bridge), for eyes of diagonals. These are to ease the
lateral strain of the connecting bolt or pin.

The process meeting the vertical, may be rectangu-

lar in horizontal section, composed of two parallel flat

plates, in form as may suit the taste of the designer,

united by two irregular plates formed to the profile of

the parallel plates. The openings for diagonals, are, of

course, through the irregular plates. These are drawn
in at the bottom so as to form a square with the paral-

lel sides, large enough to cover the flanges of the 4

segment column selected for the upright. See Fig. 41.

The inside of the square d^ is filled in to form a hol-

low round, about an inch less in diameter than the

hollow of the column, that it may have a ring or collar

(represented by the inner white ring around d), project-

ing about 2 inches beyond the shoulder into the wrought

iron column.

On the top of the joint piece may be an arrangement

of oblique holes for the attachment of lateral x ties,

and on the inside, facing the opposite truss, an abutting

seat for the cross-strut, which may be in the form of a

6" I beam, or such other form as may be preferred.

The foot of the post may stand upon a properly

formed seat upon the connecting block of the lower

chord, with an opening to receive the beam, in the

same manner as described for the cast iron post. See

Fig. 37.

It will be necessary ror diagonals to pass through the

centres of uprights, and for that purpose 10 or 12 inches

in length, as may be necessary, may be left out of two

opposite segments, and the strength thus lost, restored

by additional metal, in such form as may be found con-

venient and eflicient. Or, a cast-iron middle piece may
be inserted in the upright.
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111 the case of an upper chord of rectangular trunks,

and uprights of other than a cjliiidrical form, the joint

piece will be correspondingly modilied.

The position of diagonals may be reversed, connect-

ing by an eye with a wrought cylindrical connecting

pin at the lower chord, and by screw and nut with the

joint piece of the upper chord. This involves merely

a question of practical economy and convenience.

Sometimes, also, the connection is made by an eye

at both ends ot^ the diagonal, depending upon accuracy,

as to length, in the manufacture, for the proper ad-

justment of parts. It is also practicable to provide

means of adjustment in the length of vertical members.

CXXILI. But, to enumerate all the changes, and

peculiarities of detail admissible in the construction of

the Trapezoidal Truss Bridge, even if practicable, could

hardly be regarded as expedient in this place. The
essential requisities are, to provide material enough of

good quality in all parts, to withstand the forces to which

they are respectively liable, with efficient connections

of parts, by the most direct and simple means, and with

s'lch an arrangement and adjustment as may produce

the most uniform degree of strain upon all parts of

each member. For instance, ecah section of the lower

chord is usually composed of several bars, and it is im-

portant that each should sustain its proportionate share

of the stress.

In the link chord composed of two links to each

panel, if the links be properly fitted, the two sides of

each must act very nearly alike, while the connecting

block acts as a sort of balance beam to equalize the

tension of Jinks acting upon its two ends; and, if the

two links of a pair vary slightly in length, the connect-

28
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ing block still secures equality of stress upon the two.

The same is the case with regard to a chord composed
of two eye bars instead of links, to each panel.

But the serious mistake is sometimes committed, of

putting. the two links or bars upon the same side of

those in the succeeding panel,
Fig. 42. ^g ^^ ^'ig 42 ; where it is ob-

vious that the inside links (a,

b, c), are exposed to more ac-

tion than d, e,/.

For, if the inside links be

8", and the outside ones 4" from centre of pin, since

a and b tend to turn the pin in one direction about its

centre, and d ande in the opposite direction, the forces

being in equilebirio— the moments (with respect to the

centre), of forces tending in one direction, must be

equal to those of forces tending in the opposite direc-

tion. Hence, representing the stresses of the several

links by the letters designating them respectively on

the diagram, we have 3 X (a + 6) = 4 x (<i + e), whence,

a -|- 6 — I (d -h e) ; showing J more stress upon the in-

side than upon the outside links.

On the contrary, if the link e, be removed to e' upon

the inside of a, then d and e' act in one direction, and

a and b in the otJier; and, assuming as before, the

inside links to be 3", and the outside ones 4'' from

centre of pin, we have 4a + 36 = 4c? + 3e'. But a i- d
== 6 + e', and if the force be communicated at the ends,

equally upon the two sides of the chord, giving equal

stress upon a and d, for instance, the tendency is to an

even balanced action throughout the length of chord.

Hence the two links of each panel should always

act upon the connecting block or pin, at equal dis-

tances from centre of pin.
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Multiplex Chords.

CXXIV. Ill very long or heavy bridges, the required

araouut of chord section in the middle portion of the

truss, is so great, that it is deemed expedient to intro-

duce more than two links or eye bars to the panel.

This is sometimes done by alternating them upon the

connecting pin, increasing the number and sizes ac-

cording to the increase of stress from panel to panel

toward the centre. *

This mode of construction, unless the bars be ar-

ranged and proportioned with almost impracticable

care and nicety, is liable to be attended by an accumu-

lation of lateral strain upon the connecting pin, beyond

what it can bear without bending, or springing so much
as to materially disturb the equality of stress upon

the links, or chord bars.

Fig. 43.

7l7gG/5C4A3C2l)la

To illustrate this subject, let Fig. 43, represent one

quarter of the chord of a 16 panel bridge. The line

CC may denote the central axis of the chord running

through the centres of connecting pins ; D, at a dis-

tance of, say 8" from C, the Hue in which the diago-

nals act upon pins, and the other parallel lines at

intervals of 3'' from D, and from one another (see Figs.
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on right hand of diagram), the centres of thickness of

links, at which points the action of respective links

is supposed to be concentrated upon the pins. Also,

let a, b, c, etc., represent the panels of the chords.

"Now, if 15W, or 15, represent the stress upon the

chord in the two first panels, a and b, that of the suc-

ceeding panels to the centre, will be as 22, 34, 44, 52,

58 and 62 (see lower figures in diagram), and the dia-

gonals (producing increments of action upon chord),

will have a horizontal action represented by 7 in panel

b, by 12 in panel c, and so on by 10, 8, 6, 4. These

being added successively to 15, produce the numbers
just stated for the chord in the several panels.

The first three panels, a^b and c, require only one link

upon each side, as indicated by the oblique black lines.

The 4th panel, d, may have 2 links on a side, and the

most favorable position for them, as regards action

upon connecting pins, will be as shown, diverging

from the central axis, so as to bring the end toward

the abutment, nearest to the main diagonal connecting

with the same pin.

The first pin, connecting a and 6, having two equal

forces acting in opposition, but at different distances

from the centre line (7, we take the moments of these

forces with respect to that line^ which are, for a,

15 X 14=210, and for 6, 15 X 11=165. The diff'erence (45)

between these moments, equals the moment of the

resultant, or the lateral stress of the pin, exerted on a

leverage of V\

Assuming the value of W, our unit of stress (and

always understood as annexed to the figures denoting

stress), to represent 5,000ibs. we have for stress of pin

in this case, 45 X 5,000-^L. The L, being V may be

omitted in the expression.
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Theri,makinga:=diameterofpin,itsresistingpower=

:^x4,500 (see [xcviii])= .785x^ X x x 4,500 -^ 1''=

8,532. 5x^; and putting this equal to 45x5,000 (the stress

above found), we obtain a:=4" (very nearly),= required

diameter of pin.

At the next pin we take the moments of one link

15xl4''=210, and one diagonal, 7 x8''=56, making 266

in one direction, against that of one link, 22x11'^=

242. Hence the resultant moment = 24, and 24 X

5,000=3,532.5x^, gives the required diameter of pin in

the centre, x=3J', nearly. But this is the general

stress in the portion of pin between diagonals, and

may be greater or less than at certain points where

forces are applied. For instance, if the aggregate

moments of forces in opposite directions be equal, the

resultant moment is nothing, and the middle portion

of the pin, between diagonals has no stress, and might

be cut out and removed, as far as strength of cliord is

concerned. In the case in hand, the moment of link

b, with respect to link c, equals 15''x3== 45=stress of

pin at centre ofc. Hence the required diameter at

this point is found by the equation 45x5,000=3,532.5

X3^, whence a:=4", the same as pin ^o. 1.

At the next pin, if we add another link, making 2

links sustaining 34^, at an average of 14'' from centre,

giving a moment of 476, against one link, 22x14, +
one diagonal 12x8=404, we obtain a resultant mo-

ment of 72 ; whence, 72x5,000 = 3,532.5^:3, and x =
4.67 inches, = required central diameter of pin, and as

will be readily seen on trial, the greatest required at

any point.

Again, assuming at the 4th pin 2 links and 1 dia-

gonal against two links, we have for the former,

34x17'' + 10x8 = 658, and for the latter, 44x14 =
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616, whence the resultant moment is 42. Therefore

the equation 42x5,000 = 3,532.5a:^, gives a: = 3.9 inches,

= required diameter in centre, while for the outside

link on this pin, the stress, 17, multiplied bj 3 shows

a momentof 51. Hence, x = ^(^^^j:^) == 4.16 inches

=» required diameter at that point.

At the 5th pin, there are 3 links, against 2 links and

one diagonal, giving moments for the latter, 44x17+
8x8 = 812, and for the former, 52x17 = 884

;

whence

the resultantmoment = 72, and x = ^(l^Ji-ilj^)= 4.67
- ^ 8,ai32.5

inches.

The moments at pin I^o. 6, are, for 3 links, 52x20, +
(for diagonal) 6x8 = 1088, in one direction, and for 3

links, 58x17 = 986, giving a resultant of 102 ; whence,

a;=»^(iMx£000j_5 24.
£{,5t32.5 '

Lastly, adding another link at the 7th pin, the

moments are 58x20 -J- (for diagonal) 4x8, = 1,192,

against 62 x20^' == 1240, whence the resultant is 48,

and^= X?g|W) = 4.08.

In this case the eyes, or link-ends are supposed to be

bored in the direction of the pin, a little obliquely to

the direction of the link, so as to bear through the

whole thickness, as long as the pins remain perfectly

straight. But the pins having a degree of elasticity,

and considerable length, must yield to the action of

links, springing more or less in the direction of the

greater sum of moments. It will be seen, moreover,

that in each case, the consecutive ends entering the

outside link, as 3 and 4, 5 and 6, &c., are always sprung

toward one another ; the inevitable result of which

must be, a relief or relaxation of the outside link,

whence it must sustain a less degree of strain than its

fellows located farther from the ends of the pins.
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Now, as a 12 foot link, under a stress of 10,000ft)s. to

the inch is extended less than -~- of a foot, a slight

springing of connecting pins would relax the outside

links materially, especially when the pins tend to spring

toward one another.

Again, if the links run parallel with the centre of

chord, and at right angles with the connecting pins,

as indicated by the double black lines (Fig. 43), the

moments of forces upon — pin ]N"o. 5, for instance, will

be— for 3 links acting toward the right hand, 44 x
17 + (for diagonal) 8x8 = 812, against 3 links acting

toward the left, with moments equal to 52 x20 == 1,040,

ehowinff a difference of 228 ; whence a:=^(?^^>iM2?) =
6.85 inches — required diameter of pin at the centre.

At pin No. 6, are 3 links with a combined moment
of 52 X 20, + (for diagonal), 6x8, = 1076, against 3

links with a combined moment of 58 X 17 = 986, show-

ing a difference of 90 ; consequently, x = ^(^^2<|1^) =
5.03 inches = required diameter of pin.

Such would be the result as to stress and required

diameter of pin, provided the pin remain perfectly

straight. It is true that the spring of the pin in the

direction of the greater moment, or sum of moments,

will, in practice, produce an obliquity in its direction

through the eyes, which will throw the centres of bear-

ing upon the pin, nigher to the adjacent sides of the

eyes, and thus reduce the difference of opposite mo-

ments, and consequently, the stress upon the pin. But

such relief to the pin must be attended with a disturb-

ance of the central and uniform strain of the chord

bar; the strain being brought near one side of the bar.

Moreover, as this can only result from actual springing

of the pin, there must inevitably be a degree of relaxa-
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tion of the outside link, whenever the pins at its two

ends are deflected toward one another. On the con-

trary, an outside link or bar connecting with two pins

springing /rom one another, is necessarily subjected to

greater strain than those nigher the centres of pins, in

the same panel.

In this case, the forces tend to spring the pins toward

one another at the ends, whence the outside link must

suffer more or less relaxation.

It seems unnecessary to carry these examples further.

The above results show a decided advantage in the ob-

lique position of links, diverging toward the centre of

the span, so as to have the inside link opposed to the

diagonal.

The arrangement of links, or eye bars, here assumed,

and the amount of stress assigned to them, are no ex-

aggeration upon what has been put in practice. But
the preceding calculations must be sufficient to demon-

strate the exceptionable character of such practice.

Two links upon a side (4 to the panel), after two or

three panels next the end, so thin as not to occupy

an unnecessary length of pin— each taking hold of

the pin outside of the succeeding one toward the cen-

tre of the truss, may be admissible. But a greater

number, in the opinion of the author, for reasons al-

ready given, is not to be recommended.

Double Chord.

CXXV. To obviate the difficulty attending the use

of the multiplex chord, consisting of many links in a

panel, we may make use of-what may be distinguished

as a Double Chord.

We have seen [lvi], that in double cancelated trusses

with vertical members, there are two independent sets
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of diagonals and verticals, which have no interchange

of action between one another. ^N'ow, each of these

sets may have its own lower chord, also acting inde-

pendently, each of the other, but uniting at the same

point at the foot of the king brace, which is common
to both sets of web members.

In such case, the two chords (which we may call sub-

chords), may be one above the other, and composed of

links or ej^e-bars, extending horizontally across two

panels ; the links or bars of one sab-chord connecting

opposite the centre of those in the other, and the up-

rights in one set, being as much longer than those in

the other, as the distance, vertically, between the up-

per and lower sub-chords.

By this means, about one-half of the extra material

in chord connections would be saved; and a more uni-

form stress upon the chord bars secured, than would

be practicable, even with 4 links acting upon one con-

necting pin.

Detached, and Concrete Plans of Construction.

CXXVI. In the plan of Trapezoidal truss had under
consideration in the last few preceding sections, the

several members are formed in separate pieces, to be

erected in place, and connected by screws, bolts, con-

necting pins, &c., as the parts of wooden bridges and
building frames are erected, after being framed and
prepared, each for its particular place.

There is another mode of construction, in which

members and parts of members are permanently riveted

together in place; or, in case of small bridges, the

whole structure is permanently put together at the

manufactory, and transported by water or rail to the

place of erection and use. The former of these may
29
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be called the detached, and the latter, the concrete mode
of construction.

The detached plan is probably the best adapted to

wrought and cast iron bridges, and also, at least, equally

adapted to bridges entirely, or essentially constructed

of wrought iron, when vertical thrust uprights are em-

ployed.

But it can hardly be regarded as advisable to con-

struct iron bridges with independent members, without

thrust verticals. For, although as we have seen, [xlvi,]

the latter plan shows a trifle less action upon the ma-

terial than the plan with verticals, the oblique thrust

members in the web, are 40 or 50 per cent longer (ac-

cording to inclination), as well as being in greater

number, and sustaining less average action to the piece.

The 7 panel truss. Fig. 12, has 4 compression verti-

cals, liable to an average action of 8w;'' ; while truss

Fig. 18, has not less than 6 diagonals, liable to an

average compression o^ 4iW" v/2 (when the inclinatioD

is 45°), equal to 5.65?^?''. In the mean time, these

members being over 40 per cent longer, and sustain-

ing only about the same aggregate amount of action,

can not be so economically proportioned to perform

their required labor, when acting independently, as

the fewer and shorter uprights.

8till, the Trapezoid with individual members is

practicable, probably with about the same economy of

material without verticals as with them ; and, if it be

deemed expedient to adopt the former, the modes of

forming and connecting the various parts may be so

nearly like those already described for the latter, that

particular specifications will not be given in this place.

The essential conditions to be observed, are, besides

proportioning the parts to the kind and degree of strain
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to which they may be exposed, to see that the forms

of diagonals liable to compressive action, be made
capable of withstanding such action, according to the

table of negative resistances [xciii]; and, that those

liable to a change of action from tension to compres-

sion, and the contrary, be formed and connected in such

manner as to enable them to act in both directions.

CXXVII. In the concrete, or rivet work plan of

construction, the Trapezoid without verticals may, it

is thought, be generally adopted with advantage.

Upon this branch of the subject, however, but little of

detail will be attempted at this time, the author having

had very little direct practical experience in the pre-

mises.

The first point to be attended to, of course, as in all

cases of bridge construction, is, to arrange the general

outline and proportions of the truss ; that is, the num-

ber of panels, and depth of truss suitable for the par-

ticular case in hand. This being done, the amount

and kind of force, whether thrust or tension, to which

each part is liable, should be determined ; for which

purpose, the value of w^ and of w' (the variable and

constant panel load for the truss), must be assumed, or

estimated according to the best data at command
;

when the stresses of the several parts are readily ob-

tained by process already explained
;
[xliv, &c.].

"We are then prepared to assign the requisite cross-

section to each part, and to adopt a suitable form of

bar, or combination of bars and plates, for each mem-
ber. Thrust members will usually (if long), be formed

of several parts, mostly flat plates, angle iron, T iron,

and channel iron, united by riveting in such form of

cross-section as may give the largest diameter practi-
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cable without too much attenuation of the thickness

of material, a point upon which no certain rules can be

given.

Flat plates, when connected by riveting at the edges,

may be of a width of 30 to 40 times the thickness per-

haps, without liability to " buckle" under reasonabfe

compression. When riveted along the centre, a width

of 12 to 20 times the thickness, -will be in better pro-

portion.

Upper Chord.

CXXYIII. A good upper chord may be made in

rectangular, or box form, of flat plates and angle iron

;

or, for small bridges, of channel iron, with flanges

either inward or outward, upon the two vertical sides,

with flat plates upon upper and under sides ; the upper

riveted, and the lower one either riveted, or put on

with screws, tapped into the lower flanges of the

channel bars.

The upper plate, when flanges turn inward, may
project half an inch, or an inch, and the lower one,

come even with the sides. The channel bars should

meet at the nodes, or connecting points, and a splice

plate covering the joint may project below the chord

far enough to form a connection with diagonals by

riveting. (Fig. 44).

Diagonals acting by tension only, may be plain flat

bars of width from 8 to 10 times the thickness. Those

acting by thrust principally, may be of T iron with

short diagonal bars riveted to the mid rib, [e Fig. 44),

giving a width corresponding with that of the upper

chord, or with the space between tension diagonals,

so that the latter may be riveted to the crgss-plate of

the T iron at the crossings, to give lateral support to
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the thrust members. Angle iron may also be used in-

stead of T iron, in these members.

Fig. 44.

Diagonals acting by both thrust and tension, should

be formed and connected with reference to the forces

they are liable to.

For small bridges, small plain I bars may be used

for thrust diagonals with advantage.

In all cases of tension, rivets should be so arranged

when practicable, as to leave all the section available,

except the diameter of a single rivet hole; that is,

no section through two or more holes, including the

one farthest from the end, should have less area than

a square section through one hole, [cxvii, Fig. 31.]

In Fig. 44, a, a, &c., represent tension diagonals, of

plain flat bars, with cross-section proportioned to the

stress in each case ; 6,6— thrust diagonals of T iron

and short diagonal plates, as seen af. e; c, c, the upper.
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and c?, the lower chord ; the dotted line j, shows the

meeting of lower chord plates, about 4 inches toward

the abutment from the point of meeting of the several

centres of chord and diagonals. The side plates of up-

per chord may meet at the centre of the node, or con-

necting point.

The upper splice plates are of irregular form (or, they

may be cut on a regular slant from upper to lower

angle), but such as to cut without waste of iron. They
may be clipped out upon the under side, as by the

curved line, or not, as may be preferred.

The lower splice plates may be rectangular, and of

such length and width as to admit of a sufficient num-
ber of rivets, properly arranged, to be equal in strength

to the net section of chord plate and diagonals.

It is scarcely necessary to repeat, that rivet section

connecting two thicknesses of plate only, should exceed

the net section of plate by as much as the direct tensile

strength exceeds the shear-strength of iron.

Lower Chord.

CXXIX. The following plan of a flat plate bottom

chord adapted to a connection of diagonals by connect-

ing pins, is transcribed from the author's former work

;

and, by widening the splice plates, as in Fig. 44, is

equally adapted to the concrete mode of construction

;

i. e., by rivet work.

The plan contemplates each half-chord as composed

of two courses of plates (except near the ends), spliced

alternately, one at each node so as to " break joints."

The two half chords are to be placed at such distance

apart as to accommodate the connections with dia-

gonals, and with uprights, when used in connection

with uprights.
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For a 16 panel truss, as arranged in Figures 18 and

19. Suppose w = l'2m {m representing l,000ib3.) ; w^ =
4m, and W = 16m, ^ w + w^ ; — diagonals (except the

steep ones), inclining 45®.

The end brace, then, sustaining TJW = 120?n, [lvi],

produces tension equal to 60m, upon the first and

second section of chord, in Fig. 18, the proportions for

which will be here considered. Allowing then, 10m
to the square inch, each half chord requires a plate of

about 8'' byj^^g'', up to the second node from the end.

This plate may extend— say within 8'' of the centre

of the connecting pin at the 2d node, where it may be

connected with a f" plate, by two splice-plates about

27'' long (see A. Fig. 45), with a net section equal to

the /g" plate, or, say J" thick. Fig. 45, exhibits a

disposition of rivet and pin holes, at A, so arranged as

to preserve the full section of plates, less the diameter

of a single V rivet hole.

Or, the splice-plates maybe 7" shorter, and ^ thicker,

and the two rivets next the joint (J), on either side,

opposite one another, as at BB, Fig. 45 ; thus giving

the same section (of splice-plates), through two opposite

rivets in the thicker, as through one rivet in thinner

and longer splice plates. In this case, the joint should

be 4J'' from centre of connecting pin (p), and a little

more, when the rivets exceed 1" in diameter.

At the third node, an increase of section is required,

and a f" plate may be added on the inside, lapping 9

or 10 inches back of the pin, with a J" splice plate of

the B pattern to balance the extra inch in width re-

quired for opposite rivet holes, and a 2" pin hole.

The inside plate continuing past the next, or 4th

node, the f' outside plate may be met by, and spliced

to a J" plate, in either of the modes indicated by A and
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B, Fio^. 45. On plan B, the outside splice plate should

be at least J" thick, and the inside one, y^g". In this,

as in other cases where a thinner plate meets a thicker

one, the former is to be furred out to the thickness of

the latter.

At the 5th node, the outside plate may continue,

while the inside one is succeeded by a f plate, with a

J" splice-plate inside, and one of ^^" thickness upon

tiie outside ; splice-plates in all cases being intended

to be upon the outside, and not between the two courses

of plates forming the half chord.

The same general process being continued, each

course being spliced at alternate nodes, and breaking

joints with one another, we introduce in the outside

course, a V plate from the 6th node to the centre

of the chord, and a f plate from the 7th node, past

the centre to the 9th node, and so on, with a reversed

order of succession to the other end of the chord.

The two 1" plates in the outside course, should meet

at the centre connecting pin, and all other joints should

be a few inches from the pin, on the side toward the

end of the chord, as in diagram, Fig. 45.

Fia. 45.

Each pair of splice plates should have a minimum

net section, together with the net section of the con-

tinued plate, at least equal to the sections of the con-

tinued, and the thinner spliced plate, through one of

the smaller rivets used in the splice ; and the relative

thickness of the two splice plates should, as nearly
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as practicable, be inversely as the respective distances

of their centres from the centre of the spliced plate.

For illustration ; at the 6th node, the continuous

plate is f , and the thinner spliced plate ^'\ making in

the two, a thickness of IJ'', by 1" for the net width

;

giving a section of lOJ square inches. This splice re-

quiriug IJ'' rivets next the joint, to give the necessary

rivet section, the net width of splice plates and con-

tinuous plate through two opposite \y rivets, is only

6J''. Consequently, the aggregate thickness required

to give lOJ square inches, is about 1.91''' ; and, deduct-

ing 0.625'' for the continuous plate, we have 1.285"

for thickness of the two splice-plates.

Then, representing thickness of spliced plate by a

(disregarding the furring plate, or including it in the

quantity a), that of the continuous plate by 6, that of

the two splice-plates by c, and that of the thicker one

by a:; we form the following equation, as will be ob-

vious on reference to Fig. 46, which is an edge view

of splice at node 6.

XX J {a-\-x) = {c—x) X (6+ J {ci^-c—x) ; whence, the

formula x = c x {a-\-2b-\-c) -r- 2 (ft+b+ c).

This formula applied to the case represented in Fig.

46, gives X = 0.7804", and c—x = 0.5046".

Fig. 46

mm—mm-A !—-»^^ * r? .1

,

:
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The letter a in the diagram shows the splicing of a

1" with a J" plate, the thickness being equalized by a

furring plate.

Figure 46 gives also, a general idea of the splices pro-

posed for this kind of chord, in case of the adoption of

30
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the short splice plates and opposite rivets, as seen at

BB, Fig. 45. p indicates the connecting pin (which, in

the concrete plan of construction should be replaced

by two opposite rivets, as seen in Fig. 44), having a

cross-section in the parts passing through the chord

plates, about equal to that of one of the two main dia-

gonals connecting with each pin respectively, at the

several nodes.

The body of the pin between chord plates, should

have lateral stitlness enough to withstand the stress

produced by diagonals horizontally, estimated upon
the principles of the lever, which will be greater as the

distance of diagonals from chord plates is greater, and

the contrary. If the bearing of the upright upon the

pin be between the diagonals and the chord plates, as

by a bi-furcation like that at the upper chord (see a

Fig. 38) the body of the pin will usually require a

section about equal to that of the two main diagonals

connected with it. But this is no certain rule.

The ends of the connecting pin should extend through

the chord plates so as to receive a thin nut upon each

end, and also the eyes of sway rods upon the inside

end, in case that mode of connection be adopted for

those parts.

In the case of trusses without verticals constructed

in rivet work, the best balanced action will be secured

by connecting diagonals between the splice plates, by

means of rivets through both, thus bringing each dia-

gonal bar directly over each half chord, and ])roducing

uniform stress, as nearly as is practicable. When dia-

gonal bars do not fill the space between splice-plates,

the deficiency may be made up by furring plates, or

thimble rings.
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Tension diagonals will usually require from 25 to 33

per cent of extra section to make up the loss in rivet

holes. In thrust diagonals, no allowance need gene-

rally be made for rivet holes, as rivets properly distri-

buted, will not impair the efficiency of the member in

withstanding compression.

With regard to the relative merits of this kind of

lower chord, it requires, in the proportions above as-

sumed, namely, 8'' width of plates and T' diameter of

the smaller rivets, about 14 per cent of extra section

on account of rivet holes, through the whole length.

For splice plates and rivets, at least an equal amount
should be allowed, making 28 per cent for waste ma-

terial, over and above the net available length and

cross-section. The corresponding waste in the link

chord, and in the eye-plate chord [cxiv], can scarcely

exceed 10 per cent, when the connections are made
with wrought iron pins.

Hence, the advantage as to economy of material,

seems decidedly in favor of the latter plans ; and the

cost of manufacture can hardly be estimated in favor

of the former. If the riveted chord, then, have any

claim to favor and preference, it is mostly owing to

the fact, that being manufactured cold, it escapes the

deteriorating effects frequently resulting to iron in the

process of forging and welding, and the risk of flaws,

and imperfect cohesion of the welded surfaces.

How far this consideration should be regarded as an

offset, or an overbalance to 15 or 20 per cent, of ma-

terial lost in rivet holes and splices, further experience

and observation alone can probably ^determine.
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Sway Bracing.

CXXX. The primary and essential purpose of a

bridge is, to withstand vertical forces which are certain,

and, to a large extent, determinate in amount. "We

can estimate nearly the weight of a train of rail road

cars, a drove of cattle, or a crowd of people ; and the

amount of material required to sustain them.

But the lateral, or transverse forces to which a

bridge superstructure is liable, are of a casual nature,

depending upon conditions of which we have only a

vague and general knowledge ; and, can not predeter-

mine their effects with any considerable degree of

certainty.

We knowfuU well from experience, that it is always

expedient to provide every bridge superstructure with

means of support against transverse horizontal forces
;

and we introduce certain parts and members for that

express purpose. These have been frequently alluded

to heretofore in this work, under the designation of

sway rods, lateral ties, or lateral braces. But no attempt

has ever been made, to the author's knowledge, to

point out the proper sizes and proportions of such

members, upon any determinate principles or data.

In this respect, reliance has mostly been placed upon

"judgment,'' and general observation as to precedent

and common practice ; as was the case in fact, with

regard to bridge construction generally, until within

the last twenty-five or thirty years. Within this

period, and since the extensive use of iron in bridge

construction has been introduced, more attention has

been given to scientific principles, in adjusting the pro-

portions uf the several parts and members designed to

withstand the effects of vertical pressure.
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The modern bridge builder, if he has been properly

educated for his business, having arranged the outline

of his truss, makes his computations, and marks upon

each line of his diagram, so many thousand pounds of

tension upon this, so many tons of compression upon

that, and so much shear strain, or lateral strain upon

each rivet, connecting pin, or beam, and assigns to

each place a member containing such an amount, and

such a kind of material, as experience has proved to

be sufficient to sustain the given stress with safety.

Thus far, his course is scientific and sensible. But in

arranging his system for securing lateral stability and

steadiness, science can lend him but little assistance.

He knows the wind w^ill blow against the side of his

structure ; but whether with a maximum force o? one

hundred pounds, or as many thousands, he has no

means of knowing with any considerable degree of

certainty, or probability.

He knows, furthermore, that every deviation from a

straight line by a body passing over and upon a bridge,

even to changing the weight of a pedestrian from one

foot to the other (unless his steps be directly in front

of one another, and this could hardly form an excep-

tion), is attended by more or less tendency to lateral

swaying of the structure.

Every inequality in the line of a rail road track,

laterally or vertically, unless both rails have precisely

the same vertical deviation, produces a transverse mo-

tion in the centre of gravity of the load, and conse-

quently a lateral sway in the structure. The passage

of a carriage wheel over a stick or a pebble, raising

one wheel above the opposite one, changes the centre

of gravity of the load to the right or left, and impels

the structure in the opposite direction.
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These are some of the external causes generating

transverse action, and motion of the structure. But
in addition to these, the upper chord itself, acting by
thrust, is, at best, in unstable equilibrio, and liable at

all times to exert more or less transverse action, and,

if not kept in line by an efficient system of transverse

bracing or tying, will lose its equilibrium, and be de-

prived of the power of performing its appropriate

functions in the structure.

E'ow, these disturbing lateral forces are quite small,

compared with the vertical action upon the trusses
;

and, the vertical strength of the truss does not neces-

sarily imply any power of resistance transversely ; the

tendency of the lower chord to preserve a straight line,

being essentially balanced by that of upper chord or

arch to buckle laterally;* provided the chords be so

dependent upon one another that both must sway to

the right or left at the same time.

Hence, it is always expedient to provide some es-

pecial means for counteracting these lateral forces,

which is usually done by the introduction of a system

of horizontal diagonal ties or braces (small iron rods

in iron, and the same, or timber braces, in wooden
bridges), below the track or platform, in the horizon-

tal panels formed by consecutive beams, and the chords

of opposite trusses. Also, when trusses are sufficiently

high, diagonals and cross-struts areintroduced between

upper chords, to prevent lateral buckling.

1^0 attempt will here be made to assign specific

stresses as liable to occur in sway rods or braces,

based upon calculations from the uncertain and in-

determinate elements upon which the lateral action upon

* The only truss known to tlie author, not liable to this lateral buck-
ling, is the Whipple Independent arch truss, shown in Fig. 27.
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bridges depends. Bat, judging from experience and

observation, it may be recommended that iron sway-

rods be made of iron not less than f inch in diameter,

for bridges of five panels or under, f inch from six to

ten panels, inclusive. For twelve and fourteen panels,

I inch for ten middle panels, and | inch for the rest

;

and, for sixteen the same as last above, with the ad-

dition of a pair of 1 inch rods in the end panels.

These are the least dimensions recommended (in all

cases exclusive of screw thread), for ordinary bridges

with panels not much exceeding 10 feet. For panels

approaching or exceeding 12 feet, J inch may properly

be added to the above specified diameters generally.

If upper sway rods connect in the middle of cross-

struts, with a longitudinal reach across two panels, [see

cxx, and Figs. 38 and 39], they may safely be made
smaller than when they cross one panel only.

The action of wind is nearly a uniform pressure from

end to end of the structure, and causes much the same
progressive increase of stress upon sway-rods, as the

weight of structure and uniform load produces upon
diagonals in the trusses— a fact which was recognized

in assigning larger sway-rods at and near the ends of

long bridges. But the casual impulses resulting from

unevenness in track or platform, giving slight lateral

movement to passing loads, and acting at single points

here and there, this way and that, do not produce an

accumulation of effect toward the ends. Hence, as it

regards withstanding the latter forces, no variation in

sizes of sway-rods is required.

CXXXI. Sway-rods acting by tension would ob-

viously draw the opposite chords toward one another,

but for the resistance of transverse beams or struts,
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while they also exert a longitudinal action upon the

chords, thereby increasing or diminishing the stress

upon chords, due to the action of structure and load.

Chords, however, are usually proportioned without

provision for increase of stress liable to accrue from

action of sway-rods; and, from the small sizes of the

latter, as compared with the former, and the obliquity

of their action, seldom expending more than half their

direct stress upon the chords longitudinally, this small

action may be neglected, as forming one of the con-

tingencies for which a large surplus of material is al-

ways provided in chords, over what is actually required

to withstand the effects of any 'probable vertical action.

Certain modes of inserting and connecting sway-rods

have been previously alluded to, sometimes with the

beams by means of eyes and bolts [cviii. Figs. 31

and 33], and sometimes more directly with the chords

[cxix, Fig. 35, d, and Fig. 39, d.']

The best connection is that which gives the nearest

approximation to central and uniform action upon all

parts of the chord, and also of the beam or strut. The
plan described in section cxx, and seen in Fig. 37, when
admissible, affords a good connection for bottom sway

rods.

Undoubtedly there may be better devices for the

purpose under consideration, as well as for other de-

tails, than any that have occurred to the author. But

such as are herein described have mostly been put in

successful practice, and are thought not to be seriously

faulty.
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coMPARiso:tsr of different plates of
IRON TRUSS BRIDGES.

CXXXII. It is the purpose of this chapter to can-

vass the relative merits of most of the several systems

of Iron Bridge Trussing, which have claimed and re-

ceived more or less of public notice and approval during

the last few years ; and of which the distinctive princi-

ples have already been discussed in preceding pages
;

though not in the precise combinations here about to

be presented.

We may take the number, lengths and stresses (the

latter governing principally the required cross-sections),

of the several long pieces or members of the truss, in

the manner employed in the fore part of this work, as

aftbrding a near criterion of the comparative cost and

economy of the bridges respectively. Then, after re-

ference to such peculiarities as may seem-advantageous

or otherwise, leave the reader to his own conclusions

in regard to the relative merits.

The Bollman Truss, Fig. 47,

Is founded upon the general principle discussed in

sections xxii and xxiii, with oblique tension rods, and
a thrust upper chord, in place of the thrust braces and
tension lower chord as represented in Fig. 9.

Let Fig. 47, represent a truss 15' high, and 100' long

;

or, in the proportion of 1 to 6f . Also, let w represent

the maximum variable load for each of the points c, d,

6, etc., and w'(say,= Jw), the permanent weight of

one panel of superstructure, supposed to be constantly

bearing at each of said points. Then making W =
"W X w', we have |W == weight sustained by ac.

31
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Now, we have seen [vii], that the stress upon an

oblique in such case, equals the weight sustained, mul-

tiplied by the length, and divided bj the vertical reach

of the oblique ; and, assuming that the member requires

a cross-section proportional to the stress, it follows that

(making ah = 1), the amount oi material required in ac,

w^U be as the weight it sustains, multiplied by the

square of its length. Hence, the material required in

«e, must be as IW X ac"^. Then, diminishing he until

ac coincides with ah, W X ab"^ becomes W, which is

still proportional to the material required in ac (which

has now become = a6, = 1), and, being replaced by M,

representing the actual material required to sustain the

weight W, with a length equal to ah (our unit of length),

in a vertical position, we have only to substitute M X
ac^ for W X ac^, to know the actual material necessary

to sustain the weight W (at a given stress per square

iirch of cross-section), with any length and position,

retaining the same vertical reach, equal to unity.

It must be obvious, therefore, that M, with the co-

efficient used before W, to express the weights respect-

ively sustained by the several oblique rods in truss 47,

will, when multiplied by the squares of the respective

lengths of those obliques, show the amount.of material

required in their construction, under the conditions

above expressed.

Let m = JM, and h = he. Then, we manifestly have,

for material in the 14 obliques of the truss in question

7m (^2+1)4- 6m {W^l) + 5ra (GA^+l) + 4m (lOAH 1) +
8m (25A2+1) + 2m(36A.2+l)-f Im (49AH1) = (336A2+

28)m, for those .meeting at «, and a like amount for those

meeting at/; making a total of (672A2-f.56)m. But

/i2= 0.(594^ which substituted in the last expression,

gives 522.368m, = 65.296M.
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Fig. 47.

BoLLMAN Truss.

q V m

The thrust of the chord a?, equals the Iiorizonta.

action of the 7 obliques connected with cither end.

Making then x == ^W, and A = 6c, = \hk, it is obvious

that eac*h oblique carries weight equal to x x the number
of panels not crossed by it, while its horizontal reach

equals h x the number of panels it does cross. Hence,

the horizontal action ofeach oblique, equals hx X the pro-

duct of the numbers of panels at the right and loft

respectively, of the lower end of the oblique.

The compressive force acting from end to end, upon

a?, then, must be equal to Ax (7, + 2x6, + 3x5, + 4^+

6x3, + 6x2, + 7), = 84Ax, = lOiWxO.833, == 8.75W.

Multiplying stress by length, and substituting M, we
have 8.75 x 6.66M =« 58JM = material required in «/, at a

given stress per square inch ofcross-section ; M being the

amount required for a unit of length {ah), to sustain

the unit of weight (W), at the same rate of stress.

Add 7M for two end posts, with length equal to 1

and bearing weight equal to 7W, and we obtaifi 65JM
as a total for thrust material in long pieces, not includ-

ing 7 intermediate uprights, not properly to be class-

fied with other parts, as their action is merely incidental,

except that of supporting the weight of upper chord.

The parts above considered, mainly determine the

character of the truss as to economy of material.
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Other parts, such as short bolts, nuts, connecting pins,

&c., although just as essential, are comparatively, of

small amount and cost, except the intermediate up-

rights, which will be referred to hereafter.

If the truss be used in a deck bridge, and the end

posts be replaced with masonry, the intermediates

will sustain the same weight as the ends sustain in a

through bridge, thus giving the same representative of

material as above found.

The Finck Truss, Fig. 48,

CXXXni. Possesses several of the characteristics

which distinguish the Bollman plan. Both dispense

with the bottom chord, which is common to most, if

not all other plans of truss, for both iron and wooden
bridges. Both also employ a pair of tension obliques

acting in horizontal antagonism to each other, at each

of the supporting points c, d, e, &c. But while in the

one, the members of each pair of obliques are of equal

length and .tension, in the other, the pairs consist of

unequal members (except at the centre), as the dia-

grams will sufficiently illustrate.

It will readily be seen that Fig. 48 exhibits three

classes of obliques, consisting respectively of 2, 4, and 8

members tothe class. Supposing a truss of the same di-

mensions and proportions, and subjected to the same

load, as in case of Fig. 47, and usingthesame notation,

as far as applicable; it is manifest that each of the 8

short obliques, sustains JW. The 4 next longer sus-

tain upon each, a weight equal toW -one hatf directly,

and the other, through the short obliques and uprights.

The two long obliques sustain 2W each, being the half

of IW, received directly at/, and 1 and 2 respectively
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through the upright, from members of the other classes,

meeting at the pointy?.

The material required for all the obliques, then, {ab

being = 1, and be = h), is 8 X J (A^ + 1) + 4 X 1 {W +
1) + 2 X 2 (lt)/i^ + 1)M, being the number of pieces in

each class multiplied by co-efficients of W in weightg

sustained, and by squares of length respectively, and

the sum of products multiplied by M.
Subsituting in the above expression the value of h^,

(0.694), and, reducing and adding terms, we derive

material in obliques = 70.296 M.

Fig. 48.

FiNCK Truss.

a s r q p n m

• (J c

hi
t J

'

9 J k

The compression upon the chord a I, is equal to the

horizontal action of one member of each class of ob-

liques, communicated at each end ; that is, equal to

(lh + 2h + Sh)W, = 10ihW', and, multiplying by

length ( = 6.66), and substituting 0.833 for h, and M-
for W, we have (10.5 X .833 x 6.66)m = 58.J M, to re-

present the material required in al; — the same as in

case of Fig. 47.

The uprights of the Finck truss obviously sustain

12W", namely, 3J at each end, 3 in the middle, and 1

at each of the quarterings, r and n. But, in comparing

this with the Bollman truss, it seems fair to offset 6 up-

rights, not including the end and centre ones, in the

T^inck, against 7 in the Bollman truss not estimated

;

bus leaving lOM for uprights in the former, making
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a total of 68JM, for compression material, excepting

the 6 intermediate uprights, excluded as above.

Both of the above considered trusses exhibit a beau-

tiful simplicity, and facility of comprehension in prin-

ciple, and they will be left for the present, for a

discussion of the •

Post Truss.

CXXXIY. This, like the two preceding plans, 18

designated by the name of its distinguished designer

and publisher, S. S. Post, Esqr., of Jersey City.

Fig. 49 gives a general view of the only specimen

of this truss which the author has had an opportunity

of examining. It is a sort of compromise between the

trusses represented by Figs. 18 and 19, of which the

object sought appears to have been, to obtain a nearer

approximation to the most economical angle of incli-

nation for both thrust and tension members (between

chord and chord), by inclining the latter at an angle

of 45°, and the former at a less angle with the vertical.

These are both favorable conditions, considered alone

and by themselves, as we have already seen [lxv and

Lxvi] ; and it is proposed to compare the economy of

this particular arrangement, with that of a truss having

vertical posts, with oblique tension diagonals ; as well

as with other plans, preceding and succeeding.

Assuming the same length and depth of truss, and

the same load, both constant and variable, as in the

preceding cases, acting at the points a:, v, u, &c., let w
represent the greatest variable load for the length of

one panel, and w' the weight of superstructure bearing

upon one truss, for the same length, supposed to be

concentrated at the nodes of the lower chord, and as-

sumed to be equal to ^w. Also, let 1 equal the verti
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ca] depth of truss (between centres of chords), and let

tension diagonals incline 45°, and posts lean 1 horizon-

tally to 3 vertically ; the space between posts being

two-thirds of the depth of truss.

a

Fig. 49.

Mr, Posfs Truss

d e f g h Ic

yx 71 m

Then, omitting counter ties np to if, from the left,

as neutralized by weight of structure ; we see that the

weight at x, being only j as great as at the other nodes,

on account of the short space xy, Sio -r- 80 (or Sw'\

substituting for the occasion, 2^'' for w -?- 80), represents

the proportionate part of that w^eight, tending to berr

upon the abutment at m ; and this, with 12w'' for

weight at v, and 20w'' for weight at u, + '2Stv" ior

weight at t, makes 63//?'' accumulated upon if, when
X, V, u and t alone are loaded.

Now, the action upon this truss is less certain and

determinate than where the thrust pieces are vertical,

or inclined equally with the tension pieces. But sup-

posing that the weight of superstructure at s, or at s

and r together, neutralizes, or reflects back a part

equal to w', or J80?^'', = 21w" nearly, of this QZw", we
have a balance of 36Ji^'', as the maximum weight for {/*.

Then, whether this 63!^"* which must go to the

*Tliis full amount BS^c" is used here ; for, although it is assumed
that only a part of it is transmitted throuorh tf, the balance is restored
from weight of structure which otherwise would pass to the abutment
aty.
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abutment at m, in virtue of the loads at x, ?;, u and /,

is transferred through /^ to sg^ or through/r to rh ; or

whether it is divided equally or unequally between the

two, is not quite obvious. But assuming, as what
might seem probable, that it is transferred in equal

portions to s^and rA, in that case, sg sustains as a maxi-

mum, 36z^'' for weight at s, + half of Q^w'\ making—
say Qlio" ; supposing that sg and re sustain none of the

weight of structure; which, though probably not

strictly true, will not materially affect the result.

Again, (we are now considering the nodes at the

lower chord as being loaded successively from left to

right), the weight at r gives 44z(;'' to rh^-m addition to,

say ^2w" tending to be transmitted from if, and w\ or

21w" for structure, making 102>io'\

For maximum weight on iq^ there is due to movable

weight at q, b2w"^ + Qlw" from sg^ -{-21w" on account

of weight of structure, making 146?/?'' ; while 'pk sus-

tains (60+103+27)?^", = 190w?^ and 0^ sustains (68+
146 +27)?^" = 241''. The maximum weight upon nl^ is

made up of that oi pk + | {w-{-w') at n, — 270w;".

Having thus determined the maximum weights

which these diagonals are respectively required to sus-

tain, disregai'ding some small matters of uncertainty,

of little practical importance, we find the sum of these

maxima, for the 6 pieces parallel with ue on the right,

to be 783i(;", = 9.7875w;. Then, multiplying by 2 (the

square of the common length, ay being = 1), and sub-

stituting m' for !(; ( as M was substituted for W in the

preceding cases), we derive 19.575m' = material re-

quired for the 6 pieces in question. Add to the last

amount 3.7m' for the steep diagonal n/ (being the square

of length by weight sustained, and w changed to m')
;
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and we have the whole material for tension obliques

in the half truss ; which doubled, exhibits for that class

of members in the whole truss, 46.55m'; omitting 6

counter ties, not required to sustain structure or load,

and the value of which will be considered (in general)

hereafter under the head of counter bracing.

The short section mn of the lower chord, has no de-

terminate action. The section no has a tension equal

to J of the weight acting -on nl and A'W, under a full

load of the truss, equal to J the weights upon r, p and

7Z, for 7x1^ and J of those at r and 2^ for kn ; the whole

equal to J x2f {w^-w')-\-^ x2 [w-\-w'), = 2.1\w,

To this, the diagonal ol adds at o, 2 {w-\-w'), and io

adds ^ {lo+w'), making 5. 22i(7 = tension of op; while

a like addition at p, for the action oi jA and Ap, shows

8.33?^ for fq. Again, ^'i adds at q, w+ w\ equal to

1.33^/;, while rh contributes a like- amount at r ; mak-

ing for qr and rs respectively, a tension of 9.66w;, and

ll/i?, restoring neglected fractions.

It is probable that a small decussation of forces

through re and sg, under a full load of the truss, would

modify these stresses slightly, but not so as to produce

a material diflerence in the final results of the present

discussion.

Summing up the stresses thus determined for differ-

ent portion of the lower chord, counting like strains

upon corresponding sections, and deducing the re-

quired material (as above done with regard to dia-

gonals), remembering that the length of sections equals

f of unity, we obtain 41.1m' = material required in

lower chord. This added to 46.55m', the amount above

determined for obliques, gives tension material for the

whole truss, equals to 87.65m'.

32
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ISTow, it is manifest that the quantity here represented

by m', ha^ the same ratio to that denoted by M in the

estimates of material for trusses Fig. 47 and Fig. 48, as

the weight w in the former case has to the weight W
in the latter. But W was used to express \ of the

gross load of the truss, while w represents only -j\ of

the variable, assumed to be equal to j of the gross load.

Therefore ?^ : W : : |x/^ : J ; whence, w = 0.6W;
and m' = .6M. This equivalent substituted in the e:^-

pression 87.65m', gives 52.59M = tension material for

the post truss.

The maximum weights sustained by the thrust

braces, equal respectively those borne by the tension

rods communicating such weights, and for the 5 pieces

on either side of the centre, the amount is equal to w'^

X (36+ 67 + 103 + 146+ 190) = Q.llw, which doubled,

gives 13.54i(; for the whole of that class of members.

This aggregate weight, multiplied by the square of the

common length of pieces (1.11), with w changed to m'

produces 15.02m', = 9.01M.

The end section {kl) of the upper chord, sustains

compression equal to the weight upon ol and J of that

upon nl, under a full load of the truss, = 2 {w-\-io'),

+Jx2f {w+w'), = 3.88w;. Add 2 {w^w') for weight

on jpk, and J of that amount for that on kn, and it

makes a compression of 7.44?^ upon kL

Again, adding w-\-w' ( = l.^^w) for action oi qi, and

J of the same for that of io, makes ^.22w for compres-

sion of lA, while a like addition for action of rA and Zip,

makes 10.99?/; = compression of hg and gf. We may
call the last stress \lw, as some fractions have been

neglected.

The above amounts of stress upon the several sec-

tions of the half chord, added together and doubled to
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represent the whole chord, and multiplied by the length

of section (|), produce 56.72i^,= 34.03W ; whence,

material for top chord = 34M ; very nearly.

The two end posts obviously sustain the gross load

of the truss (deducting what comes upon one half of

the short spaces mn and xy)^ which equals 9J {w +
Zi?'), =a 12.66w;; and, the length being 1, the material

equals 12.66m' = 7.6M.

Summing up the amounts thus determined, of mate-

rial for the several classes of thrust pieces, we have

:

For Braces, or inclined posts, 9.01M.

" Upper Chord, 34.00M.

" End Posts, 7.60M.

Total, for Thrust, 60.61M.

" " Tension, 52.58M.

Whipple's Trapezoidal Truss.

CXXXV. The distinctive characteristics of this plan

are, an Upper Chord made shorter than the Lower,

by the width of one panel at each end, giving to the

truss a Trapezoidal form— dispensing with non-

essential members, and proportioning the several parts

in strict accordance with the maximum stresses to

which they are respectively liable
;
principles and de-

vices first promulgated in the original edition of this

work, and applied by its author in the construction of

trusses with parallel chords, with or without vertical

members.

Truss Fig. 50 has vertical posts and tension dia-

gonals ; and, using w and w' to denote the same quan-

tities as in the last preceding case, and pursuing the

metl^od explained with reference to Fig. 18, [lvi], we
have the maximum load for 3/5 equal to ^w" — lio'
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(making w'^ «« w divided by the number of panels =
O.Im?), = Aw— Iw, since w' — ^w. For 4/6, we have

,6w, without increase or diminution on account of

structure ; while, for the 3 next diagonals on the right,

we have succe8sively,.9i/; + ^w', 1.2w + w^ and l.Qvj +
l^w', making altogether S.7w + Sw\ = 4:.7w ; showing

for the 5 pieces, 5.53m;. This being doubled and mul-

tiplied by square of length (2.775), and w changed to

m', gives material for 10 long diagonals = 30.69m'.

- Fig. 50.

1 2 8 4 5 6 .7 8 9

1 2 4 6 9 12 16 20 25

/ \feg X^V\
2 U U

The two steep diagonals togther, sustain ^ {w -\^

w'\ = 5Jw;, which, multiplied by square of length

(1.44), produces material == 7.68m'; while the two ten-

sion uprights manifestly require 2-|m'. We have con-

sequently, material for the system of tension obliques

and verticals = 41.03m'.

The end brace obviously sustains 4J {w -f ?/?'), and
exerts a horizontal stress = 4w; (two-thirds ofthe weight

borne), upon the two first sections of the lower chord.

The steep tension oblique adds f of weight borne, mak-
ing 5.76w? for the next section, while the two succeed-

ing diagonals toward the centre, adding \\ times the

weights borne isuccessively (under a full load of the

truss, of course), give 8.42w? and 10.19i^, for tension of

second and first sections from centre, respectively.

Then, adding, doubling, and multiplying by length of

section, we obtain, material for lower chord = 43.16x\i'.
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Add to this the amount for diagonal system as above

found, and we have the whole amount of tension ma-

terial for the truss = 84.18m' = 50.5M.

The maximum weights sustained by obliques, and

by them transferred to 7 thrust verticals, being in the

aggregate = 6.62?^?, the length ot members being unity,

need only the substitution of m', to express the re-

quired material for said verticals ; which, reduced to

terras of M, equals 3.97M.

The first and second sections of the upper chord, ob-

viously sustain the same action respectively, as the

fourth and fifth of the lower chord while the 4 middle

sections of the former, receive the additional action of

diagonals 3\5/7 (upper figures), under full load.

Hence we cipher up, material for upper chord — 32.6M.

The end braces, sustaining 9 {w-\-w^) =» 12w, with a

length whose square is 1.44, obviously require material

= (12x1.44)m' = 10.37M.

The truss, then, requires thrust material, for upper

chord, 32.6M, for end braces, 10.37M, and for up-

rights, 3.97M ; making a total for the truss, of 46.09M.

Tension material as above, total 50.50M.

Truss without Verticals.

CXXXVI. Assuming a truss (Fig. 51), of same
length, depth, and number of panels, and same load,

variable and constant, as in the two cases last consi-

dered, with diagonals crossing one panel only, we have
nearly the Isometric Truss,* adopted by Messrs. Steele

and McDonald.

Arranging the number^ over the diagram, as in Fig.

61, and using the process explained [xlvii, Fig. 19], it

* In the Isometric, the diagonals incline at 30°, while in Fig. 51 they
incline nearly 34°.
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will be seen that either end brace, and the obliques

parallel therewith, are liable to maximum weights aa

follows, proceding from end to end.

Fig. 51.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 4 6 8 12 16 20 25

25 20 16 12 9 6 4 2 1

Compression. Tension.

End Brace 4.5 (mj+m?') = 6.000 w?.t

Oblique Jfo.l 2.100"

" " 2 1.533'*

" " 3 1.066" .2332(?

« " 4 1.600" .600"

" " 5 233" 1.066"

" " 6 1.533"

" " 7 2.100"

« " 8 2.666"

Totals 11.533W? 8.200w;.

Then, doubling f(tr the two sets, multiplying by

square of length (1.44), and changing w to m', we have,

to represent material....for compression 33.215m, ten-

sion 23.616m'.

The end brace, sustaining 4.5 {w + w'), — 6w, exerts

a tension of iw upon the end section of the lower

chord. The next brace sustains IJ (lo + w^) = 2w?,

making a tension of 5.333!^ 'for the second section.

The tension and thrust diagonals meeting the chord

f Tlie small thrust action which the movable load tends to throw
•upon 6, 7 and 8, and the small tension upon 1 and 2, are neutralized by
weight of structure.
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at the next node, sustain together (under a full load of

the truss), S {w + w' == iw, adding f of which, gives

Sw ==s tension of the 3d section, while 2^w borne by

the obliques meeting at the next node, makes a tension

upon the 4th section equal to 9.177w ; and IJw; at the

next node (the tension diagonal only, being in action,

under a full load), gives for tension of the 5th section,

10.6Q6W,

Adding the stresses of the several sections of the half-

chord, doubling, multiplying by the common length

(I), and changing w to m' shows material for lower

chord = 50.37m^.

The end section of the upper chord sustains thrust

equal ^to f X (weight on end brace, (= 6w), + weight

on tension oblique meeting said brace), = f 8.666?/; =
5.77w.

The two obliques meeting at the first node from the

end, sustain together 4k?, adding 2.Q6Qw to the above,

and making a compression of SAiiw upon the second

section ; while succeeding diagonals make the stresses

of the 3d and 4th sections, 10.222?(;, and 11. Iw; re-

spectively; whence, by process already employed and

described, we derive

:

Material for upper chord = 47.392m' = 28.435M

Add for end braces, 17.28 " =10.368''

" *' other obliques, 15.935" = 9.561"

Total for compression material, 80.607m' = 48.364M

Tension, chord, 50.37m'

Obliques, 20.616

Verticals, 5

78.986m' =-47.391M.

Grand Total, 95.755M.
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The Arch Truss.

CXXXVII. A parabolic Arch Truss of the same
length, depth and load as allowed in the five preceding

cases, and having 9 panels, will compare, as to repre-

sentative of amount of material, as follows :

Let Wj represent the variable, and w^^^ == Jm;^, the per-

manent panel-load. Then, taking the greatest depth

of truss (15/.), as the unit of length, as before, the

length of chord will be Q.QQQ, and the verticals respect-

ively 1, 0.9, 0.7, and 0.4.

The length of panel (11.111/. ), being divided by 15/

(the unit), gives .74074. Hence, tension of chord =

4 {Wj 4- Wj^) X .-I^^^ = IJ X 7.4074m?/, which, multiplied

by length of chord (= Q.QQQ), and lo^, changed to m,,

gives representative of material = 9.8765 X 6|m, =
65.843m, ; in which M, is the unit ofmaterial, proportional

to the unit of length (15',) X unit of stress, w^.

The maximum tension of diagonals, as determined

instrumentally by process explained [xxvii, <fec ,] va-

ries from l.llw^, to \\w^ ; and, taking the highest, mul-

tiplying by the aggregate length (15.4), and changing

Wj to M,, we obtain material = 20.52m,.

The verticals sustain tension, each, = IJ^^y, with an

aggregate length of 6, giving material = 8M/ ; making

a total of tension material = 94.376M/.

The horizontal thrust of the arch, must be in all

parts the same as the tension of the chord (at the maxi-

mum under full load), and it is manifest that the ma-

terial for each segment, must be to that of the middle

segment, as the squares of respective lengths to unity
;

that is, equal to material in said middle segment, mul-

tiplied by squares of respective lengths. •
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But the representative for themiddle piece equals ^tli

that ofthe lower chord, =» 7.316m^. Hence, this amount

multiplied by the sum of squares of all the others, +1
for the middle segment, found to be 9.058+1, = 10.058?

gives, to represent material for the whole arch, 73.584m,.

Then, the vertical members are liable to be exposed

to compressive action, represented by the small amount

of 2.058x\i,, which added to the above, gives a total of

compression material, equal to 75.642m^.

Kow, the factor M,, here used, is to the factor M
used in the preceding cases, manifestly, as Jxj, to J,

as y^j : i, whence, 12m, = 8M ; and we reduce the co-

efficients of M„ by J, and change m^ to M, to bring the

last results to the same standard measure as in the

preceding.

Effecting these changes, w^e have, for tension

material. Chord 43.895M, + Diagonals 13.689M +
Verticals 5.333i\l, equal to a total of62.917M. Forcom-
pression, Arch, 49.056+yerticals, 1.372, = 50.428M.

iSYNOPSis OF Preceding Deductions.

The following tabulated statement may promote the

convenience of comparison :

Trusses. Material required expressed in Ms.

Tension
total.

Compression.
Comp.
Total.

Grand
Designated.

Chord. Ends. Posts, &c.
Total.

BollTTian, .

Finck,
Post
Whipple, .

Isometric,

.

Arch,

65.296

70.296
52.590

50.500
47.391

62.917

58.333

58.333
34.

32.6

28.435

1 49.056

7.000
7.

7.6

10.37

10.368

*

3.000
9.01

3.97

t9.561
1.372

65.333

68.333

50.610
46.94
48.364
50.428

130.629
138.629
103.200
97.44
95.755

113.345

Actual, but not a determinate quantity.

JAFch.

33

f Thrust Diagonals.
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,

CXXXVIII. The figures in this table are to be

understood in all cases as prefixed to the quantity M,

which, as far as relates to tension material, represents

a determinate amount of wrought iron ; while, as it re-

lates to compression material, M represents an amount

of cast or wvAig't iron, varying as the forms and pro-

portions of parts vary. But, in the present discussion

M may be assumed to have a uniform value in ex

pressions relating to material under the heading of

chords; and of ends, whether oblique or vertical.

The quantities under the head posts, require in

general, probable twice as high a value for M, as that

required for the other classes of thrust members, as it

regards all but the first named truss, while the first is

not represented in that column at all, although the

parts there referred to are as indispensible, practically,

and require nearly as much material as corresponding

parts in the other plans.

With regard to plan ]N"o 2 (the Finck), 6 posts ac-

tually required (two of which, at the quarterings, sus-

tain determinate weight equal to W each), are also

omitted in the table, to place this plan upon an equal

footijig with the preceding one.

There is also a consideration with regard to the ef-

fects of load upon these two trusses, especially the

first, which render \t partially necessary to use diagonal

ties, or " panel rods" in the several panels ; and such

have usually been introduced wherever such bridges

have been constructed.

As any one pair of suspension rods in the Bollman
truss may be under full load, while the others are

without load, the loaded node would, in such case, be

depressed, while that on either side would retain nearly

its normal position. Thus would result an obliquity
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in panels adjacent to the loaded point, and conseqneutly,

a tendency to kink in the upper chord, by opening

the joint above the loaded point upon the under side,

and the next joint either way, upon the upper side.

Hence the compression of certain chord segments

would be thrown upon the extreme upper side at one

end, and the lower side at the other end. This would

be decidedly an unfavorable condition, which the panel

rods are used to obviate by distributing the load of

loaded points over adjacent, and more remote parts of

the truss. Otherwise, the bridge would act under a

passing load, somewhat in the manner of a pontoon

bridge.

By estimating a reasonable amount of material for

posts and panel ties, the figures in the table, opposite

the first two trusses would be materially increased.

Hence, it must be obvious that the necessary mate-

rial for the two above named trusses, is not so fully

represented in the table, as in the case of the other

four; with regard to which— assigning proper values

to M in the different columns of the table, and assum-

ing the members to adhere to one another as firmly as

the different portions of each cohere among themselves,

a complete truss would be formed in either case (of

dimensions as above assumed), sufiicient to be used in

a bridge required to bear a gross load equal to 4 times

the weight of superstructure
;
provided the proper

ratio of safe variable load to weight of structure be as

3 to 1 ; as is nearly the case with regard to a 100 foot

bridge.*

* M, in tlie preceding table, represents a piece of iron, 15' long- sns-

ficient to sustain with safety, a weight W, equal to ^ of the gross

maximum load f)r one truss of a 100ft, bridge. Allowing 1 ,0001bs. to

the linea! foot for movable, and 3331b8. for permanent lo.id. W, repre-

sents iX 133,3331bs.== 16,66Glbs. Then, reckoning the safe stress of
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In such case, the results already obtained, would

show the relative cost of the several trusses (excepting

the first two), with almost absolute exactness.

But, as the parts of a truss can not be so connected

and welded into a single piece, without enlargements

at the joinings, by any skill or process now in use, we
have to include as an item of cost, in all plans, a con-

siderable amount of material above and beyond the

net lengths and cross-sections, as here before deter-

mined with regard to the trusses under discussion, re-

quired for the lapping of parts, screws and nuts, eyes

and pins, &c., to form the connections of the difierent

members with one another.

With regard to the trusses under comparison, no

obvious reason presents itself, why any one should re-

quire a percentage of allowance for connections ma-

terially greater than another. Leaving out the two

first, as perhaps already sufficiently discussed, the

others consist of about the same number of necessary

members, and with the exception of the arch truss, ad-

mit of nearly the same forms and connections of parts.

The Isometric, or Trapezoid without verticals, presents

the fewest lines in the diagram; but some six of those

lines represent both tension and thrust members, either

separate or combined, which probably complicates the

iron (thrust or tension), at— say 10,0001bs. to the inch of cross-section,

it takes If square inches to sustain the weight W ; being about 5flbs.
to the foot, or 84|lb8. for 15'. This, increased by— say, 20 per e. for

extra material in connections, gives the practical value of M ; which,
multiplied by the co-efficient of M in the table, produces approxi-
mately, the respective weights of trusses.

Now, 1| X 84.37 = lOlilbs. which multiplied by 113.345, the co*

efficient for the Arch truss, gives for the weight of that truss. 11.4761b9.

Add for 10 feet width of platform (with wooden beams), — say 5,000ft.

6. m. of timber and plank, equal to about 20,000 lbs., and we have
31.4761bs. to represent the permanent load of tlie truss. But we have
assumed a truss proportioned to sustain with safety 133,3331b., which
is a little more than 4 times the weight of structure here above esti-

mated as supported by the truss.
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details of connection, quite as much as the extra three

members in truss 'No. 4. The Post truss presents the

larger number of acting members, even omitting six

counter ties seen in the diagram, with apparently no

advantage as to modes of connection. Both the Post

and the Isometric have 10 members represented in the

4th column of the table, whereas the Whipple trass

has only 7, and these the shortest of all ; and, as the

material in these parts manifestly acts at a disadvan-

tage, they being comparatively long and slim, and sus-

taining slight action, any excess in their number, would

seem to be unfavorable to economy.

It is believed, however, that the Post truss would be

improved in economy by reducing it to a trapezoidal

contour, as, for instance, by removing the parts outside

of bx and kn (Fig. 49), and changing the tension pieces

av and ol for others connecting 6 with v, and o with k

;

thus converting the figure to a trapezoid very similar

to that of Fig. 50 ; and, by striking out one panel from

the latter, and arranging parts as in Fig. 20, except as

to inclination, the relative merits of inclined and ver-

tical posts, as represented in these two plans may be
fairly tested.

Analysis of trusses modified as just indicated, show
tension material slightly in preponderance with the

vertical, and thrust material a little the greater with

inclined posts ; the average being about one per cent

greater in the case of vertical posts.

This balance, though trifling in amount, is upon the

side where it was to be lookod for, in view of the re-

sult of investigations had with reference to Figures 12

and 13 [xxxix

—

xlvi], as well as the case of the Iso-

metric. Both the Post truss and the Isometric, as to

principle of action, may be classed with Fig. 13, where
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weight is transferred from oblique to oblique, and not

from oblique to vertical, and the contrary. The same

may be said of truss Fig. 15, sometimes called the

Triangular, in which verticals are used merely to trans-

fer the action of weight from the point of application

to the connections of the obliques ; after which, the

weight has no action upon verticals.

l^ow finally, we see by table of results, that if the

Post truss be changed to the trapezoidal form, as above

suggested, it will occupy a position, as to amount of

material, or more strictly speaking, the amount of ac.

Hon upon material, between Fig. 50 and Fig. 51 ; which

latter differ from one another less than 2 per cent ; a

difference, which would undoubtedly be increased

somewhat, under dift'erent general proportions of trusses.

For instance, while Fig. 50, shows an inclination of

diagonals used in connection with verticals, probably

nearly approaching the optimum. Fig. 51, though su-

perior to the true Isometric (with angles of 60°), in

the greater inclination of its obliques, would give still

better results with an inclination of about 40°.

CXXXIX. On the whole, we must look to other

quarters than the amount of action upon material, for

plausible ground upon which to found a decided pre-

ference for either of the three plans in question. A
difference of two or three per C, and even more, may
easily result from greater or less facility of constructing

and erecting the structure, while a regard for appear-

ance may also be worthy of consideration. Hence,

Engineers and builders will adopt one or another plan,

according to individual taste and judgment, and the

one who carries out the principles of either system with
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tho greatest skill, and the best materials and workman-

ship, will probably produce the best bridoje.

Judging from the preceding tabulated statement,

the arch truss seems, 'prima facie, to labor under a

somewhat formidable disadvantage in the fact that it

shows an amount of action upon material 10 or 15 per

cent, greater than the three preceding plans just es-

pecially referred to. But for the light of experience,

we might be led to discard the plan without a trial.

But, having chanced to be the iirst plan of iron

Truss successfully put in use, and having had its ca-

pabilities fully tried and demonstrated, before any

formidable competitor appeared in the field, it could not

be dislodged from its position, until a rival plan could

not only theoretically, but also practically demonstrate

its superior claim to public favor.

The result has been such as to show that even a very

considerable excess of action upon material, may be

overbalanced by more advantageous action of thrust

material, and greater simplicity and facility ofconstruct-

tion ; insomuch that the Whipple Patent Arch Truss,

with trifling modifications from the original pattern,

has competed successfully with all other plans, for the

class of structures it was originally designed and re-

commended for (common bridges of 50 to 100 feet),

during more than a quarter of a century, which has

been fruitful in efforts at improvement in iron bridge

construction.

COimTER BRACmG.

The elasticity of solid materials, is manifested

in bridge trusses, by their downward deflection under
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load, and the recc/verj of their previous form and po-

Bition on the removal of the load.

This arises principally, from the temporary elonga-

tion of parts exposed to tension, and the contraction

of those exposed to compression, according to laws

and principles supposed to be understood.

The deflection of trusses within the usual limits,

when properly proportioned, is not essentially detri-

mental to their safety and durability ; but rather

enables them the better to resist sudden impulses,

—

except in case of a regular succession of impulses, at

intervals corresponding with those of the natural vi-

brations of the structure, or with some multiple or

even division thereof; a result frequently noticeable,

and sometimes, to a degree somewhat unpleasant to

the eye, as well as suggestive of danger. Hence,

great emphasis is often employed, in expressing the sup-

posed advantages of " counter bracing," as a means

of stiffemng trusses, and preventing, or diminishing

their vibration.

What is technically called " counter-bracing," as ap-

plied to bridge trusses, is the introduction of a set of

diagonal, or oblique pieces or members, to act in an-

tagonism to the main diagonals, whether acting by

tension or thrust, which contribute toward sustaining the

weight of structure and load; the object being, to re-

tain in the truss when unloaded, more or less of the

deflection produced by the load, when the truss is

loaded.

My object at the present time is, to exhibit the jJro-

cess and results of my investigations as to the theory

and effects of this counter-bracing, as usually practiced

in bridge building, and to state the conclusions arrived
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the object proposed.

at, as to the value of counter-braces, towards effecting

Fig. 52.

a h c d e f cf h i

m

I assume a truss (see Fig. 52) composed of horizon-

tal chords (of equal lengths), at top and bottom, vertical

posts, and diagonal tension rods, inclined at 45°, or at

any other given inclination,—the truss being uni-

formly h)aded from end to end, and so proportioned

that all of the above nained parts, in that condition of

the load, shall undergo an amount of extension or

compression, proportional to the respective lengths of

pans, multiplied by a constant factor {JE), equal to the

elastic change effected in a length equal to that of the

uprights between centres ofchords, which is assumed as

the unit of length for the occasion. Then, let L repre-

sent the length of truss, P, the number of panels, H,
equal to L-r-P, the horizontal reach of diagonals, and

D (equal to 2LU), the difference in length, occasioned

by extension of lower, and compression of upper chord.

!N'ow, assuming no change in lengths of diagonals

and verticals, it is manifest that the chords assume, in

these circumstances, the forms of two similar and con-

centric arcs of circles, of which the difference in length

is to the mean length, as the difference of radii is to

the mean radius, B,

But the difference of radii manifestly equals the

distance between chords, equal to 1. Using, then,

the representative signs before adopted, we have

n : L : : 1 : H ; whence R=L-r-D, .

34
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N"ow, the depression at the centre of the truss, is

evidently equal to the versed sine of half the arc made
by the chords, and is found vrith sufficient nearness,

by the equation . . Dep. - {^Lf -^ 2R, ^ ^U -^ B.

Then, substituting L-r- D for i?, we have dep.= ^L"^ h-

(Z-^i)), = Jj9i.

Hence, if the length of truss equal 8 times the depth,

or 8, the deflection due to this cause, will equal the

difference in length of the two chords, produced by

their extension and compression.

Again, if length equal 6, then, dep.= JZ) X 6, =
3i) -^ 4, = 9^.

The depression resulting from extension of diagonals,

may be illustrated as follows.

If the points a and 6 of a rectangular panel o.hcd

(Fig. 63), be fixed, and ac be extended by an addition

Fig 53 equal to eh to its length, produced by

the action of weight at c, either di-

rectly, or through the upright dc\ the

points d and c will fall to g and A,

and the very small triangle ceh {eh

representing only the elastic stretch

of c/c), will be essentially similar to abc
;

whence, ch : ac : : eh : ab, and eh :

E : : ac : ah, : : n/ (1 + iZ') : 1 . . . Therefore, eh =
Ey/ (1 + H% But ch:^/ {1 + B") : : eh : 1, : :

Uy/ {1 + H^):l; consequently, , . ch = JE + JEH\

Now, if this represent one of the end panels of a

truss, all parts of the truss between the end panels,

must descend through a space equal to ch, in conse-

quence of the extension of diagonals in the two end

panels ; and so for each succeeding pair of diagonals,

to the centre of the truss. Therefore, the depression
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in the centre, due to the stretching of diagonals, must

be equal to JP X (1 + H^)E, = (JP + J PH^)E.
The depression in the centre of the truss, due to

compression of uprights, is simply equal to the aggre-

gate compression of all the uprights on either side of

the centre one, and consequently, equal to ^PE, This

amount added to that produced by extension of

diagonals, as above determined, makes, for up-

rights and diagonals together, a depression equal to

{P + IPH^)E.
The value of* this last expression, length and depth,

of truss being the same, varies slightly with variation

in number and width of panels, but not so as to be a

matter of practical importance.

Assuming L — 8^;, == 8, we find that,

P=2, andP=16, make {F + ^ FB')E =18E.
P=4, andP= 8 " " = 12E,

F^Q, makes " = HJ^.

6 panels, therefore, seem to produce the least deflec-

tion.

The deflection resulting from changes in leng hs of

chords, has been shown to be equal to ^LD ; and,

substituting P^for i, & 2PHE for D, we have. . ^
LD=\P'IPE, =deflection from change in chords.

The term E, then, with the following co-efiicients,

expresses the depression at the centre of the truss, re-

sulting from all changes in length of parts, namely,

for chords, JP^J^T^, for diagonals, IP+^PIP, and,

for uprights, JP.

Hence, the deflection of a truss, under the condi-

tions here assumed, depends upon three simple ele-

ments, represented by the letters, P, H, & E; and is

expressed in the following general formula

;

Deflection^ {^PHP, + JP-f IPH\ + JP)xJ5'.
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The parts of this aggregate co-efficient of E, re-

ferring respectively to chords, diagonals, and uprights,

are separated and distinguished by commas.

The formula just given is equally applicable in case

of thrust diagonals and tension verticals ; as will be

made obvious by a moment's examination of the

principles involved.

[N'ovv, if the truss could be anchored down, by ties

and anchorage absolutely unyielding, to the point of

its utmost deflection under load ; the load might be

removed, and replaced, without any rising or falling

of the truss,—the load and the anchors alternately re-

taining the deflection, and preserving a constant and

uniform strain upon the truss.

The same effect is 'partially produced by counter-

bracing ; and the object of the present investigation is,

to determine, approximately, at least, to what extent

this may be done, and what is the real advantage of

counter-braces, in trusses with parallel chords ; beyond

where they are necessary, to counteract the effects of

unequal variable load, upon the different parts of the

truss.

"We have seen that deflection results from three

causes, all, of course, depending upon elasticity;

namely ; difference effected in lengths of,—first chords,

second, diagonals, and third, uprights.

The theory of counter-bracing is, that by the intro-

duction of antagonistic diagonals, the material is pre-

vented from regaining its normal state on removal of

the load ; and consequently, that it ^delds to the re-

imposition of load, to much less extent than it would

do, in the absence of counters.

As to the deflection due to the difference in lengths

of chords, equal, as shown by the general formula one
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page back, to one-half of the whole, for a truss in which

L = 6^, and to more than half, when L is greater

than QH] the counter-diagonals have no tendency to

retain or diminish that difference, or the deflection

produced by it. The diagonals and counters, simply

contract or extend (according as they act by tension or

thrust), the two chords equally, without affecting the

difference between the two.

On the contrary, the action of the counter diagonal

tends to retain the tension (or thrust, in case of thrust

diagonals), of the main in the same panel, and also,

the compression (or tension), of uprights ; and, in as

far as that is accomplished, the deflection due to the

elasticity of those parts, is retained, on removal of load

from the truss.

Suppose, in a truss with tension diagonals, loaded

and depressed as already explained, and all parts ex-

tended or contracted to the amount ofJEx respective

lengths; a counter.-diagonal to be inserted in each

panel, crossing the mains, as shown in the diagram

(Fig. 52), and of half the size of the latter, such being

the usual proportion for counters.

Now, the counters being adjusted so as not to act

while the load is on, but ready to act immediately, as

the main diagonals begin to contract, then, the load

being removed, the main will contract by its elasticity,

opposed by the counter, until they come to an equili-

brium ; each sustaining the same amount of tension.

Still, the aggregate extension of the two beyond the

natural state, must be essentially the same as that of

the one, under the load ; the one gaining, just as fast

as the other loses.

But the main, having a cross-section twice as great

as the counter (chords and uprights retaining the same
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lengths), must lose two-thirds of its tension, while the

latter is acquiring strain enough to withstand the re-

maining third. Hence, 2 thirds of the deflection due

to extension of diagonals, is recovered, on removal of

the load, while the counter-diagonal retains the other

1 third.

But the posts (the greater portion of them), do not

remain stationary as to length, as above assumed ; the

main and counter diagonals together, exerting, ob-

viously, only f as much action upon them in the new
condition, as the former exert under load, they are re-

lieved of J of their aggregate stress under load ; but

do not recover in the same degree, their original ag-

gregate length ; for the relief falls mostly upon the

larger uprights, where the relative effects are less than

the average.

To illustrate the case as to uprights — if equal

weights act at the nodes of the lower chord (Fig. 52),

the compressive action upon the posts at p, q^ r, and 5,

is obviously as.l, 3, 5, 7, respectively, or as 3/?, 9^.,

15/?., 21n. [See analysis of Fig. 12]. Then,— Counter-

bracing, and removing load ; sa is relieved of two-thirds

of its stress, equal to 14n, while hs exerts a force of In

upon 6r, making with St? retained by hq, a total of 12n

upon 6r, and showing a reliefof 3?i. Again ; cq receives

5n through cr, and %n through cp, = 8?? in all, being a

relief of l?i. But dp, receiving 3n through dq, and In

retained by do, sustains 4n, being an increase of 1/?.

Now, as these uprights are assumed to undergo the

same contraction under load, \ of the deflection on ac-

count uprights, is due to each. Therefore, sa being

relieved of 2-ods of its action, restores . . 2-3ds of J,

(== 16.6 per C), of that deflection. In like manner, br

restores l-5th of i, = 5 per C, and cq l-9th of J, or 2.8
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per C, making, for the pieces together, 24.4 per C, re-

stored. This is diminished by l-3d of J, or 8.3 per C.

(on account of increased compression upon dp), leaving

a balance of 16.1 per C. only, of deflection from con-

traction of uprights, which is restored in spite of

counter-diagonals, in the case under discussion.

Moreover, the main and counter diagonals, produc-

ing more or less effect of contraction upon the chords,

according to the degree of inclination of the former,

and the cross-sections of the latter, it may, perhaps, be

reasonably assumed, that the contraction thus effected

in the horizontal, is a full offset to the 16 per C. of ex-

pansion in the vertical sides of panels, as above shown
;

so that we may regard the whole deflection from up-

rights, as being retained by counter-diagonals.

To state the full result of the foregoing investigation

then, we find in case of Fig. 52, which is a fair repre-

sentative of the average of trusses ; that counter-brac-

ing, obviates all the deflection due to compression of

uprights, together with J of that resulting from exterf-

sion of diagonals ; and, making li == 1, in the formula

for deflection (p. 267), we have— deflection saved by

counter-diagonals, ==
(J X 8 + 4) -J- 28, = a little less

than 24 per C. of the whole deflection. If If= 0.75

(truss 52), the result would be about 31 J per C. saved.

But even these results are based upon conditions

never occurring in practice. It has been assumed that

all parts of the truss undergo equal degrees of change

under a full load; which may be nearly true with re-

spect to chords, but not to other parts. The maximum
action upon od and dp (Fig. 52), requires those parts to

be 2J times as great, as they need be under full load
;

while /?c and eg- require^J more, and, g'ft and 6r,l-20th more
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cross-section at the maximum, than under a fall load

of the truss.

Now the deflection resulting from elasticity in these

parts, being less in proportion as the parts are greater,

the saving by counter-bracing, must be less in the same

degree, as far as it relates to such parts. This at once

reduces the above computations for deflection retained,

from 31J and 24, to 25 and 19 per C, for the two cases

respectively; and, considering the increase of section

required for uprights (in iron trusses), on account of

great length and small diameter, as heretofore alluded

to, it is deemed to have been fully demonstrated, that

the eflfects of counter-diagonals, of half the size of the

mains, are, to retain in the truss when unloaded, from

one-sixth or less, to one-fourth of the deflection pro-

duced by a full movable load.

But it has been seen in the progress of our investi-

gations as to the action of load upon the diflcrent parts

of the truss, that counter-diagonals are required in one

or two panels on either side of the centre, and there,

they can not be safely omitted. But, beyond the point

where the weight of structure acting on the mains, be-

gins to overbalance the eflrects of unequal and variable

load upon the counters, I do not consider the advan-

tages of counter diagonals to be sufficient to warrant

their use.

In the case of rail road trains, gliding smoothly over

bridges of ordinary spans, a quarter or a half of an

inch more or less of deflection, is of slight importance,

while, in bridges for ordinary carriage travel, the only

objection to it is, that it slightly increases the degree

of vibration produced by successive impulses, as of the

trotting ofanimals, in time with the natural vibrations.

!N"ow, counter-bracing tends to shorten the intervals oi
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the natural vibrations by diminishing their extent; but

can not destroy the liability to vibration ; and the al-

teration of interval produced, may as often bring the

vibrations nigher in tone with the gait of a trotting

horse, as otherwise. In certain cases the effect would

be one way, and in others, the opposite ; and in

general, the only result would be, to diminish the ex-

tent of motion ; by one quarter, or less.

Such is the result of the best reasoning and science

that I have been able to bring to bear upon the subject

of counter-bracing.

To find the actual maximum deflection of a truss it

is only necessary to know the value of F and i7, and

to assign to E Oi. value determined by the character of

material, and the stress upon the several parts under

full load.

In Fig. 52, if /:Z = 1 == 12ift., and the tension of

wrought iron equal 15,0001bs. per square inch, the

value of ^ for that material, will be about 0.0075 ft.

;

and this will apply to the lower chord, and the obliques,

ar and li. But the average value of E' for diagonals

of wrought iron, would be about 0.006ft.

For cast iron, n,000ft)S. to the square inch, requires

about the same value for E, as 15,000 upon wrought

I. ; and, as that is a fair working rate of compression

for cast iron in the upper chord, .0075ft. may be taken

as the value of ^for chords, in general. Uprights,

for reasons heretofore explained, require a value for

E', not greater than .005ft.

The above values of .E'and H, substituted in the

formula (J P^H\ + JP + ^PM^ + JP,) x E, it becomes

IP^H^E+ {IP + IPH^)E' + iPE\ equal to J X 64 X
.0075, + (4 + 4) .006, + 4 x .005, =, 0.188ft. = about

2J inches. Hence, a well proportioned wrought and
35
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cast iron truss, one hundred feet long, b}^ 12J feet deep,

may be depressed 2
J" in the centre by a distributed

load (including structure), with tension not exceeding

15, and thrust, not exceeding 11 thousand pounds to

the square inch in cross-section of iron.

WOODEI^ BRIDGES.

Strength of Timber, &c.

CXL. The qualities of wood as a building material,

have been extensively treated of by authors whose

works have long been before the public, with a degree

of ability and research to which the present writer can

make no pretensions. He will therefore at this time^

simply state the conclusions arrived at from reading

and observation (coupled with some experimental re-

search) with respect to the average absolute strength,

positive, negative, transverse, and to resist splitting, in

certain cases ; of the timbers principally in use for

building purposes ; as also, the forces they will bear

with safety under various circumstances ; leaving it,

of course, for others to adopt his views for their own
practice, or to modify and correct them, according as

their greater experience or better judgment may
dictate.

At the same time, the author may be allowed to ex-

press his firm belief, that the views about to be pre-

sented, if fairly observed, will lead to the adoption or

continuance of a safe and economical practice as to the

proportioning of timber work in bridge construction.

Pine timber in this country is perhaps to be ranked

as amona^ the most valuable timber in use for buildinsr

purposes ; especially in bridge building. White oak,
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and some other varieties, are preferred for certain pur-

poses, as being harder, stiffer, and especially better

calculated to sustain a transverse action, whether

tending to bend or crush it. But in what follows,

reference will principally be had to the ordinary white

pine of this country ; and the deductions here made,

may readily be modified so as to apply to other mate-

rials of known strength, when so required.

The absolute positive, or tensile strength of pine,

may be stated at about 10,000ft)s. to the square inch

of cross-section. It might therefore seem to be safely

rehable in practice, at 15 or 16 hundred pounds to the

inch, upon that part of the section of which the fibres

are not separated in forming connections with other

parts of the structure. And so it probably would be,

when new, sound, and straight grained. But timber

in bridges, is usually more or less exposed to wetting

and drying, and deterioration in strength,— especially

as it regards tension. Moreover, in forming connections

of parts and pieces in a structure, it is diflicult to se-

cure a uniform strain upon all the uncut fibres ;— one

side of the piece being often exposed to much greater

stress than the other. In view of such facts, it is

deemed advisable to seldom allow less than one square

inch section of unbroken fibre to each l,0001hs. of

tensile strain.

Negative Strength of Timber.

CXLT. The ability of pine to resist compression in

the direction of the length of piece, is from 4 to 5 thou-

sand pounds to the square inch of section, and this

varies but little, whether the pieces be of length equal

to once, or five or six times the diameter. It moreover
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diminishes only about one-third with an increase of

length up to 18 or 20 diameters.

Now, if we take about I of the absolute strength,

say SOOBbs. to the inch for a length of 6 diameters, and

560 for 18 diameters, and substract 40tb3. per inch for

every increase of 2 diameters in length, between 6 and

18 diameters; and from 18 to 40 diameters, compute

the quantities by the rule given [lxxxix], in relation

to negative resistance of cast iron, we shall form a

table of negative resistances of timber, for a range of

lengths which will cover the principal cases that will

occur in bridge building, which the author feels confi-

dent in recommending for the adoption of engineers

and practical bridge builders. If it be desired to ex-

tend the table to greater lengths than 40 diameters,

the formula which makes the strength as the cube of

the diameter divided by the square of the length, may
properly be used.

The following brief table of negative resistance of

timber, has been constructed in the manner above in-

Table of Negative Resistance of Timber,

Diameters. Pounds. Diameters. Pounds. Diameters. Pounds.

6 800 24 368 42 166
8 760 26 328 44 151
10 720 28 296 46 138
12 680 30 269 48 127
14 640 32 246 50 117
16 600 34 227 52 108
18 560 36 210 54 100
20 479 38 195 57 90
22 416 40 183 60 81

dicated, and exhibits at a single view, the number of

pounds to the square inch of cross-section, which tim-

bers of diflerent lengths will bear with safety, at inter^
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vals of 2 diameters in length, for all lengths between 6

and 60 diameters. The first column gives lengths in

diameters, and the second, the number of pounds to

the square inch, borne, with safety.

Transverse Strength of Wood.

CXLII. Pine timber will bear a transverse strain of

1500 or IBOOibs. to the square inch of cross-section *

that is, the projecting end of a beam will bear ISOOlhs.

for each square inch of its cross-section, applied at a

distance from the fulcrum equal to the depth of the

beam ; the force acting parallel with the sides. In

other words, a beam 1 inch square upon supports 2

inches apart, will sustain SjOOOibs. midway of supports,

provided the timber be not split or crushed ; as would

certainly be the case with so short a leverage.

It will therefore be proper in practice, never to ex-

pose this material to a greater transverse strain than

250Ibs. (upon a leverage of 1 diameter), to the square

inch ; and, to calculate the strength of a projecting

beam, this quantity should be muliiplied by the cross-

section and the depth, and the product divided by the

distance of the load from the fulcrum. |_xciv.]

For the safe load in the middle of a beam supported

near the ends, take four times the above quantity

(= l,000ibs.), multiply by cross-section and depth, and

divide by length between supports.

A beam will bear twice as much load uniformly dis-

tributed over its length, as when it is concentrated in

the centre, in case the beam is supported at, the ends,

or at the end in the case of a projecting beam.

But these are familiar principles and need not be

dwelt upon in this place.
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Cleavage.

CXLin. In order that a piece of timber may act by

tension, it is necessary that a portion of its fibres be

separated, to form a heading for the stretching force to

act against ; and, that the strength of the piece may
be made available for as great a part of its length as

may be, without having the head split off, it becomes

important to know the power of the material to resist

suQJa a result.

Let ah Fig. 54 represent a heading by means of

which the stick is made to act by tension. Now, as the

timber is incapable of supporting upon the ends of its

fibres with safety, for a great length of time, a force of

more than 8 or 10 hundred pounds to the square inch,

the area ab should contain at least one square inch'for

each IjOOOibs. to be applied to it. And, if the head

a^ be too nigh the end of the stick, the part ahcd will

Fig. 54.

a d

^ ^ ^—Yt

split off, and be thrust over the enxi of the timber. It

is found by experiment that to produce this effect upon

timber of sound and straight grain, requires a force of

nearly 600ibs. to the square inch of cleavage in the area

efcb. It is therefore obviously necessary to safety, that

the head ab, be at a distance from the end, equal to at

least 10 times the depth (ae) of the head, that the area

of cleavage may be sufiicient to stand as great a force

as the area of head can stand ; i. e., there should be

10 inches of cleavage surface to one inch ofhead surface.
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If the heading be formed in the central part of the

stick, as by a mortice or pin hole, two cleavages must

be made from the hole to the end in order that the

part may be forced out. Hence, the hole need be only

about five times the width of hole from the end ; that

is, an inch hole should be five inches, and a two inch

hole, 10 inches from the end.

Transverse Crushing.

Timber is sometimes liable to be crushed by forces

actins^ transverselv to the direction of its fibres. If

the pressure be apphed to the whole side of the piece,

it should not exceed 150, or at most 200ft)s. to the

square inch, in practice. If acting on one-half of the

surface, it may perhaps, be SOOibs. to the inch, without

yielding very injuriously ; and, for a very small portion

of surface, as under a bolt head or washer, a pressure

of SOOSbs. to the inch may be admissible. These limits

are taken with reference to pine timber. Hard timbers,

will bear, probably, 25 to 50 per C. more with safety.

Connections of Tension Pieces, and Proportionate
Amount of Available Section.

CXLIY. From what has been already said, it fol-

lows that for a piece to act with the best advantage by

tension, if the connection be made all at one point in

the length, one-half of the fibres require to be cut ofl*,

so as to form an area of heading equal to the cross-sec-

tion of the remaining part of the stick ; since it has

been assumed that the power to resist tensile strain

with safety, is the same as the power to resist compres-

sion upon the ends of fibres. But if several headings,

or shoulders be made at different points, or distances
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from the end, a less portion of the fibres require to be

separated.

If, upon a piece 4 in (jhes thick, instead ofone shoulder

2 inches deep at 20 inches from the end, we make two

of one inch deep, each, the one at 10, and the other at

20 inches from the end, we have the same area of

shoulder, and 50 per C, more fibres to act by tension

;

which may be made available by another shoulder at

30 inches from the end. Thus a greater proportion of

the fibres, but a less proportion of the length is availa-

ble.

In the same manner, if a piece be connected by

pinning, requiring 2 pins of 2 inches in diameter, at

10 inches from the end, fourl inch pins, two at 5, and

two at 10 inches (if stiff' enough), give the same shoulder

surface, and require the cutting of only half as many
fibres ; and, two more pins at 15 inches from the end

will give jths of the whole area of section available for

tension. In case the smaller pins be not stiff enough,

they may be of an oblong section in the direction of

the strain.

A still further reduction of depth of shoulder or

.width of pin, will make a still larger proportion of the

fibres available, but not so much length ; and, experi-

ence and judgment, with a little calculation, must dic-

tate as to the proper medium in this respect. The
theoretical limit is, when the shoulders are infinitely

small, in which case, the whole cross-section becomes

available. But, as the resistance to cleavage must be

equal to the force of tension, it follows that the loss in

available length, is proportional to the amount of

C! oss-section available for tension.

In practice, it is usually not expedient to estimate

more than one-half or two thirds of the whole section
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as available for tension. This reduces the safe practi-

cal strain for timbers sustaining tension, to from 500

to 700ft)S. to the square inch, for the whole cross-section

;

and the proper point between these limits should be de-

termined by the mode of forming the connections in

specific cases.

Pins op Wood and Iron, for connecting Timbers
IN Bridge Work.

CXLY. Perhaps no more suitable place will occur

for making a few general remarks upon the merits and

use of pins for connecting pieces of timber.

While it is readily admitted that the plank lattice

girder, put together exclusively with wooden pins, an-

swered an excellent purpose in affording cheap and

serviceable bridges in this country when timber was
abundant, and the iron manufacture in its infancy, it

is nevertheless believed that the use of wooden pins in

bridge construction, is not destined to a long continu-

ance. Where pins are required in wooden bridge

work, it is thought that iron may be used with a de-

cided advantage over wood — not in the lattice bridge

of the usual form, composed of a great number of dia-

gonals, and a legion of connecting pins ; but in a modi-

lied form (as in Figures 13 and 19), with a greatly

reduced number of pieces, and points of connection.

Wooden pins for the purpose under consideration,

do not possess sufficient strength in proportion to the

surface, unless made so large as to require too much
cutting of the timber. Moreover, the action upon the

pin tends to crush it laterally, in which direction the

hardest timbers available for pins, scarcely offer as

much resistance as the ends of fibres to which they are

opposed.

36
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Where pieces are connected with their fibres paral-

lel, wooden pins or keys with cross-sections elongated

in the direction of the grain, to give them the necessary

strength, may be employed without too much cutting

of the timber. But, as just remarked, the key is liable

to yield before the cut ends of the fibres are taxed to

their full capacity. It is therefore poorly adapted to

the purpose in any case where great strength is required.

Moreover, when the pieces to be connected are placed

across one another, the hole will not admit of elonga-

tion without too much cutting of at least one of the

pieces.

If it be required to connect a piece by a pin between

two other pieces as seen in Fig, 55, upper diagram,

the pin, as already seen, should be strong enough to

bear as much strain as the opposed surface can sustain.

Now, we have seen that this can scarcely be done by

wooden pins. Still if sufiiciently stifi:', they may yield

somewhat to compression, without material loss of

strength.

Taking the transverse strength of pin timber at

SOOSbs. to the inch, with leverage equal to diameter,

the expression 4 X SOOad -^ I (a representing the cross-

section, d, the diameter, and /, the length of pin, be-

tween centres of outside bearings), gives the amount

which the pin will bear in the middle.

TTow, the two outside pieces, having each half the

thickness of the centre one,* I must equal 1^ times

the thickness (0, of the middle piece; while the eflfect

* The outside liearin£rsmay be regarded as concentrated at the centres

r ^^ ; -% of thickness of the pieces, while the stress

'J\ of the pin in the centre, is the same as if

the force exerted by the middle timber,
were concentrated half and half at the

71 centres of the two halves of the piece ; see
-^ Hinorrnm.diagram
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of the force exerted by said middle piece, is two-thirds

of what the same force would produce, if concentrated

in the middle of the pin, and consequently, the pin

will bear 50 per C. more. Hence, we have 4x1Jx
SOOad-T- 1}/!,= 1200ad-^t,=^ strength of the pin.

But the opposed surface will bear IfiOOtd; and put-

ting this expression equal to the former, and deducing

the value of d, in terms of if, it will show the smallest

diameter of a wooden pin, strong enough to bear as

much as the opposed surface. This equation gives

d = 1.0Si;f whence, it appears that the wooden pin

should be 3 per C. greater in diameter than the thick-

ness of the middle timber.

In the same manner, the strength of an iron pin in

the same circumstances, is respresented by 4xl|-

x5,000ad -T- IJ^, = 20,000at/ -r- 1, which made equal to

IftOOtd, gives d — 0.252^, hence, the most economical

diameter for an iron pin in fastening one piece between

two others, is about Jth the thickness of the middle

piece; i. e., taking the stiffness of a round pin at

5,000ft)s. But reducing it to 4,500ibs. as proposed in

another place [xcviii], it gives d = 0.266^ ; whence,

even upon this basis, it will be safe in practice to make
d = J<, and the whole length of pin = 2^, so that it may
extend into the outside pieces to the extent of half the

thickness of the middle piece.

Since the outside pieces (Fig. 55), require half the

thickness of tl» middle piece, and the pin requires a

diameter equal to \t = | the thickness of outside pieces,

it follows that in pinning or spiking a plank or timber

to the outside of a thicker piece, the pin or spike should

f Dividing the equation 1200acZ-t.i ==1,000^(^, by lOOe^ and multiply
ing by t, give 12a= 10^1 But 12^^12x .'J'854d^ =9.4248(i',= 10«'-

whence, d"" = IMW, and cZ—v/TOGlF = 1.08«.
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have half the thickness of the piece attached, that it

may not bend with less force than the ends of the

severed fibres can bear ; and should extend into the

thicker timber at least 6 times its diameter. For, as

Fig. 55.

the inner portion of the pin or spike, must act upon
the wood in the same direction as the part through the

attached piece, it requires the same amount of surface

to act upon, while the intermediate portion requires a

surface equal to that acting upon the two end portions.

And, even in this condition, the pressure is not uniform

upon all parts of the length of the pin, since there is a

neutral point, as represented by the upper dotted line

(lower diagram. Fig. 55), where the pressure changes

from one side to the other, and, near this point, must

be very light in both directions. Hence, for the most

perfect results, in such cases, the pin should probably

enter the thicker timber to a distance of 7 or 8 times

the diameter of the pin.

When the end bearings of the pin act transversely

to the grain, they require at least 50 per C. more ex-

tent of bearing, or even twice as much, when practica-

ble. At 50 per C. ^ = If ^, and the effect of the pressure

exerted by the middle piece, is fths that of the same
force at the centre of the pin. The equation for the

proper diameter of the pin, then, is 4x|x5,000«<:/-i-l}^

= IfiOOid ; whence, d = 0.283/, and length of pin =2i^.
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Splicing.

CXLYI. The term splicing^ as applied to timber

work, may be defined to be the uniting of two pieces

of timber by their end portions, so as to form (in figure)

a continuous timber upon a straight axis.

The splicing of timber to withstand a thrust action,

requires only the meeting of the squared ends of pieces

;

Qr, a half lap, formed by removing the half of each for

a foot or two, more or less, from the end, and lapping

the remaining halves, so as to have the extreme end of

each, meet the shoulder of the other.

But the splicing of pieces to withstand tension, ob-

viously requires a more complicated process ; and,

from what has already been said, [cxliv,] it is clear

that only a part of the absolute section can be made
available to withstand a tensile strain.

Fig. 56.

In Fig. bQ^ we have the profile of a lock splice, by
which one-third of the section is available for tension ;

the depth of the locking being equal to one-third of

the thickness of timber. Now, that the locking may
not split ofi*, we have seen that the lap should extend

10 times the depth of lock, each way, making a lap of

6f times the thickness of the timbers.

By slanting the timber to a thickness at the end equal

to that in the neck of the lock, we lose none of the

cleavage required to split ofi" the hook, while we gain

in amount of section where it is required for bolt holes

to secure the splicing. Otherwise, the bolt holes would
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reduce the available sectiou below one-third of the

whole.

It is proper to observe with regard to this splice,

and also the succeeding one, that the power being ap-

plied upon the reversed shoulder, or hook, out of the

line of the unbroken fibres which resist the power,

the tendency is to throw the ends outward, and pro-

duce a degree of lateral action, which weakens the

timber to a somewhat greater degree than in proportion

to the amount of fibres severed.

Fig. 57.

With a double lock splice, as in Fig. 57, one-half of

the section is available. This requires a lap of 10 times

the thickness of the timber.

By three lockiugs upon the same principle, f of the

fibres may be utilized for tension, with a lap of 12

thicknesses (or 12^.), and, by a lap 13J<, we make two-

thirds of the fibres available. Finally, by a lap of 20t.

and an infinite number of lockings the whole cross-

section would be available.

But this, of course, is a point not attainable in prac-

tice. From J to §— say an average of J, is as much
as can be reckoned on, and about as much as can usually

be made available for tension, at the end connections

of a single timber.

Splicing may also be effected by a plain scarf, with

bolting, pinning and spiking, as indicated in Fig. 58.

With bolts, pins and spikes properly arranged and pro-

portioned, a strong splice may be formed in this
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manner, with a less lap than what is required in the

lock splice. In this case the fastenings should pass

through at right angles with the plane of the joint, that

they may not be slackened by a slight yielding of the

timber to pressure, in the holes. This, however, is a

device which will probably, seldom be resorted to in

bridge construction.

Timbers may also be shackled together end to end

by iron bolts and straps, as shewn in Fig. 59. The ag-

gregate cross-section of straps should be about 1 square

inch to each 10 to 15 thousand pounds of strain which

the splice is intended to bear; and the diameter of

bolts fastening the straps, about one-fifth of the thick-

ness of timber, to secure the greatest effect for the

amount of section destroyed in cutting the bolt hole.

Fig. 59

To connect two timbers 10x12 inches, so as make
half of the fibres available for tension, we may take 6

straps 2 feet long from hole to hole, and containing a

cross-section of about 1 square inch, each. Also 6

bolts of 2" in diameter, and arrange the straps and

bolts as shown in the figure, the straps being placed

upon the 12" sides. This will cost, say for 170ft)8. of

iron at Tcts., $11.90.
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The expense of a double lock splice (Fig. 57), will

be about 7 cubic ft. of waste timber, $3.50

40ibs. of iron bolts, washers and plates,... 2.80

Labor in fitting the timbers, say, 1.

Total, $7.30.

showing the shackle connection to be from 4 to 5 dol-

lars the more expensive.

Construction of Wooden Trusses.

CLYIL With a thorough comprehension of the

power of timber to resist the various kinds of strain to

which it may be liable in bridges, and other timber

structures, and of the general principles of forming

connections in timber work, as attempted to be ex-

plained and get forth in the last few preceding pages

;

and a knowledge of the general forms of arrangement

for the several members in bridge trusses, or girders,

and of the manner of computing the stresses to which

the several parts are liable to be subjected, as treated

of in the first 100 pages or so, of this work, the details

of practical construction of wooden truss bridges may
be intelligently entered upon.

]N"othing more elaborate will be here undertaken,

than a reference to general forms of trussing suitable

for wooden bridges of different spans, and a descrip-

tion of what seem to be the most feasible methods of

forming connections at peculiar and specific points.

The method pursued will be, to proceed from the

shorter spans, and more simple combinations, to struct-

ures of greater length, and requiring a greater number

and a more complex arrangements of parts.
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Two Panel Trusses.

CLYIII. The form presented in Fig. 3, with rafter

braces ad and dc, and a tie or chord ac, together with

an iron tension member db (in 1 or 2 pieces), is proba-

bly the best adapted to bridges from 20 to 25 feet in

length. The braces should meet with a vertical joint

at d (Fig. 3), and toe into the chord tie with two head-

ings, and one or two small bolts, as in Fig. 60.

FiQ. 60.

Assuming the brace to be capable of sustaining a

thrust of 500ft)3. to the inch of section, and the heading

l,OOOIbs, to the inch, the aggregate depth of heading,

a/, and de, should be one-half the depth c6, of the brace

;

and, the point /, should fall below the point d, by

^^ ad, so as to give a length of cleavage fh, ^ lOaf or

10 dh. The shoulder de, then, should be,

(1),... de = J cb— j\ ad, ^^cb — j\ab + ^\ db.

We here speak of adb slq a straight horizontal line,

not shown. This is regarding af as equal to the verti-

cal depth of cut at af; which will be sufficiently near

the truth for our present purpose, provided the brace

be not very steep.

But (2),...c?e = rf6. sin. dbe, ^db. sin. cab,

37
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and, putting this value of c/e equal to the one above,

and changing vulgar to decimal fractions, we have,

(3), ..db. sin. cab =- 0.5 cb — O.lab -f O.ldb.

Then, transposing, and uniting co-eiiicients of db,

(4.). ..(sin. cab— 0.1) (/6 =0.5c6— O.lab, whence,

/r\ JL 0.5 cb— o.lab

(5)v.^^--8in.ca6-0.1

Now, from equation (2) we derive db^
^^TcoB'

which

value of db being substituted in equation (5), we have

,^v de 0.5 cb—0.1 a6 , i^- i • i _
(6)» - 8-nr^6 - sin.cab-0.1. »

whence, multiplying by

sin. cab. we derive,

(7),... de « Q-5^-Q-^^^^
Then, substituting for ab, its

sin. cab

equal. ^.^ ^^ the last equation becomes,

0.5 cb : T I 0.5 : Tjcb.

\. cab win. cab

Making the angle cab = 26°33J', which is regarded

as a suitable inclination for the brace, being one, ver-

tical, and two, horizontal reach, sin. cab = 0.447, which

substituted in (8), gives de =» .356 c6, and af^ .144c6.

This, it will be recollected, is deduced upon the

supposition that the brace will sustain a compression

of 500ft)s. to the inch, and no more ; which will depend

upon the length as compared with the least diameter.

If the brace be capable of bearing with safety, more or

less than 500ibs. to the inch, the heading, or butting

surface should be more or less than half the area of

cross-section, in like proportion. For, if unnecessarily

large, it requires too. much cutting of the chord, and

if too small, the pressure upon abutting surfaces be-

comes too great.

With the inclination of brace, above assumed, the

compression upon the brace obviously equals the weight
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sustained multiplied by \/5 ; and, for a rail road bridge,

at IJ- tons to the lineal foot, the weight upon each

brace, will be 6,250ft)s. == ^w ; or say, ^ {w + w') —
7,500ft)3. This by v/5, gives 16,770ibs. = thrust of

brace, while 15,000ft)s. = tension of chord. Kow, at

600R)s. to the square inch of gross section, the chord

requires 30 square inches, and the brace 33J inches?

being a little less than 6'' square. But the length of

brace being about lift, or 22 diameters of a 6^' stick,

we find by the table [cxli], the brace is only capable

of bearing 416ibs. to the inch. Hence, with a 6^' least

diameter, a section of 40.3 inches, or nearly Q" X l'\

becomes necessary. Still the butting surface requirtd

is only 16.77 square inches— a little less than 2\" depth

(at right angles with the brace), by 7" in width.

This 2J inches in depth may be divided between the

two shoulders at a and d, in any manner that will leave

a length of cleavage from a to the end of the chord

equal to 10 a/, or more strictly 10 afx cos. cah^ which

equals the vertical depth of cut at/. But the line df^

should preserve a descent, equal to J^-th of its length.

The depth of shoulder being thus reduced from Jc6

(= 3'' in this case), to 2J", de is diminished in the same

degree, and from .356c6, becomes |x.3566'6 = .2966c6

;

and, substituting Q" for c6, we have rfe = 1.T8 inches.

In the meantime «/ becomes |x.l44c^, = .72''.

The vertical depth of cut for de^ = 1.78", is 1.78 X cos.

cab, =1.78x.894, == 1.59". Add to this the vertical cut

at/, equal to .642" and it makes 2.233", = aggregate

vertical depth of cut in the chord, whence the distance

eg should be 22.33 inches, to afford the necessary re-

fiistance to cleavage.

!N'ow, we require in the chord 15 square inches of

unsevered fibre, to withstand the horizontal thrust of
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the brace while we require, as seen above, 1.59

X

7 = 11.13 inches to be cut away to form foothold for

brace, making aggregate section of chord = 15+ 11.13

= 26.13 sqr. inches, equal to about 1" X 3J", by strict

computation.

Timbers so small, however, although capable of sus-

taining, without excessive stress, any action to which

a bridge is legitimately exposed, is not to be recom-

mended in practice, as the structures might be de-

stroyed by casualties which would but slightly affect

the large timbers required in heavier and longer struct-

tures.

^ The centre of bearing of the truss upon the abut-

ment, should be directly under the point ^, at the

meeting of central axes of the brace, and the unsevered

portion of the chord. Otherwise, an injurious lateral

strain would result to the chord at its weakest point.

The transverse beam at the centre of the truss, may
be placed above the chord or below, as preferred, and

sustained by 2 suspension bolts descend-

ing divergently from a saddle, or double

washer at the vertex of the braces, pass-

ing through the beam, and secured by

nuts and washers upon the under side of

the beam, as shown in Fig. 61. The
divergence of bolts should be from Jth

to Jth their length, and the section of

bolts, a trifle more than what is required"

simply to sustain the weight, as they may

act unequally, in consequence of a small

lateral tendency of the braces.

A small bolt should pass vertically

through chord and beam, to preserve

them in place. Also, a small bolster, or corbel block

Fig. 61.
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(j. Fig. 60 and 61), under the chord at the end, afforda

some protection at the weak point in the chord.

A pair of horizontal X braces in each panel, between

beam and abutments, or plate timbers upon abutments,

are required to produce lateral steadiness in the struc-

ture.

The idea of constructing the trusses of a rail road

bridge, even of 20' span, of 6" timbers, to persons in

the habit of seeing such bridges constructed with tim-

bers 10 or 12 inches square, will undoubtedly suggest

visions of catastrophe, courts and coroners ; and, in

view of liability to casualty, fretting at joints, and per-

haps surface decay, it may be advisable to use in such

structures, timbers somewhat larger than the above

computations indicate as sufficient to withstand deter-

minate forces.

But, as an instance of what strength may be obtained

with very small timbers, properly proportioned and

put together, it may be here stated that a model of a

20 feet truss, upon a scale of 1 to 12, constructed as

above explained, of J" x 3*^" braces and chord, bore

without material injury, 350ibs. at the centre, equiva-

lent to 700ft)S. distributed, and representing 700x144
= 100,800ft)s. upon one truss, or over 100 net tons upon
a 20 feet bridge ; being some four times as much as a

single track rail road bridge of that span is usually

subjected to.

With regard to the proper size of transverse beam,

the formula (see rule [cxlii]),M5^ = W, (a represent-

ing area of section, d, depth of beam, I, length between
supports, and W, the load in the centre), gives a «
ji^. Then, assuming / = 15', W = 7,500ft)s. (=

15,000Ibs. distributed), and d = 14" ; we have a «=
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i^nnJ'^??/
~ ^^'^ square inches ; which divided by depth

(d), in inches, gives thickness (i), = 7 inches nearly.

Or the formula t = f^ gives the required thickness

directly. But in this case, I and c^must express length

and depth in inches, since the co-efficient of d (1,000)

refers to square inches of section. Otherwise, the co-

efficient must be multiplied by 144 to make it refer to

the square foot of section ; in which latter case the

value of t will be obtained in feet.

In the case of beams to sustain rail road track, we
may let r == length of beam exclusive of the portion

between rails, and W = weight upon the 2 rails. If

V = 120'' and W = 25,000ft)s., and d =r 14" the above

formula becomes, t = ^-^^ = «^~ = 15.3 in.

Three Panel Truss.

CLIX. A three panel truss bridge of wood may be

constructed upon the plan shown in outline by Fig. 7.

The main braces a6and a'b' may connect with the chord

in the same manner as in the two panel truss described

in the last section, and illustrated by Fig. 60; while

the upper end may be square, and the whole bevel to

form the angle abb', given to the member bb\ Or, the

bevel may be upon both members ; in which case the

saddle plates at b and b' should extend over the joint,

so as to throw a part of the weight directly upon the

brace. In case the bevel be all upon bb', the saddle

need not bear upon the brace.

The counter braces in the middle panel may box

into the chord and the horizontal bb', in the manner
shown in Fig. 62, either by the black or the dotted

lines ; the upper end of the counter toeing against the
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end of the main brace, when the form of connection

shown by the black line is used.

As the counter braces cross, or meet in the centre of

the panel, one may be in two pieces thrusting into the

other as at c Fig. 62 ; or one member may be in two

full length pieces, and the other a single brace between

the former, of such width vertically, as to possess the

required cross-section ; say 2^" X &' for the outside,

and 4 X 8 for the middle one, and the whole connected

by a small transverse bolt at the crossing.

Fig. 62.

The stresses of the several parts of the truss may be

determined in the manner explained in section xviii,

and the timbers proportioned accordingly, and in con-

formity to rules in relation to strength of timber [cxl

and cxLi]. For a truss of 30 feet to carry a gross load

of 15,000tbs. to the panel, with a horizontal reach of

brace equal to twice the vertical— chord and " strain-

ing beam," [hb^, Fig. 7), should be T deep x ^" wide ;

main braces 8'' X 9''. Counter-braces being subject to

only one-third of the movable panel load, may properly

be 4 X 8 or 5 X 6, if one be severed at the crossing, or

as above specified,^ if one member be in 2 full length

pieces.

Two counter-braces might cross one another side by

Bide, but this would not produce a well balanced action.
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Bridges of this length of span are, moreover, often

built with counter braces omitted, for common road

purposes. But such practice is defective, unless extra

depth of section be given to the lower chord, so that

its stiffness may transfer a portion of weight over the

quadrangular middle panel ; and in no case is it ad-

visable to dispense with counter braces in a rail road

bridge of three panels.

Beams may be suspended by divergent bolts as in

Fig. 61, and bolted to the chord; while horizontal X
ties or braces, as may be preferred, in each panel will

prevent lateral swaying of the structure.

The above is probably the simplest and best plan of

wooden truss for bridges of 30 to 35 feet span.

Four and Six Panel Trusses.

CLX. The same general arrangement, with the same

kind of connections, in trusses of 4 or 6 panels, accord-

ing to length of span, may be used with good effect

for common road purposes, in any length up to 70 or

80 feet. In such cases, each panel should have one

main brace, and counter braces may be entirely omitted;

as the partial movable load is seldom so great as to

neutralize the action of weight of structure upon the

main braces.

1^1 the 6 panel truss, the movable must exceed the

permanent panel load upon the two beams next either

end, with no movable load upon the other beams, in

order to neutralize the constant tendency to action

upon the central pair of main braces. This is obvious

from the fact that the greatest tendency to tension action

upon the latter, is Sw'\ = ^w, while the permonent load

gives a constant opposite tendency, equal to Jm?'.

Should such cases occur, the transverse stiffness of
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both upper and low chords must be

overcome before a collapse could

take place. In the case of iron

trusses, the chords are supposed to

have no lateral stiffness at the

nodes; consequent!j,counterbraces,

or ties, as the case may be, are al-

ways necessary in one or two panels

each side of the centre.

Fig. 63 represents a Six Panel

truss, as arranged and recommended
by the author 16 or 18 years ago,

and adopted by the Canal depart-

ment of the State of ^ew York,

for farm and country road crossings

over the State canals, upon which

several hundreds of them are in use.

The arrangement of upper and

lower chord timbers, and the diver-

gent suspension rods, to maintain

the erect position of trusses, as well

as the assignment of correct pro-

portions to all the parts throughout,

are believed to have originated with

the author of this work.

The lower and longer portion of

the bottom chord, is usually in two

pieces, spliced with double locking

and bolting (see Fig. 57), over the

centre beam. Transfer blocks are

also inserted between upper and

lower timbers, to transfer a part of

the stress of the longer to the

shorter portion, and thus diminish

the strain at the splicing.
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The long portion of the upper chord may also be

in two pieces meeting with squared ends, or with a

plain half lap, of a foot or so. Transfer blocks or

packing pieces and bolts should likewise be inserted as

indicated in the figure.

The dimensions of the several members, of course,

will depend upon the length and depth of truss, and

the load it is required to bear. It is seen by pro-

cesses explained heretofore [xL and Liii], that the

portion of chord under the triangular end panels, aud

also the endmost sections of the upper chord, are liable

to action equal to 2JW-, in which expression "W =
w-\-iv', h =the horizontal, and v = the vertical reach

of braces. The next sections (top and bottom), are

liable to 4W-, and the lower chord under the two
v

middle panels, to 4JW-.

The end braces are liable to 2JW y/k^ + 2;^-i-i7,the

next braces, to {lW-\-llw') Vh^ -f v^ -i- i;, and the

middle ones, to {W+lw') >/ b? + v"- -^ v\ while the

verticals are exposed to 2JW for the endmost, IW for

the middle, and 10 w" + \\w' for the intermediates.

Now, we have only to assign specific values to w and

w\ and to A and v, in order to obtain the actual maxi-

mum stresses the several parts are liable to, from the

general expressions just found.

Let h = 12', and v = 7' ; which, though not an eco-

nomical proportion, as we have seen [lxiv], may be

admissible for bridges of light burthens, giving a better

appearance, and the structure being less top heavy.

The weight of a light superstructure of this descrip-

tion, is 18 or 20 tons— say, w^ = 3,000Ibs. Then, as-

suming w = GjOOOlbs. which will be sufficient for the
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lighter class of private and country bridges. Then, - =

V == 1,714, and Vl^ + v^ ^ v ^ 1.984.

Substituting these values in the above expressions

for stresses, we have 2i X 9,000 X i.714, = 38,565, =
tension of end section of bottom chord. For the next

sectioti, 4 X 9,000 X 1,714 = 61,704ft)s. ; and, for the

two middle sections, 69,417ibs. ; while the compression

of the two portions of the upper chord, is 38,565ft)3.,

for the end. and 61,7041]bs., for the middle sections.

The maximum compression of the three sets of

braces, is 44,653 for the ends, 14,880 for the middle

ones, and 28,760 for the intermediates.

The tension of suspension bolts, is, at the maximum,
for the endmost 22,500, for the middle ones, 9,000

( = W), and for the intermediates 14,500.

The main portion of the lower chord, requires a lap

at the splice, equal to 10 times its depth, [cxlvi.]

Hence, the less depth, the less waste in splicing, and

the more lateral stiffness of truss. But this also in-

volves greater required section in the lighter braces,

which become too thin, vertically, to act with advantage

under compression.

There is no ready means of determining the exact

optimum in the ratio of depth to width of timbers in

this case ; and we shall not err greatly. by assuming a

ratio of width to depth as 3 to 2, or as 4 to 3 ; neither

to be rigidly adhered to.

The bottom chord may suffer tension in the second

panel, equal to nearly 62,000ft)s., requiring 62 inches >

of net section ; while the second brace has a maximum
horizontal thrust of nearly 25,000ibs., requiring the

severing of 25 inches, whence this part of the chord

should have a gross section of 62 -j- 25, = 87 inches.
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This amount may be furnished nearlj^, hy a section of

8J'' X 10", 8 X 11, or 7 X 12. Assuming the secoud,

the end braces should be 8J x 11, the next 7 X 11, and

the middle ones, 5J X 11.

We have seen above, that 62,000ft)s. of tension, are

communicated to the long timbers of the lower chord,

while the splice at the middle is only good for sSoibs.,

to the inch of gross section, being 44,000ibs. ; thus

leaving a deficiency of 18,000ibs. to be sustained and

made up by the upper timber. In the mean time,

the middle braces exert about 8,000ibs. of horizontal

action upon this piece, under a full load of the truss,

and near 13,000ft)S. at the maximum action of those

braces. Hence that timber should have a mininum
net section of 26 inches, + 18 inches to be severed for

the insertion of transfer blocks. The timber should

therefore be at least 4" deep.

The transfer blocks shouUi be If thick, in this case,

and 15 or 16 inches long, and be well fitted in position

as indicated in Fig. 63. This mode is preferable to that

of using blocks twice as thick, and letting one-half into

each timber by a square boxing ; because it leaves a

larger section of timber opposite the middle of the

block where bolt-holes are required. Otherwise it

would be necessary to provide additional gross section

on account of bolt holes. The same reason applies in

the case of braces toeing into chords, &c. ; where the

boxing, instead of being as deep at the heel as at the

toe of the brace, should taper out to nothing at the heel.

See black line at foot of counter brace c. Fig. 62.

This case has been given in pretty full detail, since

the plan seems to merit, as it certainly enjoys, a high

degree of popularity, for small bridges for ordinary use.
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By increasing tlie depth to at least Jth of the length

of truss, inserting counter braces in the two middle

panels, and proportioning members to the respective

strains to which they are liable ; this plan is undoubt-

edly well adapted to rail road purposes in spans from

50 to 70 feet in length.

For greater spans than 70 feet for rail roads and 80'

for common roads, higher trusses, with top connections

and lateral bracing or tying, should undoubtedly be

adopted.

CLXI. The bridge usually designated asBeardsley's

Bridge, is identical with the one shown in Fig. 63,

moditied by the substitution of iron bottom chords,

composed of two parallel rods (to each truss) in 5 pieces

or parts corresponding in size with the stresses of

chords under respective panels. The middle and

largest part extending under the two middle panels,

and the others, each under one panel only.

These pieces or parts, being connected by turn -buck-

les, or screw couplings, pass through cast iron shoes,

into and against which the several braces toe and

thrust ; the shoes being prevented from sliding out-

ward upon the rods, by the couplings.

The shoe should in all cases be so formed and located

that the axes of action of chord, brace and vertical,

meet at the same point, as it regards the intermediates^

while as to those upon the abutments, the axes of chord

and brace should meet over the centre of bearing upon
abutments.

This arrangement (understood to have been the sug-

gestion and device of Mr. Geo. Heath), gives very sat-

isfactory results, and the only practical question with

regard to it, as compared with the one with wooden
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chords, seems to be merely one of economy and con-

venience. If suitable timbers for chords can be readily

and reasonably obtained, it is thought to be quite as

advantageous to use wooden chords.

The Howe Bridge.

CLXII. A very popular plan of wooden bridges,

which has, in fact, superseded most others in New York
and New England for rail-road purposes from the time

of the introduction of the rail road system, is known
as the Howe Bridge,

The trusses have upper and lower parallel chords,

together with main and counter braces, of wood, tied

vertically by wrought iron tension rods from chord to

chord, the principle of action being the same as in the

plan shown in Fig. 63.

The braces act upon the chords and verticals through

the medium of -cast iron shoes or skewbacks, with ribs

or flanges let into the chords to a sufficient depth to

sustain the horizontal thrust of braces, and with tubes,

or hollow processes, square externally, and having

round holes to receive the vertical bolts. These tubes

project downward through the lower, and upward

through upper chord, between the courses of timber

composing the chord, being boxed into the timber on

each side of the tube, so as to leave about an inch be-

tween adjacent courses for ventilation ; the tubes, ex-

tending through the chords, reach an iron plate upon

the opposite side, which serves as a washer, or bearing

for the nuts of the suspension bolts.

By this means the vertical action of braces is brought

directly upon the verticals, without a transverse crush-

ing action upon the chord timbers.
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The chords are formed of 3 or 4 courses of timber

side by side, with a depth equal to two or three times

the thickness; the joints in the several courses being

so distributed that no two courses may have a joint in

the same panel when avoidable.

Fig. 64, represents a side view in the upper, and a

top view in the lower diagram, of a portion of the bot-

Fia. 64.

torn chord. At t is represented a view of the tube of

the skewbackas it would appear with the outside chord

timber removed ; at m m, the seats of the main braces,

and c, the seat of the counter brace. Over a, is a

clamp, or lock piece, and bb' are transfer blocks, or

packing pieces, to secure the joint, and transfer the

strain from one to another of the chord timbers. The

transfer blocks may be placed obliquely as at 6, or

straight, as at b\ The latter is the more usual, but

the former leaves the greater section of timber at the

point where the bolt holes occur.

The braces are usually placed with a horizontal about

half as great as the vertical reach, and extending across

one panel only. Counter braces used throughout, and

the upper chord made of equal length with the lower,

giving the truss a rectangular, instead of a Trape-

zoidal form.
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!N"ow, it is obvious that in a rectangular truss, as

represented in Fig. 52, the end posts, and one panel-

length of the upper chord at each end, as well as one

counter-brace, are entirely useless, as it regards sus-

taining weight of structure and load. It will readily

be seen, moreover, that no counter-braces except those

of the tvYo middle panels, in the 8 panel truss, Fig. 52,

have any sustaining action, unless the variable exceed

4 times the permanent load of the truss.

It is furthermore manifest that there is a lar<re

amount of surplus material in the portions of lower

chord toward the ends ; the tension of that chord being

in the several panels, proceding from the end (in the

case of Fig. 52), as 3J, 6, 7J and 8. Hence, over one-

iifth of the material in a chord of uniform section, is in

excess.

But the greatest sacrifice of economy in the Howe
Bridge as usually constructed, results from the steep pitch

of the braces. For, while, as was seen [lxvi], braces

act with about the same economy at an inclination

giving a horizontal reach equal to the vertical, as when
the Simmer equals only one-half of the latter, that is,

with h^v and h =« Jy, it was shown in the succeeding

section, that the action upon verticals was nearly twice

as great in the latter, as in the former case. For in-

stance, suppose Fig. 18 to represent a 16 panel trnss,

with thrust braces and tension verticals. Estimatinof

successively the action upon verticals with diagonals

crossing two panels, as in Fig. 18, and the same with

diagonals crossing but one panel, we find the action

over 85 per cent more in the latter than in the former

case.

With regard to chords, the horizontal effect is essen-

tially the same in both cases, while the vertical thrust
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of braces, being but little over half as great with the

long, as with the short horizontal reach, may be sus-

tained by the timber of the chord, thus obviating the

necessity of tubes extending through the chord from

the cast iron skewback; and furthermore, may enable

the iron shoe to be dispensed with altogether, in many
cases. Hence would result a still further saving in ex-

pense, as well as in weight of structure.

Take, for example a brace 10" square, capable of

resisting a tnrust of 50,000ft)s. in the direction of its

length, and a vertical pressure of 35,000ibs. when in-

clined at 45°. Whether the end be cut as at d., e, or/
(Fig. 64), it covers a horizontal area of 141 square

inches, giving a square inch for every 250Ib3. of vertical

pressure. This does not much, if any, exceed the ca-

pacity of timber for resisting transverse crushing, as

estimated in section cxliii, when acting upon a portion

of surface so limited with respect to the whole.

Perhaps, however, the propriety of dispensing with

the iron shoe, should not be too strenuously urged.

But there seems to be little excuse for incurring the

sacrifice of iron required in suspension bolts in case of

the steep braces, over what is required with the greater

inclination. The interference of bolts with braces,

when the latter reach across two panels, is perhaps the

greatest obstacle in the way of adopting the latter ar-

rangement; and this may be managed by either pass-

ing the bolts through the intervening braces (which

does not materially impair their strength, when sup-

ported at intervals by counter-braces), or between

main and cotinter braces, as may seem most favorable

in respective cases,

In view of the above considerations, the author can

not avoid regarding the usual practice in the construc-

tion of Howe Bridges, as decidedly faulty.

H9
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Trapezoid without Verticals.*

' CLXIII. This form of truss, Figs. 13, 15 and 19, has

been shown [xliv, &c.], to be liable to a less amount

of action upon materials, in sustaining a given load

under like general conditions, than any of the other

forms analyzed in this work ; and this advantage may
be made practically available in wooden bridge con-

struction, by a system of chords and diagonals con-

nected by transverse iron bolts and pins at the nodes

of upper and lower chords.

The lower chords should be proportioned in their

several parts, nearly in accordance with the stresses to

which such parts are liable. This may be accomplished

by a pair of parallel courses of timber of uniform sec-

tion upon the outsides of the chord from end to end,

placed at such distance asunder as to admit the ends

of diagonals between them, and also, to admit of addi-

tional courses of chord timbers upon the inside of the

former, to be introduced as required toward the centre,

to give in each panel a section of chord, proportional

to the computed strain for such part.

The pieces composing the several courses, may
be spliced with the double lock. Fig. 67, usually with

the centre of the splice at the nodes, or connecting

points of chords with diagonals ; no two splices in the

same half-chord to occur at the same node.

The upper chord should be increased in section by

enlargement of the section rather than the number of

courses. Or, in some cases, tinibers may taper iri

thickness toward the ends of chords, either upper or

* The characteristic of this truss, is not that strictly speaking it has
no \ertical members, but that there is no general alternate transfer of

^weight from diagonals to verticals, and the contrary.
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lower. For instance, if 5" in thickness be sufficient

in the end panel, and 7" be required in the next, a

timber extending over the width of two panels, 6" at

the smaller, and 8" at the larger end, will answer the

requirement with perhaps less waste of timber and

labor than would suffice under a diiferent arrangement.

But such matters must be left to the judgment of the

designer.

The upper chord acting by compression, the timbers

may be connected by a half-lap of IJ or 2 feet at the

nodes, where the main connecting bolts will secure

the ends. *

The diagonals which act principally by compression

(represented as the narrower ones in Figs. 65 and 66),

may be in pairs, while those mostly exposed to tension

(the wider ones), may be single, and placed between

the former. Thus usually three pieces are united at

each node.

Fig. 65.

<\/7
/iy

In some cases where the thickness of diagonals ex-

ceeds the space between half-chords, the thrust dia-

gonals may be shouldered to fit a boxing upon the in-

side of the chord ; as by either of the vertical dotted

lines. Fig. 65. Sometimes also, the boxing may ex-

tend through the whole depth of the chord, so as to

require no cutting of the diagonal; and again, the

thickness of the diagonals may be reduced in the parts
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between chords, and no cutting of chord timbers re-

quired.

When cutting of timbers becomes necessary for pur-

' poses as above, it should be in the parts where the

greater surplus over the necessary net section occurs,

whether in chord or diagonals. Every part should

have a square inch of net available section for each

IjOOOSbs. of tension, and a square inch of bearing upon

bolt, pin, or shoulder, for each l,000ft)S. of either ten-

sion or thrust to which the part is liable ; and the

bearing upon bolts and pins should be estimated as

equal to the diameter multiplied by the length of hole

through the piece ; or, equal to the section of timber

severed by the hole.

CLXIY. Fig. 66 is a general representation of the

half of an 8 panel truss, suitable for a 100 foot common
road bridge. Let v = 14', = distance between centres

of upper and lower chords, and h = 12J', = horizontal

width of panel. Then, assuming w = 10,000ibs.

(= movable panel load), and w' = 4,000ibs. (= perma-

nent panel load), we have - == .893 (nearly), and d =

18.77' = length of diagonal; whence, ~ = 1.34; and,

computing the stresses of the several parts and mem-
bers by the process explained in sections [xliv, &c.,],

the maximum vertical pressure at a equals 49,000ft)S.

giving a longitudinal compression upon ai, equal to

65,660ibs., and a tension upon ab, equal to 43,750ft)S.

For the double member a^, 8" X 9" timbers are suf-

ficient ; while 4" X 12" (in each half), would answer

for ab. But to give greater transverse stiffness for

supporting floor timbers, it is preferred to have the

outside course of lower chord timbers 5 X 12 inches.
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The piece bj having no office but to fill the space at

6, and to give support to ai, may be of any convenient

dimensions.

The maximum tension of other portions of the lower

chord is, for be, 56,250; for cd, 81,250, and for de^

93,7501)8. For the upper chord, we have compression

of ih, hg and gf, 62,509ft)s., 87,500ft)., and 100,000ft)8. re-

spectively.

The diagonals and verticals are liable to maximum
tension and compression as shown in the following

statement ; and may properly be of dimensions as

marked opposite each in the right hand column below

;

in case of double members, the figures indicate the

width and thickness of each.

Parts. Tension, lbs. Compression, lbs. Cross-Section, inches.

U 28,000 double 3 X 11
CI 28,140 single 5 X 12
dh 20,435 " 4 X 12 .

^9 12,730 670 " 3 X 11

fd 6,700 6,700 d. 3x6
yc 670 12,730 " 3x6
hb 20,425 " 3J X 7

ia 65,660 " 8x9

The inside course of lower chord timbers may be—
a 4" X 12'' piece extending from d across the two mid-

dle panels of the truss, spliced at each end to a taper-

ing piece 4 X 12 at d, and 2 x 12 at 6 ; and consequently,

3 X 12 at c. Then, leaving a space of 8" between half

chords at d and e, we have 10'' at c, and 12" at b.

Each half of the upper chord should be 8" X 12", in

the two middle panels, and placed 9" apart ; connect-

ing with a tapering piece each way, from 8 x 12 at g.
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to 6 X 12 at i; where the end should be beveled to a

line bisecting the angle aih, and abut against a beveled

shoulder upon the upper end of the king brace ai.

The king brace is also cut away upon the inside, leav-

ing only r' in thickness, to make up, with bi and ie, a

thickness equal to the space (13") between the half-

chords at i.

The parts thus meeting at ^ are to be fastened by 2

transverse bolts of at least 2
J" in diameter. These

afford the requisite square inch of bearing surface for

each l,OOOIbs. of pressure, with an unimportant de-

^ciency for the member ic, which may be eked out with

a V pin through bi and ic only, if thought advisable,

thus giving 55 square inches for vertical and diagonal

together.

These members should extend at least 14" beyond

the centres of holes.

At h and g, the three diagonal pieces just fill the

space between chord timbers, and require at A, two

bolts and one plain pin of If" in diameter, and at g,

the same number &c., of If" diameter. The diagram

shows only two bolts at each connection.

At the point f, where two pairs of braces meet, one

pair may be cut off at the meeting, and a 4 by 6 inch

piece introduced, lapping 2 feet between the cut pieces

(reduced each J inch in thickness, inside, to the extent

of the lap), and secured by 2 bolts and 1 pin of 1"

diameter; the upper end passing between the opposite

braces, the latter being boxed J" inside, to afford room

for the 4" piece ; and the whole secured by a single

If" or IJ" bolt through chord and braces.

The connections at the lower chord are somew^hat

more complicated, but involve little difficulty. The

, best connection at a, is made by cutting a vertical
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shoulder or heading |" deep, upon both sides of the

half chord, as shown by the vertical dotted line in the

diagram A, Fig. 66; the brace being forked with

counter shoulders upon the inside. This affords 36

square inches of shoulder surface, which, assisted by 2

bolts of 1" diameter, give 50 square inches, to with-

stand less than 44,000ib3. The end of the brace is

thus made to bear directly upon the abutment without

any crushing action upon the chord.

At b, the space in the chord is 12", while the verti-

cals descending parallel, would occupy 11''. But giv-

ing a divergence of 2J", and boxing |'' upon the inside

of chord timbers, leaves a space of 6 J'' between verti-

cals at b. Then, boxing bh y upon the inside at the

crossing with 2C, there will be a 3" space between

braces bh at 6, and a thickness of 4J" (of the pieces bh)

between the verticals bi ; also, a shoulder of 1J" upon

the outside, which may be made to act vertically in a

boxing upon the inside of bi^ thus securing the requi-

site bearing surface for the thrust of bh. Thus ar-

ranged, the point should be fastened with 2 bolts and

1 pin of If" diameter.

The piece bj will have 3" in thickness at 6, and will

be furred out, if necessary, to fill the space at J.

The space at c is 10" ; and, eg being shouldered ^'

at the upper side of the chord at c, and boxed J" at the

crossing with M, the point c may be secured by 2

bolts and 1 pin of 1|" or 2'' diameter.

A y boxing of df at t/, upon the inside, leaves a

thickness of 9", being 1" greater than the space in the

chord, and the pieces df therefore require a further re-

duction in thickness upon the outside between chord

timbers, of y upon each. The point d^ requires 1}"

bolts and pin.
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The two single diagonals meeting at e, may be

halved into one another at the crossing, and a 3x11 inch

piece lapped and locked on to each, as shown

by a a in Fig.67 ; thus serving to fill the space

in the chord, and to restore strength to the

diagonals. The lap pieces are to be reduced

to 2J'' in thickness below the lock at L

Two 1 J'' bolts are sufficient at the point e.

Transverse joists, or floor beams may
be placed upon, or suspended below either

the lower or upper chords. Sway bracing

may be locked and bolted upon the upper

chords, and iron X tie rods used at the lower

chords ; the beam timbers being shouldered

against the inside of cords, so as to strut

them apart against the action of the ties.

Angle braces from the king brace ai, to a transverse

beam from truss to truss at i, will aid in preserving the

erect position of trusses. These braces should usually

be lapped and bolted at the ends, so as to act by either

tension or thrust

The preceding specifications, it is hoped, will serve

to make the peculiarities of detail in the kind of truss

under consideration, properly understood. It may be

deemed advisable to adopt the rectangular, instead of

the Trapezoidal form of outline for the truss, by extend-

ing the upper, to the same length with the lower chord,

inserting vertical posts at the ends, and exchanging the

double vertical 6^, to a single diagonal meeting the up-

per chord and end post at their point of junction ; thus

simplifying the connections at b and i

This modification, unlike the case of the trsi^ezoidwith

verticals, involves no increase in amount of action upon

materials, though it increases the number of members,

and changes the manner of distribution of the action.
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MODULUS OF STRENGTH, FOR BRIDGE
TRUSSES.

It is shown in preceding pages of this work, that,

knowing by experiment the strength of the materials

to be employed, we may calculate the necessary cross-

section of each part of a bridge truss, in order that it

may sustain a given load, with a given stress upon the

materials.

It is sometimes, however, a satisfaction to have a

confirmation of the correctness of our calculations, by
direct experiment upon the same combination com-

plete, which we propose to employ for actual use. For
this purpose, instead of applying the test to a full sized

structure, which would involve a great deal of labor

and expense, the test may be applied to a model, made
in the true proportions, upon any scale.

Now, it is obvious that with the same combination

and arrangement of members, the stresses, whether

positive, negative or transverse, produced upon the

several parts by the acting forces, will be in proportion,

throughout, to the weight sustained, whatever be

the length of pieces ; such stresses being determined by
the positions and angles, and not by the lengths of

pieces.

It is further manifest that the ability of parts to

withstand the effects of the acting forces, must be as

the cross-sections of parts respectively ; and in similar

models, the parts, being similar solid figures, have their

cross-sections as the squares of the magnitude of scale

upon which they are respectively constructed, while

the bulk and weight of each corresponding part, and

of the combinations complete, are as the cubes of the

magnitude of scale.
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Then, assuming two similar models, the scale of one

being m times as great as that of the other, the weights

which they will respectively bear, under the same

stress of material, will be asW to Wrn^, while their re-

spective weights will be as 1 to m^,

IlTow, dividing the sustaining power of each by its

own weight,the quotients are asW toW —3 or asW to

— . But the lengths being as L to Lm, if we multiply

the quotients just found by respective lengths, we have

WL for the one, and Lm W h- m, = WL for the other

;

showing that the length of a model truss by the num-
ber of times its own weight which it can bear (with a

given stress), is a constant quantity, whatever be the

scale of such model.

Again, the quotients W, and—, multiplied by the

lengths L and Ij7n, give the products WL, and — X Lm,

equal to WL. Hence, the product of a truss medal into

the number of times its own weight which it is able

to sustain, is also constant, whatever be the relative

values of the two factors.

It follows, that making these two factors variable,

and representing them by Q and L, the one increases

at the same rate at which the other is diminished ; and,

when Q = 1, L must be equal to the greatest length

at which a truss of the same plan and proportions, and

under the same stress of materials, can sustain its own
weio^ht alone.

This length, as we have seen, is determined for a

model upon any plan, constructed upon whatever scale,

by multiplying the length of model by the number of

times its own weight it is capable of sustaining.
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This product maybe called the Modulus of Strength,

and the plan of truss which gives the largest Modulus,

may fairly be regarded as the strongest plan.

The Modulus may refer either to the actual break-

ing load, as found by experiment, or to the load pro-

ducing given rates of strain upon materials, as

determined by calculation.

Examples.

(1). A bar of cast iron 1 inch square and 12" between

supports, will bear (at 6,000ft)S. to the inch of section,

upon a leverage equal to depth of beam), a distributed

load of 4,000Bbs. which divided by its weight, = say

8.12ft)s.gives,Q = 1250 ; and L being 1 foot, the Modu-
lus = QL, = 1,250 feet.

(2). A beam of pine timber 12' long and 6" square,

at l,500ft)S. to the inch upon a leverage equal to depth,

as above, bears a distributed load of 18,000ibs. [cxlii.]

For the weight, say 3 cubic feet at 36ft)s. = lOSSbs.

;

1 S 000
whence, Q = —^^g— = 166.6, which multiplied by L
(= 12') gives Modulus equal to 2,000 ft.

By reducing the length of the beam just considered,

to 6 feet in length, retaining the same section, it would

give a Modulus of 4,000 feet, instead of 5,000, as given

in the Appendix to my former work ; the difference

arising from the assumption of a smaller specific

gravity for pine in the latter case.

, (3). The two panel model with chord and rafter

braces, mentioned in the latter part of § [clviii], 20"

long, and weighing 0.18ft). supported a load equiva-

lent to 3,885 times its weight, while L = If feet

;

whence, 3,885 xlf = 6,475 feet, = its Modulus.
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(4). A model wooden truss 4 feet long, made many
years ago by the author, on the plan of the truss Fig.

66, having 10 panels, and a depth equal to ^\ of its

length, weighed 0.9ihs. and bore a distributed load of

SOOibs. Hence, the modulus of the truss was ~ x 4

= 2,664 feet, being more than half a mile.

The model was somewhat strained but not broken

;

and recovered its normal shape and condition on re-

moval of the load. It was subsequently sent to the

U. S. Patent Office.

These examples, however can not be taken as in-

dices to the relative merits for general use, of the

different forms of truss to which they refer. Each

possesses qualities suited tq special occasions.

(5). A model of a 6 feet Trapezoidal Iron Truss [the

first ever constructed), weight a little less than three

pounds, sustained TOOlbs. distributed, without any ap-

pearance of overstraining ; thus showing a modulus of

-^ X 6 = 1,400 feet, with an estimated stress upon the

chord, at the rate of about 16,000ft)s. to the square

inch. The model represents a truss of 144 feet, upon

a scale of J inch to the foot. The sustaining power of

a full sized truss in the same proportions, would be

700 X 242, = 403,200ft)s, while the weight of truss would

equal 3 X 24^ = 41,472ft)s. Doubling this for two

trusses, and adding, say 10,000ft)s, for beams, &c., we
have 92,944ibs. for the weight of a 144 feet bridge,

capable of sustaining, at a stress of 16,000ft)s. to the

square inch upon the chords, over 356 net tons beside

weight of structure.





DRAW BRIDGES.

CLXV. The present is undoubtedly distinguishable

from all preceding periods of history, by the increased

amount of locomotion, both of persons and property,

which takes place both by land and water. Hence,

the frequent crossing of one another by land and water

lines of transit, as well as the crossing by the former

of unnavigable waters, and of streets and ravines,

creates a large demand for the construction ofBridges ;

which forms the special subject of the present volume.

Furthermore, as convenience often requires that

these intersecting lines by land and water should oc-

cupy so nearly the same elevation that both can not be

used at the same moment, a necessity arises for the

frequent construction of Draw Bridges, which may be

temporarily withdrawn from over the water highway

during the passage of water craft, and replaced for the

transit of land vehicles.

Cases requiring the construction of draw bridges

occur so frequently at the present day, that a treatise

upon bridge construction may be considered somewhat

incomplete, which does not embrace the construction

of Draw Bridges, as well as stationary structures.

The subject of Draw Bridges having been omitted

m the preceding edition of this work, it has come to

the knowledge of the author that such omission has

occasioned disappointment to some who have made
use of the book. In consideration of this, as well as

the fact that the author has originated some plans and

devices which he believes to be valuable and useful in
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the construction of draw bridges, the current chapter

is introduced in the present edition, in order to make

the work as satisfactory and useful as may be to those

who may have occasion to consult its pages.

The present design is not a historical sketch of the

construction of draw bridges, but to give the author's

views, derived from experience, observation and in-

vestigation, as to the most direct, feasible, and conven-

ient means of accomplishing the ends requiring the use

of such works.

CLXYI. The indispensable requisites of a draw

bridge are, first, strength to sustain with safety the

weight of the land traffic, and second, mobility, ena-

bling it to be withdrawn, so as to aftbrd sufficient width

of unobstructed water way, and sufficient head room

for the passage of the water traffic. Hence, strength

combined with lightness is a desideratum.

Draw bridges, as hitherto constructed and used,

may be distinguished into three classes; Retractile,

Swing (or pivot), and Lift Draw Bridges. The former

Fig. 68.

i
/ D D

are withdrawn bodily, either in the direct line of the

land traffic, or obliquely, so as not to come in conflict

with the stationary portion of the way ; as represented
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in Fig. 68, where (7(7 shows the water channel, Z)Z), the

draw closed, and D'D\ the draw open.

In case of direct retraction, the draw must either oc

cupy a higher position than the permanent way, so as

to be drawn back over a portion of it, and the two

planes connected by an inclined apron (a plan not

feasible for rail roads), or a portion, a (Fig. 69), of the

way at the heal of the draw proper, D, withdrawn late-

rally, as to the position of a\ to make room for the

longitudinal withdrawal of the draw proper.

Fig. 69.

a

a

I

These movements are effected by having the mova-

ble bodies mounted upon wheels or rollers, running

upon hard level ways, so as to reduce the amount of

friction, and consequently that of the required motive

power, to a minimum.

But retractile draws, though they may be still used

in a few cases, and under peculiar circumstances, must

be regarded as nearly obsolete, having been mostly

superseded by the swing draw, which has important

advantages in convenience of construction and opera-

tion. IN'o practical details, therefore, as to the con-

struction of retractile draws, will be given at this

time, as such details if given, would be almost certain

never to be adopted in practice.

CLXYII. The Swing or Pivot draw is either mounted

upon a pivot P (Fig. 70), in the vertical line through

41
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its centre of gravity, or upon wheels or rollers running

upon a horizontal circular way or track it, with its

centre in said vertical line ; or what is more common,
the weight is divided between a central pivot and the

track and rollers.

Fig. 70.

•/>

It will be seen that by this arrangement, the draw

has only to be gyrated through a quadrant, to bring it

to a position parallel with the side of the navigable

channel (7, and leave the latter unobstructed. It is also

obvious that the draw having its centre of gravity at P,

the moments (with respect to P), of the portions or

arms on opposite sides of P, must be equal, whatever

be the relative lengths of those portions ; whence, in

general, the length of arm spanning the water channel

being given, the shorter the other arm, the greater

must be its weight, though the exact proportion will

depend upon the disposition of material, whether near

or remote from P.

It follows that it is usually little if any more expen-
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sive to construct or work a draw with two equal arms,

and covering two equal water channels (which is often

highly advantageous), than one having one short arm,

with extra weight as a counterpoise to the long arm.

This is not the case as to the retractile draw, which

shows one advantage in favor of the pivot draw.

Equal arms also serve to balance the action of wind

upon the pivot draw, which often effects a serious

drawback to the convenient working of the swing

bridge, and this would seem to give some advantage

to the retractile draw, over the swing draw with une-

qual arms.

The portion extending over the water channel, in

both the retractile and the swing draw, require the

same weight of material, and the same counterpoise

toward the opposite end. Consequently, the weight

to be moved in working the draw, requires to be about

the same in both. But the retractile is to be moved
bodily, and if withdrawn obliquely at 45° with its

longitudinal axis, must move through a space equal to

the width of channel multiplied by v/2. If withdrawn

in the direct line of its length, it moves over the width

of channel, in addition to the movement required for

the displacement of the section of road {a, a', F. 69),

-equal in length to said width of channel, making an

amount of movement about equal to that required in

case of the oblique withdrawal.

The swing draw, gyrating about its centre of gravity,

the amount of movement equals twice the weight of

the long arm (the one spanning the water channel),

moving through the quadrant of a circle with a radius

equal to the distance of the centre of gravity of said

long arm, from the centre of motion ; which distance

is about 55 per cent, of the width of channel, allowing
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for the distance of the centre of motion back from the

water's edge. The length of the quadrant equals

about 1.57 Rad., and, denoting the width of channel by
C, and substituting 0.55C for Rad., we have 1.57 x
.550 X 2wt. of long half of draw, = quantity of move-
ment, = 0.8635C X wt. of draw ; assuming the weight

of draw to be equal to twice the weight of the long

half If the short arm be heavier than the other, the

space traversed by its centre of gravity is less in like

proportion.

Hence, the quantity of movement in working the

retractile draw, is to that of working the swing

draw, about as Cv/2 to 0.8635C; being some 6^

per cent, greater for the former than for the latter.

The difference in the required power for working the

draws respectively, may be assumed to be about the

same, as the appliances for effecting the movement
have about equal advantages, and the resistance to mo-
tion is about the same in the two cases.

' This decided advantage in favor of the swing draw,

with no apparent offset in favor of the retractile, i&

sufficient to account for the prevalent discardment of

the latter, and adoption of the former ; as well as for

its being here referred to as an obsolete device,

CLXVni. The truss work of the swing draw when
in motion, being entirely supported by the pivot at the

centre of motion, and the wheels or rollers a few feet

therefrom, obviously suffers a reversed action in the

upper and lower members, from what they would

suffer if supported at the ends. That is, in the former

case, the upper members are exposed to tension, and

the lower, to compression, instead of the reverse,

which takes place in the latter case.
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Two plans have been emploj^ecl for meetiug these

conditions ; one of which is the use of parallel chord

trasses, with the upper chord to sustain tension with

occasional compression upon the end portions, and the

lower chord to sustain compression, with occasional

tension upon parts toward the ends.

CLXIX. The other plan is, the construction of

trusses {ah Fig. 71), from the turn table t, to either end,

acting upon one another by compression at the lower

chord through or over the turn table, and sustained at

the outer ends by oblique suspension rods or cables,

eh and/<i, descending from tower frames erected over

the turn table.

Fig. 71.

The trusses may be constructed upon any plan suita-

ble for a stationary bridge of like span. But the lower

chord must be capable of sustaining compressive action

in the direction of its length, equal to the excess of

horizontal force of suspension rods eh and fd, over the

tension of respective parts of said lower chord, due to

weight of structure.

The horizontal action of eb, equals half the weight

of the long arm ah, multiplied by ^, and it is advisable

that the chord gh be able to sustain that amount of
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compression throughout, though some deduction may
be made in the central portion in case economy can be

promoted thereby, as perhaps may not be the case to

any considerable extent.

The lower chord gh, is relieved of tension through-

out its whole length by the action of eh, which must
continue nearly or quite at its maximum while loads

are in transit, as the end h will seldom be raised when
unloaded, so as to relieve eh to any considerable extent

;

while the tendency of load to elongate the lower chord,

will also tend to increase the tension eh, and may in-

crease it considerably beyond what it endures from

simply sustaining half the weight of the truss. But
this point can not be precisely determined.

These facts may properly be considered in propor-

tioning the lower chord; but the matter should be

handled with caution, and with a constant leaning to

the side of safety, in case of any uncertainty in regard

to the amount and kind of stress upon the various

parts.

In case of unequal arms, as represented in the Figure,

the short arm will generally require a greater weight

to be thrown upon the king post/A than upon eg, upon

which two (regarding at present only one side of the

bridge), the weight of superstructure is concentrated.

It therefore becomes necessary, in order to a uniform

distribution of weight upon the turn table, that a por-

tion of this excess be transferred from /A to eg, through

the tension of ce and ha, or by equivalent means. But

assuming that the reader is versed in the general modes

of calculating strains, as explained and illustrated in

this and other works treating of the subject, I shall

not go much into detail in that branch of the matter

in hand, at this time.
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The trusses being constructed upon any approved

plan from turn table to adjacent abutments or piers,

and proportioned as for stationary bridge spans, with

the exception of the rigid lower chord as above re-

ferred to, extending across the turn table; and the

tower frame erected, the rod or cable eh must have sec-

tion sufficient to bear a tension equal at least to half

the weight of the arm ah, multiplied by - . The rod

fd will have tension determined by the disposition and

amount of ballast upon the arm cd, as well as the

weight of the arm cd itself. The tension of fd will

generally exert less horizontal action than e6, and the

deficiency of horizontal action must be made up by

the horizontal action of ec and ah, in order to bring

the centre of pressure over the centre of the table.

The horizontal action of cf (equal to its full tension),

must be equal to that of eh, less that of ec ; or, equal to

the horizontal action of fd.

But these several stresses are easy of calculation by

modes, it is believed, clearly explained in the present

work, and from such calculations the following results

are readily obtained.

CLXX. Representing the constant panel weight of

the arm ah by w' , the maximum variable panel load by

xo, and ic-\-w' byW, as usual in this work ; also, making

X = ag, — ae, and h — horizontal panel width, we have

the horizontal action oieh equal to ^lo' y.-^; ,^^hw'~-

.

The stress oicjh due to a maximum gross load, in the

two middle panels, equals 11W-. That in the next

panel each way, = 9W— , and in the next, 6|Wp while

the stress of the two remaining panels on the right,

equals 4JW^, and on the left 2JW-^\ and zero, respect-
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ively. Then, assumingW = 4z^', the stresses of res-

pective portions of lower chord due to a max. gross

load, in terms of w^, equal i^'— with the coefficients

44, 36, 26, 18, 10 and ; showing that the tension of

eb counteracts over J the tendency toward tension on
lower chord, as to the two middle panels, over f as to

the two next panels, and substantially the whole, as to

the remaining parts of said chord, in a structure ar-

ranged as in Fig. 71, and w^ith w = Sw\

On the other hand, the minimum tendency to ten-

sion on the two middle panel lengths of lower chord,

is 11?/;'-. Hence the compression of 25m;'— upon those

parts, due to the horizontal action of eb, is reduced (by

such tendency to tension), to {25-ll)io^-, = l^io'- ;

and, to (25-9) ?//-,=16w;'— upon succeeding panel-

lengths, either way, while for succeeding panel-lengths

toward b, the coefficients of w'- are 18J, 20J and 20J,

and for those toward g, 18J, 22J and 25.

The maximum thrust and tension for successive por-

tions of the lower chord, beginning at the turn table,

are, for part over turn table, and first panel-length from

9- Comp. 25< . Tension

2d panel, 22J"
u

3d and 8th 181" (( 1-'-:

4th " 7th 16i
" u 11"

5th " 6th 14 " ii 19"

9th " 10th 20i-
" ii 0"

The other members of the truss ab are subject to the

same stresses as if it were a stationary bridge truss ;

and, if the structure have equal arms, the stresses upon

members of the opposite arm, will of course be the

same as upon corresponding members of the arm ab.
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CLXXI. If cd have half the length of ab, its weight

will balance the half {gC), of ah next the turn table,,

while the half Ch must be counterpoised by extra weight

upon cd, having moment equal to that of Cb, with res-

pect to a transverse axis through the centre of motion ;

and the stress oi fd will be determined by its length,

and the weight sustained by it. In case the extra

weight be uniformly disposed upon the two outer pan-

els, I of it, together with J the weight of the arm cd^

(= 2Ji/;'), must be sustained by df, and the weight of

ballast will be 5i(j'x ^11-^^, 4 of which, added to

2^w\ equals the weight sustained by fd, whenti'e we
obtain the tension oi fd, its horizontal action, and the

complementary horizontal action of ce, required to ba-

lance that of eb.

In this case, the members meeting at the points e

and/, should have unyielding connections by pins and
eyes, or screws and nuts. But in case of equal arms,

dfeh may be continuous cables (usually one on each

side of each truss), attached at b and d, and acting by
simple pressure at e and /, those points being strutted

apart by a force equal to bw' (= vertical pressure at e),

X 1^. The piece ac should have loose connections at

the ends (so as to act by thrust only), or what is better,

should be omitted entirely, and the single pair of diag-

onals inserted as indicated by the dotted lines fg and
eh, instead of shorter ones, ce, etc., so as to give free

and independent action to the trusses either way, by
a slight springing of the long king posts, as the trusses

are deflected by load.

The tension of ./<:^ modifies that due to the chord M,.

on the same principle explained with regard to eb and
gby and to an extent determined by the length oi dh^

42
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and other conditions, and which can not be expressed

in a general formula.

CLXXII. Proceeding to the other case mentioned,

and which may be illustrated with reference to Fig. 72,

both upper and lower chords require to be so con-

structed as to be able to act both by tension and thrust,

except as to the part across the turn-table, and one,

two, or three panels either way therefrom, as circum-

stances may require.

Fig. 72.

y X u t s T q p n

m

When out of contact with the abutment at I, the

"diagonal In sustains (using the accustomed symbols),

^10% and ko, etc. to bx, sustain respectively and succes-

sively w' wath the coefficients 1, IJ, 2, 2J, 3, 3|, 4, 4J
and 5. These weights determine the stresses of those

members, due to weight of structure (and also show

for xi/, a tension of 50?^'—, including the horizontal

action of xz, if any), and show for several of them
toward the right, their maximum stresses. But when
the end I touches the abutment, and is in position for

the transit of loads, and weight is imposed upon any

part between a and 6, the materials yielding more or

less in consequence of elasticity, a portion of such

weight bears at I, and the remainder at a.

If the upper chord were relaxed between x and y,

the respective portions of weight bearing at a and ^

<;ould be readily determined, being the same as in case
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of an ordinary truss. But the portion of chord xy

being under tension equal to 50^^'-, as already stated

(regarding the abutment as sustaining no weight of

structure), the truss must act in the manner of a beam

continuous over one support, and discontinuous at the

next, so that, when loaded, there will be a neutral

point where the action upon chords changes from ten«

sion to thrust and the contrary.

I^ow the tension of a:?/+hor. action of xz^ equal to

50?/^'-, must be exhausted by the hor. ac. of hx^ ex etc.,

before any compressive action can take place upon the

upper chord. In other words, diagonals inclining to

the left, with truss fully loaded from a to l^ must exert

a hor. action at the upper chord greater than those

inclining to the right (including with the latter the

hor. thrust of Im)^ by 50wj'-\

Then, assuming all the weight at the points ^, J, A:,

and \ of that at ^, to bear at l^ and all at the six points

from g to b inclusive (except J W at^), to bear at a,

the horizontal action toward the left upon the upper

chord, equals 1W\ ; and that toward the left, lOJW-^*

;

the difference being 12JW- ; and if W = 4i^', then

12JW = 50i6^', showing that the action toward the right,

upon the upper chord, is just equal to that toward the

left, including in the latter, the action of xy and xz.

Hence it will be seen that under the conditions here

assumed, the horizontal action of ml, mj, mi and vg, is

just equal to that of ^r, fs and ei in the opposite direc-

tion, and consequently, im alone of the upper chord is

subject to compression, and el alone of the lower chord,

subject to tension, while de and ut are neutral ; ad al-

ways under compression, and ug always under tension

;

since this condition of load obviously throws a greater
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bearing at I than can occur when the opposite arm is

wholly or partially loaded, so as to bring greater ten-

sion upon xi/, and exert greater counterpoise action

upon the arm aL Hence this condition gives the max-

imum compression upon the upper, and the maximum
tension upon the lower chord.

CLXXni. What the difference in amount of bear-

ing at I may be with both arms fully loaded, can not

easily be determined with precision. But as to Fig.

72, it is deemed entirely safe to assume that at least

all the weight at j and k will bear at I, in all cases of

load sufficient to produce a maximum strain upon any

part of the structure on the right from the point a;

and that all the weight from b to ^, including those

points, may bear at a. This will depend somewhat

upon the firmness with which the ends are brought to

bear upon abutments when in position for use, but

without load.

Under the above supposition as to bearing at l, the

obliques ml and mj would exert horizontal action equal

to 3W-, and equal to that of ig, and half that of ^r in

the opposite direction ; whence gl alone of the lower

chord is under tension, and rm of the upper chord,

under compression ; but in neither case under maxi-

mum stress. On the contrary, ag is under compres-

sion, and rx under tension, being in each case a maxi-

mum stress upon a considerable portion of those parts,

as will be determined by comparing the strains of

respective parts in the present assumed conditions,

with those obtained while the structure swings clear

of abutments.

Eepresenting, as usual in this work, the long diag-

onal by D, and the short and steep ones by d', we have
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— aud — factors in expressions of stresses of those

classes ofmembers respectively, and for convenience, we

will substitute m for^ and n for ^. Then, stress of iq

and gr, in case of full load upon both arms, equals

Wm, for each; That of /5 and et equals 2Wm, that

of da an ex equals 3Wm, and that of hx equals 4"W"n.

CLXXiy. As to the stress of chords, half the hori-

zontal action of ^r, being taken by the excess of thrust

of mr over hor. action of zg-,* the other half, f=W-j, is

opposed by tension oirs, and compression of ^/. This

added to 4W"p for hor. action of/sf (making — =
p),

makes 5Wp =^ tension of 5/,= comp. of/f. Add 4Wp
for action of et, and it makes 9Wp = tension of tu, =
comp. of ed. Adding again 6Wp for hor. action of du,

gives 15Wp = tension of ux, — comp. of dc. Then,

adding 6Wp for action of ex, gives 21Wp = comp. of

he, and lastly, adding 4W"p for action of hx, we have

25W"p = comp. of haza', — horizontal action of xy and

xz. This all falls upon x)/ in case of equal arms.

In one or other of the three cases above considered

(namely : first, arm swung clear and without load
;

second, arm xl fully loaded; third, both arms fully

loaded), every part of the arm xl undergoes its great-

est strain, which may be determined by comparing the

results obtained by computing the strains produced in

* The 2W upon ml, and IW upon jm, produce thrust equal to
h

3 W— upon mq, which equals the horizontal action of iq, -f- half that

of gr

of r«.

of gr in the opposite direction, leaving W— to be opposed by tension

\fs sustaining 2W, its horizontal action = 4W—
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the several cases ; § except that ep and fo may suffer

a nominal stress, not precisely determinable, under a

load progressing from a to L Also gn may sustain

some more weight with i,j and k unloaded, than with

the truss fully loaded. It is deemed safe to provide

that gn be able to sustain a weight of }W; fo, to sus-

tain JW, and cp, JW, a little more or less as the judg-

ment or calculations of the designer may dictate.

The preceding explanations are thought to be suffi-

cient to guide as to the computation of stresses upon

the other arm of the bridge, whether equal or unequal

to the arm al.

The superstructures of swing bridges should be

thoroughly cross-tied and braced laterally, and the

king posts (represented by ax and yz), well secured by
arch braces or other efficient means transversely : and

if the space az be too great for floor joists or rail string-

ers without intermediate support, an intermediate beam
may be suspended from the crossing point of ay and

xz, or stringers may be trussed.

CLXXV. Whatever advantages either of these plans

(Figs. 71 and 72), may have over the other, are pro-

bably not very great. I find a greater amount of ac-

tion (stress into length of parts), upon material in

chords of the long arm, in plan Fig. 71, including the

suspension rod eh, than in that of Fig. 72, by some 5

§ It will be seen that tu is under less tension strain (as 28«)'p to

36?//p), and ts under greater strain (as 21 to 20), when the truss is on
the swing, than when fully loaded on both arms (upon the above
assumptions of w=.^w', and 2W bearing at I), and that tn has the
max. tension with bridge on the swing, while tx has its maximum
with bridge fully loaded, mn is always under compression. In the
lower chord, e is the changing point, and parts at the left have their
max. comp. with bridge fully loaded, and those on the right, when
on the swing.
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per cent. And while the action upon diagonals and

verticals may be a little greater in case of the latter,

the extra material in the tower frame of the former, is

thought to be an overbalance for any such excess, even

including the greater thrust and tension in the con-

tinuation of chords over the turn-table, which takes

place in plan Fig. 72.

In regard to convenience of construction and appear-

ance of structure, also, as well as economy of material,

the latter plan is thought to possess some advantage.

Still opinions and tastes may vary as to this, as well as

in regard to other matters.

Eegarding the ratio of length to depth of truss, the

same rules should govern in plan 71, as in the case of

stationary bridges of like span. In spanning channels

of 60 or 60 feet in width, on plan 72, the head room
required for the traffic will govern, and depth from 15

to 18 feet, according to span, and the purposes of the

bridge, whether for common or railroad travel, will

probably be found expedient. In general, circum-

stances will probably dictate a variation of ratio (of

depth of truss to length of span), ranging from J to J.

Turn Table.

CLXXVI. The same plan of turntable is applicable

with equal advantage to either of the two above de-

scribed plans of swing bridge trussing.

A common, perhaps the most common, form of turn-

table for draw bridges, is composed of rollers aa,

Fig. 73, arranged in circular form, and rolling between

two metallic circular rails, of which one, bh, is fastened

to the supporting pier _p, and the other, cc, inverted,

and attached to the under side of the bridge super-

structure.
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The rollers are in the form of conic frusta, or seg-

ments of cones having their vertices meeting at the

axis of motion of the bridge ; and are retained in posi-

tion bj arms radiating from a centi^al hub, and serving

as axles for the rollers ; or secured by a circular frame,

Fig. 73.

ff, formed of two concentric iron rings (shown com-

plete in the upper, but only in section in the lower

diagram of Fig. 73), one inside, and the other outside
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of the circle of rollers. The rollers may either turn

upon pins through their centres, and through said rings,

or the pin or shaft may be fast in the roller, and turn

with it upon journals running in gudgeon boxes

attached to or formed in the circular frame /. The

pins or axles may be quite small (say 1" to 1J in dia-

meter), as they support but a nominal weight, and are

only required to maintain the proper positions and

directions of the axes of the rollers.

The roller frame, as well as the upper circular rail

running upon the rollers, must be connected with a

central hub for each (as they do not turn together),

turning upon a journal or pivot attached to the ma-

sonry of the supporting pier. The rails, or surfaces

between which the rollers work, are beveled to fit the

conical faces of the rollers, and, in order to work in

the most perfect manner, they should be of cast iron,

and turned oiF by a tool carried by the arm of a heavy

revolving vertical shaft.

The diameter of the circle should not probably be

less than J to J the span of the water channel, nor less

than f to I the width of superstructure, and the dia-

meter of the rollers, not greater than yV to J of the

radius of the circle upon which they travel. Greater

diameter would give so much obliquity of face as to

produce too strong a centrifugal tendency. The face

of the rail should have a width of 2J to 3 inches

generally, and for some 30° opposite each king post

(transversely of the bridge) when the draw is in position,

a width about twice as great, and as great as the face

of the rollers. This is to give sufficient bearing surface

while loads are passing, when nearly the whole weight

will be concentrated upon two or three rollers near

each of those positions.

4.3
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The lower rail should have a depth (if of cast iron),

of 4 to 5 inches, according to size of bridge ; and the

upper and inverted one, of one to two feet (the deeper

the stiffer), and in both cases, they will generally be

cast in segments, and those of the upper one, bolted

together by flanges, so' as to form a rigid hoop, ovfer

which one or more strong beams, BB, crossing at quad-

rantal points ee, etc. (or at the angular points of any

rectangle inscribed in the circle), should form supports

for the king posts {ag, and cA,Fig. 71), the space ^A, being-

adjusted to an equality with the side of the inscribed

square or rectangle of the rail circle. And, the nearer

the transverse distance between king posts comes to

the length of the other sides of the said inscribed square

or rectangle, the less stifihess ofbeams, BB, is required

;

that is, CC, F. 73 representing truss chords, and dd, the

positions of king posts, the nearer the d points come
to the e points, the less is the transverse action upon

the beams BB, Hence it is desirable that the circle of

rollers should pass directly under the points dd, etc.

CLXXVIII. An intermediate beam may be in-

serted between BB, and over the centre pivot, resting

upon the circle cc, to support floor joists or rail

stringers over the long stretch between BB. Or very

stiif diagonal girders ee, and e'e', firmly attached by
the ends to the circle cc, meeting a common nucleus at

H, and so arranged as to have an adjustable bearing

upon the centre pivot (5 or 6 inches in diameter, as to

size of draw), enabling any desired amount of the

weight of structure which such girders can support, to

be thrown upon said pivot, and thereby relieving the

rollers, «, of a like amount of pressure. These girders

should have the greatest practicable depth, so as to sus-
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tiiin as great a proportion of the weight of superstruc-

ture as may be. But the skill and judgment of engineers

in charge of specific cases respectively, will dictate as

to the minutiae of these devices, and more precise de-

tail will not be attempted in this place.

CLXXIX. This plan of turn table, as well as the

one hereafter to be described, is worked by a vertical

shaft attached to the superstructure, and turned by one

or more sweep levers, with a pinion at the lower end,

takins: into toothed ses-ments attached to the circular

track 6, or to the masonry of the pier p ; and, in case

more powder be required, a gear wheel takes place of

the sweeps above mentioned, and these are transferred

to a second shaft and pinion working into said gear

wheeL
The table above described, with slight modifications,

is extensively in use, and, when well constructed, un-

doubtedly works as easily and satisfactorily as can be

expected-. Still, it is liable to some objections, among
which may be named the great weight of the ring c<?,

constituting or carrying the inverted rail, and the great

number of rollers, a, so few of which can act with much
eifect at the same time. For, it is obvious that about

two rollers under each king post, support essentially

the whole weight. It is therefore proper that when
the bridge is in place, each king post should stand cen-

trally between two consecutive rollers ; and, that the

rollers be at equal distances apart. Then there will

be at least 8 rollers under equal pressure at all times

when loads are in transit, and when rollers receive'their

greatest pressure. But without discussing this plan

further at present, I proceed to describe another swung

bridge turn-table devised many years ago by myself,
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and used in a considerable number of cases with most

satisfactory results.

Fig. 74.

The Whipple Turn Table.

CXXX. Is arranged with a two wheeled truck ay

Fig. 74, directly under each king post, and the four

connected in pairs diagonally by an inverted triangular

truss to each pair. These trusses consist of a hollow
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cylindrical (or conic segmental) brace 6, running from

each truck frame obliquely dowLward to an abutting

block c, which is common to the two trusses, with

chords or ties d, from truck to truck for each pair.

The truck wheels are from 20 to 24 inches in dia-

meter, with 5 to C inches width of rim, and with short

axles or shafts, 3 to 4 inches in diameter, according to

dimensions of bridge. The axles run in journal boxes

fitted to the truck-frame so as to bring the axles in the

direction of radii to the circular track /, upon which

the trucks are to run.

The truck frame consists of two cast iron side plates

(ofwhich ^ and A present an outside and an inside view),

of an I formed cross section, and contour as seen at g.

These plates upon the insides, have projecting portions

as shown by the dark surface of diagram A, meeting

from opposite plates, in the centre of the frame at a

common surface of contact, and forming continuous

tubes or sockets through the frame, which serve as

media through which the ties d, act upon the cylindri-

cal braces 6, thus forming a rigid truss, which should

be so proportioned as to be able to support (upon the

two trusses), the whole weight of superstructure, throw-

ing it upon the centre block c.

The chord ties d, of the two trusses, crossing one

another upon the same level, are kept from mutual in-

terference by cutting out the middle portion of one

set, and replacing the removed part with two pieces to

each tie bar, one passing above and the other below the

single continuous rods of the other set, as shown at/.

The block c has a cylindrical cavity in the under side,

10 to 12 inches in diameter, and about 7 inches deep,

into which is fitted (loosely) a solid cylinder entering

about 4 inches into the cavity, and leaving a space of
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structure to be raised essentially free from bearing up^

some 3 inches in thickness above, to be occupied by
the nuts of a number of set screws s, intended to force

down said internal cylinder upon the bed plate i, and

thus relieve the truck wheels from nearly all the weight

of superstructure.

The bed plate i, has a socket or step f of an inch

deep, or thereabouts, with a hardened steel plate in the

bottom, to receive the lower part of the cylinder bear-

ing upon the plate ?*, where the diameter of cylinder

and socket should be graduated to the proportion most

favorable for reducing the amount of friction. A di-

ameter of 6 to 8 inches is thought to be suitable for

draws of 60 to 100 feet opening, while the part of the

pivot block within the block c should have a diameter

of 10 or 12 inches, in order to alFord sufficient surface

for the set screws s to act upon.

The bed plate ?*, should have a rim about the step to re-

tain oil, and the surfaces above and below the steel plate

should have radial grooves to allow the penetration of

oil; and these (grooves) should be so situated as to admit

of their being probed, to prevent their getting clogged.

The pivot block should have guides to prevent its

turning in the^cavity of the block c; otherwise it might

stick in the step, and the set screws slide upon its upper

surface ; which has been the case in some instances.

A groove should be formed in the under side of the

block c, near the edge, to keep the water from the pivot

;

and the screws 5, should be kept secluded from water

by a tin, or galvanized iron cap shutting over a rim or

ring cast upon the block c, outside of the screw holes.

Sufficient vertical movement (IJ or 2 inches), should

be allowed to the pivot cylinder, to enable the elasticity

of the braces and ties, b and d, to be taken up, and the
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on the wheels <?, as the bridge will move mucli more

easily with the bearing upon the centre pivot, than up-

on the truck wheels.

The king posts should be placed over the centres of

tnicks, or, when this can not be done, they should bear

upon transverse beams which bear upon centres of

trucks. In all cases, the bearing upon trucks should

be through the medium of bolster plates so formed up-

on the under side as to touch the truck frame only up-

on a space an inch wide or less, square across the centre,

as indicated by the parallel lines across the trucks in

the large diagram of the Figure 74. Were the pressure

applied in a line diagonally across the truck, it would

act unequally upon the journals, and produce a tortion

strain upon the truck frame, which the latter might

not be able to bear.

Particular care should be taken to provide convenient

means for keeping the working parts thoroughly oiled.

The superstructure being properly adjusted and

balanced upon this turn-table, and the set screw^s s,

forced down until all the truck wheels can be easily

made to slide upon the rail by the use of a light crow

bar, the structure will turn upon its centre pivot,

steadied by contact of truck wheels upon the rail,

with the least practicable resistance, and, during the

transit of moving loads, the wheels, being in contact

with the rail, are in readiness to sustain the additional

weight without increase of pressure upon the pivot, or

increased strain upon the diagonal trusses.

The modes and means for the application of power

in working this table, as well as the preceding one, have

already been described, [CLXXIX], and the description

need not be repeated. They need no illustration by dia-

gram, and are not shown in the drawings.
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The plan, Fig. 74, requires the middle portion of the

supporting pier to be depressed IJ to 2 feet, as shown
at 'p^ where a vertical section of the upper part of the

pier is represented; and, under the bed plate «, should

be a large and firmly bedded stone capable of sustain-

ing the whole weight of superstructure.

This plan appears to answer all the requisites of a

draw-bridge turn-table by the most direct and economi-

cal means.

Lift Draw Bridges.

CLXXXL Under this designation may be included

all movable bridges which are withdrawn from position

by being raised, instead of moved horizontally out of

place.

Lift bridges, though not much in use at the present

day, have been constructed to be raised bodily, being

counterpoised by weights acting over pulleys or sheaves

;

a plan scarcely feasible upon waters navigated by mast

vessels, or steamers with high smoke stacks ; as must

be obvious on a moment's reflection.

The more common device for lift draws, is, to raise

the platform from a horizontal to a vertical position, by

lifting one end, while the other turns upon a hinge

joint; the operation being like the raising of a trap-

door.

This plan is feasible oyer narrow channels, where

vessels may be slowly warped through. But the pro-

cess requires so much time as to seriously impede the

land traffic. A bridge may be so balanced as to turn

upon a horizontal axis about as easily as a swing bridge

turns upon a vertical one. But the means available
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for applying the counterpoise are far less convenient,

being usually the action of weights over sheaves, and,

the resistance constantly diminishing as the bridge

rises, it requires a complicated arrangement to graduate

the action of the counterpoise to an equality with the

resistance at all stages of the movement. Still, the

thing may be practicable, were the object of sufficient

utility to warrant the undertaking. For instance, the

counterpoise may be permanently attached to the draw

in such position as to bring the common centre of

gravity in the line of the axis of motion ; when the

only resistance would be the friction of the journals at

the hinge joint. Again, a counterpoise acting upon a

windlass might raise the draw by chains winding upon

a fusee, with radius increasing as resistance diminishes.

Or, weight might be mounted upon wheels, and run

down upon a curved incline, so adjusted as to diminish

its action to an equality with the resistance at the dif-

ferent stages.

But none of these devices are suitable for effecting

more than very small openings, and are not likelj^ to

be often adopted. They will therefore be passed by

with a mere allusion.

Lift bridges have also been constructed to open in

the middle and lift both ways. Bj this means wider

openings may be effected.

But, as the middle portion of the bridge and passing

loads must be sustained by the lifting chains, this plan

is not well adapted to any but light traffic. Such a

structure over the Albany Basin broke down many
years ago with fatal results. Perhaps, however, the

catastrophe resulted rather from the imperfect condi-

tion or faulty construction of the bridge, than from in

herent defects of the general plan.

44
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Still, tins can hardly be classed as among the availa-

ble plans of draw-bridge construction in the present

state of advancement in civil engineering.

Finally, unless some advantage can be derived from

the use of the Whipple Patent Lift Drawbridge, which

is now about to be described, w^e may fairly conclude

that Lift Draw-bridges, like retractile ones, are to be

regarded as practically obsolete.

CLXXXn. In the case of artificial navigation by

horse power, w^here only head room of 10 or 12 feet is

required, and where convenience requires the grade

upon which the land traffic is carried on to be but little

above the water surface, it is only necessary to effect

a vertical movement of a few feet, to afford the re-

quisite head room. And to meet such cases, a plan

has lately been devised by myself, for which Letters

Patent of the U. S. have been granted.

Whipple's Patent Lift Draw Bridge.

This plan is, to construct over the navigable channel,

stationary trusses (with the necessary struts, stays and

braces, at the ends and upper chords, to secure per-

manance and steadiness laterally), upon corner posts or

towers (a. Fig. 75) of stone, wood or iron, high enough

to allow the required head room for navigation under

the truss chords; the towers havins; sufficient width

of base, or other provision to ensure stability. To

the parts thus prepared, instead of a stationary travel-

way, a movable way, cradle, or track, b, (extending to

tbe edge of the towing path i), is adapted by means of

the suspension rods r, to the upper ends of which,
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near the lower chords, are connected the chains or

ropes c, passing over the sheaves or pulleys e, and con-

necting with counterpoise weights w, extending over

the whole length of cradle, and so adjusted as to just

balance the weight of cradle.

The rods r, except those near the abutment, pass

vertically through the connecting blocks of the truss

chords, and screw into cap pieces which are imme-
diately above, and rest upon said blocks, when the

cradle is down, and serve to prevent the cradle from

descending below its proper level, and to sustain the

weight of transient loads without additional stress

upon the chains or pulleys.

The cap-piece is furnished with a loop, or a socket,

as may be required, for the connection of the chain or

wire rope c, passing up inside of the hollow truss

post standing upon the connecting block; the post

having a slot, or opening near the upper end upon the

inner side, to receive a segment of the sheave reaching

the centre of the post.

The sheaves, except the endmost on the left (in the

diagram), are about 3 feet in diameter, and made fast

upon longitudinal line shafts I, one on each side of

the bridge, hung in composition journal boxes, one

upon each side of each sheave, suspended from cross-

beams h. The sheave next the end of truss, is about

6 inches less in diameter than the others, and thrown

inward to avoid interference with the diagonal rods of

the truss.

Upon each line shaft near the centre, is a bevel gear

wheel g, about 3 feet in diameter, into w^hich works a

pinion upon either end of the transverse shaft /, to

which (shaft) the power is applied for raising and
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lowering the cradle b; and, it will be seen that on

such application of power sufficient to overcome the

friction of the working parts, the cradle being exactly

balanced by the weights Wj the two line shafts, with

the sheaves upon them respectively, must revolve uni-

formly, carrying the ropes along in the grooves of the

sheaves, and raising or lowering all parts of the cradle

uniformly, while the balance weights w, move in the

opposite direction.

It is therefore only necessary to reverse the motion

of the shaft/, to move the cradle up and down alter-

nately as often as required.

The sheaves not connected with the line shafts, move
with the others, the cradle being stiff enough to over-

come the small resistance at those points, since the

endmost sheaves sustain only half as much weight as

the intermediates.

Working loose upon the shaft/, is the large gear

wheel n, attatched to the winding drum m, and carry-

ing a reversible spring catch (not shown) which plays

into the teeth of the ratchet wheel o, made fast on the

shaft/. Then, by applying power to the wheel ??,

with the catch in the proper position, a line is made
to wind upon the drum m, (in either direction, as re-

quired) so as to raise a power weight jp, capable by its

descent, of raising or lowering the cradle through the

required space in a few seconds of time. The line

raising the weight p, is carried from the drum m, by
means of sheaves s, to any convenient position.

One movement of the cradle being effected, the

catch is reversed, the weight p is immediately wound
up in the opposite direction, and retained by a catch

or bolt until the draw requires another movement.

Then, the weight is disengaged, and the movement
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effected in the least admissible time. Ten seconds,

with a properly adjusted power weight, is estimated to

be sufficient for a movement of the cradle throuofh a

space of 12 feet, while the winding up of the weight

may require two or three minutes labor of a man. The
operator is thus enabled to condense the labor of

S' reral minutes into only a few seconds.

It is proposed to give the power weight twice the

force necessary to overcome the friction, allowing one-

half to overcome inertia, and act as an acceleratins:

force; the weight being made to run down and be
arrested when half the movement has been effected,

leaving the acquired momentum to be destroyed by
the friction during the other half of the movement.
Thus the motion will stop at the.right time without

concussive shock.

The wheel n, to which the winding power is applied,

may be a bevel gear wheel driven by a pinion upon the

vertical shaft of a tread-wheel or a sweep-lever, or a

spur gear wheel impelled by a pinion upon a horizon-

tal counter-shaft ; and this also furnislied with a large

gear wheel to be driven by a pinion upon a third shaft

furnished with a hand crank ; thus reducing the

power to be applied to tne crank to any required de-

gree. Further detail is not deemed necessary on this

occasion. The plan is expected soon to be subjected

to a practical test of its capabilities.

The advantages promised by the adoption of this

device, in the situations admitting of its use, are, first,

it is more cheaply constructed than a swing bridge of

like span. Second, it requires no more space for its

operation than a stationary bridge, while the swing

draw requires several times as much. Third, its move-

ment is effected in a fraction of the time required by
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any other draw bridge, whence it occasions less inter-

ruption to the traffic over and beneath it. This last

advantasre results from the fact that there is not more

than one-third as much weight to be put in motion,

and that is required to move over little if any more

than one quarter (say f ) of the space of the average

movement of the material of a swing draw of the same

spun. Hence, the inertia to be overcome in starting

and stopping the latter, is much greater than in case

of the former. For, the resistance of inertia being as

the mass into the square of the velocity to be commu-
nicated in a given time, to give to thrice the mass, 3J
times the velocity, as required to shift these draws re-

spectively in the same time, would give a resistance of

inertia more than 36 times as great in one case as in

the other, and require 36 times as much power to

generate the velocity in the given time. But an ac-

celerating force equal to the friction, acting through

half the time of the movement, generates a momentum
in the lift draw, sufficient to overcome the friction for

the other half; and, the friction of the swing draw

being little if any greater for the whole movement
than that of the lift draw, it would only destroy 3'g part

of the momentum generated in the swing draw during

the first half of the movement, by a force capable of

producing that movement in the same time required

by the lift draw. The other |i of the acquired

momentum must be destroyed without useful effect,

in order to avoid severe concussion at the stopping

point, while in the other case the whole acquired mo-

mentum may be utilized in overcoming necessary

friction, so that no power need be Avasted. Therefore,

without extending this discussion, already, perhaps,

carried too far, it may safely be pronounced practically
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impossible to effect the movement of the swing draw,

in the time in which that of the lift draw may be ac-

complished.

After all, practical test is generally the only satisfac-

tory means of determining the value and utility of any

mechanical device.
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Grillinore's Limes and Cements.
Fifth Edition. Revised and Enlarged. 8vo. Cloth. $4.00.

Pkactical Treatise on Limes, Hydraulic Cements, and Mor-
tars. By Q. A. GiLLMORE, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps of Engineers.

Brevet Major-General U. S. Army.

Gillmore's Coignet Beton.
Nine Plates, Views, etc. 8vo. Cloth. $2.50.

CoiGNET Beton and Other ARTIFICIAL Stone.—^By Q. A. Gill-

more, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps of Engineers, Brevet Major-General U.S.

Army.

Grillmore on Roads.
Seventy Illustrations. 12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

A Practical Treatise on the Construction of Roads, Streets,

AND Pavements. By Q. A. Gillmore, Lt.-Col. U. S. Corps of

Engineers, Brevet Major-General U. S. Army.

Gillmore's Bnilding Stones.
8vo. Cloth. $1.00.

Report on Strength of the Building Stones in the United
.States, etc.

Holley's Kail^vay Practice.

1 vol. folio. Cloth. $12.00.

American and European Railway Practice, in the Economical

Generation of Steam, including the materials and construction of

Coal-burning Boilers, Combustion, the Variable Blast, Vaporization,

Circulation, Super-heating, Supplying and Heating Feed-water, &c.

,

and the adaptation of Wood and Coke-burning Engines to Coal-

burning ; and in Permanent "Way, including Road-bed, Sleepers,

Rails, Joint Fastenings, Street Railways, etc., etc. By Alexander
L. IIolley, B.P. With 77 lithographed plates.

Useful Information for Railw^ay Men.
Pocket form. Morocco, gilt. $2.00.

Compiled by W. G. Hamilton, Engineer. New Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. 577 pages.
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Stiiart's Civil and Military Engineers of
America.

8vo. Illustrated. Cloth. $5.00.

The Civil and Military Engineers of America. By General

Charles B. Stuart, Author of " Naval Dry Docks of the United

States," etc., etc. Embellished with nine finely-executed Portraits

on steel of eminent Engineers, and illustrated by Engravings of some

of the most important and original works constructed in America.

Ernst's Mannal of Military Engineering.
193 Wood-cuts and 3 Lithographed Plates. 12mo. Cloth. $5.00.,

A Manual op Practical Military Engineering. Prepared for

the use of the Cadets of the U. S. Military Academy, and for Engineer

Troops. By Capt. O. H. Ernst, Corps of Engineers, Instructor in

Practical Military Engineering, U. S. Military Academy.

Simms' Levelling.

12mo. Cloth. $2.50.

A Treatise on the Principles and Practice of Levelling,

showing its application to purposes of Railway Engineering and the

Construction of Roads, etc. By Frederick W. Simms, C.E. From
tlie fifth London edition. Revised and Corrected, with the addition of

Mr. Law's Practical Examples for Setting-out Railway Curves.

Illustrated with three lithographic plates and numerous wood-cuts.

Jeffers* Nautical Surveying.
Illustrated with 9 Copperplates and 31 Wood-cut Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Nautical Surveying. By William N. Jeffers, Captain U. S.

Navy.

Text-book of Surveying.
8vo. 9 Lithograph Plates and several Wood-cuts. Cloth. $3,00.

A Text-book on Surveying, Projections, and Portable Instruments,

for the use of the Cadet Midshipmen, at the U. S. Naval Academy.

Tlie Plane Table.

8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

Its Uses in Topographical Surveying. From the papers of the

U. S. Coast Survey.



Chaiivenet's Lianar Distances.
8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

New Method of Correcting Lunar Distances, and Improved
Method of Findin-g the Error and Rate of a Chronometer, by equal

altitudes. By Wm. Chauvenet, LL.D., Chancellor of Washington
University of St. Loui^.

Biart's Key to Solar Compass.
Second Edition. Pocket-book form. Tuck. S2.50.

Key to the Solar Compass, and Surveyor's Companion ; comprising

all the Kules necessary for use in the Field ; also Description of the

Linear Surveys and Public Land System of the United States, Notes

on the Barometer, Suggestions for an Outfit for a Survey of Four
Months, etc. By W. A. Burt, U. S. Deputy Surveyor.

Ho^vrard's Eartli^vork Mensuration.
8vo. Illustrated. Cloth. $1.50.

Earthwork Mensuration on the Basis of the Prismoidal
Formulae. Containing simple and labor-saving method of obtaining

Prismoidal Contents directly from End Areas. Illustrated by
Examples, and accompanied by Plain Rules for j)ractical uses. By
Conway R. Howard, Civil Engineer, Richmond, Va.

[Morris' Easy Rules.
78 Illustrations. Svo. Cloth. $1.50.

Easy Rules for the Measurement of Earthworks, by means of

the Prismoidal Formula. By Elwood Morris, Civil Engineer.

Clevenger's Surveying.
Illustrated Pocket Form. Morocco, gilt. $2.50.

A Treatise on the Method of Government Surveying, as

prescribed by the U. S. Congress and Commissioner of the General

Land Office. With complete Mathematical, Astronomical, and Prac-

tical Instructions for the use of the U. S. Surveyors in the Field, and

Students who contemplate engaging in the business of Public Land
Surveying. By S. V. Clevenger, U. S. Deputy Surveyor.

He^vson on Embankments.
Svo. Cloth. $2.00.

Principles and Practice of Embanking Lands from River

Floods, as applied to the Levees cf the Mississippi. By William
Hewson, Civil Engineer.
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Minifie's Mecliaiiical Dra-vring.

Ninth Edition. Royal 8vo. Cloth. $4.00.

A Text-Book of Geometrical Drawing, for the use of Mechanics

and Schools. With illustrations for Drawing Plans, Sections, and

Elevations of Buildings and Machinery ; an Introduction to Isometri-

cal Drawing, and an Essay on Linear Perspective and Shadows.

With over 200 diagrams on steel. By William Mixifie, Architect.

With an Appendix on the Theory and Application of Colors.

Minifie's Geometrical IDra\?v^iiig.

New Edition. Enlarged. 12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

Geometrical Drawing. Abridged from the octavo edition, for the

use of Schools. Illustrated with 48 steel plates.

Free Hand Dra^ving.
Profusely Illustrated. 18mo. Boards. 50 cents.

A Guide to Ornamental, Figure, and Landscape Drawing. By an

Art Student.

Tlie Mecliaiiic's Friend.
12mo. Cloth. 300 lUustrations. $1.50.

The Mechanic's Friend. A Collection of Receipts and Practical

Suggestions, relating to Aquaria—Bronzing—Cements—Drawing

—

Dyes—Electricity—Gilding—Glass-working—Glues—Horology— Lac-

quers—Locomotives—^JMagnetism—Metal-working— Modelling— Pho-

togi-aphy—Pyrotechny—Railways— Solders— Steam-Engine— Tele-

graphy—Taxidermy—Varnishes—Waterproofing—and Miscellaneous

Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Processes connected with the

Chemical and Mechanical Arts. By William E. Axon, M.R.S.L.

Harrison'^ Meclianic's Tool-Book.
44 Illustrations. 12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Mechanics' Tool Book, with Practical Rules and Suggestions, for the

use of Machinists, Iron Workers, and others. By W. B. Harrison.

Kandall's Quartz Operator's Hand-Book.
12mo. Cloth. $2 00.

Quartz Operator's Hand-Book. By P. M. Randall. New
edition, Revised and Enlarged. Fully illustrated.
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Joynson on Maclime G-earing.
8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

The Mechanic's and Student's Guide in the designing and Con"

sfcruction of General Machine Gearing, as Eccentrics, Screws, Toothed

Wheels, etc., and the Drawing of Rectilineal and Curved Surfaces.

Edited by Francis H. Joynson. With 18 folded plates.

Silversraitli's Hand-Book.
Fourth Edition. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth. $3.00.

A Practical Hand-Book for Miners, Metallurgists, and Assayer

By Julius Silversmith. Illustrated.

Barnes' Submarine Warfare.
8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Submarine Warfare, Defensive and Offensive. Descriptions

of the various forms of Torpedoes, Submarine Batteries and Torpedo

Boats actually used in War. Methods of Ignition by Machinery,

Contact Fuzes, and Electricity, and a full account of experiments

made k> determine the Explosive Force of Gunpowder under Water.

Also a discussion of the Offensive Torpedo system, its effect upon

Ii*on-clad Ship systems, and influence upon future Naval Wars. By
Lieut.-Com. John S. Barnes, U.S.N. With twenty lithographic

plates and many wood-cuts.

Foster's Snbmarine Blasting.
4to. Cloth. S3. 50.

Submarine Blasting, in Boston Harbor, Massachusetts—Removal of

Tower and Corwin Rocks. By John G. Foster, U. S. Eng. and

Bvt. Major-General U. S . Army. With seven plates.

Mo'vvbray's Tri-Nitro-G-137-cerine.
8vo. Cloth. lUustrated. $3.00.

Tri-Nitro-Glycerine, as applied in the Hoosac Tunnel, and to Sub-

marine Blasting, Torpedoes, Quarrying, etc.

Williamson on tlie Barometer.
4to. Cloth. S15.00.

On the Use op the Barometer on Surveys and Reconnaes

sances. Part I.—^Meteorology in its Connection with Ilypsometry.

Part n.—Barometric Hypsometry. By R. S. Williamson, Bvt.

Lt.-Col. U. S. A., Major Corps of Engineers. With illustrative tables

and engravings.
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Williamson's Meteorological Tables.
4to. Fl'exible Cloth. $2.50.

Practical Tables in Meteorology and Hypsometry, in connection

with the use of the Barometer. By Col. R. S. Williamson, U.S.A.

Butler's Projectiles and Kified Cannon.
4to. 36 Plates. Cloth. $7.50.

Projectiles and Rifled Cannon. A Critical Discussion of the

Principal Systems of Rifling and Projectiles, with Practical Sugges-

tions for their Improvement. By Capt. John S. Butler, Ordnance

Corps, U. S. A.

Benet's Clironoscope.
Second Edition. Illustrated. 4to. Cloth. $3.00.

Electro-Ballistic Machines, and the Schultz Chronoscope. By
Lt.-Col. S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance U. S. A.

Micliaelis' Clironograpli
4to. Illustrated. Cloth. $3.00.

The Le Boulenge Chronograph. With three lithographed folding

plates of illustrations. By Bvt. Captain O. E. Michaelis, Ordnance

Corps, U. S. A.

Nugent on Optics.
12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Treatise on Optics ; or, Light and Sight, theoretically and practically

treated; with the application to Fine Art and Industrial Pursuits.

By E. Nugent. With 103 illustrations.

Peirce's Analytic Meclianics.
4to. Cloth. $10.00.

System of Analytic Mechanics. By Benjamin Peirce, Pro-

fessor of Astronomy and Mathematics in Harvard University.

Craig's Decimal System.
Square 32mo. Limp. 50a

Weights and Measures. An Account of the Decimal System, with

Tables of Conversion for Commercial and Scientific Uses. By B. F.

Craig, M.D.



Alexander's Dictionary ofWeights and
Measures.

New Edition. 8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

Universal Dictionary op Weights and Measures, Ancient and

Modern, reduced to the standards of the United States of America.

By J. H. Alexander.

Elliot's European Light-Houses.
51 Engravings and 21 Wood-cuts. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

European Lighi-House Systems. Being a Report of a Tour of

^ Inspection made in 1873. By Major George H. Elliot, U. S.

Engineerg.

S^weet's Report on Goal.
With Maps. 8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Special Report on Coal. By S. H. Sweet.

Colbiirn's Qas \\^orks of London.
12mo. Boards. 60 cents.

Gas Works of London. By Zerah Colburn.

Walker's Scre^w Propulsion.
8vo. Cloth. 75 cents.

Notes on Screw Propulsion, its Rise and History. By Capfe. W. H
Walker, U. S. Navy.

Pook on Shipbuilding.
8vo. Cloth. Illustrated. $5.00.

Method of Preparing the Lines and Draughting Vessels
Propelled by Sail or Steam, including a Chapter on Laying-off

on the Mould-loft Floor. By Samuel M. Pook, Naval Constructor.

Saeltzer's Acoustics.
12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

Treatise on Acoustics in connection with Ventilation. By Alex-
ander Saeltzer.

Eassie on W^ood and its Uses.
250 Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. $1.50.

A Hand-book for the Use of Contractors, Builders, Architects,

Engineers, Timber Merchants, etc., with information for drawing up

Desioms and Estimates.
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Wanklyn's Milk Analysis.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Milk Analysis. A Practical Treatise on the Examination of Milk,

and its Derivatives, Cream, Butter, and Cheese. By J. Alfred
Wanklyn,M.R.C.S.

Rice & Jolmsoii's Differential Functions.

Paper, l2mo. 50 cents.

Ox A New Method op Obtaining the Differentials op Func-
tions, with especial reference to the Newtonian Conception of Rates

or Velocities. By J. Minot Rice, Prof, of Mathematics, U. S. Navy,

and W. WooLSEY Johnson, Prof, of Mathematics, St. John's

College, Annapolis.

Coffin's Navigation.
Fifth Edition. 12mo. Cloth. $3! 50.

Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. Prepared for the use of

the U. S. Naval Academy. By J. H. C. Coffin, Professor of

Astronomy, Navigation and Surveying ; with 52 wood-cut illustra-

tions.

Clark's Theoretical Navigation,

8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Theoretical Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. By Lewis

Clark, Lieut.-Commander, U. S. Navy. Illustrated with 41 wood-

cuts, including the Vernier.

Toner's Dictionary of Elevations.

8vo. Paper, $3.00 Cloth, $3,75.

Dictionary of Elevations and Climatic Register op the
United States. Containing, in addition to Elevations, the Latitude,

Mean Annual Temperature, and the total Annual Rain Fall of many
Localities ; with a brief introduction on the Orographic and Physical

Peculiarities of North America. By J. M. Toner, M.D.
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VAN NOSTHAND'S SCIENCE SERIES.

It is the intention of the Publisher of this Series to issue them at

intervals of about a month. They will be put up in a uniform, neat,

and attractive form, 18mo, fancy boards. The subjects will be of an

eminently scientific character, and embrace as wide a range of topics as

possible, all of the highest character.

Price, 50 Cents Each.

I. Chimneys for Furnaces, Fire-places, and Steam Boilers. By
R. Armstrong, C.E.

II. Steam Boiler Explosions. By Zerah Colburn.

III. Practical Designing of Retaining Walls. By Arthur Jacob,

A.B. With Illustrations.

IV. Proportions of Pins Used in Bridges. By Charles E.

Bender, C.E. With Illustrations.

V. Ventilation of Buildings. By W. F. Butler. With Illustrations.

VI. On the Designing and Construction of Storage Reservoirs.

By Arthur Jacob. With Illustrations.

VII. Surcharged and Different Forms of Retaining Walls.

By James S. Tate, C.E.

VIII. A Treatise on the Compound Engine. By John Turnbull.

With Illustrations.

IX. Fuel. By C. William Siemens, to which is appended the value of

Artificial Fuels as Compared with Coal. By John Worm"
ALD, C.E.

X. Compound Engines. Translated from the French of A. Mallet.

Illustrated.

XI. Theory of Arches. By Prof. W. Allan, of the Washington and

Lee College. Illustrated.

XII A Practical Theory of Voussoir Arches. By William Cain,

C.E. Illustrated.
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Xin. A Practical Treatise on the Gases Met With in Coal
Mixes. By the late J. J. Atkinson, Government Inspector of

Mines for the County of Dui'ham, England.

XIV. Friction of Air in Mines. By J. J. Atkinson, author of " A
Practical Treatise on the Gases met with in Coal Mines."

XV. Skew Arches. By Prof. E. W. Hyde, C.E. Illustrated with

numerous engravings and three folded plates.

XVI. A Graphic Method for Solving Certain Algebraic Equa-

tions. By Prof. George L. Vose. With Illustrations.

XVII. Water and Water Supply. By Prof. W. H. Corfield,

M.A., of the University College, London.

XVIII. Sewerage and Sewage Utilization. By Prof. W. H.
Corfield, M.A., of the University College, London.

XIX. Strength of Beams Under Transverse Loads. By Prof.

W. Allan, author of "Theory of Arches." With Illustrations

XX. Bridge and Tunnel Centres. By John B. McMasters,
C.E. With Illustrations.

XXI. Safety Valves. By Richard H. Buel, C.E. With Illustra-

tions.

XXn. High Masonry Dams. By John B. McMasters, C.E.

With Illustrations.

XXm. The Fatigue of Metals under Repeated Strains, with

various Tables of Results of Experiments. From the German of

Prof. Ludwig Spangenberg. With a Preface by S. H. Shreve,

A.M. With Illustrations.

XXIV. A Practical Treatise on the Teeth of Wheels, with

the theory of the use of Robinson's Odontograph. By S. W. Robin-

son, Prof, of Mechanical Engineering, Illinois Industrial University.

XXV. Theory and Calculations of Continuous Bridges. By
Mansfield Merriman, C.E. With Illustrations.

XXVI. Practical Treatise on the Properties op Continuous

Bridges. By Charles Bender, CE.
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XXVII. On Boiler Incrustation and Corrosion. By J. F. Rowan.

XXVIII. On Transmission of Power by Wire Rope. By Albert W.
StaM.

XXIX. Injectors : Their Theory and Use. Translated from the

French of M. Leon Poueliet.

XXX. Terrestrial Magnetism and the Magnetism op Iron Ships.

By Professor Fairman Rogers.

XXXI. The Sanitary Condition of Dwelling Houses in Town and

Country. By George E. Waring, Jr.

IN PRESS.

Heating and Ventilation in its Practical Ap-
plication for th.e Use of Engineers and
Arcliitects.

Embracing a Series of Tables and Formulas for dimensions for Heating

Flow and Return Pipes, for Steam and Hot Water Boilers, Flues, etc.,

etc. By F. Schumann, C. E. 1 vol. 12mo. Illustrated.

A Grnide to the Determination of Rocks.
Being an Introduction to Lithology. By Edward Jannettaz, Doctuer des

Sciences. Translated from the French by Geo. W. Plympton, Profes-

sor of Physical Science, Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. 12mo.

Shield's Treatise on Engineering
Constrnction.

12mo. Cloth.

Embracing Discussions of the Principles involved and Descriptions of the

Material employed in Tunnelling, Bridging, Canal and Road Build-

ing, etc., etc.
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Benton's Ordnance and G-nnnery.
Fourth Edition, Revised aud Enlarged, 8vo. Cloth. S5.00.

Ordnance and Gunnery. A Course of Instruction in Ordnance
and Gunnery. Compiled for the use of the Cadets of the U. S. Military

Academy, by Col. J. G. Benton, Major Ordnance Dep., late Instructor

of Ordnance and Gunnery, Military Academy, West Point. Illus-

trated.

Holley's Ordnance and Armor.
8vo. Half Roan, $10.00. Half Russia, $12.00.

A Treatise on Ordnance and Armor. With an Appendix, refer-

ring to Gun-Cotton, Hooped Guns, etc., etc. By Alexander L. Holley,

B. P. With 493 illustrations. 948 pages.

Scott's Military Dictionary.
8vo. Half Roan, $6.00. Half Russia, $8.00. Full Morocco, $10.00.

Military Dictionary. Comprising Technical Definitions; Informa-

tion on Raising and Keeping Troops ; Law, Government, Regu-

lation, and Administration relating to Land Forces. By Col. II. L.

Scott, U.S.A. 1vol. Fully illustrated.

Koemer's Cavalry.
8vo. Cloth, $G.00. Half Calf, $7.50.

Cavalry : Its History, Management, and Uses in War. By J.

Roemer, LL.D., late an officer of Cavalry in the Service of the Nether-

lands. Elegantly illustrated with one hundred and twenty-seven fine

wood engravings. Beautifully printed on tinted paper.

25
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Micliaelis' Cliroiiogx'apli.

4to. lUustrated. Cloth. §3.00.

The Le Boulexge Chronograph. With three lithographed folding

plates of illustrations. By Brevet Capt. 0,. E. Michaelis, First Lieu-

tenant Ordnance Corps, U. S. Army.

Benet's Cliroiioscope.
Second Edition. lUustrated. 4to. Cloth. $3.00.

Electro-Ballistic Machines., and the Schultz Chronoscope. By

Genl. S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance, U. S. Army.

Dnfo-ar's Principles of Strategy and Grrand
Tactics. "^ "

12mo. Cloth. 83.00,

The Principles of Strategy and Grand Tactics. Translated

from the French of General G. II. Dufour. By William P. Craighill,

U. S. Engr. , and late Assistant Professor of Engineering, Military

Academy, West Point. From the last French edition. Illustrated.

Jomini's Life of tlae Emperor Napoleon.
4 vols. 8vo., and Atlas. Cloth. Half Calf.

Military and Political Life of the Emperor IsTapoleon. By
Baron Jomini, General-in-Chief and Aid-de-Camp to the Emperor of

Russia. Translated from the French, with ^otes, by II. W. Halleck,

LL.D., Major-General U. S. Army. With 60 Maps and Plans.

Jomini's Campaign of Waterloo.
Third Edition. 12mo. Cloth. ^1.25.

The Political and Military History of the Campaign of Wa-
terloo. Translated from the French of General Baron de Jomini, by

Genl. S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance.

Jomini's G-rand Military Operations.
2vols.8vo,, aud Atlas. Cloth, $15.00. Half Calf or Morocco, S21. Half Russia,

622.50.

Treatise on "Grand Military Operations. Illustrated by a Critical

and Military History of the AVars of Frederick the Great. With a

Summary of the Most Important Principles of the Art of War. By
Baron de Jomini. Illustrated by Maps and Plans. Translated from

the French by Col. S. B. Holabird, A. D. C, U. S. Army.
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Rodenbougli's Everglade to Canon.
Royal 8vo. Illustrated with Chromo-Lithographs. Extra Cloth. $7,50.

Everglade to Canox, -with the Second Dragoons (Second U. S. Cav-

alry), an authentic account of service in Florida, Mexico, Virginia and

the Indian Country, including Personal Recollections of Distinguished

Officers. By Theo. F. Rodenbough, Colonel and Brevet Brigadier-

General, U. S. Army.

History of Brevets.
Crown 8vo. Extra Cloth. $3.50.

The History and Legal Effects of Bkevets in the Armies of

Great Britain and the United States, from the origin in 1C92 until the

present time. By Gen. James B. Fry, U. S. Army.

Barre IDnparcq's Militar^^ Art and History.
8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Elements of Military Art and History. By Edward de la Barre

Duparcq, Clief de Bataillon of Engineers in the Army of France, and

Professor of the Military Art in tho Imperial School of St. Cyr.

Translated by Colonel Geo. AY. Cullum, U. S. E.

Discipline and Drill of the Militia.

Crown 8vo. Flexible cloth. $2.00.

The Discipline and Drill op the Militia. By Major Frank S.

Arnold, Assistant Quartermaster-General, Rhode Island.

"Wallen's Service Mannal.
12mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Service Manual for the Instruction of newly appointed Commissioned

Officers, and the Hank and File of the Army, as compiled from Army
Regulations, The Articles of War, and the Customs of Service. By
Henry D. Wallen, Bvt. Brigadier-General U. S. Army.

Boynton's History of West Point.
Second Edition, 8vo. Fancy Cloth. $3.50.

History of West Point, and its Military Importance during the

American Revolution ; and the Origin and Progress of the United

States Military Academy. By Bvt. Maj. Edward C. Boynton, A. M.,

Adjutant of the ]\iilitary Academy. ^With 3G Maps and Engraving
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\¥ood's West Point Scrap-Book.
8vo, Extra Cloth. $5,00

The West Point Scrap-Book. Being a Collection of Legends, Stories,

Songs, &c. By Lieut. O. E. Wood, U. S. A. With 69 wood-cut

Illustrations. Beautifully printed on tinted paper.

"West Point Life.
Oblong 8vo, Cloth, $2.50,

West Point Life. A Poem read before the Dialectic Society of the

United States Military Academy. Illustrated with twenty-two full-

page Pen and Ink Sketches. By A Cadet. To which is added the

song, " Benny Havens, Oh!"

Gillmore's Fort Siiinter.
8vo. Cloth. $10,00. Half Paissia, $12.00,

Gillmore's Fort Sumter. Official Keport of Operations against the

Defences of Charleston Harbor, 18G3. Comprising the descent upon

Morris Island, the Demolition of Fort Sumter, and the siege and

reduction of Forts Wagner and Gregg. By Maj.-Gen. Q. A. Gill-

more, U. S. Engineers. With 76 lithographic plates, views, maps, etc.

Grillraore's Supplementary Keport on Fort
Snmter.

8vo. Cloth. $5.00,

Supplementary Report to the Engineer and Artillery Operations

against the Defences of Charleston Harbor in 1863. By Maj.-Gen. Q.

A. Gillmore, U. S. Engineers. With Seven Lithographed Maps and

Views.

Grillmore's Fort Pnlaski.
8vo, Cloth. $2.50

Siege and Reduction of Fort Pulaski, Georgia. By Maj.-Gen.

Q. A. Gillmore, U. S. Engineers. Illustrated by Maps and Views.

Barnard and Barry's Keport.
8vo. Cloth. S4.00.

Report of the Engineer and Artillery Operations of the
Army of the Potomac, from its Organization to the Close of the

Peninsular Campaign. By Maj.-Gen. J. G. Barnard, U. S. Engineers,

and Maj.-Gen. W. F. Barry, Chief of Artillery. Illustrated by IS

Maps, Plans, &c.
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G-Tiide to West Point.
18mo. Flexible Cloth, ^1,00.

Guide to West Point and the U. S. Military Academy. AVith

Maps and Engravings.

Barnard's C. S. A., and tlie Battle of Bull
R^^n.

8vo, Cloth, $2.00,

The "C. S. A.," and the Battle of Bull Run. By Maj.-Gen. J. G.

Barnard, U. S. Engineers. With five Maps.

Barnard's Peninsular Campaign.
8vo, Cloth. Sl.OO. 12mo. Paper. 30c.

The Peninsular Campaign and its Antecedents, as developed by
the Report of Maj.-Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, and other published

Documents. By Maj.-Gen. J. G. Barnard, U. S. Engineers.

Barnard's Notes on Sea-Coast Defence.
Svo. Cloth. $2.00.

Notes on Sea-Coast Defence : Consisting of Sea-Coast Fortifica-

tion
;
the Fifteen-Inch Gun ; and Casemate Embrasure. By Major-

Gen. J. G. Barnard, U. S. Engineers. With an engraved Plate of

the 15-inch Gun.

Henry's Military Record of Civilian
Appointments, XJ. S. A.

2 Vols. Svo. Cloth. SlO.OO.

Military Record of Civilian Appointments in the United
States Army. By Guy Y. Henry, Brevet-Colonel U. S. A.

Harrison's Pickett's Men.
12mo. Cloth. $^2.00.

Pickett's Men. A Fragment of War History. By Col. Walter Har-

rison. With portrait of Gen. Pickett.

Todleben's Defence of Sebastopol.
12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

Todleben's (General) History of the Defence of Sebastopol.

By William Howard Russell, LL.D., of the London Times.
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Hotch-kiss and Allan's Battle of Cliancellors-
ville.

8vo. Cloth. 85.00.

The Battle-fields of Virginia. Chancellorsville, embracing the

Operations of the Army of Northern Virginia. From the First Battle

of Fredericksburg to the Death of Lt.-Gen. T. J. Jackson. By Jed.

Hotchkiss and William Allan. Illustrated with five Maps and Por-

trait of Stonewall Jackson.

Andrews' Campaign of Mobile.
8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

The Campaign of Mobile, including the Co-operation of General

Wilson's Cavalry in Alabama. By Brevet Maj.-Gen. C. C. Andrews.

With five Maps and Views.

Stevens' Three Years in tlie Sixth. Corps.
New and Revised Edition. 8vo. Cloth. $3.00

Three Years in the Sixth Corps. A concise narrative of events in

the Army of the Potomac from 1861 to the Close of the Rebellion.

April, 1865. By Geo. T. Stevens, Surgeon of the 77th Regt. New
York Volunteers. Illustrated with 17 engravings and six steel portraits.

Lecomte's War in the United States.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

The War in the United States. A Report to the Swiss Military

Department. By Ferdinand Lecomte, Lieut.-Col. Swiss Confedera-

tion. Translated from the French by a Staff OiRcer.

Roberts' Hand-Book of Artillery.
16mo. Morocco Clasp. $2.00.

Hand-Book of Artillery. For the service of the United States

Army and Militia. Tenth edition, revised and greatly enlarged. By
Joseph Roberts, Lt.-Col. 4th Artillery and Brevet. Maj.-General U. S.

Army.

Instructions for Field Artillery.
12mo. Cloth. $3.00.

Instructions for Field Artillery. Prepared by a Board of Artil-

lery Of&cers. To which is added the "Evolutions of Batteries,"

translated from the French, by Brig.-Gen. R. Anderson, U. S. A. 122

plates.
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Heavy Artillery Tactics.
12mo. Cloth. $2.50.

Heavy Artillery Tactics,—1863. Instructions for Heavy Artillery;

prepared by a Board of Officers, for the use of the Army of the United

States. With service of a gun mounted on an iron carriage and 39

plates.

Andersons' Evolntions of Field Artillery.
24mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Evolutions of Field Batteries of Artillery. Translated from

the French, and arranged for the Army and Militia of the United

States. By Gen. Kobert Anderson, U. S. A. Published by order 'of

the War Department. 33 plates.

Duane's Maniaal for Engineering Troops.
12mo. Half Morocco. $2.50.

Manual for Engineer Troops : Consisting of—Parti. Ponton Drill;

II. Practical Operations of a Siege; III. School of the Sap ; IV. Mili-

tary Mining ; Y. Construction of Batteries. By General J. C. Duane,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. With IG plates and numerous wood-

cut illustrations.

Cullnm's Military Bridges.
8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

Systems of Military Bridges, in use by the United States Army;

those adopted by the Great European Powers ; and such as are em-

ployed in British India. With Directions for the Preservation,

Destruction, and Re-establishment of Bridges. By Col. George W.
Cullum, U. S. E. With 7 folding plates.

Mendell's Military Surveying.
12nio. Cloth. $2.00.

A Treatise on Military Surveying. Theoretical and Practical,

including a description of Surveying Instruments. By G. II. Mendell,

Major of Engineers. With 70 wood-cut illustrations.

Abbot's Siege Artillery Against Kicliniond.
8vo. Cloth. $3.50.

Siege Artillery in the Campaign Against Kichmond. By Henry

L. Abbot, Major of U. S. Engineers. Illustrated.
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Haupt's Military Bridges.
8vo. Cloth. $6.50.

Military Bridges ; For the Passage of Infantry, Artillery and Bag-

gage Trains ; with suggestions of many new expedients and construc-

tions for crossing streams and chasms. Including also designs for

Trestle and Truss-Bridges for Military Railroads, adapted specially to

the wants of the Service of the United States. By Herman Haupt,
Brig.-Gen. U. S. A., author of " General Theory of Bridge Construc-

tions," &c. Illustrated by G9 lithographic engravings.

Lendy's Maxims and Instructions on th.e
Art of War.

18mo. Cloth. 75c.

Maxims and Instructions on the Art of War. A Practical

Military Guide for the use of Soldiers of All Arms and of all Coun-
tries, Translated from the French by Captain Lendy, Director of the

Practical Military College, late of the French Staff, etc., etc.

Benet's Military La\\r and Courts-Martial.";
Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo. Law Sheep. $4.50. ^^ii'i

Benet's Military Law. A Treatise on Military Law and the Prac-

tice of Courts-Martial. By Gen. S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance U. S. A.,

late Assistant Professor of Ethics, Law, &c., Military Academy, West
Point.

Ijippitt's Special Operations of War.
Illustrated. ISmo. Cloth. $1.00.

Lippitt's Field Service in War.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Lippitt's Tactical Use of tlie Tliree Arms.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Lippitt on Intrenclircients.
41 Engravings. 12mo. Cloth. $1.25.

Kelton's Ne^w Bayonet Exercise.
Fifth Edition. Revised. 12mo. Cloth. $2.00.

New Bayonet Exercise. A New Manual of the Bayonet, for the

Army and Militia of the United States. . By General J. C. Kelton,

U. S. A. With 40 beautifully engraved plates.
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Craigliiirs Army Officers' Corapanion.
18mo. Full Roan. $2.00.

The Army Officers' Pocket Companion. Principally designed for

Staff Officers in the Field. Partly translated from the French of

M. de Rouvre, Lieut.-Col. of the French Staff Corps, with additions

from Standard American, French, and English authorities. By Wm.
P. Craighill, Major U. S. Corps of Engineers, late Assistant Professor

of Engineering at the U. S. Military Academy, "West Point.

Casey's U. S. Infantry Tactics.
3 vols. 24mo. Cloth. $2.50.

U. S. Infantry Tactics. By Brig.-Gen. Silas Casey, U. S. A. 3 vols.,

24mo. Vol. I.—School of the Soldier; School of the Company; In-

struction for Skirmishers. Vol. II.—School of the Battalion. Vol.

III.—Evolutions of a Brigade ; Evolutions of a Corps d'Armee.

Lithographed plates.

United. States Tactics for Colored Troops.
24ino. Cloth. $1.50.

U. S. Tactics for Colored Troops. U. S. Infantry Tactics for the

use of the Colored Troops of the United States Infantry. Prepared

under the direction of the War Department.

Morris' Field Tactics for Infantry.
Illustrated. 18mo. Cloth. 75c.

Field Tactics for Infantry. By Brig.-Gen. Wm. H, Morris, U. S.

Vols., late Second U. S. Infantry.

Monroe's Liglit Infantry andCompany Drill.
32mo.2^Cloth. 75c.

Light Infantry Company and Skirmish Drill. Bayonet Fencing

;

with a Supplement on the Handling and Service of Light Infantry.

By J. Monroe, Col. Twenty-Second Regiment, ]N". G., N. Y. S. M. for-

merly Captain U. S. Infantry.

Berriman's S^vord Play.
Fourth Edition. 12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Sword-Play. The Militiaman's Manual and Sword-Play without a

Master. Rapier and Broad-Sword Exercises, copiously explained and
illustrated; Small-Arm Light Infantry Drill of the United States

Army
; Infantry Manual of Percussion Musket ; Company Drill of the

United States Cavalry. By Major M. W. Berriman.
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Morris' Infantry Tactics.
2 vols. 24mo. $2.00. 2 vols, in 1. Cloth. $1.50.

Infantry Tactics. By Brig. -Gen. William H. Morris, U. S. Vols.,

and late U. S. Second Infantry.

Le Gral's Scliool of th.e Gruides.
16mo. Cloth. 60c.

The School of the Guides. Designed for the use of the Militia of

the United States. By Col. Eugene Le Gal.

Duryea's Standing Orders of the Seventh.
Kegiment.

Kew Edition. 16mo. Cloth. 50c.

Standing Orders of the Seventh Regiment Na'tional Guards.

By A. Duryea, Colonel.

Heth's System of Target Pra,ctice.
18mo. Cloth. 75c.

System of Target Practice ; For the use of Troops when armed
with the Musket, Rifle-Musket, Rifle, or Carbine. Prepared princi-

pally from the French, by Captain Henry Heth, Tenth Infantry,

U. S. A.

Wilcox's Rifles and Kifle Practice.
New Edition. Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

Rifles and Rifle Practice. An Elementary Treatise on the Theory
of Rifle Firing ; with descriptions of the Infantry Rifles of Europe
and the United States, their Balls and Cartridges. By Captain C. M.
Wilcox, U. S. A.

Viele's Hand-Book for Active Service.
12ino. Cloth, $1.00.

Hand-Book for Active Service, containing Practical Instructions in

Campaign Duties. For the use of Volunteers. By Brig.-Gen. Egbert

L. Viele, U. S. A.

Nolan's System for Training Cavalry Horses.
24 Plates. Clotli. $2.00.

Nolan's System for Training Cavalry Horses. By Kenner Gar-

rard, Bvt. Brig.-Gen. U. S. A.
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Arnold's Cavalry Service.
Illustrated 18mo. Cloth. 75c.

Notes on Horses for Cavalry Service, embodying the Quality,

Purchase, Care, and Diseases most frequently encountered, with lessons

for bitting the Horse, and bending the neck. By Bvt. Major A. K.
Arnold, Capt. Fifth Cavalry, Assistant Instructor of Cavalry Tactics,

U. S. Mil. Academy.

Cooke's Cavalry Practice.
100 Illustrcations. 12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Cavalry Tactics; Regulations for the Instruction, Formation and
Movements of the Cavalry of the Army and Volunteers of the United
States. By Philip St. George Cooke, Brig.-Gen. U. S. A.

This is the edition now in use in the U. S. Army.

Patten's Cavalry Drill.
93 Engraviugs. 12mo. Paper. 50c.

Cavalry Drill. Containing Instructions on Foot ; Instructions on
Horseback

;
Basis of Instruction ; School of the Squadron, and Sabre

Exercise.

Patten's Infantry Tactics.
92 Engravings. 12mo. Paper. 50c.

I^'FANTRY Tactics. School of the Soldier ; Manual of Arms for the

Rifle Musket ; Instructions for Recruits, School of the Company

;

Skirmishers, or Light Infantry and Rifle Company Movements ; the

Bayonet Exercise ; the Small-Sword Exercise; Manual of the Sword
or Sabre.

Patten's Infantry Tactics.
Revised Edition. 100 Engravings. 12mo. Paper. 75c.

Infantry Tactics. Contains Nomenclature of the Musket; School

of the Company ; Skirmishers, or Light Infantry and Rifle Company
Movements ; School of the Battalion ; Bayonet Exercise ; Small Sword

Patten's Army Mannal.
8vo. Cloth. S2.00.

Army Manual. Containing Instructions for Officers in the Preparation

of Rolls, Returns, and Accounts required of Regimental and Company
Commanders, and pertaining to the Subsistence and Quartermaster's

Department, &c., &c.
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Patten's Artillery I3rill.l
12mo. Papei; 50c.

Artillery Drill. Containing instruction in the School of the Piece,

and Battery Manoeuvres, compiled agreeably to the Latest Regulations

of the War Department. From Standard Military Authority. By
George Patten, late U. S. Army.

Andrews' Hints to Company Officers.
18mo. Cloth. 60c.

Hints to Company Officers on their Military Duties. By
General C. C. Andrews, Third Regt., Minnesota Vols.

Thomas' Rifled. Ordnance.
Fifth Edition, Revised. Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

Rifled Ordnance ; A Practical Treatise on the Application of the

Principle of the Rifle to Guns and Mortars of every calibre. To which

is added a new theory of the initial action and force of Fired Gun-

powder. By Lynall Thomas, F. R. S. L.

BrinkerliotF's Volunteer Quartermaster.
12mo. Cloth. $2.50.

The Volunteer Quartermaster. By Captain R. Brinkerhoff, Post

Quartermaster at Washington.

Hunter's Manual for Quartermasters and
Commissaries.

12mo. Cloth. $1.25. Flexible Morocco, $1.50.

Manual for Quartermasters and Commissaries. Containing

Instructions in the Preparation of Vouchers, Abstracts, Returns, etc.

By Captain It. F. Hunter, late of the U. S. Army. 12mo. Cloth.

$1.25.

G-reener's Gunnery.
8vo. Cloth. $4.00. Full Calf. $6.00.

Gunnery in 1858. A Treatise on Rifles, Cannon, and Sporting Arms.

By Wm. Greener, R. C. E.

Head's System of Fortifications.
Illustrated. 4to. Paper. $1.00.

A New System of Fortifications. By George E. Head, A. M.,

Capt. Twenty-Ninth Infantry, and Bvt. Major U. S. A.



Experiraents on Metal for Caimon.
4to. 25 Plates. Cloth. $10.00.

Reports of Experiments on the Strength and other Properties
OF Metals for Cannon ; with a Description of the Machines for

Testing Metals, and of the Classification of Cannon in Service. By
Officers of the Ordnance Department U. S. Army. Published by author-

ity of the Secretary of War.

Rodina;n's Experiments on Metals for Can-
non and. Po^^^der.
4to. 60 Plates. Cloth. $10.00.

B.EPORTS OF Experiments on the Properties of Metals for

Can:xon and the Qualities of Cannon Powder ; with an Ac-

count of the Fabrication and Trial of a 15-inch Gun. By Captain T.

J. Rodman, of the Ordnance Department of U. S. Army. Published

by authority of the Secretary of War.

Norton's Keport on the M^mitions of War.
80 lUustratious. 8vo. Cloth. Extra. 83.50.

Report to the Government of the United States on the Mu-
nitions OF War exhibited at the Paris Universal Exhibition, 18G7.

By Charles B. Norton, U. S. V., and W. J. Valentine, Esq., U. S.

Commissioners.

Lieber's Instrnctions for Armies.
12mo. Paper. 25 cents.

Instructions for the Government of Armies of the U. S. in the
Field. Prepared by Francis Lieber, LL.D.

Ordronanx's Mannal for Military Surgeons.
12mo. Half Morocco. $1.50.

Manual of Instructions for Military Surgeons, in the Examin-

ation of Recruits and Discharge of Soldiers. Prepared at the request

of the United States Sanitary Commission. By John Ordronaux, M.D.,

Professor of Medical Jurisprudence in Columbia College, New York.

The Antomaton Company.
In Box Si. 25. When sent by mail Sl.94.

The Automaton Company; or, Infantry Soldiers' Practical

Instructor. For all Company Movements in the Field. By G.

Douglas Brewerton, U. S. Army.
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Th.e A^^toIllatoIl Battery.
In Box $1.00. When sent by mail $1.30.

The Automaton Battery ;
or, Artillerist's Practical In-

structor. For all Mounted Artillery Manoeuvres in the Field. By

G. Douglas Brewerton, U. S. A.

The A-atomaton Kegiment.
In Box $1.00. When sent by mail $1.33.

The Automaton Regiment; or, Infantry Soldiers' Practical

Instructor. For all Regimental Movements in the Field. By. G.

Douglas Brewerton, U. S. A.

G-rafton on tlie Camp and March..
12mo. Cloth. 75c.

A Treatise on the Camp and March. With which is connected

the Construction of Field-Works and Military Bridges. By Captain

Henry D. Grafton, U. S. A.

G-en. McClellan's Report of the Army of the
Potomac.

8vo. Cloth. $1.00. Paper. 50 cents.

Report of the Army of the Potomac, of its operations w^hile

under his command. With Maps and Plans. By General Geo. B.

McClellan, U. S. A.

Moore's Portrait G-allery of the War.
1 vol. 8vo. Cloth. $6.00. Half Calf. $7.50.

Portrait Gallery of the War, Civil, Military, and Naval.
A Biographical Record. Edited by Frank Moore. Illustrated with GO

fine portraits on steel.

Butler's Projectiles and Rifled Cannon.
4to. 36 Plates. Cloth. $7.50.

Projectiles and Rifled Cannon. A Critical Discussion of the

Principal Systems of Rifling and Projectiles, with practical suggestions

for their improvement, as embraced in a report to the Chief of Ord-

nance, U. S. Army. By Capt. John S. Butler, Ordnance Corps, U. S. A.

Sergeant's Koll Book.
Pocket-book form. $1.25.

Sergeant's Roll Book, for the Company, Detail and Squad.
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NAVAL BOOKS

PUBLISHED BY

D. VAN NOSTEAND
23 Murray Street & 27 Warren Street,

NEW YORK.

Lnce's Seamansliip.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. Revised and Improved. Illustrated by 89 full-page

copper-plate engravings. 8vo. Half Roan. ^7.50.

Seamanship. For the use of the United States Naval Academy. By
Capt. S. B. Luce, U. S. N. 1 vol., crown octavo.

Text-Book at the U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis.

Barnes' Siabmarine W^arfare.
With 20 Lithographic Plates, and many Wood-cuts. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Submarine Warfare, Defensive and Offensive. Comprising a

Full and complete History of the invention of the Toi-pedo, its em-

ployment in War, and results of its use. Descriptions of the various

forms of Torpedoes, Submarine Batteries and Torpedo Boats actually

used in AVar. Bv Lieut.-Commander John S. Barnes, U. S. N.

JejfFers' Nautical Surveying.
Illustrated with 9 Copper^^lates and 31 Wood-cut Illustrations. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Nautical Surveying. By William N. Jeffers, Captain U. S. Navy.

Coffin's Navigation.
Fifth Edition. 12mo. Cloth. S3.50.

Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. Prepared for the use of the

U. S. Naval Academy. By J. H. C. Coffin, Prof, of Astronomy, Navi-

gation and Surveying, with 52 wood-cut illustrations.

Text Book of Surveying.
Svo. 9 Lithograph Plates and several Wood-cuts. Illustrated^ Cloth. J$2.00.

A Text Book on Surveying, Projections and Portable Instruments for

the use of the Cadet Midshipmen ^t the U. S. Naval Academy.
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Clark's Navigatien.
Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Theoretical Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. By Lewis

Clark, Lieut.-Commander U. S. Navy.

Simpson's Ordnance and Naval Gunnery.
Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated with 185 Engravings. Svo.

Cloth. $5.00.

A Treatise on Ordnance and Naval Gunnery. Compiled and

arranged as a Text-Book for the U. S. Naval Academy, by Commander

Edward Simpson, U. S. N.

Young Seaman's Man^^.al.
Svo. Half Roan. $3.00.

The Young Seaman's Manual. Compiled from various authorities,

and illustrated with numerous original and select designs. For the use

of the U. S. Training Ships and the Marine Schools.

Harwood's Naval Conrts-Martial.
Svo. Law-sheep. $4.00.

Law and Practice of United States Naval Courts-Martial.
By A. A. Harwood, U. S. N. Adopted as a Text-Book at the U. S.

Naval Academy.

Parker's Sqnadron Tactics.
Illustrated hy 77 Plates. Svo. Cloth. $5.00.

Squadron Tactics Under Steam. By Foxhall A. Parker, Commo-
dore U. S. Navy. Published by authority of the Navy Department.

Parker's Fleets of th.e \Vorld.
Svo. 9 Illustrations. Cloth, extra. $5.00

The Fleets of the World. The Galley Period. By Foxhall A. Parker,

Commodore U. S. Navy.

Parker's Fleet Tactics.
ISmo. Cloth. $2.50.

Fleet Tactics Under Steam. By Foxhall A. Parker, Commodore
U. S. Navy. Illustrated by 140 wood-cuts.

Parker's Naval How^itzer Ashore.
26 Plates. Svo. Cloth. $4.00.

j
The Naval Howitzer Ashore. By Foxhall A. Parker, Commo-
dore U. S. Navy. With plates. Approved by the Navy Department.
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Parker's Naval Hovritzer Afloat.
32 Plates. 8vo. Cloth. ^4.00.

The Naval Howitzer Afloat. By Foxhall A. Parker, Commo-
dore U. S. Navy. With plates. Approved by the Navy Department.

Brandt's GrTannery Catecliisin.
Revised Edition. Illustrated. 18mo. Cloth. $1.50.

Gunnery Catechism. As applied to the service of the Naval Ord-

nance. Adapted to the latest Official Eegulations, and approved by
the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department. By J. D. Brandt, for-

merly of the U. S. Navy.

Ordnance Instructions for tlie United States
Navy.

Illustrated. 8vo. Cloth. $5.00.

Ordnance Instructions for the United States Navy. Part I.

Relating to the Preparation of Vessels of War for Battle, and to the

Duties of Officers and others when at Quarters. Part II. The Equip-

ment and Manoeuvre of Boats, and Exercise of Howitzers. Part III.

Ordnance and Ordnance Stores. Published by order of the Navy De-

partment.

Barrett's Grnnnery Instructions.
12mo. Cloth. $1.25.

Gunnery Instructions. By Capt. Edward Barrett, U. S. N., Instructor

of Gunnery, Navy Yard, Brooklyn.

Buckner's Tables of Ranges.
8vo. Cloth. $1.50.

Calculated Tables of Ranges for Navy and Army Guns. By

Lieut. W. P. Buckner, U. S. N.

Luce's Naval Liglit Artillery.
22 Plates. 8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Naval Light Artillery. By Lieutenant W. H. Parker, U. S. N.

Third Edition, revised by Lieut. S. B. Luce, Assistant Instructor of

Gunnery and Tactics at the United States Naval Academy.

Manual of Boat Exercise.
18mo. Flexible Cloth. 75c.

Manual of the Boat Exercise at the U. S. Naval Academy, designed

for the practical instruction of the Senior Class in Naval Tactics.
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Haraersly's Records ofLiving Officers ofthe
U. S. Navy.

Revised Edition. Cloth. 8vo. $5.00.

The Records of Living Officers of the U. S. Navy and Ma-
rine Corps. Compiled from Official Sources. By Lewis B. Hamersly,

late Lieutenant U. S. Marine Corps.

Levy's Rules and Regulations for Men-of-
War.

Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 18mo. Flexible Cloth. 50c.

Manual of Internal Rules and Regulations for Men-of-War.
By Commodore U. P. Levy, U. S. N.

Pook's Shipbuilding.
8vo. Cloth. $5.00

A Method of Comparing the Lines and Draughting Vessels
Propelled by Sail or Steam, including a Chapter on Laying off

on the Mould-Loft Floor. By Samuel M. Pook, Naval Constructor.

With Illustrations.

Osbon's Hand-Book of tlie United States
Navy.

12mo. Cloth. $3.00.

Hand-Book of the United States Navy. Being a compilation of

all the principal events in the history of every vessel of the United

States Navy from April, 1861, to May, 1861. Compiled and arranged

byB. S. Osbon.

Totten's Naval Text-Book.
Second and Revised Edition. 12mo. Cloth. S3. 00.

Naval Text-Book. Naval Text^Book and Dictionary, compiled for

the use of Midshipmen of the U. S. Navy. By Commander B. J.

Totten, U. S. N.

Roe's Naval Duties.
12nio. Cloth. $1.50.

Naval Duties and Discipline : With the Policy and Principles of

Naval Organization. By F. A. Roe, late Commander U. S. Navy.

Stuart's Naval Dry Docks.
Fourth Edition. 4to. Cloth. $6.00.

The Naval Dry Docks of the United States. By Gen. C. B.

Stuart. Illustrated with 24 fine engravings on steel.
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Murphy and JefFer's Na^^tical Ronte.
8vo. Cloth. S2.50.

Nautical Routine and Stowage. With Short Rules in Navigation.

By John McLeod Murphy and Wm. N. Jeffers, Jr., U. S. N.

Barrett's Dead Reckoning.
8vo. Flexible Cloth. Si- 25.

Dead Reckoning ; Or, Day's Work. By Edward Barrett, U. S. Navy.

Our Naval Scliool and Naval Officers.
12mo. Cloth. 75c.

A Glance at the Condition of the French Navy prior to the

Franco-German War. Translated from the French of M. De Crise-

noy by Commander R. W. Meade, U. S. N.

Ward's Naval Tactics.
8vo. Cloth. $3.00.

Manual of Naval Tactics : Together with a Brief Critical Analysis

of the Principal Modern Naval Battles. By James H. AVard, Com-

mander U. S. N. With an Appendix, being an extract from Sir How-

ard Douglas's " Naval Warfare with Steam."

Ward's Naval Ordnance.
8vo. Cloth. $2.00.

Elementary Instruction in Naval Ordnance and Gunnery. By

James H. Ward, Commander U. S. Navy.

Ward's Steam for the Million.
8vo. Cloth. $1.00.

Steam for the Million. A Popular Treatise on Steam and its Appli-

cation to the Useful Arts, especially to Navigation. By J. H. Ward,

Commander U. S. Navy.

Walker's Scre^v Propulsion.
8vo. Cloth. 75 cents.

Notes on Screw Propulsion, its Rise and History. By Capt. W. H.

Walker, U. S. Navy.



B, VAN NOSTRAND.

RECENT WORKS.
Fanning's Water Supply Engineering.

8vo. 650 pages. 180 Illustrations. Extra cloth. $6.00.

A Peactical Teeatise on Water Supply Engineering. Relating to

the Hydrology, Hydrodynamics, and Practical Construction of Water
Works, in North America. With numerous Tables and Illustrations.

By J. T. Fanning, C. E.

Clark's Complete Book of Keference for
Mechanical Engineering.

1012 pages. 8vo. Cloth, $7.50. Half morocco. $10.00.

A Manual op Rules, Tables and Data for Mechanical Engineers.
Based on the most recent investigations. By Daniel Kinnear Clark.

Illustrated with numerous diagrams.

Mott's Chemists Mannal.
650 pages. 8vo. Cloth. $6.00.

A Practical Treatise on Chemistry (Qualitative and Quantitative

Analysis), Stoichiometry, Blowpipe Analysis, Mineralogy, Assaying,

Pharmaceutical Preparations, Human Secretions, Specific Gravities,

Weights and ("Measures, etc., etc., etc. By Henry A. Mott, Jr., E. M.,

Ph. D.

Weyranch. on Iron and Steel Constructions.
12mo. Cloth. $1.00.

Strength and Calculation op Dimensions op Iron and Steel Con-

structions, with reference to the latest experiments. By J. J. Wey-
rauch. Ph. D., Professor Polytechnic School of Stuttgart, with four

folding plates.

Osbnn's Beilsteins' Chemical Analysis.
12mo. Cloth. 75 cents.

An Introdnction to Chemical Qualitative
Analysis.

By F. Beilstein. Third edition, translated by I. J. Osbun.

Davis and Rae's Hand Book of Electrical
Diagrams.

Oblong 8vo. Extra cloth. $2.00.

Hand Book op Electrical Diagrams and Connections. By Charles

H. Davis and Frank B. Rae, Illustrated with 32 full page illustrations.

Second edition.
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